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B.I INTRODUCTION
The operation and control of Landsat-D is highly dependent on the operation of
the spacecraft On Board Computer (OBC). Landsat-D contains two NASA Standard
Spacecraft Computers (NSSC-1) and 65536 words of memory. A hardware and
interface description of the OBC and memory is provided in Section 6.0 of Volume
I of this manual. Appendix B provides a description of the OBC software. This •
description is based on: -4
1. SVS-9953 Landsat-D Flight Software Requirements Specification, f
Revision A, dated March 1, 1981 ]
2. SVS-10130 Landsat-D Flight Software Computer Program ~ Design j
Specification, data August 1981 J
3. S-700-56 MMS OBC Flight Executive Technical Description, Revision B, |
dated February 1980 ;
•i$
The OBC software is divided into two areas, the Flight Executive and the: }
Applications processors. The Flight Executive controls the timing and execution:. \
of all the OBC software and calls upon the applications processors for specific ;
software tasks. There are 23 applications processors that perform various <
spacecraft functions. Both the applications processors and the flight executive,
use one or more of 67 system tables to obtain variables, constants and software '
flags. Output from the software for monitoring operation is via 49 OBC •
Telemetry Reports subcommutated in the spacecraft telemetry.
LSD-WPC-263
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B.2 PURPOSE
The purpose of this appendix Is to:
1. Provide an operational description of the Landsat-D Flight Segment
Software.
2. Provide the basis for monitoring and control of the OBC.
3. PreseDt detailed flow diagrams of the software showing System Table
Input and Telemetry output.
A. Provide a means of understanding the interactions of the -Systems j
Tables and the various processors in all software modes of operations. j
i
5. Show the origin of telemetry points presented in the OBC telemetry. j
In general, this appendix is to provide information about the flight software as
it is used to control the various spacecraft oeprations and Interpret the !
operational OBC Telemetry. For detailed Program Design Listing see SVS-10130 i
Landsat-D Flight Segment Software Computer Program Design Specification.
i
B.3.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION j
j
Section B.3.X.X of this appendix Is divided into 24 subsections (the X b»low) '
each dealing with a particular processor of the software. These are further
divided to provide:
B.3.X.1 Processor Function Description
B.3.X.2 Processor Operation
B.3.X.3 Software Constraints
B.3.X.4 Processor System Tables
B.3.X.5 Processor Telemetry
B.3.X.6 Processor Flow Charts
The System Tables of Sections B.3.X.4 are formatted as follows:
ENTRY Position in Table Offset from Table starting point
NAME Identification as given by software
TLM * Denotes parameter is available In OBC Telemetry
TYPE C - Constant, V - Variable, F • Flag
USING SUBROUTINE Software processor/subroutine that uses parameter
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.0 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Section B.3.X.X of this appendix is divided Into 24 subsections (the X below) \
each dealing with a particular processor of the software. These are further |
divided t o provide: . . . |
B.3.X.1 Processor Function Description '{
B.3.X.2 Processor Operation |
B.3.X.3 Software Constraints ,- i
B.3.X.4 Processor System Tables . ]
B.3.X.5 Processor Telemetry
B.3.X.6 Pzocessor Flow Charts
The System Tables of Sections B.3.X.4 are formatted as follows:
ENTRY - Position in Table Offset from Table starting point
NAM2 Identification as given by software
TLM * Denotes parameter is available in OBC Telemetry
TYPE C = Constant, V •» Variablef F = Flag
USINu SUBROUTINE Software processor/subroutine that uses parameter
LSD-WPC-263
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Describes Item; provides other information to describe
parameter
The Telemetry of Sections B.3.X.5 is formatted as follows:
ENTRY NUMBER
NAME
GENERATING SUBROUTINE
DESCRIPTION/COMMENT
Location of TLM point in Report Word # « Entry # + 1
As designated by software
Processor subroutine which calculates or sets software
telemetry point
Explains telemetry point and provides other details of
TLM points use and meaning
In the Flow Charts of Section B.3.X.6 a coding is provided to identify System
Table entries and TLM points. This coding which underscores the particular
parameters is as follows:
- - - TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT &
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.1 F1IGHT EXECUTIVE (FLTEXEC) ->
B.3.1.1 Flight Executive (FLTEXEC) Processor Description i
\i
The MMS Flight Executive includes .-evetal processors and other related decks in ^f
addition to the Flight Executive Proper. The total system consists of the *
following decks: \
i
FLTEXEC ?
XREQ . ;
UNIQUE }
SCMDBUF !
STCMDS - {
CDHTST ' |
PROCESSORS ;
COMMON - . j
i
The logical parts of the executive are discussed separately in the subsections
which follow.
,* •
B.3.1.1.1 Flight Executive Proper ',
The MMS Flight Executive consists mainly of interrupt handlers - one section for ;
each allowable Interrupt. In addition, there is section BUFFER, whicn contains
various storage areas whose absolute addresses must be known on the ground;
section PRCTL, which contains routines for starting, restarting, and terminating
processors and checking for processors requested for execution; section S'JBRTN,
which contains subroutines used by several other decks; and section ERROR, which
reports any illegal interrupts which may oocur. These sections are combined
into a single deck, FLTEXEC, except for the interrupt handler for interrupts 12
and 8, which forms a separate deck, XREQ. Finally, there is a deck UI.'IQUE,
which contains all. the coding which may need to be changed in making mission-
unique modification to the system.
The interrupt handlers are the following:
Interrupt 0—INIT
Interrupt 5—CLOCK
Interrupt 6—TMSYVC
Interrupt 9—REMOTE
Interrupt ll-DUMPEND
Interrupt 12 and 8—XREQ
Interrupt 15—WRERROR
EXIT Inncrrupt—SVC
In general, symbols (labels) begin with the initial Ijttei of the section in
which they are defined. Tliere are a few exceptions; the s>nbols INTRPTr. and
L--D-WPC-263
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CSDEVn (the interrupt areas at the start of the fixed bank and the cycle-steal
areas at the end of the fixed bank) are defined in section BUFFER. Symbols in
section SUBRTN begin with the letter J, and symbols in deck COMMON begin with
the letter Q, except for the Data Reference Table, DATAREF, and the labels
(nones of data items) attached to entries within it. No conventions" are
followed '<ith the latter, and no conventions apply to decks SCML'BUF, STCMDS,
CDHTST, and PROCESSORS. "
Interrupt 5, CLOCK, the 16-millisecond clock interrupt, is the main driver for
the OBC, It controls and schedules all periodic activities (excapt telemetry).
Other interrupts occur more or less asynchronouely, and perform their functions
without reference to other OBC activities.
In the Flight Executive proper, coastants and storage areas are generally
defined at the end of the sectioi. which uses them, and their symbols begin with
the initial letter of the .section name. Data areas which may need to be changed
in making mission-unique modifications to the system are grouped into deck
UNIQUE, however, and their symobls begin with the letter U.
The data areas for the Flight Executive proper occupy the fixed bank of the OBC,
which is reserved for this use. To implement thi:;„ all decks of the Flight
Executive (FLTEXEC, XREQ, and UNIQUE) assign an absolute origin to location
counter C. In deck FLTEXEC there are several AORG directives, all in section
BUFFKR. In decks XREQ and UNIQUE the AORG directives immediately follow the
title lines at the start of thv. deck. If the data areas become too large to fit
in the fixed bank, the telemetry buffers (in section BUFFER of deck FLTXEC) tin
be moved to another bank.
Location counter 1, under which instructions are assembled, is relocatable in
all decks. This allows all the instructions in a complete OBC memory load tc
occupy a contiguous block of core, with the Flight Executive at the start, so
chat memory checking can be carried our properly.
B.3.1.1.2 Stored Conn, nd Buffers
Deck SCMDBUF contains the stored command buffers used by the Absolute and
Relative Time Coumand Processors and by the C&DH Test Processor. In release 4,
the buffers as assembled contain test data to reduce the need for memory loads.
There are several sets of commands for testing the Absolute Time Command
Processor and some predefined blocks of coiuaands and relative time sequences to
be used with them. There is also a set of commands which can be used with .the
C&DH Test Processor to send commands continuously at maximum hardware speed. A
number of procs are provided to simplify the job of setting up additional test
data as needed. Details can be found in the program listing.
The stored command buffers are assigned absolute addresses so that they can be
placed on bank boundaries. Only the first AORG needs to be changed to move the
LSD-WPC-263
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buffers to a different bank - all other AORGs are relative to the first (which
sets the origin SCMDBUF1). The sizes of the buffers can be changed by changing
the EQUs which define certain symbols. SGMDLEN controls the length of the main
buffer, giving the number of commands (not words) the buffer will hold.
SPREBUFL specifies the number of predefined blocks for vhich space will be
reserved; the number of words reserved will be 32 times this number. The size
of the buffer for relative time sequerces is defined by a simple RES directive, ;-:
following the directive which defines the symbol for the buffer, RTSBUF. In 1
release 4 of the Flight Executive, this RES has been coded to use all of bank 1 ]
which is not used for other stored command buffers. If the length of the other ';
buffers is changed, the size of RTSBUF will be automatically adjusted to 4
correspond. If the stored command buffers £ moved to a bank other than bank j
1, however, this RES directive must also be cV .^ ed. - . %
B.3.1.1.3 System Processors '•
Seven system processors are included in the VJ.ight Executive. The processors '
are as follows : ]
»
ATCP
RTCP
CUHTST
MEMCK
MONTOR :
CKDTST
JAILCK
MEMTST
ATCP (the Absolute Time Command Processor) and RTCP (the Relative Time Comma-nd
Processor) are combined into a single deck, STCMD^. These processors together
provide the main MMS stored command processing capability. CDHTST is the C&D
Test Processor and forms a deck by itself, because it will not be included in
the flight system. The remaining processors are combined into a single deck,
PROCESSORS. MEMCK performs the memory check described in Section B.3.21. MONTOR
monitors up to 20 words of memory and transmits their contents to the ground
through the OBC contribution to telemetry as described in Section B.3.22.
CMDTST checks the spacecraft command hardware as described in Section B.3.20.
FAILC" sends the failure detection signal as described in Section B.3.14.
MEMTST can be used to t^st the memory hardware for one or more banks by storing
and reading worst case bit patterns in each word.
B.3.1.1.4 Deck Common
Deck COMMON contains the COMMON area for co-nraunication among processors. It
also hss the status buffer, parameter tables for processors (which can be loaded
from the ground and are included in the COMMON area), and the Data Reference
Table (DATAREF) used in getting -iata from telemetry or getting computer data.
LSD-WPC-263
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The deck also defines the end of the memory area occupied by Instructions, which
processor KEMCK uses in setting up the boundaries of the area it checks. ^Deck
COMMON must therefore be the last deck in the loader run which creates the core
image for the OBC.
B.3.1.2 Flight Executive (FLTEXEC) Processor Operation
See MMS OBC Flight Executive Technical Description S-700-56 Rev. B for operation
details.
B.3.1.3 Flight Executive (FLTEXEC) Software Constraints
See MMS OBC Flight Executive Technical Description S-700-56 Rev. B for software
constraints.
B.3.1.A Flight: Executive (FLTEXEC) System Tables
Table #0 - UCUADDR - List of Addresses for Getting Computer Data.
List of 16 bit address words, one word for each 8 bit of computer data wanted by
OBC. Addresses are sent in bursts of cycle-steal I/O (DMA) at intervals
controlled by Executive Scheduler Table, #2. The following format of address
words is used:
I
•a
*
4
1
i
18 16 12 i 11 10; 9
RIU if Data
Type Channel I? (out of RIU)
0=ccnditioned analog
l=serlal digital
2»actlve analog
3»»bilevel
Table #1 - UCADDRNO - Number of Addresses to be Sent for Getting Computer Data
One word entry which specifies the number of addresses to be sent for getting
computer data.
Table #2 - USCHED - Scheduler Table
LSD-WPC-263
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This table schedules the periodic flight executives activities. It is processed
by the clock interrupt (interrupt f?5) which occurs every 16 msecs. On each
interrupt the executive examines the table entry to determine what action should
be taken. After the entry is processed,.the table pointer is incremented. When
the end of the table is reached, the pointer returns to the start and 'long
period processing is performed (Table i?3). The length of the table is 64
entries, therefore, one cycle through the table is 1.024 sec (i.e. 64 x 16
msec).
Each table entry consists of one 18 bit word with the following format:
18 17 16 1
0 1/0 Specification of Action
"0 no action
O.5 executive snap action whose number is
given
M6 request execution of an application
processor (the number here is the
relative location of the PCT for the
processor)
"•I get a burst of computer data
Table #3 - ULPROC - Table of Long-Period Application Processors
Processors that require execution periods longer than Che 1.024s provided by
table USCHED are scheduled by using the long-period processing table. The
execution intervals must be multiples of the length of table USCHED.
LSD-UPC-263
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Each table entry consists of 4 words:
18
Word i?l Counter
18
If USCHED.Cycles Before Long-Period Processor Called
18
Initial Count
18
Processor Control Table Number
Table f?4 - USFAPTBL - Table of Snap Actions
Snap actions are relatively short processors that are executed within thr 16 as
clock interrupt routine and will delay whatever other processor is going on. The
normal starting and terminating time of a processor (500 - 550 msec) is not
required when using snap actions. The relative location of each snap action in
this table is inserted in Table USCHED, #2. A maximum of 15 snap actions can be
defined and location 0 must not be used.
Table 05 - ULPSNAP - Table of Long Period SNAP ACTIONS
Long period snap actions are scheduled in the same way as long-period processors
and are controlled by this table. The format of each table entry is identical
to that used for long-period processors, except that the last word of each entry
gives the absolute address of the snap action.
Table #6 - UTRPLOC - Table of Buffer Locations for Reports in the OBC
Contribution to Telemetry
The OBC can contribute up to a maximum of 26 words to each minor frame of
telemetry. The first word (word 35 of the minor frame) gives the report number,
LSD-WPC-263
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and the remaining words give tho data being reported. The first word is sent
directly by che frame sync interrupt, while tha remaining words go by means of a
cycle-steal operation, initiated by the frame sync interrupt. Each processor
stores data in a buffer in its own data area. The frame interrupt moves this
data from the processors buffer to tha buffer from which it will be transmitted. |
Tho address of the data in the processor's buffer is contained in this table, J
06. I
4
Tabla 61 - UTRPTIPS - Table to Control the Cycle of Reports in Che OBC |
Contribution to Telemetry . |
3
This table gives the cycle of reports to be sent out in the telemetry stream. |
Each entry word gives the report f to be sent down in telemetry word 035-. j
4
Table 010 - UPCT - Table of Processor Control Table ;
Tho flight executive controls the execution of Che processors through the usa of I
Processor Control Tables (PCT). Each processor has ita own PCT which is used to \
start or restart ch« processor. The order of tho PCT'a stored in the OBC memory j
determines the ID0 assigned to each processor.
j
The format of each PCT consists of 16 words, 18 bits long: ;
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Table B.3.1-1. Processor Control Table Format
18 17 16
l=system initialized since last —
execution
l=initialize on next new start
l=inhibited from sending commands
l=execution interrupted; restart -
next time
1/0 X COUNTER 1/0 1/0 I/O
WORD IN WHICH REQUEST SIT iS LCCATEO
MASK TO TURN C^ REGoeST 51T
MAX RESTARTS
SAVE ACC
SAVE EA
SAVE X
LS3 MASK TO RESTART
PAGE, 0. OV. AND C REGISTERS TC RESTART
STORAGE LIMITS REGISTER TC R E S T A R T
10
11
12
13
U
15
RESTART AOOF.ESS
UNASSlGiMEO
LSR MASK NEW START
?AGE. 0. OV, AND C REGISTERS FOR NESV START
STORAGE LIMITS REGISTER rCR -NEW S T A R T
SNTRY ADDRESS FOH NEW S T A R T
LSD-VPC-2f i3
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ITabJe #11 - Processor Priority Table '*|
The relative priority of each processor is specified by its location in this 4
table. The lower the entry number in the table, the higher the priority. Each J
processor has a single entry in UPPT which gives the location of the PCT in . j
Table tfl.0. J
Each time a processor is requested during the 16 ms interrupt, its priority is !
compared to that of the processor currently executing. If the latter is lower j
in priority, it is cut off and the information needed for restart is stored in ,<
UPCT. After the newly started processor is executed, the previous processor is -A
resumed as long as there is no higher priority processor waiting to be executed.
 :;
Table #12 - DATAREF - Data Reference Table '
!
This table contains a list of data which processors can retrieve by name using •
library procs (macros). The table contains one entry for each data item *
referenced by any processor: •;
is 8 i ';
Address of Data Item
data item may be: 1. minor frame telemetry data
2. subcom data
3. data obtained directly by computer
The table must be changed when the addresses of the data items change; i.e. may
change when telemetry format is changed.
Table Ifl3 - QMEMCK - Parameters for Processor MEMCK
Details of this table are in Section B.3.21.
Table 014 - QLIMITS - Limits for Memory to be Checked by MEMCK
Details of this table are in Section B.3.21.
Table #15 - QMONITQR - List of Memory Locations to be Monitored by Processor
MONTOR
This processor will monitor a maximum of 18 words of memory and report their
contents through the OBC contribution to telemetry, report /MO-42. The addresses
of the words to be monitored are listed in this table. See Section B.3.14.
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Table 016 - FAILCMDS - List of Failure Detection Signal Cmds to be Sent by 1
Processor FAILCK j
Processor FAILCK periodically sends pulse conmands (if QOKSW°0) to several parts ;
of MMS hardware to prove it is functioning. ' |
]
Each command must be received at 1.024s +100 ms intervals but there is no ;
requirement as to the relative timing of different commands sent to different '
parts of the hardware. One cooaand is sent froa this table each time the
processor FAILCK is executed. FAILCK must, therefore, be executed several times
during the 1 .C24s interval in order to send all the commands in the table- At
present the processor sends 3 comnancis, one to each of the 3 major hardware
modules: Command and Data Handling, Attitude Control System, and Pouer. See
Section B.3.14.
Table 017 - FLOIDEND - End of Table Test for Sending Failure Detection Signals
If the number of commands in Table 515 is changed in orbit, the 1 word entry in
Table 017 must be loaded with a value equal to 2 less than twice the number of
cmds. See Section B.3.14.
Table #18 - QOKSW - Hardware Failure Switch
This table covisists of I entry whose value is set to 1 by the processors CMDTST
and MEMCK when they find errors and is initialized to 0 by section IN1T J.n deck
FLTEXEC. When QOKSW-1, processor FAILCK will stop sending r.he failure detection
signal.
•LSD-WPC-263
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Table 019 - QSCHD - Paraaeter for C&DH Test Processor
Not used after launch
Table 020 - QCMDIKHL - List Used to Selectively Inhibit Sending of Absolute
Timed Cmds
The Absolute Time Command Processor sends commands from the stored command
buffer when the 18 low order bits of the time tag equal the 18 low order bits of
the OBC clock. In the 9 high-order bits of the time tag, bits.22-25 can be used
to inhibit sending a command if certain unpredictable conditions exist at the
time the command is scheduled to be sent. Bits 22-25 of the time tag are used
as an index to pick up a uord listed in Table #20. If this word=0, then-sending
of the command is inhibited.
Table #21 - TMPARAM - Check TLM Input
The flight executive will check telemetry as it is read in to ensure its
accuracy. Checking is done during the frame sync interrupt and is controlled by
5 parameters listed in this table.
Entry If I TMWORD
0, check will be skipped
1-127, word '/ of telemetry to be checked
TMMASK - mask to be applied to telemetry word
TMVALUE - value which should equal the masked word
04 TMBUB
•• 0, erroneous frames won't be stored
< 0, address of a set of 128 word buffers
where bad frames are to be stored .
TMBUFNO '•• - number of buffers in the set
LSD-WPC-263
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Table 922 - MEHBANKS - List of Banks to be Tested :|
5
The processor MEMTST can be used to test memory hardware for one or more logical •}.
banks of 4096 words by storing and reading a set of 72 worse case bit patterns
in each word. This list of banks to be tested is found in Table 022.
Table 923 - MEHBANTL - Number of Banks in List
1 word entry giving the number of banks to be tested by MEMTST.
LSO-WPC-:o3
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B.3.2 GYRO DATA (GYROD)
B.3.2.1 Gyro Data (GYROD) Processor Description /'
/
The Gyro Data Acquisition Module (GYROD) is a priority level 1 task scheduled
for execution every 64 ms by the flight executive. GYROD has a processor number
of 1. The input gyro data used by GYROD is contained in the computer data
buffer. The objective is to process the gyro data and output actuator control
commands in a minimum time. . This objective is achieved by scheduling GYROD on
the Executive Select Table (EST) entry immediately following the acquisition of
computer data. Therefore, the GYROD EST entries are 2, 6, 1C, 14, etc.
During its 4 msec execution time, GYROD performs functions related to the
acquisition and processing of gyro data. These functions include accessing the
raw gyro data and formatting it for numerical processing; prefiltering the gyro
data to remove "the effects of high frequency vehicle motion; and outputting the
raw gyro data to the Payload Correction Data (PCD) formatter. The subroutines
that comprise GYROD are:
1. GYROCNTRL - GYROD Control Component
2. GYROFMT - Gyro Data Formatter
3. GYROFLTR - Gyro Data Pref liter
4. GYROPCD - Gyro Payload Correction Data Processing
B.3.2. 2 Gyro Data (GYROD) Processor Operation
B.3.2. 2.1 GYROCNTRL
The GYROD control component sequences the processing of the gyro data. It calls
the GYROFMT and GYROFLTR subroutines. GYROD also calls subroutine GYROPCD if
the system table entry GPCDFLG equals 1. This entry value indicates that the
spacecraft is in ACS mode 4 with the Thematic Mapper (TM) on. A software
flowchart of the overall GYROD processor is shown in Section B.3.2. 6.
B.3.2. 2. 2 GYROFMT
GYROFMT samples the raw gyro data from both channels of each of the 3 gyros
every 64 ms. Each channel generates a 24-bit word. Every word is read into the
OBC in 3 8-bit bytes and reformatted into 2 18-bit words. An example of a
24-bit word, obtained from 1 channel of 1 axis, that has baen reformatted
appears below:
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18 1!
Sign of most significant
tits of X gyro Channel Si
18 12
8 least significant bits 1
of X gyro
1 0 3 2 1
8 middle bits of X gyrp 1 8
'
11 1
not used
B.3.2.2.3 GYROFLTR
GYROFLTR detects and compensates for the effects of gyro data word overflow. If
2 conditions are mat, it will also filter the data to remove the effect cf
vehicle angular motion outside the normal control loop bandwidth. These
conditions are: the prefilter must not be disabled by the syster table flag
FLTROFF and, the spacecraft not be in orbit adjust mode 7. Only one of the
redundant data channels of each gyro is filtered.
B.3.2.2.4 GYROPCD
GYROPCD formats the raw gyro data into tw-> serial magnitude command buffers,
PCDH%3UF and PCDL%BOF, and then requests the flight executive to issue them to
the PCD formatter. These commands will be issued by the flight executive 1C
msec after the GYROD interrupt (i.e. EST entries 2,6,10,14,etc.). Vhe data
consists of 3 8-bit words obtained from each gyro channel in use. (That is a
total of 9 gyro 8-bit words.) Since a aerial magnitude command consists of 16
bits, 5 serial magnitude commands are required. GYROPCD is ->nabled/disabled by
the system table flag GPCDFLG. The ground sets t>-' •' .i.ag to 1 in order to
enable GYROPCD only if the ACS is in mode 4 with the 'M *..-
B.3.2.3 Gyro Data (GYROD) Software Constraints
1. The gyro prefilter is operational only when MODE=4 and ICAL"-3. The
ground must set the system table word FLTROFF to 1 or 0 to indicate
whether or not the prefilter is to be enabled.
2. The G^^PCD subroutine is e...?cuted only when MODE=4 and the TM is ON.
The ground must set the system table word GPCDFLG to 1 or 0 to
indicate whether or not thif rout.'ne is to be exscuted.
B.3.2.4 Gyro Data (GYROD) System Tables
GYROD uses the data items found in system table #24 called GYROD?AR. For systen
table load format see DFC3 Volume HI CMD.
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Entry Name
Using
TLM Type Subroutine Description
GYROD Systeu Table #24 - GYRODPAR
0 GPCDfLG
1 FLTROFF
5
6
7
9
11
13
15
NGL
GPA1
NGSP1
NGSK1
.VGSK2
MGSK3
NGSK4
GYROCNTRL Pa'/load corr action data
processing enable/disable flag.
The raw dyro data if output to
the PCB MUX only if MODE=4 and
TM is on.
0 •=• disable GYROPCD subroutine
1 = enable GYROPCD subroutine
GYXOFLTR Gyro Prefilcer enable/disable
flag, '.'he p^efilter is enabled
only when MCDE=4 and ICAL=3.
0 = disable prefilter
1 ° enable prefilter
GYROFLTR Gyro accumulator overflow test
limit; value is 0100000.
GYROFLTR Gyro prefilter coefficient;
value is 0320000.
GYROFLTR Gyrod parameter equal to
(NGS+1); value is 0.839E+07.
GYROFLTR Gyrod parameter equal to
(NGS+1)/(2*GPB1); value is
0.447E+08.
GYROFLTR (NGS+1)/(2*GPBl**2); value
is 0.477E+09.
GYROFLTR -[NGS/(2*GPB1)]; value is
-0.447E+08
GYROFLTR -[NGS/(2*GPB1**2)]; value is
-0.477E+09.
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17 NGSK5
19 NGSK6
21 NGSK7
23 NGSK8
25 NGTEMP
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TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
C GYROFLTR 1/(2*GPB1); value is 0.533E+01
C GYROFLTR 1/(2*GPB1**2); value la
0.569E+02
C GYROFLTR GP31*GPB1; value is 0.879E-02
C GYROFLTR -NGS; value is -0.839E-HD7
GYXOFLTR Gyrod temporary storage
locations
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GRYOD can be monitored by OBC TLM Report tfl whose mnemonic la J&C01. The roport
occurs In TLM minor frames 8, 40, 72 and 104. The telemetered parameters appear
in columns 109-126. Column 35 contains the report 9 (I.e.
OBC TLM Report Si - ACS01
SNTKf a NAME
12
! 1.5
! 18
21
DNGX
PNGY
ONGZ
NO'IF
NCYF
NC :•'.!••
GENERATING ;
SURROITINE '
CYROFLTR
GYROFLTR
GYROf.LTR
CYROFLTR
GYROFI.TR
CYKOFLTR
I (roll)
(pitch)t
iii
, (yaw)
! ( ro1 1)
(pitch)
(vaw)
DESCRIPTION
NG (X,Y,"^F are the product of
OYROF1.TR of the GYKOD processor.
(SCF) tlu'n inputs these data to
calculate, the syrc- d i t'ferenco
data . (I:YIH F ( i ) -NO ( i ) F-NC i n u .
where NC U ) F ls«
of NiH'OF and I
is cal ted »-ach
MOW. • •• . Vhe
.
 r< \2 sec
'.he past re.idiiK
- X,Y.::.. The SC.!'
sec and if
is calleii each
under these conditions
{CYOlFl'P Is calculated every
other cal I iin; of the SGT.
Raw pyro difference data from
GYROFI.TR of the gyro data
acquisition processor GYROD.
DNGX, Y. Z is not filtered or
compensated for misalignment or
bias errors
The CYROP Processor is called each
.064 sec and inputs the contents
of the t> ITP 24 bit gyro data
registers and stores the data in
NGXl. NGX2, NGY1, NGY2, NGZ'2.
DNGX, Y, '' are then the difference
between successive readings of
the selected channels: NGXl
or N'GX2, NGY1 or NGY2, NGZ1 or
NGZ2 .
Total gyro angular data input.
each O.b4 se.c from tho ITP.
(The 3 selected channel:,- only"
The data is filtered by the 2
stage, filter of GYROFI.TK unless:
MODE - 7, or TUKl'ST - 1, or
MODE - 1. or THRUST - 0; but the
data is not compensated for mls-
it or bias errors.
!i.3.2.(> Gvro Data (GYROO") Flow Charts
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B.3.3 SEPARATION DETECTION (SDTECT)
B.3.3.1 Separation Detection (SDTECT) Processor Description
The separation of the spacecraft from the Delta launch vehicle is detected by
the routine SDTECT, flowcharced in Section B.3.3.6. The spacecraft is attached
to the Delta by 3 bolts. After launch, the Delta explodes these bolts to free
the spacecraft. The separation is sensed by 2 magnetic switches, A and B;
SDTECT will activate the Gyro Prefllter and Spacecraft Control Processor when
either switch ia found closed. Once separation has been detected (both switches
closed) on 3 consecutive execution cycles, SDTECT will activate the Solar Array
Deploy Processor and deactivate itoelf. It will output this separation time in
the SOLARD's TLM report. Prior to deactivation, SDTECT is executed once every
1.024 sec. It has a processor number and priority number of 5.
B.3.3.2 Separation Detection (SDTECT) Processor Operation
See Section B.3.3.6 for detailed processor operation.
B.3.3.3 Separation Detection (SDTECT) Software Constraints
None
B.3.3.4 Separation Detection (SDTECT) Systea Tables
None
B.3.3.5 Separation Detection (SDTECT) Telemetry Reports
The time at which spacecraft separation is detected for 3 consecutive tines,
SDSEPT>E, Is output in SOLARD's, TLM which has the mneumonic SDPLOY01. This
telemetry appears in OBC TLM report 036, minor frame 01.
B.3.3.6 Separation Detection (SDTECT) Flow Charts
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B.3.4 SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYMENT (SOLARD)
B.3.4.1 Solar Array Deployment (SOLARD) Processor Description
SOLARD ia activated by the Spacecraft Separation Detect Module SDTECT wheft it
detects separation three consecutive times. It is then executed once every 5.12
sec before it is deactivated. SOLARD'3 processor number and priority are both
3.
The function of the Solar Array Deploy Module "SOLARD" is to deploy the Solar
Array (SA) panel. SOLARD accomplishes this function by determining which side
of the Spacecraft Condition and Control Unit (SC&CU) is on. Once ths on side
has been determined, the appropriate commands 'will be sent to tha SC&CU -to arm
the deploy circuitry and pyro bus. Both sets of pyros will be fired. Commands
will then be sent to safe the deploy circuitry and pyro bus. Commands will also
be sent to the Power Distribution Unit (PDU) to configure the PDU and to extend
(deploy) the SA panel. SOLARD will deactivate itself, once It has dep] ->yed the
panel or when SOLARD is unable to complete an event in the deployment sequence.
SOLARD is comprised of the following 9 subroutines:
1. SOLARD - SOLARD Main Routine
2. SDSCCU - Configure SC&CU
3. SDARMCIR - Arm Deploy Circuitry and Pyros
4. SDFRPYRO - Fire Pyros
5. SDCONPDU - Configure the PDU
6. SDEPLOY - Deploy Solar Array
7. SDELAY - 100 Millisecond Delay
8. SDMRUB - Manipulate PDU Remote Unit Bits
9. PDUXSTRAP - Perform Cross-Strapping of PDU and RIU
B.3.4.2 Solar Array Deployment (SOLARD) Processor Operation
B.3.4.2.1 SOLARD
Once It Is activated by SDTECT, SOLARD will be scheduled for execution every
1.024 sec. The flowchart shown in Section B.3.4.6 describes this routine. If
it Is requested, processing will comaence with the Initialization of the module
and the recording of spacecraft separation time (SDSEPTME) in SOLARD's telemetry
report. Otherwise, processing commences with the calling of the subroutine
associated with the current value of SOLARD's function flag (SDFUNCT). SDFUNCT
will not be altered by the subroutine if it the subroutine has more processing
to perform. SDFUNCT will be Incremented by one If the subroutine successfully
performs Its function. SDFUNCT will be set to five by SDEPLOY if the SA panel
is successfully deployed or by any subroutine which is unable to perform Lts
function.
LSD-WPC-26J
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The execution cycle counter (EXCYCNTR) will be decremented by one upon returning
to SOLARD. If EXCYCNTR Is greater than zero, the module will be exited as a
time delay, which la a multiple of the module's execution cycle (1.024 seconds).
No processor will be performed until the delay has timed out (EXCYCNTR=0) . If
EXCYCNTR is less than or equal to zero, the subroutine associated with the value
of SDFUNCT will be executed.
The forementioned sequence of events will continue until SDFUNCT Is equated to
five. At this time, processing will terminate with the recording of the
termination time (SOLARD's exit time) in SOLARD's telemetry report and the
Inhibiting of the module from further execution.
B.3.4.2.2 SDSCCU
SDSCCU, flowcharted in Section B.3.4.6, determines the configuration of the
SC&CU. It must configure the SC&CU if It has not been preconf igured .
Configuring consists of selecting R1U 04A and aide A of the SC&CU or selecting
RIU 04B and side B of the SCiCU.
SDSCCU will be executed a maximum of three times. If on the first pass
(execution of SDSCCU) the SC&CU has been configured, SCUSIDE1 will be equated to
a value which is indicative of the side of the SC&CU which Is on. A return to
SOLARD will then be made whereby SDARMCIK will be executed. If the SC&CU ia not
configured, an attempt to select RIU f?4A and SC&.CU side A will be made. On the
second pass, if the SC&CU was not successfully configured, an attempt to select
RIU #48 and side B of the SC&CU will be taaJe. Deployment of the solar array
will be aborted on the third pass if both at-.terapts at conflgviring the SC&CU
failed. If either attempt at configuring the SC'&CU proved successful SCUSIDE1
will be equated as previously stated and SDARMCIR executed. Note, once an
attempt to configure the SC&CU is made, the next execution of SDSCCU will be
delayed by a minimum of 1.024 seconds.
B.3.4.2.3 SDARMCIR
The function of SDARMCIR is to arm the deploy circuitry and enabl-- the pyro bus.
SDARMCIR, flowcharted in Section B.3.4.6, accomplishes this by sending a series
of commands, some of which are separated by a 100 millisecond delay. A maximum
of two attempts at performing the arming and enabling function, utilizing
different configurations of the SC&CU, will be made. If either attempt Is
successful, SDFUNCT will be equated to two. A return to SOLARD will be made
whereb^ SDFKPYRO will be executed. If neither attempt proves successful,
SDARMCIR will abort the deployment of the SA. Following each attempt, SDARMCIR
initiates a 1.024 second Jelav and returns control to SOLARD.
LSD-UTC-1I63
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B.3.4.2.4 SDFRPYRO
SDFRPYRO's function is to fire both sets of pyros, safe the deploy circuitry and
disable the pyro bus. These tasks are accomplished by sending a series of five
commands to the SC&CU shown in Section B.3.4.6. A 5.12 second delay is
initiated between the FIRE SET 1 and FIRE SET 2 commands. The delay is
initiated by SDFRPYRO but implemented by SOLARD. The other three commands have
100 msec, delays between them. SDFUN'CT will be equated to three after sending
the fifth command. A return to SOLARD is made whereby SDCONPDU is executed.
B.3.4.2.5 SDCONPDU
SDCONPDU, flowcharted in Section B.3,4.6, prepares the PDU to extend the SA.
Sending Set ifl of the PDU commands accomplishes this task. Before sending the
commands, SDCONPDU must determine which RIU (i?6A or i?6B) is to be used. SDMR1IB
is then called and the remote unit bit in all PDU pulse commands sat
accordingly. A major frame delay, Implemented by SOLARD, is then initiated by
SDCONPDU. Once the delay has timed out, bits in telemetry point TPDU01W2 will
be examined to determine if the commands are accepted. If they are, SDFUNCT
will be equated to four. A return to SOLARD is made and SDEPLOY executed.
If the commands are not accepted, the PDU will be reconfigured. Reconfiguring
consists of calling the subroutine PDUXSTRAP which calls the executive to send
the command to switch either the PDU side or PDU RIU #6. Set #1 is again sent
to the PDU. If the commands are accepted, SDFUNCT will be equated to four and
SDEPLOY executed.
The design of subroutines SDCONTDU and SDEPLOY assumes that Set 01 and Set #2 of
the PDU commands do not and will not contain commands which are a function of
the PDU side (PDUSIDE2). Hence, one does not need to knov which side of the PDU
is on in order to send either set of commands.
B.3.4.2.6 SDEPLOY
SDEPLOY, flowcharted in Section B.3.4.6, deploys (extend) the SA and then
terminates itu deployment. Deployment is accomplished by sending command CMDB
(8) to the PDU and initiating a 20 minute delay. The delay is implemented by
SOLARD. Once the delay is over, SDEPLOY terminates the deployment by sending
Set 92 of the PDU pulse commands to the PDU. A bit in telemetry point TPDU01W1
is examined to determine the status of the SA. If the SA deployed, SDFUN'CT will
be equated to five. A return to SOLARD will be made whereby nodule processing
will be terminated.
LSD-WPC-263
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If the SA did noc deploy, the PDU will be reconfigured as described in SDCONPDU.
Control will be passed to SDCONPDU to once again prepare the PDU to extend the
SA. If SDCONPDU performs its function successfully, SDEPLOY will be called and
a second attempt made to extend the SA. Module processing will be terminated
regardless of the outcome of the second attempt.
B.3.4.2.7 SDELAY .
SDELAY, flowcharted in Section B.3.4.6, implements 100 millisecond delays which
are requested by SDARMCIR and SDFRPYRO. SDELAY performs this.task by acquiring
the scheduler table pointer CSCHEDP and storing it in SDSCHEDP. The Executive
increments CSCHEDP by one every 16 milliseconds. SDELAY continuously samples
CSCHEDP and compares it to SDSCHEDP. A return to SDARMCIR will be made once the
difference between the two values equals or exceeds six.
B.3.4.2.8 SDMP.UB
SDMRUB, flowcharted in Section B.3.4.6, is referenced by SDCONPDU and SDEPLOY.
SDMRUB's function is to manipulate the remote unit bit in all PDU pulse commands
as specified by an argument. Remote unit bits will be cleared if the argument
equals zero, set if equal to one or inverted if equal to two. Commands CMDB (1)
thru CMDB (4) will be readily manipulated as they are PDU pulse commands. Set Si
and Set #2 of the PDU pulse commands will be scanned for pulse commands as the
present composition of the sets are known but is subject to change. Processing
ends with a return to the calling subroutine.
B.3.4.2.9 PDUXSTRAP
PDUXSTRAP, flowcharted in Section B.3.4.6, is called by the subroutines SDCONPDU
and SDEPLOY to reconfigure the PDU. Reconfiguring consists of sending either
commands CMDB(3) or (4) to switch PDU sides or commands (1) and (2) and
selecting the other RIU. The other RIU is selected by calling SDMRUB to invert
the remote unit bit in all PDU pulse commands.
B.3.4.3 Solar Array Deployment (SOLARD) Software Constraints
None
B.3.4.4 Solar Deployment (SOLARD) System Tables
The SOLARD processor uses the data items found in system table #69 which is
called SDSYSTAB. For system table load format, see DFCB Vol III CMD.
LSD-WPC-263
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
SOLARD Systca. Table #69 ^  SDSYSTAB
0 MFRMTIME C
1 DPDLTIME
2 LSNSET1
3 LEN'SET2
SDCONPDU A one major frame delay is
implemented by SOLAtC after
SDCONPDU sends command (5) to
select the SA hinge. The
value of MFRMTIME equals the
number SOLARD executions ir.
1 major frame (i.e. 16).
SDEPLOY 20 minute delay
(i.e. 236*5) is implemented
by SOLARD after S'JEPLOY sends
command (8) to the PDU to
deploy the SA.
SDMRUB Number of PDU coznmandc in Set tfl ;j
it is initialized to 1. Sst #1
consists of CMDB (5).
SDMRUB Number of ?DU command in set 02 ; j
it is initialized to 3. SET ;?2 !
conoists of CMDB (9), (10) and ;
4 SDSYSTAB
20 SDSYSTAB
36 SDSYSTAB
37 SDSYSTAB
38 SDSYSTAB
SDHRUB MSH of PDU CMC3 (5) in.
SDCONPDU set Si; Its value Is 76.
_SDCONPDU_ ____ LS!I-of"PDU CMDB (b) in
set ill; its value is 19.
SDMRUB MSH of PDU CMDB (9) in
SDEPLOY set .'/2 ; its value is 12.
SDMRUB MSH of PDU CMDB (?0) in
SDEPLOY set #2; its value is 76.
SDMRUB MSH of PDU CMDB (11) in
SDEPLOY set //2 ; its value is 76.
I.SD-WPC-263
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
SDSYSTAB
SDSYTAB
SnSYSTAB
DFSTOP
69 DFSTOP
70 DFSTOP
SDEPLOY LSH of PDU CMDB (9) in
set 92; its value is 0200036.
SDEPLOY LSH of PDU CMDB (10) la
set 02; Its value Is 59.
SDEPLOY LSH of PDU CMDB (1 1) in -
set 02; Its value Is 52.
SDEPLOY Stop flag for reconfiguring the
RIU/PD'J; value equals 0.
SDKPLOY Stop flag for reconfiguring the
RIU/P3U; value equals 1.
SPEFLOY Stop flag for reconfiguring the
RIU/PDU; value equals 1.
B.3-26
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The SOLARD processor can be monitored by the OBC TLM Report 036 whose mnemonic
is SDEPLOY 01. This report appears in columns 91-95 and 108-127 of minor frame
#1. Column 35 contains the report f (i.e., 036).
Entry 9 Nome
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
OBC TLM Report £36 - SDEPLOY 0_1
0 SDSEFTME SDTECT
3 SDTEMP SOLARD
6 SCUSIDE1 SDSCCU
7 PDUSIDE2 PDUXSTRAP
*8 ARMLOOP1 SDARMCIR
9 PDULOOP2 SDCONPDU
*10 DEPLOOP3 SDEPLOY
Time that separation was detected 3
consecutive times
Solard exit time
Indicates which side of SC&CU la on
0=A on, 1°B on
Indicates which side of PDU is on
0"A on, 1QB on
S unsuccessful attempts to arm deploy
circuitry and pyros
il unsuccessful attempts to configure PDU
if unsuccessful attempts to deploy solar
array panel
1 L PDUXLOOP PDUXSTRAP 9 attempts ac configuring the PDU/RIU
* TLM alarm: ARMLOOP1-2
DELOOP3-2
B.3.4.6 Solar Arrxy Deployment (SOLARD) Flow Charts
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B.3.5 GPS DATA ACQUISITION (TDA)
B.3.5.1 GPS Data Acquisition (TDA) Processor Description
The function of the GPS Data Acquisition Processor is the acquisition and
storage of GPS file 7 data for processing by the GPS Flight Segment Ephemeris
Coefficient Update Processor (GCUP).
This processor is a foreground processor and is normally executed every 0.128
seconds, or 8 times every cycle of the Flight Executive Scheduler Table. This
is ihe time of one GPS minor frame of data at the 8 kbps telemetry rate.
However, when the telemetry rate is 1 kbps, this processor is executed every
1.024 /.econds.
The 'JPS Data Acquisition Processor consists of 4 subroutines and a control
function TACQ. These subroutines are listed in Table B.3.5-1 and are diagraEined
in Figure B.3.5-1.
Tests are performed to determine if the GPS data buffer is free and if GPS file
7 data is available. The status of the GPS data buffer is set by a flag
(GALFLAG4) in the GPS Ephemeris Coefficient Updata Processor (GCUP). The
availability of GPS file 7 data is checked by unpacking the data ready bit in
the GPS bilevel word (GPSBILVL). If the GPS data buffer is free (checked in
TACQ) and if GPS file 7 data is available (checked in GADAQ), the processor will
store a GPS minor frame of data. The form o.f GPS file 7 is shown in Table
B.3.5-2.
If e.icher of these tests is unsatisfied, the current file 7 data set will be
bypassed by execution of the resync process.
The GPS Data Acquisition Process-. - utilizes no system table and generates no
telemetry reports.
Detailed processor description by subroutine is presented in Section B.3.5.3 and
detailed flow charts presented in Section B.3.5.6.
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GPS Data Acquisition (IDA)
Number:
Type:
Priority:
Period:
Function:
Subro: nes:
GACOLD
GASYNC
GADAQ
GABUFFR
Procs:
PREQ
I.UTAHLK
PCTL
(UGCUP.REQ.INIT)
PCTL
(UGCUP.REQ)
System Tables:
Telemetry Reports:
Foreground
4
Nominally 0.128 sec
Possibly 1.024 sec (1 kbs telemetry rate)
Acquisition and storage of GPS file 7 datr
for utilization by the GCUP processor
Cold start initialization
Resync
GPS data acquisition
Store minor frame into buffer
Calculate constant to allow exec data to
be referenced by apolications processor
Get block of data from main telenetry
Request; executive to execute C!CUP processor
with initialiiat ton
Request '.xacutive to execute the GOUP
processoi.
None
None
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Table B.3.5-2. GPS F i le 7 Data
NAVIGATION BEST ESTIMATE
oync (EDE20)
File ID » 7 .
Frame ID = 1
Checksum
Time (GPS)
X ECEF Position
Y EC£F Position
Z ECEF Position
X ECEF Velocity
Y ECEF Velocity
Z ECEF Velocity
UTC Clock Bias (b).
UTC Clock Bias Rate (b)
Drag Constant (CoA/2:n)
Position Variance
Velocity Variance
Clock Bias Variance
Clock 5 -as P.ate Variance
Coded Data
No. ci Valid, time marks
^ix ti-.'? rarxs at
43 bits each
Total
Bits
20
4
8
16
48
43
43
43
48
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
32
16
2S3
944
Uni t s
NA
None
None
NA
usec
sec
meter
meter
treter
meter / sec
meter/sec
meter /sec
meter
aeter/sec
mi2ter~/ks
o
raeter"
(rnet '3r/sec )
neter"
(neter/sec )
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Dece^er 19glThis is done in subroutine GASYNC.
If the tests are passed, the subroutine GADAQ is executed and the file 7 data
minor frame is stored in buffer. The GPS minor frame of data consists of 12
words in Mission Format or 5 words in Engineering Format. When 120 data words
have been stored, a request is made for the execution of the GPS FS Ephemeris
Coefficient Update Processor (GCUP). This is accomplished in the subroutine
GADAQ, after checking to see if the number of stored words (GALVOFST) is greater
than or equal to GALVMXWD (number of stored words at which point the buffer is
full). -When GALVOFST >GALVMXWD, GADAQ requests the Flight Executive to schedule
the execution of GCUP, and resets appropriate flags to prepare for acquisition
of new data.
B.3.5.2 GPS Data Acquisition (TDA) Processor Operation
The TDA Processor consists of the control function TACQ, and the four
subroutines as previously listed. A detailed description of the control
function and the subroutines is presented in Sections B.3.5.2.1 through
B.3.5.2.5.
B.3.5.2.1 Control Function TACQ
TACQ is the control function which unpacks the data ready >;it of the-GPS bilevel
word and determines if the resync process is in effect (GALFLAG4 <> 0). The
resync processor (GASYNC) is called whenever errors occur during data
acquisition. Data is ignored until the "data ready" bit becomes zero, at which
time the resync process terminates (CAGFLAG4=0). For the next execution of TDA
after resync, the input will be the first set of iata for a new file. If no
resync is in progress, t'.ie routine GADAQ is called to perform the data
acquisition process.
B.3.5.2.2 GACOLD Subroutine
GACOLD is the routine which initializes variables when a "cold start" condition
exists (bit 1 and 2 of the ACCUMULATOR is set when the module TDA is called).
These variables are flags and counters, to define buffer ready status,
(GACFLAG3;, resync status (GALFLAG4), and cold start flag, and initializes
counters for data dropout and buffer not free.
B.3.5.2.3 GASYNC Subroutine
GASYNC is the resync processor which allows Che Telemetry Data Acquisition
Processor to ignore any questionable input GPS file 7 d?.ta. GASYNC assumes that
the data ready flag contained in the G?S bilevel word is set when data is
available and is reset (zero) when data stops. GASYNC checks the data ready
flag (GALVDRDY) and if it is set (ready), the resyuc process continues. If data
is not re?dy, the resync flag is reset and the resync process is discontinued.
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B.3.5.2.4 GADAQ Subroutine
GADAQ first checks to make sure the data ready flag is set (GALVDRDY <> 0). For
the first GPS file 7 minor frame data, this process checks the GPS input data
word 3 and makes sure the input if file 7 data and the sync words 1 and 2 are
legal. If either of these checks fail, the resync process is initiated by
setting the flag GALFLAG4. If these checks pass, GADAQ tests the buffer ready
flag (GAGFLAG3). If reset (zero), this flag indicates that the background
program (GCUP) which uses the GPS data, is finished with the buffer and new data
may begin filling the buffer. If GAGFLAG3 is set (non-zero),•the previous file
7 data has not been processed by the background program and the curretxt file 7
data will be considered lost and the resync flag will be set. If new data is to
be acquired, the routine GABUFFR will be called to store the GPS file "7 minor
frame data. If the buffer is not yet filled, control will return to IDA. If
the buffer is full, the buffer ready flag is set (GAGFLAG3=1) and certain
variables are reset for the next GPS file 7 data.
B.3.5.2.5 GABUFFR Subroutine
The routine which stores the data from each minor frame into the buffer
(GAGBGBUF) is known as GABUFFR. This routine extracts the telemetry format from
TMSTAT1 of the telemetry data stream. If the data is in Mission Format, the
first 12 GPS file 7 words are stored into the buffer. Otherwise, the first 5
GPS file 7 words are stored. After the proper number of words are stored, the
buffer pointer is adjusted for the next set of GPS file 7 data.
B.3.5.3 GPS Data Acquisition (TDA) Software Constraints
TBD
B.3.5.4 GPS Data Acquisition (TDA) System Tables
None
B.3.5.5 GPS Data Acquisition (TDA) Telemetry
None
B.3.5.6 GPS Data Acquisition (TDA) Flow Charts
See Figures B.3.5-2 thru B.3.5-5.
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CASYNC-,
GABUFFR ]
1
DATABLK1
' no \
PCTUUCCU?,
REQ, INIT)
<-S
PCTLfUGCUP,
REO)
Figure B.3.5-1. TDA Top Level Diagrao
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TELEMETRY DATA ACQUISITION
( TACQ J
COLD START TEST
YES
INITIALIZE
VARIABLES
CALL
GACOLD
NO
GALVDRDY =
DAT1 (GPSBILVL)
.AND.
OCTAL 200
UNPACK DATA READY
BIT; THIS IS BIT 8 IN
GPSBILVL
IN RESYNCMODE?
YES CALL
GASYNC
NO
CALL
GADAQ
sj-
f RETURN )
Figure B.3 .5-2 . TACQ Flow Cha r t
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f GACOLD J
GA'.FLAGI -
GALFLAG 4 •
0
1
EOGVF7DO = 0
EOGVNFRE •
GALVOFST •
GAGFLAG3 °
0
0
0
GALVINIT- 1
i
CALL
PREG
SET 1ST FRAME FLAG
SET RESYNC FLAG
RESET DATA DROPOUT COUNTER
RESET BUFFER NOT FREE COUNTER
RESET GPS DATA BUFFER POINTER
RESET BUFFER READY FLAG
SET COLD START FLAG
SET UP INITIALIZATION FOR
DAT1PROC
C RETURN J
IS DATA
READY?
GALVOFST-0
GALFLAG1•0
GALVDAQ•0
GALFLAG4-0
RETURN
RESET GPS DATA BUFFER POINTER
SET FIRST DATA FRAME FLAG
RESET DATA ACQUISITION FLAG
RESET RESYNC FLA3
FIGURE B.3.5-3 GACOLD,GASYNC Flow Chart
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YES FIRST DATAFRAME?
NO
NO
IF
DATKGPS1)
GALVSYN1
AND
DATKGPSZI
GALVSYN2
t
ARE
THE SYNC
WORDS
LEGAL?
NO
INCREMENT
SUFFER NOT FIL
COUNTER
IS THE INPUT
FILE 7 DATA?
YES
GALVDAQ-1
GALVOFST-0
GALFLAG1• 1
GALFLAG4- 0
SETRESYNC
INCREMENT FILE 7
DKOPOUT COUNTER
REQUEST FLT. EXEC TO
SCHEDULE EXECUTION
GF GCU?
f RETU3N j
FIGURE B.3.5-4 GADAQ Flow Chart
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TEST FOR
MISSION FORMAT
DAT1 (TMSTAT1)
.AND.
OCTAL 20
CALL
DATABLK(GPS1.
NWDS, GAGBGBUF
(GALVOFST))
GALVOFST"
GALVOFST + NWDS
f RETURN J
NVVDS= GALV12WD
SET NO OF WORDS (NWOS)
TO 12
GET BLOCK OF DATA
FROM MANN TELEMETRY
FIGURE B .3 .5 -5 GABUFFER Flow Chare
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B.3.6 GPS FS EPHEHERIS COEFFICIENT. UPDATE (GCUP)
B.3.6.1 GPS FS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (GCUP) Processor Description
The function of the GPS FS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (GCUP) processor is the
computation of extrapolator coefficients for use by the Epheineris Computation
(EPHEM) processor for the generation of GPS-based Landsat-D FS position and
velocity.
This processor is a background processor and is executed nominally once every 6
seconds. The GPS FS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (GCUP) processor is scheduled
by the Flight Executive upon request by the GPS Data Acquisition (TDA)
processor. This occurs when GPS file 7 data is available (120 words stored in
the GPS data buffer).
The CCUP processor consists of 10 subroutines as delineated in Table B.3.6-1,
and diagranmed in Figure B.3.6-1. Additionally, the processor has a control
function GCUP.
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GPS FS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (GCUP)
GPS FS Ephemeris Coefficient Updata (GCUP)
Number:
Type:
Priority:
Period:
Function:
Subroutines:
GUCOLD
CUTEST
GUDAT
GUFCON
GUFTF
GUGDCT
GUCOEFF
GUIN'IT
GUPROCGP
GUECC
System Tables:
// Mneumoriic Type
63 GPERM1T Constant
64 GMAJOR Variable
65 GMINOR Variable
Telemetry Reports:
15
Background
12
6 seconds
Computes e::tranolator coefficients for
utilizar.ion by EPHErl Processor to generate
LS-D FS Ephemeris; activated by TDA
Processor
Cold start initialization
Perform GPS Data Checksum Test
Convert and transform data
Perform GPS Input Data Conversion
Convert GPS Floating to NSSC 1 Fixed Format
Transform GPSP and V from ECEF to EC
Calculate coefficients
Perform GPS Initialization
Process grid poiat values
Extrapolator coefficients computation
Words Description
4 GPS Limit Parameters
8 GPS Coordinate Transformation
Major Parameters
14 GPS Coordinate Transformation
Minor Parameters
None
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When new GPS file 7 data is available to be processed, the control function, }
GCUP, first checks to see if the processor has to be initialized, and if so, \
requests the subroutine GUCOLD, which resets error counters. A checksum test is !
then performed by the subroutine CUTEST and if satisfied, the subroutine GUDAT ]
is called which converts the data from GPS to NSSC format (subroutines GUFCOM "|
and GUFTF). If the data is successfully converted, GUDAT tests position' and j
velocity variance errors against input maximum permissible values (System Table |
63), and if these checks are satisfied, calls the subroutine GUGDCT. This 1
subroutine converts the GPS position and velocity vectors from ECEF coordinates \
to Earth Centered Inertial (ECI) coordinates. If any of the checks referred to "|
above are not satisfied, the processing is terminated, control is returned to ,1
the Flight Executive, and the complete GPS buffer (GAGBGBUF) is not utilized. ']
After the data is converted, assuming checks on the data quality have been >
satisfied, the subroutine GUCOEFF is called to calculate GPS extrapolator ;
coefficients. If extrapolator coefficient initialization has to be performed,
the subroutine GUINIT is called to initialize (by GUCOEFF), and then GUPROCGP is
called to process the grid points. This subroutine essentially removes the
oldest grid point data and replaces it with a new set of data. The subroutine
GUECG is then called to generate new extrapolator coefficients and a "new
coefficients ready" flag is set. This flag is checked by the Epheineris ;
Computation (EPHEM) processor, and hence, setting GUGFLGUP'2, allows EPHEM to
request new coefficients. Processor control is returned to the control function
^C'JP, which in turn returns co-wrol at this poirvt to the Flight Executive.
The GPS FS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (GCUP) processor utilizes Flight Segment
Software System Tables ;/63-65.
B.3.6.2 GPS FS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (GCUP) Processor Operation
This processor consists of the control function CCUP and the ten subroutines as
delineated in Section 3.3.6.1. The control function is described in the
preceding section. Sections B.3.6.2.1 through B.3.6.2.10 describe the
subroutines.
B.3.6.2.1 GUCOLD Subroutine
The GUCOLD Subroutine, cold start initialization, initializes or resets various
GCUP error counters to zero, and additionally sets the previous GPS time
(GULWTGPP) equal to zero. The GCUP error counters reset to zero, are:
1. Variance error cor-tar (EOCVARER)
2. Checksum error counter (EOGVCSEC)
3. Difference error counter (EOGVDERR)
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4. EGPS time error counter (EOGVGTER)
5. Shift error counter (EOGVSHER}
After execution of this subroutine processor control is returned to the GCU?
control function,
B.3.6.2.2 CUTEST Subroutine
CUTEST performs the GPS. data checksum test. Every two 8-bit GPS words are
combined to make, a 16-bit word and these values are added to the running sum.
The record checksum (words 5 and 6 in GPS file 7) are not added. After the
calculated checksum is formed, this value is tested equal to the record
checksum. If these checksums are different, an error flag (GULFCSER)"is set,
the running checksum error counter (EOGVCSEC) is incremented, and control
returns to the nodule GCUP.
3.3.6.2.3 GUDAT Subroutine
GDAT is the routine which manipulates the input GPS data. The GPS data
conversion routine (GUFCON) is called to convert the data from floating point to
fixed point format and if the conversion is good, the position and velocity
error variances are checked within limits. If the variances are good, GUDAT
calls the routine GUGDCT to perform the transformation of position and velocity
from the ECF.F to the ECI coordinate system. Any errors will cause the flag
(GULFLGER) to be set and control returned to the GCU? control function.
B.3.6.2.4 GUFCON' Subroutine
GUFCON is the routine which performs the GPS file 7 data conversion. GPS time is
converted from 48 bits to a triple precision fixed point number. The general
purpose routine (GUFTF) is called to convert the double precision 48-bit
floating point X/Y/Z position components, the 32-bit single precision floating
point X/V/Z velocity components, and the 32-bit single precision floating point
position and velocity variances to scaled double precision fixed point values.
If there are any shift erors from GUFTF, the error counter (EOGVSHER) is
incremented by 1 except for variances. In the case of variance shift errors,
the error counter EOGVARER is incremented by 1.
In the case of either error, however, processing is terminated and control
returns to the GCUP control function.
8.3.6.2.5 GUFTF Subroutine
GUFTF is the conversion routine which will accept a single or double precision
floating point GPS value and, making use of the scale factor supplied, will
convert this value to a double precision fixed point value.
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After the output words have been formed, the exponent and the input scale factor
arguaent come into play. This input scale factor represents the required number
:f. integer bits.
CUFTF checks to make sure the number or bits to shift is not a negative value,
/..is is an error condition which causes the flag GUFLFLGER to be set', terminate
GUFTF processing, increment the shift error counter, and return control to the
GCUP control function.
B.3.6.2.6 GUGDCT Subroutine
GUGDCT transforms the time, position, and velocity data from the GPS coordinate
system (Earth-Centered Earthed-Fixed) to the attitude control coordinate system
(Earth-Centered Inertial "true of date"). GUGDCT converts the GPS'time to
spacecraft time and uses this spacecraft time in the calculation for the R.A. of
Greenwich. The sine and cosine of the R.A. of Greenwich are found using the
double precision sine and cosine routines. The transformed position and
velocity components are finally calculated using the uplinked elements of
coordinate transformation matrix, which accounts for the components of po.le
wander.
B.3.6.2.7 GUCOEFF Subroutine
CUCOEFF checks to see if the initialization is required. If it is, GUISIT ' is
called to initialize the grid point values and GUI'IUJCGP is called to process and
update the grid point values. If initialization is complete, GUCOEFF tests the
input time to make sure a new data set is available. The grid point processor
(GUPROCGP) is executed and finally the new extrapolator coefficients are
computed in the routine GUECC.
B.3.6.2.8 CUINIT Subroutine
GUIN1T is an initializing routine wt.ich is called only on the first pass of the
module GCUP. The primary purpose is to set the initial times which are used in
the grid point processing component GUPROCGP. The initial process flag
(EOGVIN'IT) is set to 2 and the queue buffer pointer for grid values is set to 1.
B.3.6.2.9 GUPROCGP Subroutines
The routine GUPROCGP is called whenever valid data is present. This is the grid
point processor which determines the times and grid point values to be used in
order to maintain the range of grid spacing needed to extrapolate the GPS data
using a modified Henaite 2 point extrapolacor polynomial.
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B.3.6.2.10 GUECC Subroutine
GUECC initially updates t-.he 2nd grid point time and then performs the
extrapolator coefficient computation using a modified Hermite 2 point
extrapolator polynoaial. The coefficients calculated in this routine are then
used by the Ephemeris Computation Module (EPHEM). The flag GUGFLGUP is set "to 2
to notify EPHEM that new coefficients are ready.
B.3.6.3 GPS FS Epheaeris Coefficient Update (GCUP) Software Constraints
Execution of the GCUP processor is achieved by request froa the TDA processor
and the setting of the new GPS data ready flag (GAGFLAG3 <> 0) in TDA Processor.
This processor makes many checks on data quality. Failure of any of these
checks would negate generation of extrapolator coefficients for the data'set and
would result in loss of the complete 120 words in the GPS buffer (GAGBGBUF).
B.3.6.4 GPS FS' Ephemeris Coefficient Update (GCUP) System Tables
System Table #63, GPERMLT-GPS Limit Parameters, consists of 3 parameters
providing limits for checks on GPS data quality and permissible limit on time
difference for new GPS data set. These parameters arc noraiisally constant.
System Table #64, GMATOR-GPS Coordinate Transformation Major Parameters,
consists of 4 parameters utilized in the transformation of GPS ephemeris data
from ECiiF coordinates to Earth Centered Inertial coordinates. These parameters,
utilized in the GUGDCT subroutine, are periodically updated.
System Table #65, GMIN'OR-GPS Coordinate Transformation Minor Parameters,
consists of 6 parameters and a table reload flag. Ihe 6 parameters,
periodically updated, althougn with varying required update frequencies, are
utilized in the GUCDCT subroutine in the conversion of GPS data froa; ECSF
coordinates to ECI coordinates.
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Entry Name
Using
TLM Type Subroutine Description
System Table #63 ^  GPERMIT (GI j Limit Parameters)
0000 E1GWPVAR C GUDAT
0001 E1GWTDIF
0003 E1GWVVAR
Limit on GPS positional error
variance
GUCOEFF Maximum time difference for new
GPS data set
GUDAT Limit on GPS velocity error
variance
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
System Table #64 - CMAJOR (GPS Coordinate Transformation Major Parameters)
0000
0002
0004
E1GWDH
E1GWDT
E1GWP
000*> E1GWQ
CUGDCT Nutation correction to R.A.. of
Greenwich
GUGDCT Difference between epheneris
time and universal time
corrected for polar motion
GUGDCT Angular coordinates of
instanteous North pole relative
to adaptive North pole
GUGDCT Angular coordinates of
instantous North pole relative
to adaptive North pole
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Entry Name
Using
TLM Type Subroutine Description
System Table #65 ~ GMIMOR (GPS Coordinate Transformation Minor Parameters)
0000 E1GVCW
0001 E1GWCTO
0004 E1GWEEI'.
0006 E1GWRAGO
0008
0011 E1GWWE
* 0013 GMINOR+13
GUECC Constant used in GPS coefficient
computation
GUGDCT Constant used in converting from
GPS to spacecraft tine
GUGDCT Tine interval between GPS time
resets
GUGDCT Initial value of Greenwich
Right Ascension
GUGDCT Epoch time for E1GWRAGO
computation
GUGDCT Earth's mean sidereal rotation
rate
GCUP Table reload flag
* NOTE: This entry in the process of being moved to the top of the table
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B.3.6.5 GPS FS Ephemeris Coeff ic ien t Upda te (CCUP) Telemetry
None
B.3.6.6 GPS FS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (CCUP) Flow Charts
See Figures B.3.6-2 thru B.3.6-11.
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CUPROCCP, CUECC
Figure B.3.6-1. GC'uP Top Level Diagram
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GPS EXTRAPOLATOR COEFFICIENT
INITIALIZATION AND UPDATE
!S COLO START?
(ACCUMULA
BITS 1 AND 2
TESTED)
RESET ERROR FLAG JGULFLGER -
PERFORM
CHECKSUM
TEST
IS
CHECKSUM
GOOD?
CONVERTS.
TRANSFORM
DATA
ISTHE
DATA GOOD?
GET
COEFFICIENTS
ISWORD*14
OF SYSTEM TABLE s€5
0
7
Figure B.3.6-2. GCUP Flow Chart
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F&'jii
C GUCOLD J COLD STARTINITIALIZATION
EOGVARER-0
EOGVCSEC - 0
EOGVDERR=0
EOGVGTERaQ
EOGVSHER-0
GULWTGPP°0
RESET VARIANCE ERROR COUNTER
RESET CHECKSUM ERROR COUNTER
RESET DIFFERENCE ERROR COUNTER
RESET GPS TIME ERROR COUNTER
RESET SHIFT ERROR COUNTER
SET PREVIOUS GPS TIME TO 0
T RETURN j
Figure B.3.6-3. GUCOLD Flow Chare
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PERFORM GPS DATA
CHECKSUM TEST
f CUTEST
GET THE GPS-GENERATED
CHECKSUM
GULVTEMP -(GAGBGBUF(5)'256I
+(GAGBUGBUFH6I.AND.OCTAL377I
RESET THE CHECKSUM
ERROR FLAG
COMPUTE THE
CHECK SUM
GULVSUM-0
GULFCSER-0
FOR (I -1;(l <GULVMXCK);
1 - 1 + 2 )
GULVSUM-GULVSUM +
SHFTUGAGBGBUFil). 10) +
SHFTUGAGBGBUF<I+1). 2)
TEST THE
CHECKSUMS
TO SEE IF
BAD
GULFCSER" 1
EOOVCSEC-
EOGVCSEC » 1
SET CHECKSUM ERROR FLAG
INCREMENT CHECKSUM
ERROR COUNTER
T E L E M E T R Y POINT
....... S Y S T E M T A B L E ENTRY
" . "" T E L E M E T R Y POINT I
F N T R Y
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COfiVERT AND TRANSFORM .
DATA < GUOAT
CONVERT DATA FROM
GPS TO NSSC FORMAT.
RESET BUFFER FLAG
IS DATA
CONVERSION
GOOD?
GULFLGER- 1
COGVARER-
COGVA.fi£F\
CHECK IF POSITICM 81
VELOCITY VAfllANC£
ERRORS ARE OK
IF
GULWPVAR
< E1GWPVAB \^ YES
'.AND'.""
GULWWAR
< EIGWWAH
SET ERROR FLAG
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VARIANCE ERROR
COUNTER
PERFORM
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FROM
ECEF
TO
ECI
COORDINATES
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT £.
SYSTEM TAOLE ENTRY
Figure B.3 .6-5 . GUOAT Flow Chart
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TEST FOR SAT
N!TE RESET
CONVERT GPS TIME TO
SPACECRAFT TIME
NO
1?
EOGWTDAT-
GULWTGPM-*-
EIGVVCTO
EIGWCTO -
EIGWCTO + EIGWEEK
GULWTGPP ° GULWTGPM
ADDMILUSECINWEEK
AND SAVE TIME FOR NEXT TEST
COMPUTE RIGHT
ASCENSION OF GREENWICH
GULWRAG => EIGWRAGO * EIGWDH
+ E!GWWE'{EbGWtbAt'- EIGOTRAG
-'EIGWDT)
COMPUTE SINE AND COSINE
OF RIGHT ASCENSION OF GREENWICH
USING DSIN & DCOS PROCS
GENERATE FLIGHT SEGMENT POSITION
IN EC1 COORDINATES USING GPS DATA
(GULBGCPVd), GULBGCPV(2), GULBGCPVO))
GENERATE FLIGHT SEGMENT VELOCITY
IN ECI COORDINATES USING GPS DATA
(GUL8UCPVI4), GULBGCPVI5), & GULBGCPV(6)
C RETURN j
Figure B.3.6-6. GUFCON Flow Chart
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TEST FOR SAT
NITE RESET
COMPUTE GPS TIME TO
SPACECRAFT TIME
EOGWTDAT =
+GULWTGPM+
EIGWCTO
EIGWCTO =
EIGWCTO+ EIGWEEK
GULWTGPP = GULWTGPM
ADDMILLISECIN WEEK
AND SAVE TIME FOR NEXT TEST
COMPUTE RIGHT
ASCENSION OF GREENWICH
GULVVRAG = EIGWRAGO + EIGWDH
+ EIGWWEIEOGVVTDAT - EIGWTRAG
- EIGWDT)
COMPUTE SINE AND COSINE
OF RIGHT ASCENSION OF GREENWICH
USfNG DSIN &DCOS
I
GENERATE FLIGHT SEGMENT POSITION
IN ECI COORDINATES USING GPS DATA
(GULEGCPVd), GULBGCPVI2). GULBGCPVO))
GENERATE FLIGHT SEGMENT VELOCITY
IN ECI COORDINATES USING GPS DATA
(GULBGCPVI4). GULBGCPV(S), & GULBGCPV(S)
( RETURN J
Figure B.3.6-7. CUCDCT Flow Char t
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CALCULATE COEFFICIENTS
GUCOEFF >
IS INITIALIZATION
^REQUIRED?y_^v.
L/^ ~~
NO
CALL
GUINIT
CALL
GUPROCGP
INITIALIZATION
PROCESS
PROCESS
GRSD POINTS
D!FF°ABS(EOGWTDAT
GUGWGTUZ)
IS THIS NEW
^ DATA SET?
IS
DIFF
EIGWTDIF
CALL
GUPROCGP
CALL
GUECC
PROCESS
GRID POINTS
COEFFICIENT
COMPUTATION
G U L F L G E H » 1
EOGVGTER •> EOGVGTER
SET ERROR FLAG
INCREMENT BADT1MH ERROR COUNTER
'( RETURN J
--- TELL'METRY POINT
.. . . . •• SYSTEM TAHLE ENTRY
V POINT '.
S Y S T E M TABLE ENTRY
Figure 3.3.6-8. GUCOEFF Flow Chart
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OF POOR
( GUINIT J PERFORM GPSINITIALIZATION
NO
FIRST PASS OF
INITIALIZATION
NOT DONE
GULWQTNX = 0
EOGVVGT1 =
EOGWTDAT - 120000.
bOGVlNIT = 2
GULVPTR°1
( RETURN J
SET UP GRID POINT TIME
SET UP TIME OFGPSREF.
VALUES
Figure B.3 .6-9 . GUIN' IT Flow Chare
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IF
EOGWTDAT >
GULWQTNX
REPLACE OLD 1ST GRID POIMT DATA
FOR I = 1 TO 6 IN STEP OF 1
GULBQ(I.GULVPTR) - GULBGCPV(I)
GULBCH7, GULVPTR) - EOGWTDAT
UPDATE TIME FOR
NEXT GRD POINT
I
GULWQTNX = EOGWTDAT + 120000
YES
NO
GULVPTR = 2
GULVPTR- 1
FOR l"1 TO 3 IN STEPS OF 1:
GULBPTKI! - GULBQ(I.GULVPTR)
GULBVTKI) - GULBO!r+3,GULVPTR)
UPDATE TIME
OF CURRENT
1ST GRID POINT
RESET
INITIALIZATION
FLAG
EOGWGTt - GULBQ(7,GULVPTR)
1
EOGVINIT-0
( RETURN J
Figure B.3.6-10. GUPROCGP Flow Chart
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CUECC ) EXTRAPOLATOR COEFFICIENT COMPUTATION
CUCWCTU2 = EOCWTDAT
CULWCTU = CUCVVCTU2-EOCWCTI
1CUCWCTUR = CULWCTU
CULWKC4 = [ (CULWCTU) (E1CVCWJ1
FOR I = 1 TO 3 IN STEPS OF 1 :
CULBPT2 = CULBCCPV(I)
CULBVT2 = GUI.8GCPVU + 3)
FOR I = 1 TO 3 IN STEPS OF 1:
GUGBGCUd.S! :
GUCBCCUd.U):
CUCBCCU(I,3) =
cuGBCcud.2]
GUCBCCUd,!)
CUCBCCUd.9)
CUCBCC'Jd.S)
CUGBCCU(I,7)
CUGBGCU(I,6)
(GULWKCM)(GULBPr2(1))
2fCULBPT1(l)-GULBPT2{l)J
GULWGTU(GULBVT1(!)+CULBVT1(I))
2 CUCBCCU(I,5)
3[CULBPT2CD-GULBPT1(I) ]
+GULWCTU[2(GULBVT1(I)
•K}ULBVT2(1)] ,
+CULGBCCU(I,51 ;
CULWCTUfCULBVTK!))
CULBPTId)
"*(CUGBCCU(I,5))(CULWCTUR)
3(CUCBCCU(I, 4))(GULiVCTUR)
2(CUCBGCU(I, 3))(CULWCTUR)
(CUGBGCU(I,2))(GULWGTUR)
SET THE NEW
COEFFICIENTS
READY FLAG FOR
EPHEMERIS
COMPUTATION
CUCFLGUP=2
C RETURN TELEMETRY POINTSYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
• '•' • TELEMETRY POINT I
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figure B.3.6-L1. GUECC Flow Chart
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B.3.7 SPACECRAFT CONTROL PROCESSOR (SCP)
15.3.7 .I Spacecraft Control Processor (SCP) Processor Description
The SD'l'ECT processor enables SCP onco SDTECT detects that one, ot' tha two
separation detection switches (A or B) Is closed. SCI1, whose processor f and
priority 1 equal 5, Is then executed every 25c> msec.
SCI1 Initiates and controls the execution of the three subproceasors, APCM, KPHKM
and ACS:
Execution Frequency Processor 9 Priority if
APCM - 25o ma 7 5
EHIM - 512 ma 6 5
ACS - 512 ins (nonn.tl) S 5
25o aa (orbit adjust)
SCT uses computer data and the processed syro data output by i.:VKiH). iIVKOD la
scheduled for execution by tho Ksecutlve Scheduler Tablis (KST) every o-i ras on
entry slot numbovs 2, o, 10, 14, etc. Therefore, SCI1 Is scheduled Immediately
at'tor (.IVROl), on e«try slot numbers 3, 19, 35 and 51.
Other SCi" functions Include; the calculation and reset tint; of flight software
time, the collection of a common c.omputor data sample for use by AlYM, KTilKM,
and ACS, tho formatting and comraandsd output of pay load correction Jata, and t'.u>
collection and format tint; of a computed data buffer for use by the Update
Filter. The LL sul>^o>tC i-.'.os Lhar comprise the SCI1 processor arc shown below:
SCP - SCI' Main Routine
COMl'DSAV - Computer Data Save Processing
i:\CMPKO - Cyro Difference Processing
PCD - Pay load Correction Data Process ln>;
PCDF8 - PCD 8-bU CMD Konuattlt\n Prooesslnt;
PCDK32 - PCD J2-blt CMD Formatting Processing
FSl'lMK - Flight Software T luie Update Processing
DPIHKXHM-: - 1>PU rime Dividing Processing
imHMNVT - DPU rime Conversion Processing
I'FKl-'.SF.T - DPU/FSV Synchronisation Princess Ing
MVIIFDAVA - Update F i l t o r Data Save Processing
U..T--M-*
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B.3-7.2 Spacecraft Control Processor (SCP) Processor Operation
B.3.7.2.1 SCP Main Routine
The flowchart shown in Section B.3.7.6 describes the detailed software operation
of SCP. Each time SCP is executed it calls COMPDSAVE and APCM. The current
minor frame and executive scheduler table slot number determines which of the
other subprocessors and subroutines will be activated during each cycle:
1. If the present operation is in the normal mode (i.e. , MODE ™ 4 and
ICAL - 3), then the ground must set the system table input PCDFLAG to
0. PCD is then called to format and output PCD data.
2. If the present minor frame number is 3, 35, 67 or 99, SCP loads a bit
pattern into word TREPORTS to indicate that TLM reports from APCM,
EPHEM and TDRS are needed and should be formatted and stored into the
TLM buffer.
3. If the present executive slot number is 3 or 35, SCP calls FSTIME,
EPHEM and ACS. ACS is also called if MODE = 7. After ACS is
executed, SCP calls the flight executive to retrieve the primary and
redundant converted resolver pulses from TDRS's RIU #9A or //9B and put
the data into the computer data. The ground must indicate which RIU
is to be used by setting the system table input RPERIU. SCP will then
call MVUFDATA if the Update Filter (UFLTR) has requested data.
B.3.7.2.2 COMPDSAV/GYCMPFD :
i
These routines are described by the flowchart shown in Section B.3.7.6.
COMPDSAV is called by SCP to save a common sample of computer data in buffer
SCDBUF to be used by the subprocessors EPHEM, ACS and APCM. This is necessr.ry
since the computer data stored in UCDBUF is updated every 64 msecs for GYROD.
If ACS is to be called during the present SCP cycle, then the filtered and
unfiltered gyro data from GYROD processor is differenced by COMPDSAV and
GYCMPFD, respectively. COMPDSAV computes the difference between the past and
present filtered gyro data for each of the three (3) axis currently in use. The
output data GYDIF is used by ACS. GYCMPFD computes 6 gyro differences from the
raw data foricacted by GYROD (i.e. two (2) channels per each of the three (3)
gyros). Its output WGD is used by the subroutine GYROFD (Gyro Failure
Detection).
If UFLTR requests data, then COMPDSAV will save a subset of the computer data
found in UCDBUF and store it in the UFLTR buffer, UFCDBUF.
LSD-WPC-263.
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B.3.7.2.3 PCD
If the spacecraft is in normal operating mode, this routine, flowcharted in
Section B.3.7.6, is executed every 256 msec. It performs one of nine actions
depending on the current minor frame number. It may format data using either
.the PCDF8 or PCDF32 formatting routine. Or it may request that commands be
added to the low priority executive command stack. These commands will then be
sent to the PCD formatter to output attitude, ephemeris, TM TLM or gyro drift
data in subcom word F2 of the PCD Format.
B.3.7.2.3.1 PCPF8. The PCD 8 bit data formatting routine, flowcharted in
Section B.3.7.6, is used to format TM data and TLM spare data that has been
stripped out of the realtime TLM format or computer data by the OBC..
Consecutive 8 bit words located in the input buffer are packed into one 16 bit
command in the output buffer. '•...•
B.3.7.2.3.2 PCPF32. The PCD 32 bit formatting routine, flowcharted in Section
B.3.7.6, formats attitude, ephemeris and.^yro drift data. This routine formats
32 bit double precision words into 2 16 bit commands. The 32 bit words have
been compressed from 36 bit OBC double precision words by dropping the second
sign bit and the three (3) least significant bits.
B-3.7.2.4 FSTIME/DPUDCODE/DPUCONVT/TFRESET
The FSTIME routine, flowcharted in Section B.3.7.6, is called by SCP to update
the Flight Software Time (TF) by 512 rasecs, only if the present executive slot
number is 3 or 35. If minor frames 0-7 are in the minor frame buffer,
subroutine DPUDCODE (see Section B.3.7.6) is called to unpack and validate the
DPU time code words from the subcommutator buffer. Any errors detected are
accumulated in word FSDCDSTS. For example, if an error is detected when
decoding the number of hundreds of days, bit 12 of FSDCDSTS (written
FSDCDSTS<11:12>) is set to 1. The ground will be notified of any decoding error
by two words, DPUDCERR and FSDPUSTS, found in telemetry report number 11.
DPUDCERR is the number of DPU decode errors and FSDPU3TS<1:1> = 1 is a flag to
signal a decode error has occurred.
If the BCD digits are valid, subroutine DPUCOMVT (Section B.3.7.6) is called to
convert the decoded digits into a triple precision word, TDPU, which represents
the total number of rnsecs. The time of the last computer data read is then
calculated in the routine FSTIME by the formula
TDPU = TDPU + 36 + 8192 *(2**-TMRATE)
where
TMRATE = 3 for TLM rate Skbps
=0 for TLM rate Ikbps
LSD-WPC-263
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For a Skbps TLM race, this equattoa becomes:
TDPU - TDPU + 36 + 1024
which is illustrated in the following timeline:
Present Slot #:-
Last Computer Data Read:
Minor
 (
Frame #
Slot #
 (
Time msec -^
> 1 2 3 4 5 6
i ~~r F- ' : i i
53 7 15 23 31 39 47
Ui • — ^ in">/ i
4'
7
I
55 6
5 |
i ri
3 '1
•H32
Figure B.3.7-1. Timeline to Calculate Last Computer Data Read
The difference, TDELTA, between this DPU time and the present TF time is then
calculated and sent down in the TLM stream. It is then tested to determine
whether or not it lies within the limits, TMIN and TFOX. If it does, then TF is
automatically reset to the DPU time. A counter, TFRESET, and a status bit,
FSDPUSTS<3:3>, are updated to reflect the Action and put in TLM alone with the
TF. .
If TDELTA is greater than the upper limit, TFOX, the ground is notified by
telemetry status word FSDPUSTS<2:2>. The ground must then decide whether or not
to allow the large time difference to be resynched by setting the system table
entry USEDPU to a 1 or 0, respectively.
If TDELTA is less than TMIN, the time difference is insignificant and TF is not
reset to DPU tiiae.
LSD-WPC-263
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•B.3.7.2.5 MVUFDATA
This routine, flowcharted in Section B.3.7.6,, is called by SCP if UFLTR
requests data from SCP. SCP contains a list of 24 addresses that corresponds to
the data items located in the buffer for UFLTR (i.e., UFCDBUF). The subroutine
COMPDSAVE moves 16 of these words into UFCDFUB. The remaining words are placed
into the buffer by IWUFDATA. The SCP list of addresses includes the following
24 words:
1. Raw star tracker data (12 words) - moved by COMPDSAVE
2. Euler parameters (8) - moved by MVUFDATA
3. Magnetometer Data (3) moved by MVUFDATA
4. Magnetic torquer commands (3) moved by MVUFDATA
5. Angular Rates (3) moved by MVUFDATA
6. Flight Software Time (3) moved by MVUFDATA
7. Orbit Position Data (4) moved by MVUFDATA
8. FSS Data (4) - moved by COMPDSAVE
B. 3 .7 .3 Spacecraft Control Processor (SCP) Software Constraints
The ground must set the system table word PCDFLG to 0 when the PCD subroutine is
to be executed (i.e, when MODE=4 and ICAL«»3).
B. 3 .7 .4 Spacecraft Control Processor (SCP) System Tables
The SCP processor uses the data items found in system table number 25 which is
called SCPCTLTB. For system tabla load format,, see DFCB Voluue III CMD.
LSD-UPC-263
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Ent ry Name TLM Type Using Subrout ine Description
; OBC System Table J2b (SCPOTLTU)
PCDKLAG SCP
RV'ERIU
H S K D P U FSTIME
n-ox
I'M I N
KSTINE
KSTIM:-:
SCP wil l format and
wr i t e PCD data If
MODE-4 and ICAL-3
0-forrnat & w r i t e VCD
data
1-don't process PCU
subroutine
WBCS RIU - nominal
R1U tf9A. This RIU i:?
used to obtain the
converted primary
redundant revolver
pulse data which is
to be put in the
computer data.
Switched to tUU <.'9B
if :'9A no longer
functions properly
Ground must monitor
TUELFA in OHO TLM
report i*U and decide
if it will accept the
large TDKLTA
0"don't resot TF
I-large TDELTA can
reset Tt"
Upper hound on TOELTA
t'or unconditional TK
resets
Lower bound >M\ I'DKLTA
for unconditional TV
resets. If VDKLVA
is below this Halt
TV" is not reset.
B.3-73
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B.3.7.5 Spacecraft Control Processor (SCP) Telemetry Reports
The status of the.SCP execution is contained in OBC TLM Report number 11 whose
mnemonic is ACS 11. The report occurs in TLM minor frames 30, 62, 94., and 126.
The first word (word 0) is output in column 35 and gives the report number.' The
remaining words are output in columns 91-95 and 108-127.
A telemetry alarn, FSDPUSTS<1:1> » 1, will occur if an error is found when
decoding the DPU time. Another alarm, FSDPUSTS<2:2>=1, will occur if the
difference, TDELTA, of the present TF and the DPU of the most recent computer
data read is greater than the maximum limit, TFOX.
LFD-UTC-263
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Entry
Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
OBC TLM Report #11 - ACS 11
1 TF
7
13
FSTIME or
FSRESET
TDELTA
DPUDCERR
FSDPUSTS
FSTIME
FSTIME
FSTIME or
FSRESET
TFRESET FSRESET
Flight Software Time - it is updated
every 512 msec when executive slot
number is 3 or 35. It is reset to
DPU time wher. minor frame 7 is in
the minor frame buffer if TDELTA is
within the limits TMIM and TFOX or if
the ground allows the update.
Difference between TF and DPU time
Counter of the number of DPU decode
errors .
Flight software time computation
status word:
FSDPUSTS<1:1> - DPU decode error *
FSDTUSTS<2:2> - Large TDELTA *
FSDPUSTS<3:3> - TF reset to TDPU
0 - NO, 1 = YES
Counter that indicates the number
times that TF has been reset to TDPU
*TLM ALARM
LSD-WPC-2fa3
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B.3 .7 .6 Spacecraft Control Processor (SCF) Flow Charts
LSD-wPC-263
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IFORMA1 AT! ITUDE DATA IFOKMAT EPHEMEHIS DATA
(OUTPUT ATTITUDE DATA (OUTPUT EPHEMERIS DATA
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Figure B.3.7-3. PCD Flow Chare
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©
PCDF8
I OUTPTR *1
f
DO I - 1,NITF:MS,2
j QUTBUF^ 9:16 > (OUTPTR)" INPUT v. 1:8^ (I)
OUTBUF < 1:8 > (CUTPTR) - INPUT < 1:8 > (1 + 1)
OUTBUF v, 17:18^ (OUTPTR) -PCD LINE ADDRESS «., 1:2
OUTPTR - OUTPTR
1
RETURN
» . ) . / — » . IVOKS K l . i w i U > . - i r t
V*. ,>- t
POOR Q'JH^ SVS-10266
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©
( PCDF32 J
i
| OUTPTR" i |
(INDEX INTO A BUFFER OF
18 BIT NSSC-1 WORDS I
IMSBS OF ITEM
SLSBSOFITEM
= 1,NITEMS
| OUTBUF< 1:16 > (OUTPTR) = INPUT < 3:18 > (INPPTR) {
| OUTBUF< 17:13 XOUTPTR) = PCD LINE ADDRESS < 1:2 > |
{ OUTBUF< 17:13 > (OUTPTR + 1)= PCD LINE ADDRESS < 1:2 > \
| OUTBUF< 15:16 > (OUTPTR+ 1) = INPUT< 1:2 > (INPPTR) j
I OUTBUF< 1:14 > (OUTPTR -M) = INPUT< 4:17 > (INPPTR + 1)
I OUTPTR = OUTPTR + 2 |
INPPTR = INPPTR +2 ]
RETURN
Figure 3.3.7-5. PCDF32 Flow Chart
B.3-81
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c IS
FSOCDST3< 1:1Q> -0
* 1
FSOPUSTS< 1:18>-0
\
CALL
DPXIDCODE
JNO
DPUOCERR -
DPUOCERR"* i
J
FSOPUSTS
^
IIS A LARGE TIME
JUMP DETECTED?
IIS A NOMINAL RESE1
TIME DETECTED?
^ N<
RESYNC
DPU
OF
ICLEAR DECODE ERROR BITS
ICLEAR ANY PAST INTERNAL STATUS BITS
IOECOOE BCD TIME
DPUCONVT IBCO DIGITS ARE VALID SO CONVERT TO BINARY
ICOWPUTE THE CORRESPONDING TIME OF LAST
I LARGE TIME JUMP
DETECTED. THEREFORE.
FLAG CONDITION
IN STATUS WORD.
WILL GROUND ALLOW UPDATE?
USEOPU\NO
IRC RESET TO TDPU
Figure B.3.7-6. FSTIME Flow Chart
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(DPUCONVTJ
DAYS =
UD+10"
(TD + 10-HD)
".//-REMAINDER
N16THMS =
FMS+ 1
+ 10*{TMS+ 10*
(HMS+10*KMS)))
TDPU =
MSPERDAY«
DAYS + NTWDSECS*
MSIN2SEC +
N16THMS<9:17>
TD?U<9:17> (3) =
N16THMS< 1:8>
(LEAST SIGNIFICANT
WORDOFTDPU
RETURN
LSD-WPC-263
Figure B.3.7-8. DPUCONVT f low Chart
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B.3.8 EPHEMERIS COMPUTATION (EPHEM)
B.3.8.1 Ephemeris Computation (EPHEM) Processor Description
The Ephemeris Computation (EPHEM) processor determines the Landsat-D Flight
Segment position and velocity and TDRS East and/or West, position, as desired.
Polynominal interpolation or extrapolation techniques are used to compute the
desired ephemeris at the specified time points. EPHEM determines FS position
and velocity using coefficients generated in the UCUP processor. These
coefficients are based on uplinked OBC parameters and/or GPS receiver data. The
data source(s) to be used are specified by the Ground Segment. TDRS East and/or
West ephemeris is computed utilizing coefficients generated by the TCUP
processor which is based on upiinked OBC parameters. The EPHEM processor then
generates OBC Telemetry Reports 13 through 19 which present ephemeris data.
These are discussed in detail in Section B.3.8.5.
The Ephemeris Computation (EPHEM) processor is a foreground processor called by
the Spacecraft Control Processor (SCP), and is nominally executed every 0.512
seconds, or twice every computer major cycle. The SCP calls the EP'IEM processor
every other time it is executed. EPHEM has a priority of 5.
The EPHEM processor consists of 8 subroutines and a control function, EPHEM.
These subroutines are delineated in Table B.3.8-1 and discussed in detail in
Section B.3.8.2, with detailed flowcharts presented in Section B.3.8.6. TVe
processor is diagramed in Figure B.3.8-1. i
LSD-V;PC-26j
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Ephemeris Computation (EPHEM)
Number:
Type:
Priority:
Period:
Function:
Subroutines:
ECCOLD
' • ECFSBLD
ECFCALC
ECGPBLD
ECGCALC
ECTDBLD
SCTCALC
ECTELEM
System Tables:
if Mneumonic
31 EPEBMIT
32 EPARAM
Type
Variable
Constant
Telemetry Reports:
Foreground
5 '
0.512 seconds
Determination, at a given point in time, of
Flight Segment position and velocity (from
uplinked OBC parameters and/or GPS data) and
position of both Tracking aad Data Relay_
(TORS) Satellites scheduled by SCP.
Cold start initialization
Testing and processing uplinked FS coefficients
Computation of position and velocity for
flight segment from uplinked data
Rebuild of GPS extrapolar.or coefficients
Computation of GPS FS ephemeris
Testing and processing of TDRS coefficients
Computation of TDRS position components
Format data and output to telemetry
# Words Description
5 Processing Permitted Flags
13 Ephemeris Parameters
OBC Reports 13 through 19
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.8.2 Ephemeris Computation (EPKEtl) Processor Operation
B.3.8.2.1 EPKEM
The EPHEM control function first checks to. see if the processor has to be
initialized, and if so, calls the subroutine ECCOLD. It then checks whether FS
ephemeris processing from uplinke.d OBC parameters?, FS epheneris processing from
GPS data, and TDR5 epheineris processing from uplinked OBC parameters are
permitted. If processing is permitted for the particular ephemeris, two
routines are called by EPHEM. One routine is used to rebuild the coefficients
table with new value;; and the other routine performs the calculations which
determine the final ephemeris components. The two'routines for the uplinked FS
ephemeris are ECFSBLD and ECFCALC, for GPS FS ephenerir. are ECGPBLD and ECGCALC,
and finally for nplinked TDRS FS ephenerides are ECTDBLD and ECTCALC. If the
check fails for the particular ephemeris, EPHEM ignores the calls to th«
routines Mentioned above. The final process to be performed is to output tl.^ .
Telemetry data by calling EfTELEM.
3.3.8.2.2 ECCOLD
ECCOLD sets flags regarding coefficient sources (UCUP, TCUP, and GCUP) and sets
upper grid times to zero for both the Flight Segment and TDRS, and returns to
the control function.
B.3.8.2.3 ECF3BLD
ECFSBLD checks for new upMnked T'S OBC parameters. If spacecraft tic-? exceeds
rhe new data start time, ECFSBLD r.ets the flag FUGFLGUP=2 to tell the background
eodule (UCUP) to move this data to the working area. ECFSBLD also requests the
execution of the background rpocessor UCUP- ECFSBLD replaces old interpolator
coefficients with new from the slow ioop module UCUP. In order to perfori this
task, the following two conditions must be met - the software time must exceed
the fit intecvale upper time limit and new coefficients must be available (flag
FUGFLGUP=3). These new coefficients replace the old coefficients and th fit
interval is advanced by the grid inueval time. Fina.lly, the new coefficients
ready flag (FUGFLGJP) ?s set to 4 for the slow loop module UCUP.
B.3.8.2.4 ECFCALC
ECFCALC computes the position aid velocity components for the uplinked FS
ephemeris . The normalized t ime is computed and this t ime , along with the
Interpolator coeff ic ients (old or n ? w ) , are used in the four- point Ker.nite
polynominal interpolat ion algori thm to obta in the f ina l FS ephemeris components .
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.8.2.5 ECGPBLD -|
3
V
ECGPBLD replaces old extrapolator coefficients with new from the background •'
module GCUP. This replacement only occurs if the new coeff icients. ready .flag . .']
GUGFLGUP=2. These new coefficients replace the old coefficients and the fit \
interval is advanced. Finally, the new coefficients ready flag (GUGFLGUP) is -J
sat to 3 for the background module GCUP- *
B.3.8,2.6 ECGCALC
ECGCALC computes the position and velocity comp ••.'icnts for the GPS FS ephem^ris.
The normalized time is computed and used ilong with the extrapolator
coefficients (old or new) to calculate the GP? .. epheaaris components.
B.3.8.2.7 ECTD.BLD
ECTDBLD checks for new uplinked TORS E.G. data. If spacecraft tire exceeds the
new data start time. ECTDBLKD Fats the flag TUGFLGUP=2 to tell the background
module (TCUP) to move this data to the working area. ECTDBLD also requests the
execution of the background processor TCUP. ECTDBLD replaces old interpolator
coefficients with new from the slow loop module TCUP. This replacement
procedure is bypassed if the following two conditions are not met - the software
time must exceed the fit interval upper time limit and new coefficients must be
available (flag TUGFLGUP=3). If the above conditions are met, the old
coefficients are replaced by the new and the fit Interval is advanced by the
grid interval sice. Finally, the new coefficients ready flag TUGFLGUF it set to
4 for the slow loop module TCUP.
B.3.8.2.8 ECTCALC
ECTCALC computes the TDRS position components for TORS East and TDRS West
ephemorides. If TDRS East processing is required, the East normalized fit time
is calculated and this time, along with the East interpolator coefficients (old
or new) are used in the four point Hertnite polynomial interpolation algorithm to
obtain the final TDRS position components. The sane process is followed to
obtain the TDRS West position components.
B.3.8.2.9 ECTELEM
ECTELEM formats the output for the Landsat-D Computer Generated Telemetry
reports. There are seven separate Ephemeris reports which are issued during
certain minor frames of the Landsat-D f l ight sof tware processing cycle.
Four rout ines are used for fo rma t t i ng tnese te lemetry reports. The f i r s t
rout ine (MOVI 'J IT) will initialize for the loading of a report b u f f e r . MOVSPREC
will unpack and aova sin\;J? precision fixer! point values into 3 OBC telemetry
words. MOVDPREC will unpack c-ud move double precision values into 4 OBC
LSD-WPC-263
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telemetry words. MOVBYTE will move an 8 bit value to 1 OBC telemetry word. The
PROG 'MOrELO' moves the low order 3 bits of word 2 and the high order ibts of
word 3 of the triple precision tine word into the 5th OBC telemetry word after
MOVDPREC has moved the first 2 words. ' .
B.3.8.3 Ephemeris Computation (EPHEM) Software Constraints
EPHEM will do no processing of a particular ephemeris unless at least one of the
slow loop background modules for the three types of data (uplinked FS, GPS FS,
and uplinked TDRS) has computed one set of coefficients.
B.3.8.4 Ephemeris Computation (EPHEM) Systems Tables
The EPHEM processor uses the data items found in system table number 31 and 32.
Table 31 contains the ephemeris computation parameters (EPARAM) consisting of 13
words. These parameters aro. used in setting time biases and grid intervals for
the ephetneris computations. Table 32 contains the 5 ephemeris processing
permitted flags (EPERMIT) that establish which epherasris processing is
permitted.
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Entry Nane TLM
Using
Type Subroutine Description
System Table if31 - EPARAM (Epehmeris Parameters)
0000
0001
0003
0005
0007
0009
0011
E1GVNGMX
E1GWDTE
E1GUDTW
E1GWTG
E1GWTGR
E1GWTTG
E1GWTTGR
C ECGPBLD Max It of consecutive ephemeris
calculation computation before
GPS data available again
C ECTCALC Bias for current TDRS East time
from current FS time
C ECTCALC Same as 0001 but for TDRS West
C ECFSBLD Ephemeris grid interval
C ECFCALC Reciprocal if E1GWIG
C ECTDBLD TDRS ephemeris grid interval
C ECTCALC Reciprocal of E1GWTTGE
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Entrv Name
Using
TLM Type Subroutine Description
Systen Table #32 - EPERMIT (Ephemeris Processing Permitted Flags)
0000 E1GVEAST
0001 E1GVFFS
0002 E1GVGFS
0003 E1GVTFS
0004
F ECTCALC
F EPHEM
F EPHEM
F EPHEM
F ECTCALC
TDRS East ephemeris processing
permitted?
Uplinked FS ephemeris
processing permitted?
GFS ephemeris procuring
permitted?
TDRS ephemeris processing
permitting?
TDRS West ephemeris processing
permitted?
LSD-WPC-26'3
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B.3.8.5 Ephemeris Conputation (EPHEM) Telemetry
OBC Telemetry Reports 13-19 present the ephemeris data and associated ephetneris
parameters. Each telemetry report is 25 words (8 bit) long and may contain
single word (18 bit), double word (36 bit word, of which 32 bits are used),
triple word (54 bit word of which 40 bits are used), or byte (8 bit) data items.
The first 3 reports (TLM reports 13-15) will be output 4 times per najor frame.
The last 4 reports (TLM reports 16-19) will be output once per major frame &3
shovn below:
Report #
(Uord 35)
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Minor Frame
Number
16,48,80,112
17.49,81,113
18,50,82,114
58
59
60
61
Name
EPHEM 01
EPHEM 02
EPHEM 03
EPHEM 04
EPHEM 05
EPHEM 06
EPHEM 07
LSD-KPC-263
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Encry
Number Name
OBC TLM Report #13
0000 EOGBRF
0004
0008
0012
0016
0020
EOGBRF
EOGBRF
EOGBVF
EOGBVF
EOGBVF
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
ECFCALC
ESFCALC
ECFCALC
ECFCALC
ECFCALC
ECFCALC
ECI X axis component of FS position
computed using uplihked data
ECI Y axis component of FS position
computed using uplinked data
ECI Z axis component of FS position
computed using uplinked data
ECI X axis component of FS velocity
computed using uplinked data
ECI Y axis component of FS velocity
computed using uplinked data
ECI L axis component of FS velocity
computed using uplinkad data
LSD-WPC-263
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Entry
Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
OBC TLM Keport #14
0000
0004
0008
0012
0016
0020
EOGBRFG
EOGBRFG
.EOGBRFG
EOGBVFG
EOGBVEG
EOGBVFG
ECGCALC
ECGCALC
ECGCALC
ECGCALC
ECGCALC
ECGCALC
ECI X axis component of FS position
computed using GPS data
ECI Y axis component of FS position
computed using GPS data
ECI Z axis component of FS position
computed using GPS data
ECI X axis component of FS velocity
computed using GPS data
ECI Y axis component of FS velocity
computed using GPS data
ECI Z axis component of FS velocity
computed using GPS data
i
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Entry
Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
OBC TLM Report #15
0000 EOGVCSEC
0003
0006
0009
0012
0015
0018
0021
EOGVSHER
.EOGVARER
EOGVGTER
EOGVDERR
EOGVF7DO
EOGVNFRE
EOGVLOST
ECTELEM GPS running consecutive checksum
error count. Initialized to 0
ECTELEM GPS running conversion error counter
Initialized to 0
ECTELEM Running GPS variance error count
Initialized to 0
ECTELEM tla new GPS time running counter
Undefined GPS running consecutive data
error count. Initialized to 0
ECTELEM Count of GPS data lost because
file 7 da La not ready
Initialized to 0
I
ECTELEM Court of GPS files lost due to
b u f f e r not f ree
Initialize to 0
ECGPBLD Count of nubmer of times the E .C.
module was executed since last good
GPS
LSD-WPC-263
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Entry
Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
0000
0003
0006
0010
0014
EOGVFALM
EOGVTALM
EOGWPU
EOGWPG
EOGWPT
ECTELEM
ECTELEM
ECFCALC
ECGCALC
ECTCALC
Residual count exceeded counter for
FS uplinked data
Initialized to 0
Total TORS ephemerides fit interval
exceeded counter
Initialized to 0
Uplinked FS ephemeris normalized
time
GPS ephemeris normalized time
TORS ephemerides normalized time
LSD-WPC-263
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Entry
Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
OBC TLM Report it 17
0000 EOGBPTDE ECTCALC
0004
0008
0012
0016
0020
EOGBPTDE ECTCALC
.EOGBPTDE ECTCALC
EOGBPTDW ECTCALC
EOGBPTDW ECTCALC
EOGBPTDW ECTCALC
ECI X axis component of TDRS-E
position
ECI Y axis component of TDRS-E
position
ECI Z axis component of TDRS-E
position
ECI X axis component of TDRS-W
position
ECI Y axis component of TDRS-W
position
ECI Z axis component of TDRS-W
position
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Entry
Number Name
OBC TLM Report #18
0000 EOCWTT3
0005 EOGWTT3
0010 EOGWTTE
.0015 EOGWTTW
0020 EOG'VNT
Generating
Subroutine
ECCOLD
ECTDBLD
ECCOLD
ECTCALC
ECTCALC
ECTELM
Description/Comnent
i
Upper time limit for uplinked FS
ephemerls interpolator
Initialized to 0
TORS interpolator coefficients
upper time limit
Initialized to 0
TDRS East tine of current data
TORS West time of current data.
Uplinked FS Epheneris residual
counter
LSD-','.'PC-262
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Entry
Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Ccssent
OBC TLM Report //19
0000 EOGWGT1
0005
0010
0015
0016
EOGHGT2
JEOGWTDAT
EOGVINIT
EOGVMXTH
ECTELEM Ti-Be of current first grid point for
GPS interpolation
ECTTELEM Time of most recent GPS data
(GUGWGTU2 for use in E.G.)
ECTELEM Converted GFS to spacecraft time
tine
ECTELEM GPS coefficient update program
initialization indicator (1,2,0)
Initializated to 1
ECGP1LD Max time without data
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B.3.8.6 Ephemeris Computation (EPHEH) Flow Charts
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I7.E /" "\
I ffHtt* J
FUSFLGUP-1 I NO COEFFICIENTS YET
EOGHTEJ-0 I U-fER GRID TIME-OIFSI
GUGFLGUP' II liC COEFFICIENTS YET
.TUGFLPUP-l j NO COEFFICIENTS YET
EOGWTT3-0 I UPPER GRID TIME-0 (TORSI
ECLVRPRT • EACCUMUL
DETERMINE, AT A GIVEN POINT IN TIME.
THE POSITION ANO VELOCITY Of TMS f S
AND THE POSITION OF "ORS
SAVE THE TELEMETRY REPORTS BETA
FROM EXTENDED ACCUMULATOR.
TEST FOR COLO START
C RETUflN J
TETi IF Fo' EPMEMEHIS
PROCESSING PROM
OPLINKEOCBC
PARAMETrSS IS
PERMITTED
TESTIFFS rPHEMERIS
PHOCESSIN'J FROM GPS
DATA IS PERMITTED
TEST IF TORS EPMEMEBIS
PROCESS, .'JG IS CURRENTLY
PERMITTEO
13 FS EPHEMERIS COMPUTATION ALtOWEO
CALCULATE NEW
POS/VELOCITV VALUES
CALLECGCALC CALC NiW POS/VAL VALUES
YES 8ECIN COEFFICIENT TESTIfiG » PWOCESSINO
<S TD».S EPHEM COMPUTATION ALLOWED
Y6S
 CALCULATE NEW TO3S
ST POS COMP.
CALL ECTELEM
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE EM
TELEMETRY POINT I
TABLE ENTRY
CALL TIN I5PC 9 EPHI
PROCESS OUTPUT TEUMETHV.
RETURN TO SCP THRU -TIN" INSTRUCTION
.t
( RETURN j
V „.... ______ J
Figure B . 3 . 3 - 2 . EPHEM.ECCOLD Flow Charts
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I FUCFLCUP-2 | UCUI> MOVE NEW DATA
SETSTAHT OF
/ RETURN J
Figure 15.3.8-3. ECFSBLD Flow Chart
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POSITION AND VELOCITY FROM THE
UPLINKED EPHEMERIS PARAMETERS
EOGWPU » (TF - ECUWE2) * EIGWTGR COMPUTE THE NORMALIZED TIME
COMPUTE THE FS POSITION COMPONENTS I » 1 TO 3
CALL
POLY (ECLBUC (i. 1), EOGWP'J. EOGBRF (I), 7, 3)
COMPUTE THE FS VELOCITY COMPONENTS I - 1 TO 3
T
NORMALIZED TIME AND
INTERPOLATOR COEFFICIENTS
ARE USED TO COMPUTE THE
EPHEMERIS COEFFICIENTS;
USING THE 4 POINT HERNHTE
POLYNOMIAL INTERPOLATION
ALGORITHM POLYNOMINAL
CALL - . - - . - .
POLY (ECLBUC (I, 9), EOGWPU, EOGBVF (I), 6, B)
1 - •M
NO
(RETURN)
TELEMETRY POINT
....... SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT t,
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
F i g u r e B.3.8-4. ECFC.UC Flow Chare
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REPLACE OLD EXTRAPOLATED COEFFICIENTS
WITH NEW CALCULATED FROM THE BACKGROUND
PROCESSOR GCUP
ORIGINAL PAGE FS
OF POOR r
NO COEFFICIENTS YET
-&( RETURN J
NEW COEFFICIENTS
YES " 2 ^XGUCFLGUPNJVO NEW COEFFICIENTS
-2
ECLVNGU • EIGVNGMX
NEWCOEFFJCENTS
ARE READY
RESET NO NEW COEFF CONTER
TO MAX VALUE
"NO 5=2
i t
ECLVNGU - ECLVNGU • 1 1
DECREMENTTHE COUNTER !
EOGVLOST • 0 EOGVLOST -EOGVLOST+ 1
COMMENT
REPLACE OLD COEFFICIENTS
WITH NEW FROM GCUP
EOGVMXTM jSET FLAG FOR OUTPUTI TELEMETRY
ADVANCE THE FIT
INTERVAL TIME
EOGWGT2 - GUGWGTU2
ECLWGTR - GUGWGTUH
RESST THE NEW COEFFICIENTS
FLAG FOR BACKGROUND
GUGFLGUP-3
Figure S.3.8-5. ECGPBLD Flew Chart
B.3-105
TELEMETRY HOINT
• Sf ITEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT (.
S Y S T E M TABLE ENTRY
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( ECGCALC J
COMPUTE THE POS & VEL OF THE FS
USING THE GPS DATA
NORMALIZED TIME IS'JSED AS WELL
ASTHF EXTRAPOLATOR COEFFICIENTS
COMPUTE THE GPS POSITION
COMPONENTS FOR THE FS
COMPUTE THE G^S VELOCITY
COMPONENTS FOR THE FS
EOGWPG = ((TF - EOGWGT2I • ECLWGTR)
T
COMPUTE THE
NORMALIZED
TIME
F O R I = 1 T O 3
CALL POLY (ECLBGC (1,1), EOGWPG,E_pGBRFG(l),4,3)
CALL POLY (ECLBGC (l,6), EOGWPG,EOGBVFG(I).3.3)
C RETURN J
TELEMETRY POINT
•.••SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT 6
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figure B.3.8-6. ECGCALC Flow Chare
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TELL OACKGROUNO TO USE NEW DATA
SET START Of NEW DATA FLAO
TELCV.ETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ESTRY
TELEMETRY POINT I
SYSTEM TADLE ENTRY
NOT NEW DATA
BUTNEtVCOEFFS.
TTJ-EOCWTTSL 7— '« up f OB Nf *
F / INTERVAL
EOOWTTJ - COGWTT3 . EIOWT70
F O H J - 1 T O *
FOB 1 • \ TO 3
ECIBTEC II. Jl • TU08TSCN II. Jl
EO.BTYJCII. Jl- 1UGBTOCN «.•»
TELL TCUP Nfvv UPLINCED D A T A
SET " S T A R T OF VEW DATA" fLAG.
/ PETunM j
F i g u r e 3 .3 .S-7 . FICTDBLD Flow Char t
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E C T C A L C )
STORE THE CURRENT
EAST TIME
COMPUTE THE NORMALIZED
FIT TIME
EOOWTTE - TF * E'GVVDTE
EOGWPT - (EOGWTTE - ECLWTT2) * EIGWTTGR
FOR I " 1 TO 3"*-—^ COMPUTE THE TORS
CALL POLY (ECL8TEC (1,1), EOGWPT, EOGBPTOE. 3. 3
STORE THE CURRENT WEST TIME
EOGWTTW • TF + EIGWOTW
COMPUTE THE
EOGWPT - EOGWTTW - ECLWTT2 • EIGWTTGR NORMALIZED FIT TIME
F O R I - 1 T O 3 COMPUTE THE TORS WEST POSITION
CALL POLY (ECLBTWC (I. 1). EOGWPT. EOGBPTDW (I). 3. 3)
f X ) I N T
T - A H U E L ' N T R V
POINT t
S V S T E M r A i i i . E
Figure 3.J.3-3. -ECTCALC Flow Chart
B.Z-lOS
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B.3.9 UPLINKED FS EPHEMERIS COEFFICIENT UPDATE (UCUP)
B.3.9.1 Uplinked FS Ephemerla Coefficient Update (UCUP Processor Description
The function of the Uplinked FS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (UCUP) processor is
the processing of Uplinked Flight Segment OBC parameters, and computation of
interpolator coefficients for utilization by the Ephemeris Computation (EPHEM)
processor.
UCUP is a long period, or background, processor nominally executed every 614.4
seconds. The execution of this processor Is requested by. the Epheraeris
Computation (EPHEM) processor. When a new set of OBC parameters is uplinked,
the UCUP processor moves the data into a working buffer. These uplinked OBC
parameters, prepared by the Orbit Computation Group (OCG), and uplinked
nominally every 24 hours, consist of Fourier power series coefficients for each
component of Landsat-D position and velocity, together with position residuals
at a nominal grid point spacing of 10 minutes. The format of the OBC parameter
tape is shown in Figure 10-9 and 10-10 of GES-10140, "Landsat-D GS to OCG ICD,
26 March 1981.
The UCUP processor consists of 5 subroutines as delineated in Table B.3.9-1 and
the UCUP control function. This processor subroutine flow is diagrammed in
Figure B.3.9-1.
When the UCUP processor is called by EPHEM, UCUP first checks to see if t'r;«
processor has to be initialized, and if so, requests the subroutine FUCOLD,
which resets the residual exceeded counter to zero. If it is time to use new
data, indicated by the flag. FUFLUP->2 set in EPHEM, UCUP moves the new data t:o
the working buffer, and initializes the vector table of position and velocity
components in FUIVT. If FUGFLUP?42, indicating that UCUP is not using new data,
the vector table is updated utilizing the subroutine FUUVT. In either case,
position and velocity components of Landsat-D FS are generated for four g&id
points (4 times values 10 minutes apart nominally) using the uplinked Fourier
coefficients and the position residuals. This is accomplished, in the subroutine
FUFPS.
The subroutine FUCIC then generates interpolator coefficients for a four point
Hermite polynomial fit, for utilization by EPHEM in generating Landsat-D FS
eph-.itneris. UCUP then resets the flag FUGFLGUP=3 indicating that new coefficients
are ready, and returns control to the Flight Executive.
The Uplinked FS Epheraeris Coefficient Update (UCUP) Processor utilizes Flight
Segment Software System Table //33. This system table, UDATA-FS Ephemeris
Computation Data, consists of time values to indicate when new data is to be
used, coefficients of Fourier power series for FS position and velocity
components, and position residuals. Details of this system table are presented
in Section B.3.9.4.
This processor generates no teleraetry reports.
LSD-WPC-263
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Uplinked FS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (UCUP)
Number:
Type:
Priority:
Period:
Function:
Subroutines:
FUCOLD
FUT/T
FUUVT
FUFPS
FUCIC
System Tables:
// Mneumonic
33 UCUP
Type
Variable
17 . .
Background
15
614.4 seconds
Processing of new set of uplinked FS OBC data
and computation of new set of interpolator
coefficients for utilisation by the EPKEM
processor for generation of FS position and
velocity. Requested by EPHEM processor._
Cold start initialization
Initiation of vector table
Update of vector table
Computation of FS ephemeris using Fourier
power series
Computation of FS interpolator coefficients
# Words
1059
Description
Uplinked FS Ephemeris
Commutation Data
Telemetry Reports: None
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.9.2 Uplinked FS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (UCUP) Processor Operation
The UCUP processor consists of the UCUP control function end subroutines aa
Indicated In Section B.3.9.1. The control function is described in Section
B.3.9.1. Sections B.3.9.2.1 through B.3.9.2.5 describe the subroutines.
B.3.9.2.1 FUCOLD Subroutine
FUCOLD is the routine which initialises a counter when a "cold start" condition
exists (bit 1 and 2 of the ACCUMULATOR is set when the module UCUP is called).
B.3.9.2.2 FUIVT Subroutine
FUIVT is the routine which initializes the vector table of fit points and
associated position and velocity components. Three fit point times, starting at
the initial tiaie of the uplinked FS epheiaeris residuals, are used to find the
coaponents at the fit point times by .calling the Fourier power series routine
FUFPS. The corresponding uplinked residual valv.es are added to the position
vectors. The next fit point time is computed and the residual counter (EOCVNT)
is incremented by 3 for use In the routine FUUVT.
B.3.9.2.3 FUUVT Subroutine
FUUVT updates the vector table for uplinked FS epheiserls processing. This
routine does essentially the same processing as the routine FUIVT except only
the most recent grid time is worked on. Initially the vectors are moved to snake
room for the new fit point time. The Fourier power series routine FUFPS is
called by FUUVT to calculate the values for slot 4 of the vector table. FUUVT
checks that the residual counter does not exceed the maximum allowed residual
count uplinked fron ground and adds the corresponding residual values to the
position components. The residual counter is incremented by 1 for the next
pass. If the maximum residual count is exceeded, no residual values are added
and an error counter (EOGVFALN) is incremented - In either case, the next fit
point tine is computed and control is returned to tne control function (UCUP).
B.3.9.2.4 FUCIC
FUCIC Is the routine which calculates the coefficients for a 4 point Hermite
interpolator polynomial using the data from the prior components FUIVT and
FUUVT.
B.3.9.2.5 FUKPS
FUFPS evaluates the F o u r i e r power series for a coordinate (pos i t i on or ve loc i ty
component) at the current fit point time. There are two arguments IT the
cal l ing sequence to t h i s r o u t i n e - the locat ion whore t'he resul t Is to be s tored
and the coluan Index oj the a r r a y of upl inked c o e f f i c i e n t s for tho Four i e r power
LSD-WPC-2&3
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series equation. This array consists of 6 sets (3 position and 3 velocity) of
42 coefficients each. The remaining values used by FUFPS are fit point time
dependent and are therefore used from their respective local storage areas. ]
I
B.3.9.3 Uplinked FS Ephemeris Coefficient Update^ (UCUP) Software Constraints 1
I
Execution of the UCUP processor occurs when called by the EPKEM processor. This i
processor requires periodic uploading of OfiC parameters for execution. 4
B.3.9.^  Uplinked FS Ephemeris Coefficient Update^ (UCOT) System Tables
LSD-WPC-263
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Entry Name
Using
TLM Type Subroutine Description
System Table #33 ^  UDATA (Uplinked FS Epheaeris Computation
0000 NEWDATA
0001 TSTART
0004 TUSE
0007 EIGWT1ST
i 0009 Ei'GBNTMX
ii
! 0010 EIGVNT
0011 EIGWWFS
0013 EIGW2ND
0015- EIGBA
0518
0519- EIGBRES
1058
ECFSBLD
UCUP,
ECFSBLD
(EPHEM
processor)
ECFSBLD
(EPHEM
processor)
FURVT,
UCUP
FUUVT
FUIVT,
FUUVT
FUUVT,
FUIVT
FUIVT,
FUUVT
FUFPS
V FUIVT,
data ready flag
Time to initiate transition
to new E.G. data set
Time to utilize new E.G. data
(EPEHM set: in EPHEM
processor)
Tine of first uplniked FS
ephemeris residual
!
Maximum number of valid position j
residuals i
Uplinked FS ephemeris residual
number
Fundamental frequency
Secondary frequency
Coefficients of Fourier power
series for position of velocity ]
FS position residuals at fit
points !
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.9.5 Uplinked FS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (UC'JP) Teleaetry
None
B.3.9.6 Uplinked FS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (PGUP) Flow Charts
LSD-Wi-C-263
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,./-.»<>••.-• >:••'-.Cu. '••'
OF' ?ooa QUALITY
[
FUCOLO,
|
MOVE,
I'O!
FUFPS,
UCUP
FUIVT j
i
J
1
f^\ \ FUCICrI OR ; — 1 5
FUUVT^
VEL PO5 VF)^
FUFPS, HJFF'Sj I F1'PPS1
Figure B.3.9-1. UCUr Top Lovel IHagr.im
LSD-WTC-2t>3
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( UCUP ) I FUCOLD J
.XACCU
^ -AN
1
XFUGF
^S.
i
? V
V IbM HUH LULU iS AMI RESET RcSIDUAL " " „ " '
 A 1 ' . n
..XT EXCEEDED COUNTER EOGVFALM = 0
D .l ^ — — — , V
S CALL ^ ""URN J
NO ________
"
Xv IT IS TIME
LGUPVTO USE NEW DATA?
,
2/ YES 1
/"^ ^ MOVE TO WORKING BUFFER
NU
 CALL
MOVE (NEWDATA *•?, EIGWTIST. 1052>
EOGVNT-EIGVNT RCSIDUAL
?
NEWDATA -0 RESET NEW DATA FLAG
1
EOGVFALM-0 ^^0 '^^
I
CALL INITIALIZE VECTOR
FUIVT TA3LC
1
FUUVT UPDATE THE VECTOR TABLE
^CM^ COMPUTE INTERPOLATOR COEFFICIENTS
r* \.- L* 1 O
1
FLAG TO EPHEM PROCESSOR THAT THE NEW
SF.TFUGR.GUP-3
 COEFFS.AREREADY
|
/^ A " ' !
/ RCTL'RN j t i u M f i m coisr |
\_ __/ ^ \ \ I | M r \ (U l I 'NTKY '
n ; i MI ; ni mis r .-. |
S> SVl M 7 » 111.1" 1 N TKV i
11.3 .9-2 . U O l j V , K U C O L D K l o w 0!i;irt
f <. 3 • -1 1 6
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EIGWTJST - TIME OF 1ST
UPLINKEO FS EPHEM RESIDUAL
EIGWWFS • FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
C pmVT )JINITIALIZE THE VECTOR TABLE FORUPLINKEO F.S. EPHEM.
FULWTS-EIQWT1ST STORE THE 1ST FIT POINT TIME
DO K • 2 TO 4 • GOTIHROUOH FOR 3 FIT POINTS
FULWS - OSIN (FULWTS • EIGWWFSV
COMPUTE THE SINE? AND COSINES
AT f IT POINT TIME USINQ
PRIMARY FREQUENCIES
FULWC - OCOS (FULWTS • EIQWWFSI
NOW USINQ SECONDARY FREQUENCIES
FUUVSE - OSIN (FULVYTS • EJGW2NO)
FULWCE - OCOS (FULWrS •
FULBX (I. K) - FULBX (I. Kl » EI08HES (I. EOGVNTI
USE A FOURIER POWER SERIES TO COMPUTE
THE POSITION ANO VELOCITY COMPONENTS
POSITION FIRST
DO! - 4 TO 6 I NOW THE VELOCITY AT THE FIT POINT TIME
CALL FUFPS (FULBX (I, K). I)
FULWTS • FULWTS » EIOWTO
EOGVNT- EOGVNT*!
K • K » 1
( HET'IRN J
I UPDATE THE FIT POINT TIME
1 INCREMENT THE RESIDUAL COUNTER
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE E N T R Y
TELEMETRY POINT t
SYSTEM TABLt t i -TRY
Figure B.3.9-3. FUIVT Flow Chart
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C PUUVT J
ORSGINAL rice B
OF POOR QUALITY
FULBX (J, D-FULBXU. 2)
FULBX IJ, 21 - FULBX (J, 3)
FULBX (J, 3)-FULBX (J. 4)
UPDATE THE VECTORS TO
ACCOUNT FOR THE NEW
FIT POINT TIME.
FULWS - DSIN (FULWTS • EIGWWFS)
FUJ.WC - OCOS (FULWTS •'EIGWrtf's)
FULWSE • DSIN (FULWTS • EIGW2NOI
FULWCE " OCOS (FULWTS • E'lGW2Nbl
COMPUTE SSNES AND COSINES AT THE
FIT POINT TIME USINO THE PRIMARY
FREQUENCY.
SECONDARY FREQUENCY.
ISTPOsi
CALL ?UFPS (FULBX (!.«>. I)
IS REDICUAL. COUNTER
x #OF RESIDUAL:
YES ADD IN THE RESIDUAL
'•v. < MAX fi RE I S
'NT
F'JLBX (1.41- FULBX II.4) * EIGBRES (I. EOQVNTI
NOW VELOCITY
CALL FUFPS (FULBX (1 4). 1
FULWTS - FULWTS «EIGWTG COMPUTE THE NEXT FIT PONT TIME
EOOVNT • EOGVNT * 1
INCREMENT RESIDUAL COUNTER
( RETURN J
TELEMETRY POINT
....... S Y S T E V ! T \QLE ENTRY
T E L E M E T R Y POINT t
S Y S T E M TABLE E N T R Y
FIGURE B . 3 . 9 - 4 FUU^/T .Flow Chart
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rv;* 'f .j
x.', \:'. f
C FUCIC J
COMPUTE INTERPOLATOR
COEFFICIENTS
FOR J=1 TO J=3
IN STEPS OF 1:
COMPUTE:
FUGBUCN (J,1) TO
FUCBUCN (J,15)
COMPUTE INTERPOLATOR
COEFFICIENTS
FOR COMPUTATION
OF FS EPHEMERIS
IN EPHEM
PROCESSOR.
f RETURN J
Figure B.3.9-5. FUCIC Flow Chart
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.10 TORS EPHEMERIS COEFFICIENT UPDATE (TCUP)
B.3.10.1 TORS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (TCUP) Processor Description
The function of the TORS Ephemeris U-strident Update (TCUP) processor is. the
processing of uplinked OBC parameters to generate Interpolator coefficients
required for the computation of TDRS-EasC and TDRS-West position by the
Ephemeris Computation (EPHEM) processor. The TCUP processor computes
interpolator coefficients for both TDRS-East and TDRS-West position. These
coefticients are used by the EPHEM processor to generate position of TDRS-East
and/or TDRS-West.
TCUP is a long period, or background, processor nominally executed every 614.4
jeconds. The execution of this processor is requested by the Ephemeris
Computation (EPHEM) processor. When a new set of TORS OBC parameters is
uplinked and it is time to use this new data, the TCUP processor moves the new
data into a working buffer. These uplinked data, prepared by the Orbit
Computation Group (OCG) and uplinked nominally once every 24 hours, consists of
Fourier power series coefficients for each component of position for both TDRS-
East and/or TDRS-West satellites. The OBC parameter tape format la shown in
Figures 10-11 and 10-12 in GES-10140, "Landsat-D CS to OCG ICD" March 26, 1981.
The TCUP processor consists of 5 subroutines as delineated in Table B.3.10-1 and
the TCUP control function. The processor subroutine flow is diagrammed In
Figure B.3.10-1.
When the TCUP processor Is requested to be executed by the F.pheraeris Computation
(EPHEM) processor and TCUP processing initiated, TCUP first checks to see If the
processor has to be Initialized, and if so, requests the subroutine TUCOLD,
which resets Che fit time exceeded counter to zero. If It Is time to use new
uplinked data, Indicated by the flag TUGFLGbT-2 set In EPHEM, TCUP moves the
data to a work Ing .-buff er, resets the new data flag, the time exceeded counter
and Initializes the vector table of TDRS-East and /or West position components
by executing the subroutine TUIVT. If TUGFLGUP(t2, Indicating that TCUP Is not
using new data, the vector table Is updated by executing the subroutine TUUVT.
In either case , •positlon components for TDRS-rEast and/or West are generated for
four fit point times using the uplinked Fourier coefficients, uplinked In System
Table #34. Thir is accomplished by executing subroutine TUFPS.
LSD-UTC-263
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The subroutine TUCIC then generates Interpolator coefficients for a four point
Hermlte polynomial fit, for utilization by EPHEM In generating TORS ephemeris.
TCUP then resets the flag TUGFLGUP«3 indicating that new coefficients are ready,
and returns control to the Flight Executive.
The TORS Ephenerls Coefficient Update (TCUP) processor utilizes Flight Segment
Software System Table 034. This system table, TDATA-TDRS Ephemeris Computation
Data, consists of time values to indicate utilization time for the new data, and
Fourier power series coefficients for TDRS-East and/or Meat position components.
Details of this system rable are presented In Section B.3.10.4.
l.SD-WFC-263
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ORIGINAL PAGE <3
OF, POOR QUALVTV
Figure B.3.10-1. TCUP Top Level Diagram
LSD-WPC-263
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Table B.3.10-1.
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TORS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (TCUP)
Number:
Type:
Priority:
Period:
Function:
Subroutines:
TUCOLD
TUIVT
TUUVT
TUFFS
TUCIC
18 . .
Background
16
614.4 seconds
Processing of new set of TORS ephemeris data
and computation of new set of interpolator
coefficients for utilization by the EPHEM
processor for generation of TORS East and
West positions. Requested by the EPHEM _.-•._-
processor.
Cold start initialization
Initiation of vector table
Update of vector table
Computation of TORS ephemeris using
Fourier power series
Computation of TDRS interpolator
coefficients
System Tables:
// Mneumonic
34 TCUP
Type
Variable
If Words
111
Description
TDRS Z^heneris
Computation Data
Telemetry Reports : None
LSD-WPC-253
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B.3.10.2 TDRS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (TCUP) Processor Operation
The TCUP processor consists of the TCUP control function and the 5 subroutines
as delineated in Section B.3.10.1. The control function is detailed in this
section.
Sections B.3.10.2.1 through B.3.10.2.5 give the details of the subroutine
operation.
B.3.10.2.1 TUCOLD Subroutine
TUCOLD is the routine which initializes a counter when a "cold start" condition
exists (bit 1 or 2 of the ACCUMULATOR is set when the module TCUP is called).
B.3.10.2.2 TUIVT Subroutine
TUIVT is the routine which initializes the vector table of fit points and
associated position components for East and West epheraerides. Three fit point
times, starting at the initial time of the TDRS ephemeris fit interval, are used
to find the components at the fit point tiaes by calling the Fourier power
series routine TUFPS. The next fit point tine is also computed for use in the
routine TUUVT. If this is the very first uplinked data set (cold start), grid
times TT2 and TT3 are stored for use by the module F.PHEM.
B.3.10. 2. 3 TL'UVT Subroutine
TUUVT updates the vector table for TDRS ephemeris processing. This routine doet;
essentially the sums processing as the routine TUIVT except only the most recent
grid time is vorked on. Initially the vectors are moved to make room for the
new fit point time. This new fit point time is TULWTS and the Fourier power
series routine (TUFPS) is called by TUUVT to calculate the values for slot 4 of
the vector table. FUUVT checks that the new fit point tlrae does not exceed the
last time for the TDRS ephemeris fit interval. If the last time is exceeded,
the tlrae exceeded counter (EOGVTALM) is Incremented. Error or not, the next fit
point time Is computed and control is returned to the control function TCUP.
B.3.10.2.4 TUCIC Subroutine
TUCIC in the routine which calculates the coefficients from a •'» point Heralte
interpolator polynomial using the data from the prior routines TUIVt and TUUVT.
B.3.10.2.5 TUFPS Subroutine
TUFPS evaluates the Fourier power series for a coordinate (Kast or West position
component) at the current fit point time. There are throe arguments In the
calling sequence to TUFPS - the location where the result is to be stored, Che
column Index of the array of coefficients for the Fourier power series equation,
LSD-WPC-263
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and a direction indicator (l=£ast, 2=West). The coefficients for the Fourier
power series consists of 3 sets of 8 coefficients for East and 3 sets of 8
coefficients for West. The remaining values used by TUFPS are fit point time
dependent and are therefore used from their respective local storage areas.
B.3.I0.3 TORS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (TCUP) Software Constraints
Normally, a new set of OBC parameters must be uplinked before the end of the
valid time interval for current data set.
B.3.10.4 TORS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (TCUP) System Tables
LSD-WPC-263
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11
1
: Entry Name TLM
System Table 034 - TDATA
i
0000
0001
0004
0007
0009
0011
0013
0015-
0060**
NEWDATAT
TSTAKTT
TUSET
EIGWTT1
EICV.TTL
EIGWWTE
EIUWWTW
EIGBBE
Type
(TDR5
F
V
V
V
V
V
V
V
Using
Subroutine
|
!
Description i
Hpheaieria Computation Data)
TCUP ,
ECTDBLD
ECTDBLD
(EPHEM
processor)
ECTDBLD
(EPHEM
processor)
TUIVT,
TCUP
TUUVT
TUIVT,
TUUVT
TUIVT,
TUUVT
TUFPS
Uplinked TORS data ready flag
Time to initiate transition to
new TORS uplinked data sec
ime to use the new TDRS data
Time of first TDRS fit interval
i
_
i
Time of last TDRS fit interval :
Fundamental frequency for
TDRS-E f^urier power serirs j
Fundamental frequence for ]
TDRS-W fourier power series ;
Fourier power seies
coefficient for TDRS-E position
0061- EIGBBW
0110**
"FPS Fourier power series
coefficients for TDRS-W position
** These are double precision coefficients; 24 for EIGBBE and 24 for EIGBBW
LSD-wPC-253
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B.3.10.5 TDRS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (TCP?) Telemetry
The TCUP processor generates no telemetry reports.
B.3.10 = 6 TDRS Ephemeris Coefficient Update (TCUP) Flow Charts
LSD-VPC-263
B -r « ~» -T• •-•" * ^ /
TORS EPHEMERIS COEFF.
INITIALIZATION AND
UPDATE
TEST FOR
COLD START
ORIGINAL
P.°OR
13 IT TIME TO
USE NEW
DATA?
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CALL
TL'CIC
MOVE TO WORKING BUFFER
CALL
MOVE (NEWDATAT
' *
NO
CALL
TUUVT
NEWOA1
EOGVT/
*
CALL T
1
UPDATE THE VECTO
TABLE
TUCFLGUP=3
f RETURN j
RESET NEW DATA FLAG
RESET TIME EXCEEDED
COUNTER
INITIALIZE
VECTOR
TABLE
COMPUTE INTERPOLATOR
COCFFICiENTS
TELL EPHEMERIS COMMUTATION
NEW COEFFICIENTS ARE READY
COLD START
INITIALIZATION TUCOLD
EOGVTALM=0
RETURN
RESET FIT TIME
EXCEEDED COUNTER
"~ TELEMETRY POINT
•• SYSTEM TAULE ENTRY
T E L E M E T R Y POINT ',
S Y S T E M TABLE ENTRV
Figure 3.3.10-2. TCU? Flow Chart
B.3-128
TORS VECTOR TABLE
INITIALIZATION ( \TU'VT J
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TULWTS =
1
EIGWTT1
I
STORE 1ST
FIT POINT
TIME
FOR K=2 THRU U IN
STEPS OF 1:
TULWSTE = DSIN [(TULWTS) ('EJCWWTE)j
TULWSTW = DSIN ((TULWTS) (EIGWyVTWlj
TULWCTE = DCOS {(TULWTS) (EIGWWTElj
TULWCTW = DCOS {(TULWTS) (EIGVVWTW);
COMPUTE SINES 6-COSINES
AT FIT POINT TIME
FOR 1=1 TO 3 IN STEPS OF 1:
CALL TUFnS (TULBTXE( l ,K) . l ,1 )
CALL TUFPS (TULBTXV,'(I,K),I,1)
COMPUTE TORS POSITION
COMPONENTS USING
FOURIER POWER SERIES
FIRST COMPUTING TORS
EAST AND THEN TORS WEST
COMPONENTS
TULWTS = EIGWTT1 + EIG'.VTTG SET THE NEXT REQUIRED
FIT-POINT TIME
f RETURN J
TELEMETRY POINT
....... SYSTEM TAOLE SNT«Y
TELEMETRY ''OINT I
S Y S T E M T>.3LE E S T R Y
FIGURE 3. 3.10-3 TUIVT Flow Chart
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UPDATE THE VECTOR
TABU FOR TORS ( TUUVT J
FOR J=l TO 3 IN STEPS OF 1:
TULBTXE (J.U = TULBTXE (J.3)
TULBTXE (J.2) -TULBTXE (J.3)
TULBTXE (J.3) » TULBTXE (J.9)
TULBTXN (J,l) = TULBTXW (J.J)
TULBTXW (J,:) = TULBTXW (J.3)
TULBTXW (J.J) = TULflTXW (J.U)
OF POOR QUALITY
UPDATE THE VECTORS
TO ACCOUNT FOR THE
NEW FIT-POINT
TIMES
TULWSTE = DSIN-f(TULWTS) (E|CWWTE)|
TULWSTW -- OSIN{(TULV»TS) (EicwyiTvri}
DCOS{(TULWTSI (EIGVVWTE)}
OCOS|(TUL»»TS) (EICWV(TVI)J.
TULWCTE
TULWCTW
COMPUTE SINES AND
COSINES AT THE FIT-
POINT TIME
FOR 1 = 1 TO 3 IN STEPS OF 1:
CALL TUFPS (TULBTXEU.M.I.I)
CALL TUFPS (TULBTXW(l. i l ) . l . l )
DOES CURRENT
SPACECRAFT
TIME EXCEED
LAST TIME?
TULVTTS - TULWTS •
EICWTTC
I
f RETURN J
~ TELCMETRY POINT
• •• SYSTCM TABLE ENTRY
TEl.EMETHY POINT I
SYSTCM TAQLE CNTHY
FIGURE B.3.10-4 TUUVT Flow Chart
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COMPUTATION OF TORS
EPHEMERIS USING
FOURIER
POWER SERIES
f TUFPS ) OF POOR
YES
PART 1 =- TULWCTE*(EIGBBE(IX,5) +
TULWTS«EIGBBfi(Vx'.6) -
+ TULWSTE;Ei.GBBE(IX,8))
PART 2 =• TULWSTE*iE!G'BBE(IX,3) +-
TULVVTS*EIGBBE('lX.4)-
+ TULWSTEVE!GBBE(IX,7))
PARTS - TULWTS'EIGBBEilX^)
D - E.IGBBEdX.D + PAR'fl + PART 2
"PARTS
PART 1 = TULWCT\'/'(EIGBBW(IX,5) +
TULVVTS*EIG8BW(ix.6) -
+ TULWSPA(;EJGBDVy(IX,8))
PART = 2 TULVVSTW*(E'lGBByy(IX.3) +
TULWTS«EIGBBW('lX.4) -
+ TU LVVST\V;E IGBBW(IX.7))
PART 3 = TULWTS'EJGBBW(IX^)
D = EIGBBW(IX,1) + PART1 + PART 2
' 'PART3
f RETURN j
TELEMETRY POINT
S Y S T E M T A Q L E ENTRY
" TEtEMETRY POINT i
S Y S T E M TADLE E N T R Y
FIGURE B.3.10-5 TUFPS Flow Chare
B. 3-131
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l; FOO'rt COMPUTE INTERPOLATOR
COEFFICIENTS ( TUC1C J
COEFFICIENT
COMPUTATION
FOR
TORS EAST
FOR J = 1 TO 3 IN STEPS OF
TUCBTECN (J,1)
TUCBTECN (J,2)
= TULBTXE (J ,2)
= TULBTXE (J,3)
-1/2 TULBTXE (J,2)
- 1 / 3 TULBTXE (J,1)+1/2 TULBTXE
TUCBTECN (J .3) = 1/2 (TULBTXE (J, D-I- TULBTXE
( J , 3 ) )
- TULBTXE (J.U)
TUCBTECN (J.U) = 1/2 (TULBTXE (J .2 ) - TULBTXE
+1/6 (TULBTXE (J .U) - TULBTXE
(J.D)
COEFFICIENT
COMPUTATION
FOR
TORS WEST
UTILIZE THE SAME EQUATION FORM AS THOSE USED
TO COMPUTE TORS EAST COEFFICIENTS EXCEPT USE
APPROPRIATE TORS WEST COEFFICIENTS, I.E.:
TUCBTWCN (J . I ) = TULBTXW ( J . 2 ) .
RETURN
FIGURE B.3.10-6 TUCIC Flow Chare
D.3-132
B.3.11 TORS ANTENNA POINTING MODULE (APCft/J)
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B.3.11 TORS ANTENNA POINTING MODULE (APCM)
B.3.11.1 TORS Antenna Pointing Module (APCM) Processor Description
The function of the TDRS Antenna Pointing Module (APCM) processor is to coainand
the orientation of the TDRS Antenna. Thia processor provides control capability
for the TDRS Antenna co function, in the Autotrack, Program Track, and Slew mode.
Additionally, the processor has the capability to command and control the TDRS
antenna to function In the Backup Search mode. Finally, the APCM processor
provides failure detection and correction capability.
The APCM processor is a foreground processor executed nominally every 0.256
seconds. Execution Is requested by the Spacecraft Control Processor (SCP"), and
the APCM processor has a priority of 5. This processor consists of 16
subroutines and a control function APCM as delineated in Table 3.3.11-1.
The TDRS Antenna Pointing Module (APCM) Processor is structured as a series
of nested subroutines. The APCM control function has the capability of calling
nine of the processor subroutines.
All other processor subroutines are called by one of these nine.
The APCM processor utilizes System Tables 26 and 27. These system tables
provide the capability for uplinicing Antenna commands and also TDRS Antenna"
system parameters. These parameters include alignments, switching threshholcis,
and failure threshhold levels.
Additionally, the TDRS Antenna Pointing Module (APCM) Processor outputs
four tolemetrv reports. These reports - OBC Telemetry Reports 20 through 23 -
are output four times per major frame.
LSD-wPC-253
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Table B.3.11-1. TORS Antenna Pointing Module (APCM)
Number:
Type:
Priority:
Period:
Function:
Subroutines:
APIMT
PREFLTR
GRSDATA
APRQEST
VERIFY
UPDATE
MODEI NT
MODESWI
PROTRAK
TAROUND
TRAKERR
BUSERCH
SLEW
AUTOTRK
NEWSTEP
SENCMDS
System Tables:
•
;/ Mneumonic Type
26 LZ (}UEUE Variable-
21 A..'TPARM Variable
To 1.enecry Reports:
Foreground
5
0.256 seconds
Command the orientation of the TORS
Antenna, utilizing Program Track, Autotrack,
Backup Search, and Slew operation.
Antenna pointing initialization
Retrieve and filter ATR data
Retrieve, convert gimbal angles, and compute
azimuth gain correction factor
Validate and updace antenna pointing request
commands
Validate antenna pointing request commands
Sets antenna pointing/control flags
Initialize variables required by current
pointing mode
Check to see if time to exit current
pointing node
Program track error computation
Turnaround maneuver .computation
Tracking error computation
TDRS backup search
Open loop antenna drive at specified rate
Antenna drive command computation based on
autotrack receiver tracking errors
Antenna step command computation
Step command sending
/.' Words Description
up to Antenna Commands
11 Antenna Parameter
OilC Reports 20 through 23
L.--,D-.WPC-2ij3
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B.3.11.2 TORS Antenna Pointing Module (APCM) Processor Operation
When program control is passed to APCM by the S/C Control Processor (SCP),
the EA register will be saved and APCM will check to see if it has been
instructed to initialize itself. If it has, the appropriate variables will
be set to their initial values. Regardless of whether APCM is instructed
to initialize itself or not, program control is then unconditionally' transferred
to PREFLTR to process the Autotrack Receiver (ATR) outputs. This consists
of retrieval of the ATR outputs and filtering of the mode switching data,
using a simple digital lag filter. Additionally, compensated tracking errors
are computed.
The next thing to be done is dependent on whether it is the start of an antenna
pointing control cycle or not. If not, program control will be returned to
the Spacecraft Control Processor (SCP) immediately, and no further execution
of the TORS Antenna Pointing Module (APCM) Processor will oce*rr. If it is
the start of an antenna pointing control cycle, the subroutines GRSDATA and
APRQEST will be called sequentially. The measured antenna pointing angles
(Gimbal Resolver outputs) will be converted to degrees in the subroutine
GRSDATA, and the antenna pointing request commands (if any) will be acted
upon in APRQEST, respectively.
The processor then executes node dependent processes. The mode dependent
processing is dependent on both the current and past pointing modes. The
APCM processor, using either MODEINT or MODESWI subroutines, causes the
current antenna poJnting mode to be either initialized, exited, or continued,
dependent on whether the current and past pointing modes are different
or the sane. Processor operation will then be transferred to either PROTRAK,
AUTOTRK, BUSERCH, or SLEW, as specified by the current pointing mode. These
routines, in association with the respective subroutines and procs, that they
call, will perform, respectively, the program track processing, autotrnck
processing, backup search mode processing, and slew processing. This mode
dependent processing will then be concluded by implementing the software
gimbal stops when necessary, and sending the antenna drive commands for the
current control cycle to the Gimbal Drive Electronics (GDE). These procedures
will be performed by the subroutine SENQIDS.
The TORS Antenna Pointing Module (APCM) Processor control function then calls
the subroutine APCSFDC. This subroutine performs the failure detection and
correction function.
Finally, the APCM control function checks to determine whether the APCM telemetry
buffer is to be updated. If it is time to update the buffer, control will be
transferred to TLMFMT. If it is not time to update the telemetry buffer, the
AI'CM Processor will be exited and control will be returned to the Spacecraft
Control Processor (SCI').
The following presents a summary description of the processor subroutines. For
more detail, see the flow charts in Section B.3.I1.6.
B.3.H.2.1 Autotrack .Receiver Prefilter (PREFLTH) Operation
The function of the PREFLTR subroutine to prefilter the ATR outputs. PREFLTR
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begins by retrieving the selected ATR outputs and converting them from counts
to volts. The results will then be filtered using a simple digital' lag filter.
PREFLTR will then compute the compensated tracking error signals (the difference
between the ATR tracking errors and their corresponding calibrated reference
values)i and filter them using a quadratic digital lag filter. This, is done
in the subroutine FLTR2. This subroutine is called by the APCM control function
every execution of the APC-l processor (every 256 milliseconds).
B.3.11.2.2 Gimbal Resolver Serial Data (CRSDATA) Subroutine Operation
This subroutine is called by APCM to convert the measured pointing angles to
degrees. CRSDATA begins by extracting the azimuth and elevation data fjrom
the appropriate bits of the selected resolver data, and converting them by
multiplying by the appropriate counts to degrees conversion factor. The subroutine
then converts.the data from TRW coordinates to Landsat-D coordinates and applies
appropriate gain correction factors.
B.3.11.2.3 Antenna Pointing Request Commands (APRQEST) Subroutine Operation
This subroutine and the subroutines it calls (VERIFY and UPDATE) have the
capability to update the antenna pointing control flags and /or the control
data. APRQEST, when called by the APCM control function, will first test
to see if there are any real time antenna pointing request commands to be
acted upon. If the test is successful, program control passes, in turn, to
VERIFY to validate the requests and to UPDATE to set the appropriate
control flags and/or data as specified by the request commands. If one or
more of the request codes are invalid, this fact will be reported to the
ground through the antenna pointing contribution to telemetry by VERIFY
and none of the requests will be honored. Regardless whether or not the
requests are honored, the real-time request command queue and queue counter
will be reinitialized.
APRQEST will then test, in turn, the stored command queue 'counter to see if
there are any stored request commands to be acted upon, and the stored
command enable flag to see if stored command processing is allowed. If
both checks are affirmative, program control will be trnasferred to VERIFY
and UPDATE to process the stored request commands in a similar fashion to
that done for the real time commands.
ii.3.]1.2.A Request Command Verification (VERIFY) Subroutine Operation
This subroutine is called by APRQEST to validate Lhe antenna pointing
request commands and their associated operands. If an invalid command
Is encountered, the appropriate status bid will be set and the updating
of the control flags/data will be inhibited.
B.3.11.2.5 'Antenna Pointing Control Fla^/Data Update (UPDATE) Subroutine
Operation
B.3-136
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This subroutine is called by APRQEST to update the antenna pointing control
information. UPDATE subroutine simple sets the pointing control flags and/or
data as specified by the contents of QLJEADD, unless the queue pointer is
zero. If the queue pointer is zero, control to returucd to APRQEST.
B.3.11.2.6 Mode Initialization (MODEINT) Subroutine Operation
This subroutine is called by the APCM control function when the current and
past pointing modes are different. Thefunction to be performed by the MODEINT
subroutine is controlled by the current pointing mode. If the current pointing
mode is set to either backup search or slew, then the variables unique to
either of these respective modes will be initialized. No initialization is
required for either the program track or autoi: rack modes except for the
initial initialization.
B.3.11.2.7 Mode Switching (MODESWI) Subroutine Operation
This subroutine is called by APCM control function when the current and
past pointing modes are the same. Its function is to check if it is time
to exit the current pointing mode. MODESWI first computes the size of the
mode switching error signals. The next thing to be done is dependent on
the current pointing mode, APMODE.
If APMODE is set to program track and automatic mode switching is enabled,
a check will be made to see if the program track to autotrack mode switching
criteria have been met. APMODE will be set to auto track if it has.
If Al'MODE is set to backup search, a check will be made to see if the backup
search to autotrack mode switching criteria has been met, and, if it has,
APMODE will be set ro autotrack and automatic mode switching will be
inhibited. Ii not, MODESWI will then check to see if the maximum scan range
has been exceeded. APMODE will be set to program track if this is the case.
If APMODE is set to autotrack, MODESWI will check to see if the autotrack
to program track switching criteria has been met. APMODE will be set. to
program track when and if the mode switching criteria are met.
U.3..11.2.S Program Track (PROTRAK) Subroutine Operation
The Program Track (PROTRAK) subroutine is called by the APCM control
function when the current mode is set to Program Track. PROTRAK operation
is controlled by the variable KXTRN. When EXTRN is zero, the Normal
Program Track processing will be performed: that is, tracking errors will
be computed using LANDSAT-D and TORS ephemeridcs. When EXTRN is not
::ero, the tracking errors will be computed by subtracting the measured
poi.ii': ing angles from cite desired pointing angles. In cither case, the
jn.1 enn:i w i l l , be driven at the appropriate rate to null, the tracking errors.
Ao.o i.L Lor.alLy , u the c;ii. ibrate enable switch, CA1ENA, is other than ,:ero,
the calibrated bias values will be updated.
D.3-.37
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B.3.11.2.9 Antenna Turnaround Maneuver (TAROUND) Subroutine Operation
This .subroutine is called by the PROTRAK subroutine when an antenna turnaround
has been commanded. 'TAROUND first transfers control to ZENITH subroutine to
compute the zenith angle in the orbital frame. TAROUND then checks to see
if it is time to start the turnaround maneuver. If it is time to start the
turnaround maneuver, the tracking errors will be computed by subtracting
the measured pointing angles from the externally commanded pointing angles
and PROTRAK will be signaled that an antenna turnaround is in progress by
the setting of EXTRN to a value of 1. If it is not time, the' tracking errors
for the continous track mode will be computed (This will be done in the
subroutine TRAKERR).
B.3.11.2.10 Tracking Error Computation (TRAKERR) Subroutine Operation
This subroutine is called by PROTRAK when an antenna turnaround has not been
commanded and by TAROUND when an antenna turnaround has been commanded.
T7AKERR performs three functions:
(1) computes the errors for the continuous program track tnode
(2) corrects the azimuth tracking error for the geometric gain associated
with gimbal lock; and
(3) sets up the limits on the computed elevation drive rate.
B. 3.11.2. 11 Backup Search (BUSERCH) Subroutine Operation
This subroutine is entered when the current pointing mode is set to backup
search. The desired pointing angles are first computed. The subroutine
then proceeds to compute the pointing errors in a four step process. First,
the desired pointing angles will be computed. Then, the scan increment angles
will be added to the desired, pointing angles. Third, the"tracking errors
will be computed by subtracting the measured pointing angles from the angles
computed in Step two. The azimuth cracking error will then be compensated.
The subroutine then checks to see if the current scan axis limit has been
reached. If so, the scan range and scan direction tor the other gimbal axis
will be updated.
B.3. 11.2.12 Slew Maneuver (SLKW) Subroutine Operation
The SLKW subroutine; has the function to drive the antenna open Loop at the
specified races for the specified amount of time. This subroutine is
entered when. Che current point inc. mode id set Co slew. The drive races
for the current control cycle will he sec to che corrmanded slew' races. SLEW
then checks Co see it: che end of ciie slew maneuver has been reached. I.f
so, the current po Lnc ing -::iode will be sec to program track.
:•<. 3 . 11. 2 . 13 Aucotraek (.AUTOTMK) Subroutine One ration
The Aucotraek (AIJTOTKK) subroutine is entered when che current pointing mode
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is sec to autotrack. AUTOTRK converts the tracking errors from volts to
radians, compensates the azinvath tracking error for the gain associated with
gimbal lock, and sets the limit on the elevation drive rate.
B.3.11.2.14 Antenna Step Commands Computation (NEWSTEP) Subroutine 'Operation
This subroutine is called by either PROTRAK, TAROUND, AUTOTRK, or BUSERCH
subroutines. Its function is to compute the antenna step commands for the
closed loop control modes, using the tracking errors. This subroutine then
limits these commandsto the maximum steps per control cycle. • This is dependent
on the current pointing mode.
B.3.11.2.15 Send Step Commands to the GDE (SENCMDS) Subroutine Operation
This subroutine is called upon completion of the mode dependent processing.
Its function is to appropriately format the commands and call the executive
to queue the commands. Before doing this, however, this subroutine checks
for step command size change, and limits this. Also, software gimbal
stops are implemented.
B.3.11.2.16 Antenna Pointing Telemetry Formatter (TLMFMT) subroutine
Operation
This subroutine lormats the APCM parameters Chat appear in the telemetry
reports. See Section 3.3.11.5 for more detail.
B. 3 . 11. 3 TDRS Antenna Pointing, Modulo (APCM) Software Constraints
TBD
!5. 3 . 11. -4 TORS Antenna Po in t inc Modulo _(_A!'CM) Sv_stom Tables
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
System Table #26 - ANTIQUE (Antenna Pointing Real Tine_ Commands)
0000 I%COUt!T V APRQEST
0001- I%QUEUE
0009
'.'umber of cociaands to be acted
upon
APRQEST Antenna pointing commands.. Up
to 8 commands can be unl inked.
Possible corznands are listed
here.
Basic Format of Antenna Commands
Fixed Code Request Code* Operand**
0111 11111 X.XXX
x :< x x x. x x x x x x x x x x x x x A d d i t i o n a l operands
*Request codes are r ight j u s t i f i ed f r o m 1 (000001) to 12 (01100)
**0peranfis for any coanand may not be requi red (see coaraands
•'.'2 & 3), or oay require addi t iona l operands (see command ->'9)
I 50— !.. 'r>C~2o'1
B. 3-140
OF
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Req. Code
1(00001)
2(00010)
3(00011)
.4(00100)
5(00101)
6(00110)
Operand
0000 Inhibit
0001 Program track
0010 Backup search
0011 Slew
not used
not used
0000 Enable
0001 Inhibit
0000 Enable
0001 Inhibit
. 0000 Enable
Description
Change antenna pointing
node or inhibit
Enable advance turnaround
maneuver
Reset antenna pointing
status info
Control stored request
coraciand processing
Control autonatic mode
switching
Control autotrack
7(00111)
8(01000)
9(01001)
iC(OiOlC)
:i(oioii)
0001 Inhibit
0000 East
0001 West
0000 Compute
0001 Use uplink
not used
Additional operands;
(1) N'ew slew time:
not usea
Additional operands:
(.'.) Aziauth slew rate
(2) Elevation slew rate
not used
A d d i t i o n a l operands
(1) Aziauth pointing
receiver r e f e r e n c e
cal ibrat ion
Control TORS to be used
Program track, po in t ing
angle source
Upda te slew tiser
Number of counts , where
each count equal? 0.512
seconds
Upda te sic'..' ra tes
Ari:3utlh slew ra te and
elevation, slev. ra te
are both in "'t complement
U p d a t e c:<:err.al po in t ing
cossaruis:
B i t s 1-9 : • : r ,ic t ional
LSD-'.-:?C-2Ts
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"I
Req. Code Operand Descript ion
12(01100)
angle
(2) Elevation pointing
angle
0000 Disallow
0001 Allow
position
Bits 10-13: integer
position
Large slew allow/disallow
Additional Remarks i
1. Pointing request commands achieved by system table uplink consisting
of entry #0000 and command sequence entry :VOOOO indicates number ofj
command words . For example, command i f l l , Update ext. ptng commands!
consists of 3 commands.
2. Table if27 changes are single b u f f e r e d ; hence any changes in Table #27!
should be proceeded by an inhibit of APM until table is v e r i f i e d , -t
This is accomplished by Table #26 ut i l izat ion wi th Req. Code #1. j
LSD-WPC-253
B.3-142
Entry
Syscea
0000
0001
0002
C003
0004
CC05
0006
• 0007
OC03
. 0009
0010
0011
0012
0.013
0014
Nane TLM
Table #27 - A.NTPA?
IMItSW
IE3AT3. *
IRESLV *
FDCC3EZ
FDCGDEA
TASCiD *
TZ3CMD *
•rjCKM.
LAMA! *
LAMS1 *
LAMA2 *
LAXZ2 *
LAMS 2 *
LAMS 3 *
j;^*:*^ y/
Qf POOH 'v>!-
Using
Ty?i Subroutine
-M (Ar.tanca Poistina
C A?CX
? API. NT
F. API.VT
? A?CS
DETE CTICS
F APCS
DETECTION
V TRAXIJ2.
T?.«isa
? APcsrr-c
c M?DES
c SSsrS
C MODSSVI
;;i.n"V SVS-10266
- .... . Appendix 3
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Description
I
Ground initialization :
bits
.YTR seiectioa index ;
"" !
Global resolver da:a .
source
Elevation G2E, FDC. and
A=i=«ich :rE-rSC
Enabled f lag
Aziauch bias coa'cand
Eleva t ion bias coacand
!CJ TVTA channel select
?ro;;raa t rack to
au to: rack 'switching
th resho lds
Autoc rac / . to progran
crack swi tch ing
thresholds
Backup switch to
0015 ELIM
C017
autotrack switching
threshold
Elevation high rate
liait ar.teana advance
angle
Turnaround initiation
criterion
0.3-143
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Entry Name
0018 ELBIAS
0019 ALPHA
0021
0023 EPAE(I)
0025 1=1,4
0027
0028 MAXCNT
0029 TELMIN
0030 TZLMAX
0031 TAZMIN1
0032 TAZMAX1
0033 TAX: 11X2
0034 TAZMAX2
0035 EFPASS
0036 A? PASS
.
TLM Type
* C
C
* C
* C
* C
* C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
. . .,
Using
Subroutine Description
TAROUN'D Turnaround completion
PRCTRAK criterion
DIRNANB Euler parameters to
correct for antenna
alignment errors
APCSFDC 7DC parameters (Units)
APCSFDC
APCSFDC
APCSFDC
APCSFDC
APCSFDC
APCSFDC
APCSFDC
APCSFDC
LSD-UPC-263
B.3-144
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B.3 .11 .5 TDRS Antenna P o i n t i n g Module (APCM) Telemetry
0.7-145
>
0020
0022
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Entry
Number
OBC TLM Re]
0000
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0008
0010
0012
0014
0016
0018
0019
Name
lort #20
EAIIA
EANE
EST5
EABSC
EEBSC
ESSBC
THANA
THANE
THAZ
THEL
E2PANA
E2PANE
DASCAi.'
DESCA.1!
Generating
Subroutine
PREFLTR
PREFLTR
PREFILTER
PROTRAK
PROTRAK
PROTRAK
GRSDATA
GRSDATA
BUSERCH
BUS ERG I
PROTRAK ,
TRAKERR,
BUSERCH,
AUTOTRK
BUSERCH,
AUTRK
MO DEI NT,
HUSERCH
MO DEI NT,
3USERCH
Description/Comment
ATR azimuth error signal
ATR elevation error signal
ATR signal strength in volts .
Calibrated air azimuth signal bias
Calibrated ATR elevation signal bias
Calibrated ATR signal strength bias
TDRS antenna azimuth angle
TDRS elevation angle
Desired TDRS antenna azimuth
Cesired TDRS antenna elevation
TDRS antenna azimuth tracking
TDRS antenna azimuth tracking error
TDRS antenna elevation tracking
error ,
TDRS antenna azimuth scan range
delta
TDRS antenna elevation scan range
de 1 1 a
P R O T A A K ,
T A R O U N D -
.••iODiil.'.'T.SU;1.
Zenith angle
TDK3 antenna slew ti.Ti
I..SI3-WPC-263
B.3-146
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entry
Number Name
OBC TLM Report #21
0000 NASTEP
0001 NESTEP
0002 IS
0003 IAD
0004 LED
0005 . ACPMODE
0006 EXTRN
1
:
0007 ADVIRX
.
!
i 0003 l.sTDRS
i
• 0009 CALE.'.'A
Generating
Subroutine
APCM
PROTRAK,
SLEW,
SEiNCMDS
APCM ,
PROTRAK,
SLEW
MODEIN'T,
BUSERCH
MODEIMT,
BUSERCH
MODE I NT,
BUSERCH
API N'T,.
UPDATE,
MODESWI,
SLEW ,
APCS
DETECT ION-
UPDATE,
PKOTRAK,
TAKOUM5
Upda te ,
PROTRAK
UPDATE,
ITDATF.
Description/Comment
TURS antenna azimuth ginbal drive
step end
-
TORS antenna elevation gimbal drive
step cmd
Scan axis indicator: = 0, azimuth
scan » 1, elevation scan
Azimuth scan direction fla^
Elevation scan direction flag
TORS .antenna pointing nocie flag
Index for selecting the gitnbal
angles
Advance antenna turnaround flag
Indox for aelcot Int; TDXS Ease or
West: = 0, 7DKS East = 1, .
TiJKS West
AT3 reference calibration flaf, :
= 0, Enabled =• I, Inhibited
LSl ) - lvPC-263
En cry
lumber Name
0010 AUTOSU
0011 IERATR
0012 IRESLV
0014 NRACMD
0015 NTCECMD
0016 NSTCMD
0013 HZ ANA
0019 FEANE
0020 FESTS
0021 URGE
0022 GANA
0023 CAME
002-'( AN TAD
Generating
Subroutine
UPDATE,
NODE I NT,
MODESWI
APINT
APINT
UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE
MODESWI,
PROTRAK
MODESWI,
PROTRAK
PREFLTR
UPDATE
PROTRAK
SVS-10266
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Description/Comment
Automatic mode switching flag: = 0,
Enabled = 1, Inhibited
Index for ATR receiver select
Index for selecting the resolver
outputs: = 0, Use primary =» 1, Use
redundant
Azirauth slew rate cmd
Elevation slew rate cmd
Slew timer
Filtered azimuth error signal
filtered elevation error signaj.'
Filtered strength error signal
signal
Large slew indicator
Gain compensation constant
Gain compensation constant
Antenna advance angle
.
1
I
iI
•
LSD-VPC-263
B.3-143
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E n t r y
Eiuaber N'ame
OBC TLM Repor t #22
0000 EPAE1
0002 EPAE2
0004 / /EPAE2
i
| 0006 .EPAE4
i
i 0008 THACMDii
0010 THCCMD
11| 0012 3ANA
i
i 0014 BANE
i
i
| 0016 YANA
I
i
j oois YA::E
i
Genera t ing
Subroutine
TLtfFMT
TLMFMT
TLMFMT
TLMFMT
UPDATE
UPDATE:
API NT,
PROTRAK
N'tWSTEP
API NT,
P R O T R A K ,
N E W S T E P
API NT,
PROTRAK ,
NEV.'STEP
A P I N T ,
PROTRAX ,
. 'JEWSTl-P
Descript ion/Comment
Euler paras to correct for
an tenna alignment errors
Same
Satae
Same
Ext . commanded a z i m u t h girabal
angle
Ext . commanded e l eva t ion ginbal
angle
Limited az inmch e r ror s ignal
integral >
L i m i t e d e l e v a t i o n e r ro r signal
i n t e g r a l
L imi t ed a z i m u t h e r ro r signal double
in tegra l
L i m i t e d e l e v a t i o n e r ro r s ignal
doub le i n t e g r a l
! 0024 liL'SEROl H a c k u p search convers ion c r i t e r i a
B. 3-
j 0015 STKLIM
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E n t r y
Number
OBC TLI1
0000
0001
0002
0003
0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
O O L O
O O L 2
i
0014
Name
Report #23
ELBIAS
LAMA1
LAME I
LAMS 1
LAMA2
LAIE2
L\MS2
LAM S3
UMAX
DELTA
TABCMD
TEBCMD
STALIM
Generating
Subroutine
TAROmiD
MODESWI
MODESWI
MODESWI
MODESWI
MODESWI
MODESWI
MODESWI
MODESWI,
BUSERCH
M O D E I N T ,
BUSERCH
TRAXERU
TRAKERR
M O D E i N T ,
Description/Comment
Turnaround initiation criterion
Program track to autotrakck MODE
SWITCHING THRESHOLDS
Same
Same
Auto t rack to program track
- S W I T C H I N G THRESHOLDS
Sane
Sane
Backup search to aucot rack mode |
sw i t ch ing th reshold
Backup search scan RADIUS
Backup search scan range
incrercent
A z i m u t h R E S O L V E R BIAS ClD
E leva t i on RESOLVER B I A S CMD ]
Max. s teps in a cont ro l CYCLE
TAROUXD,
AUTOTRK
Max steps ir. a control cycJe
TAROUND,
TKAKKKR,
AUTOTRK
— T> .
-oD—..
B.3-J50
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Entry
.Number
0016
0017
| 0018
OC19
0020
0021
0022
Generating
Narae Subroutine Description/Comment
SCPENA UPDATE Stored command processing enable
flag: " 0, Enabled ° 1,
Disabled
GPA . Azimuth rate computation constants
CIA Azimuth rate computation constants
GDA Azimuth rate computation constants
GPE Elevation rate computation constants.
G1E Elevation rate computation constants.
GDE Elevation rate computation constants
LSD-UPC-26:
B.3-151
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B.3.11.6 TORS Aacenna Pointing Module (APCM) Flow Charts
B.3-152
AFSAVEE-EA SAVS THE CONTROL FLAGS.
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TEST BITS 1 & I OF ACCUMULATOR
YCS (INITIALIZATION IS REQUIRED!
CALL APINT
| CALL PRFLTR] PRt'flLTES THE AOTGrRACK RECIiVES CLTP'JTS.
CHECK FOR START OF AN ANTENNA
POINTING CONTROL CONTROL CYCLE
PROCESS THE GIMBAL BESOLVER I CALL GftSOATA i
SERIAL DATA I r- 1
PKOCCfS THE POINTING Hf-CIUfrr CMOS I CALLAPHOEJT |
APPMODE-PAST POIWTING MODE
00
DRIVE RATE
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT !.
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
INITIALIZE CURHEMT
INa MODE
EXECUTE REQUIRED STfPCMD PROCESSING
DO fAILU«8 CITEC7ION ft CORRECTION
TIM8 TOUM3ATETM8
TELEMETRY8Uf f£R
Figu re B.3.11-1. APCM Flow Char r
CALLED 8V APCM IF
ACCUMULATOR BITS 1 OR 2
SET.
{ APINT } ANTENNA POINTING INITIALIZATION
YES
TEST FOR FULL INITIALIZATION
NO
INITIALIZE
PARAMETERS
TO ZERO
DANA •
BANE •
YANA •
YANE -
OASTEP
OESTEP
0
0
0
0
-0
-0
APCMODE = 0
APPMOOE - 0
FAILCNTE - 0
F AILCNTA - 0
^v/
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ORIGINAL PAGE 15
OF POOR QUALITY
WHICH ANT. TRACKING RECEIVER I'ATR) IN USE?
IERATH ^X. YES PRIMARY IN USE
^0
INITIALIZE FOR ATR IN USE
REDUNDANT NO
WHICH GIM3AL DRIVE ELECTRONICS (GOEI IN USE?
IRESLV "Xv YES PRIMARY
REDUNDANT DATA
RIU 9
CHANNEL 4
OF2-4
APCHI -023
CHNLO -COOOOOO
\ ^^XX^
i
O F 2 - 0
APCHI -022
CHNLO« 0600000
i 1
PRIMARY DATA
RIU 9
CHANNEL 3
INITIALIZE COUNTER
TO ALL ONES
INITIALIZE QUEUE
TO ALL ONES
— TCLEMCTaV FX3INT
S Y S T E M TABLE C'JTRY
TELLMtTHV POINT t
iVSTHM TABLE E N T R Y
INITSW "0 RESET INITIALIZATION FLAG
[ RETURN J
F i g u r e 3.3.11-2 AIM. :,T Flow Cha r t
•154
CALLED BY APCM
EVERY EXECUTION
ORIGINAL PAGE FS
OE POOR QUALITY
f PREFLTR J
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CONVERT RAW ATR DATA FROM COUNTS
TO VOLTS AND APPLY ZERO OFFSET.
ESJS(I) = BITS 1-8 OF ARSTSKI+OF1CC2 VOLTS -SSZERO (I)
1 - -2 TO 0
FILTER DATA USING SIMPLE
DIGITAL LAG FILTER.
£ESTS(JJ = FESTS(U*0.922*<
I =• -2 TO 0
0 .0773
COMPUTE THE COMPENSATED TRACKING
ERRORS FOR AZIMUTH
CALL FLTR2 [(JA_NA, EABSCJ, FEPANA, FEiANAl
COMPUTE THE COMPENSATED
TRACKING ERRORS FOR ELEVATION
CALL FLTR2 (EANA, EEBSC). FEPANE, EEIANE
( RETURN j
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY.
TELEMETRY POINT t
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figuve 3.3.11-3. PREFLTR Flow Chart
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CALLED BY APCM
( GRSDATA J
THANA •« [BITSCI-7) OF GRPDBKOF2) ' 256 +8ITS (2-8) OF GRPOB2 (OF2)] • C2DEGS
THANE - [BITS (1-6) OF GRPDB3(OF2) ° 512 * BITS (1-6) OF GRPDB41OF2)] « C2DEGS
AZIMUTH SECTOR
APE STORED IN
GRPDB1(OF1K1:7>
AND
GRPDB2(OF2)<2:8>
C2OEGS -.022
THANA "MEASURED
AZANGLE
THANE • MEASURED
EL ANGLE
TRW —^MANUFACTURER OF WIDEBAND SUBSYSTEM
ICONVERT MEASURED AZ TO DEG
CONVERT MEASURED EL TO DEG.
CONVERT AZ FROM TW/V TO LSD COORDINATES
YES AZ>360
AZ<3GOa
THAN A "THANA+ 160°
THANA » THANA -200°
CONVERT TH
THANE = THANE - 0005
DSINEL-SIN (THANE) COMPUTE THE AZ GEOMETRICGAIN CORRECTION FACTOR
TFLEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMEYRY POINT t
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
( RETURN J
Figure B.3.11-4. GRSDATA F lowchar t
B.3-156 LSD-WPC-263
APRQBST
IF REAL TIME REQUEST CMD QUEUE
COUNTER (TABLE 26 WORD 1) >0
THEN THERE ARE RZM. T\ME
TO BE EXECUTED.
SVS-10266
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CHECK FOR R6AU TIM6 REQUEST CMOS 31 December 1981
ORIGINAL r.\r:;-; r ;
OF POOH QUALITY
REAL TIME REQUEST CMD QUEUE
.REAL TIME REQUEST CMD QUEUE-
D/COUNTER
CA LL V E RIF Y U %JE U E i % CUNT)
REINITIALIZE THE
REAL TIME QUEUE
TO ALL ONES
CHECK FOR PRESTORED REQUEST CMOS
J«(,QUE,yE(I) -7/7777
" TO 9
STORED CMOS
ARE DISABLED
STORED CMOS
VES ARE ENABLED _^STORED REQUEST CMD QUEUE
STORED REQUEST CMD QUEUE
COUNTER
CALL VERIFY (C % APCM, Q % APCM)
CALL UDPATE ( C % APCM. Q % APCM)
Q % APCM •0
RETURN
_ _ _ r r i l M f T K V I'OINT
t.t L N T H Y
U TAl IL t K N T R Y
1- lguro l l . J . U - S . ArKQKST F l o w c h a r t
B .3 -J37
QUEADD — BUFFER OF CMOS
QCNTR - t OF CMOS
SET SYNTAX ERROR
BIT
C VERIFY J
VALIDATE ANT. POINTING CMOS
INDEX = 0 SVS-10266
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QCNTR = 0 1
f RETURN J 1 -» FIRST OPERAND
BRANCH DETERMINED BY
REQUEST CODE
ADDITIONAL
OPERAND
VERIFY OPERAND
UEADDdNDEXI N D E X =
I N D E X «1
VERIFY 1ST
OPERAND
VERIFY
OPERAND
PERAND
UNOEFINE
1 REQ. CODE
ZERO COUNTER 10
STOP VERIFY PROCESSING
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT I
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figure B.3.11-6. VERIFY Flow Chart
LSD-WPC-263
3-158
ORIGINAL
OF POOR QUAL-TY
FEANA I
FCAWP ' FILTERED OUTPUTS AZ ANGLE
FESTS |El-ANGLES SIGNAL STRENGTH
TIME TO EXIT CURRENT POINTING MODE.
COMPUTE THE SIZE OF THE ERROR SIGNALS
SVS-102*
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CALIBRATED
BIASES
AUTO MODE
SWI-CHING
NORMAL PGM ,,
TRACK
CHECK FOR
TIME TO SWITCH
POINTING MODE
AZSIZE " (FEANA - EABSC)
SSSIZE - (FESTS - ESSBC)
BACKUP SEARCH
TO AUTOTRACK SWITCHINGMODE SELECT.
BACKUP
SEARCH
NO TANGULAR
SEARCH
LIMITS
EXCEEDED
ACPMOOE • 2
AUTO~TRACiC
DASCAN
>DMAX
AUTO MODE'
SWITCHINGTIME TO SWITCH
POINT MODE DESCAN
>DMAX
i
YES
NORMAL
PROGRAM
TRACK
CMOS (-LCMD. 1.1)
TURN THE "KSA"
RETURN LINK
OM
AZSIZE
> LAMA2
SSSIZE
> .LAMS1
AND
AZSIZE
L. LAMA1
NO
AELSIZE
>LAME1
AUTO TRACK MODE
— — — TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT I
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figure B. 3.11-7.. MODESHI Flow Chart
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( MODEINT J
T
[ APPMODE - ACPMODE j
AZ COMPUTED
DRIVE RATE UMIT PROGRAM
TRACK
ASTPLIM - 80
INITIALIZE THE SCAN RAMP
FOR BOTH AXES
ASTP1.IM - 80
BACKUP
SEARC
DESCAN • DELTA
DASCAN • 0
INITIALIZE THE SCAN
DIRECTION INDICATORS
INITIALIZE THE
SLEW TIMER
& RATES
ISX-1
iep-1
IAD»1
NCSLEW-NSTCMD
NSRATE-NRACMD
NSRATE»NRECMD
SET UP LIMITS
ON THE
COMPUTED
DRIVE RATES ASTPLIM - 4ESTPLIM-4
TELEMETRY POINT
«<,..00. SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT &
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
I
f RETURN J
Figure B.3.11-8. MODEINT Flew Chart
B.3-16O
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CSS
ORIGINAL FASv: r-jf
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PROTRAK CHECK ran TIME TO UPDATE THE
CALIBRATION REFERENCE SIGNALS
LOS VECTOR = VECTOR ALONG THE LINE Of SiGKT
FROM LSD TO TORS
THE CALIBRATED BIASES
ARE UPDATED BY SETTING
THE BIAS • TO THE CUR.
RENT OUTPUT OF THE
SIMPLE OIG4TAL LOG
FILTER.
EXTRN - FLAG TO USE CALCULATED TARGET
OR THE UPLINKED TARGET TABLE.
0 (USE CALCULATED TARGET)
USE EXT ^x. -7 ^^
CMD«1 POINTING ^^^^
ANGLES ^
E2PANA • THACMD- THANA
E2PANE - THECMD - THANE'
ERROR - TARGET-MEASURED POS
ANT TURN
AROUND CMD
*
:ALL OIRNANB
*.
f 1 • TURK^X. • 1 ^S>
CALCULATE THE
DIRECTION COSINES
OF THE LO3VECTOR
IN THE ANT BASE
FRAME
ACCESS-TO BEF O
(BODY AXIS V»B TO ECU
AND THE CONSTANT
TRANSFORMATION OF
OOCY TO ANT BASE. .
COMPUTE DRIVE RATES
FOR CURRENT CYCLE
CHECK FOR TIME TO
REVERT TO NORMAL
PROGRAM TRACKING
0-NO TURN
CHECK FOB
TURNAROUND
CMO
REVERT TO
NORMAL PROG
TRACKING
COMPUTE NORMAL PROG
TRACK ERROR SIGNAL
COMPUTE STE? CMOS
BANA-0. BANJj_-0
YANA • 0, YANE_" 0
OASTEP-0. OCSTEP-0
NASTEP - 0, NE.STEP - 0
ADVTRN-0
EXTRN-0
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT 6
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figure 3.3.11-9- PROTRAK Flow Char t
LSD-WP0263
TMSAWWHIATgANTCONTWOt f
 uyOAT6 lOUaAOOFLAGS AND/OR DATA WILL 05 yure«TE >OUHAPU.
UPDATED AS SKOflEO BY THE
CONTENTS OF QUSAOD.
OCNTH
SiT ANT POINTING FLAGS AS SPECIFIED
BY COMMANDS
IN08X-0
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[ REOCODE - BITS 15-81 OP OULADO IINDEXI | GET NEXT REQUEST CODE
' . « "*
| OPERAND-BIT I1-«l OF OUEAOO (INDEX! ) GET NEXT OPERAND
* ~
• INDEX * 1 POINT TO NEXT OPCRAND/COWMANO
1 CHANGE POINTING MODE
APT<fOD£ - OPERAND
3 ENABLE TURNAROUND MAN.
3 CLEAR ANT. POINTING STATUS
APSTAT - 0
« CONTROL STORED CMD UPDATE
SCffNA - OPERAND
S CONTROL AUTO MODE SWITCH
AUTOJW - OPSHANO
S CONTROL "EF SIG. CALIS.
CAI.EN& -OPERAND
7 SELECT TORS F NSTAVEST
3 CONTROL EXT POM TRACK
IIMTDH3 • OPERAND
EXTRN-OPERAND
9 CHANGE SLEW TIMER NSTCMO - Q'JEADO (INDEX)
INDEX-INDEX »1
10 CHANGE SLEW HATES NRftCMO-GUEADO MNOEXI
NR'SCMO • QUEAOO (INDEX »11
INDEX-INOEX
CHANGE EXT CMC ED ANGLES THACMg - QUZADD IINOEM
• QUEADO (INP'.X » 1)
INDEX- INDEX »2
Figure B.3.11-10. UPDVtE ( Q U E A D D , QPNTR) Flow Chare
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELE.V.ETRY POINT I
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY LSD-WPC-263
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CALL ZENITH
CHECK FOR TIME
TO INITIATE THE
TURNAROUND
VECTOR
COMPUTE THE ZENITH ANGLE TO THE
TORS (AZ POS IN ANT COORDINATES
'OF THE T VECTOR (LOS VECTOR))?
NO CALL
TRAKERR
YES
EXJRN - 1
iI
ASTPLSM - 80
CSTPLIM = 80
USE EXTERNAL
CMD BRANCH
OF PROTRAK
SET UP THE LIMITS
FOR THE DRIVE
RATES"
E2PANA » THACMD - THANA
E2PANE - THECMD - THANE
( RETURN J
Figure S.3.11-11. TAROUNTD Flow Chart
B.3-163
LSD-WPC-263
ANTENNA
COORDINATES
ORIGINAL iP;,^  K
OF POOR OUALH /
TRAKERR
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THANAB = THANA + TABCMD
THANEB = THANE~+ TEBCMD
1
ADD BIASES TO THE MEASURED ANGLES
CAZ - COS(THANAB)
CEL-COS(THANEB)
SAZ = SIN(THANAB)
SEL = SIN (THANEB)
COMPUTE SIN& COS OF
ACTUAL POINTING ANGLES
TX, Y. Z> COMPONENTS OF
LOS VECTOR IN
ANT COORDINATES
PPX,Y,Z - COMPONENTS OF
LOS VECTOR
ROTATED BY AZ
MEASURED
OP = THE LOS VECTOR
ROTATED TO THE ZENITH
POSITION BY THE MEAS-
iURfcMENT ANGLES OF AZ
AND EL THEREFORE THE
OFFSET OF OP FROM THE
ZENITH WILL BE THE
POINTING ERRORS.
PP - ROTATE T ABOUT Z BY AZ
^MEASURED TOWARD X .
VECTOR[PPX
PPY
LPPZ
9 :
" CAZ SAZ 0"
-SAZ CAZ 0
0 0 1
TX
TY
TZ
LOS VECTOR (T>
EASURED
POS
OP = ROTATE PP ABOUT Y BY
EL TOWARD ZENITH
QPX
QPY
QPZ
GEL 0 -SELTPPX]
0 1 0 ! PPY
SEL 0 CELJj_PPZj
X
COMPUTE ERRORS FROM COMPONENTS OF QP __
IF NO ERRORS OP WILL LIE ALONG Z AXIS I.E.,"
AT THE ZENITH.
E2PANA - ATAN2 (QPY, ABS (QPZ))
•"APPLY THE AZIMUTH SIGNAL GAIN CORRECTION
CALLAZGAIN (E2PANA)
(COMPUTE ELEVATION ERROR
E2PANE = ATAN2 (QPX, ABS (QPZ))
! LIMIT THE ELEVATION DRIVE RATE
CALL LITELV (E2PANE, ESTPLIM)
RETURN
TELEMETRY
....... SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT I
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figure 3.3.11-12. TRAKERR Flow Char::
R "7_ i LSD-WPC-253
OWGINAL
OF POOR
( 8USERCH J
CALLD1RNECI COMPUTE THE Oir.ECTION COSINES OF THELOS VECTOR IN EC) COORDINATES
C4LIA L XFORM THE LOS COMPONENTS INTO THEANTeft|NA RASED FRAM£
R • SQRTITX'TX + TY'TY)
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COMPUTE THE DESIRED
POINTING ANGLES
1HA2 - ATAN2(TY.TX)
THAJ - ATAN2IR.T2)
MODULATE THE POINTING ANGLES
AND COMPUTE THE TRACKING
ERRORS ?
MEASURED
POINTING AZy
E2PANA « (THAZ + DASCAN'IADI-THANA
•12PAN.E • (THEZ * DESCAN'IED)-THANE
CORRECTION FOR THE AZIMUTH
SIGNAL GAIN I E2PANA . E2PANAVDSINEL I' -- — - f
COMPUTE THE NEW
DRIVE RATES
lEZPANAi < OMEGA
AND
IE2PANEK OMEGA
YES T TRACKING ERRORS ARE SMALL
ENOUGH TO SWITCH AXES
YES UPDATE THE ELEVATION
SCAN RANGE
DESCAN - DESCAN + DEL f A
DASCAN • DASCAM + DELTA
( RETURN J
Figure 3.3.11-13. HUSERCi l Flow Char t
3-165
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DRIVE THE ANTENNAS AT
THE COMMANDED RATES
END SLEW ENTER
PROT'iACK
Figure 3.3.11-U. SLEW Flow Chnrc
T.SD-WPC-263
AUTOTRK
EPANA*AN2RADS CONVERT THE AZIMUTH TRACKINGERROR TO RADIANS
CALL AZGAI.MIE2PANA)
' EPANE*EV2KADS
APPLY THE A.tlWUTh SIGNAL GAIN
COP.3ECTION
COHVEHT THE El EVATION TRACKF.R
ERROR TO RADIANS
CALL LMTELV
CALLNEWS7EP
LIMIT THE cLEVATION DRIVE HATE
LMTELV(E2PANE.ESTPLIM) '
COMPUTE THE NEW DRIVE CMOS
SVS-10266
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0E POOR QL:;<-.iTV
(^ RETURN
NEWSTEP _)
4 CMO FROM LAST CYCLE
AZERR - E2PA.NA-G/VNA-OASTEP
EI.ERR -J2f ANE.-
SUB ,'RACT OFF LrtST CYCLE CMD
FROM ERROR
BANA = 3ANA_+ AZERR'TCYCLE
BAIV'H - BANE + ELERR'TCYCLE
LIMDP(8ANA,BLIMA)
LIMDPIBANE.bLIME)
LIMIT BANA TO * BLIMA
LIMIT BANE TO t
_ _ + B_ANA*TCYCLE
YANS - YANE + BANf'TCYCLE
~ TELEMETRY POINT
• •• SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT IC
.YSTEM TA3LE ENTRY
LIMDPIYANA.YLIMA)
'1
LIMIT YANA TO ± YLIMA
LiMIT YANE TO * YLIME
COMPUTE THE NFW DRIVE C.MDS '
NASTEP- (Gf'A'AZcRn + GIA'^ANA + GDA'YA_NAI'RAT|O
NESTEP - (GPE'ELERR f GIE*BAN= + GDE'Y ANET'RATIO
. LIMSPINASTEP.STALir/l LIMIT THE COMPUTED STEP CMOS
RETURN
Figure 6.3.11-13. AUTOTRX, XE'.v'STEP F low Chart
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( SENCMDS J
I
LIMSC NASTEP. OASTEP
LIMSC NESTEP. OESTEP
LIMIT THE CHANGE IN THE
ANT STEP CMOS
SWSTP (THANA, THAMAX, THAMIN. NASTEP, 1)
IMPLEMENT THE AZIMUTH
SOFTWARE GIMRAL STOP(IF NECESSARY;
IMPLEMENT THE ELEV^TiON
SWSTP (THANE. THEMAX, THEMIN. NESTEP, 2) I SOFTWARE GIMBAL STOP
=1^ ,=; , :^ :-_= 1 (IF NECESSARY!
OASTCP «- NASJEP
OESTEP *• NcSTEP
I APCLO<1:3> NASTEP < 18:18 > " 123 + IABS (NASTEP)
APCLO<9:16> - NESTEP < 18: ;3 >• 128 -HA8S (NESTEP)
T
INSERT THE NEW DRIVE"
<&-CMDS INTO THE APPRO-
PRIATE BITS OF CMDLO
CMOS (APCMD, Ml
CALL THE EXEC TO
O'JEUE THE CMOS
FOR SENDING
( RETUHN )
Figure B.3.11-16. SENCMDS Flew Chart
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.12 ATTITUDE CONTROL (ACS)
B.3.12.1 Attitude Control (ACS) Processor Description •
 :. •
The function of the ACS processor is to maintain three axis stabilized earth
pointing of the Landsat-D Flight Segment. To accomplish this spacecraft control
errors are determined and used to calculate wheel drive and thruster commands.
The commands are calculated such that the produced" torques will drive the errors
to zero. The control error is derived from the sum of position error plus rate
error. The rate error is derived directly from filtered gyro da.;^ a,,.tnput from the
Gyro Data Processor (GYROD). The position error is determined from the equation
QE=INV(QREF)QT. The target quaternion QT is defined as the rotation from the ECI
coordinate system to the desired spacecraft attitude. The reference quaternion
Q(Ref) is defined as the rotation from the ECI system to the spacecraft system
as estimated by integrating gyro rate data over time segments. Then INV(QREF)QT
is the rotation" from the estimated attitude to ECI then from ECI to the desired
attitude, or from the estimated attitude to the desired attitude. The
spacecraft position errors are then calculated directly from QE.
Earth pointing requires the Landsat-D spacecraft +Z axis oriented towards the
earth center and the +X axis in the direction of the spacecraft velocity vector.
To correctly determine the desired attitude the ACS processor must "know" the
orbital position of the spacecraft. Each cycle the EPHEM processor provides to
the ACS processor the F.S. ECI position and velocity vectors, jl and _V. The ACS
processor then builds the target quaternion QT by aligning the spacecraft +2
axis along -R and the +X axis along f_V. In support of the EPHEM processor the
ground must calculate and uplink 2 data files. One file is the 6 sets of 42
coefficients cf the Fourier power series ephemeris representation. The other
file is a set of F.S. position vector residuals at the Fourier power series
evaluation times. The UCUP processor then uses these two files to calculate 6
sets of interpolator coefficients for each 10 minute "grid" interval between the
Fourier power series evaluation times. The EPHEM processor then uses the
interpolation coefficients to calculate the components of II and V^ at the ACS
cycle interval, .512 sec if MODE <4 or .256 sec if MODE-7. ~~
The reference quaternion represents a position which is propagated using gyro
data. To initialize the reference requires some direct measurement. On Landsat-
D the initialization is accomplished by measuring the Earth vector and the Sun
vector in in body coordinates and then using the calculated Earth and Sun
vectors from the EPHEM and SOLAR EPHEM processors to determine the
transfortaation from the ECI system to the body system.
Gyro data is subject to sy- :matic errors which cause the reference quaternion
to drift from the actual spacecraft attitude. To compensate for these
systematic errors periodic .-.orrecticns of the reference quaternion using direct
measurements are required. On Landsat-D these periodic corrections are
implemented by the Update Filter processor. The direct measurements used are
LSD-WPC-26.";
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star position:). The Update Filter uses the ground upllnked star catalog to
Identify starts which are being tracked by the FHST's. When "guide stars" are
Identified their measured position errors are used to update the reference
quaternion and the gyro bl.is vector.
To avoid reaction wheel speed saturation some method of generating "dumping
torques" must be employed. The primary mode for "dumping" reaction wheel
momentum on L«nduat-D Is to generate torques using the magnetic torquers. Wheel
speed and Magnltometer data are used to generate the proper torquer bar
commands. The capability does exist to use thrusters but their use for
"dumping" wheel moment vim Is not planned.
Figure B.3.12-1 shows the ACS processor top level block diagram, and- Figure
H.3.12-2 shows the OBC ACS software and Interface with executive.
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1st Level
GY3GCOMP
ESP ROC
MAGNET
WHLTAC
FSSCAL
MI NIT
ESACQ
STELACQ
EPOINT
ORBADJ
ACSTLM
2nd Level
MTRAFD
SKEWFD
MODEFD
ORBADJI
EPOINTI
STELACQ I
ESACQ I
EACOMP
EULERC
EULERI
KITEM.
WHLCOMP
WHLUNLD
STELCOMP
THRUSTER
NORMFD
ACQFD
GRYOFD
Other Levels
ENAQTHR
DISAQTHR
EACOMP 1 •
EACOMP2
CROSS
EULER
XFORM
ECIUPD
CRATT
NORMFDB
NOKMFDC
ACQFDA
ACQFDB
ACQFDC
ACQFDD
ACQFDP
ACQFDU
ACQFDLL
ACQFD S
RIUSWTCH
SAFEHOLD 1-1
SAFEHOLD 1-2
SAFEHOLD 1-3
SAFEHOLD 1-4
SAFEHOLD 1-5
SAFEHOLD 1-6
SAFEHOLD 1-7
SAFEHOLD 1-8
SAFEHOLD 2-1
SAFEHOLD 2-2
SAFEHOLD 2-3
SAFEHOLD 2-k
GYROFD1
GYROFD2
LSD-WPC-263
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ACS P?OCESSOR
GVROCOMP
EStlOC
tNAQTHR
DISAQTHR
MAGNET
WHLTAC
FSSCAL
MI NIT
MTRAFD
SKEWFD
MODEFD
ORBADJI
EPOINTI
STELACQI
ESACQI
EACOM?
EACOMP1
EACOMP2
ESACQ
tfflLCOMP
V-OiLACQ
VIHLUNLD
GYROFD
GYROFDl
GYROFD2
ACQFD
ACQFD SET
STELACQ
WHLCOMP
WHLACQ
WHLUNLD
EULERC
CROSS
EULE:-
XFORM
STELCOMP
ECIUPD
XFORM
CR/\TT
EULER
ACQFD
LSD-WFC--263
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Table 3.12-2. ACS Subroutine Nesting
ACQFD SET
EPOINT
EULERI
EULERC
CROSS
EULER
XFORM
ATTERR
WHLCOMP
VmLACQ
WHLUNLD
NORMFD
NORMFD SET
ACQFD
ACQFD SET
ORBADJ
EULERI
EULERC
CROSS
EULER
XFORM
' TERR
"rlRUSTER
NORMFD
NORMFD SET
ACSTLM
LSD-WPC-263
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ACQFD
ACQFDA
SAFEHOLD 1-1
SAFEHOLD 1-2
SAFEHOLD 1-3
SAFEHOLD 1-4
ACQFDB
SAFEHOLD 2-1
SAFEHOLD 2-2
SAFEHOLD 2-3
SAFEHOLD 2-4
ACQFDC
ACQFDLL
SAFEHOLD 1-1
SAFEHOLD 1-4
ACQFDD
SAFEHOLD 1-5
SAFEHOLD 1-6
SAFEHOLD 1-7
SAFEHOLD 1-8
RIUSWTCH
ACQFDT
ACQFDS
SAFEHOLD 1-3
SAFEHOLD l-l
SAFEHOLD 1-3
ACQFDU
OF POOR QUALITY
Table B.3.12-4. NORMFD Set
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NORMFD
SAFEHOLD 1-1
SAFEHOLD 1-3
NORMFDB
SAFEHOLD 1-1
SAFEHOLD 1-4
SAFEHOLD 1-5
SAFEHOLD 1-7
SAFEHOLD 2-1
SAFEHOLD 2-4
RIUSWITCH
NORMFDC
SAFEHOLD 1-2
SAFEHOLD 1-3
SAFEHOLD 2-2
RIUSWTCH
SVS-10266
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B.3.12.1.1 1st Level Subroutines
GYROCOMP
GYROCOMP inputs filtered gyro difference data, CNCX,Y,Z, frcm the Gryo'Data
Processor and calculates the spacecraft rates WX, WY and WZ. Missalignment
errors are compensated for by the 3x3 GS matrix. Scale factors are accounted
for by the high or low rate parameters GSFLX.Y.Z or GSFHX.Y.Z. The Qyco bias
compensations THETBX,Y,Z are subtracted after the gyro to body transformation
(GS) and, therefore, refer to body axea, not gyro axes. THETBX.Y.Z ?.re updated
each 32 sec by the update filter.
ESPROC ^ -
ESPROC inputs coarse and fine earth sensor data and stcres it in locations EX1C,
EX2C, EXIF, E-X2F, EY1C, EY2C, EY1F, EY2F. Then depending on MODE, the data
quality, and the value of the ground commanded selection flag (ESASEL) one of
the four X inputs is transferred to the earth sersor control errcr EXE, and one
of the four Y inputs is transferred to EYE. -
i
MAGN'&T
Magnet inputs magnitoraeter data from both TAM 1 and TAM 2 and calculates the
earth magnetic field vector components BEX, BEY and BEZ using one of the tvo
inputs defending on the ground commandable flag SELKAG. Magnetic torq-ier
disturbances are compensated for using the torquer Inputs DPMX1. VPXX2, DPMY1,
DPMY2, DFMZ1 , DPMZ2.
WHLTAC
WHLTAC inputs raw reaction wheel speed data from the 4, 16 bit ITP wheel speed
registers and coverts the data to wheel momentum HWX, HWY, HYZ, HYS.
FSSCAL
FSSCAL inputs raw FSS data and calculates XP and YP by compensating the raw data
for all known errors. XP and YP are sun position errors with respect to FSS
axas.
•—<r '^7T"*<* r ••*•• *T
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MINIT
MINIT calls MTRAFD and SKEWFD once per major frame. Then each minor frame calls
MODEFD. The MODE flag is then chocked and if:
MODE-1 or 2 MINIT calls ESACQI and EACOMP
MODE=3 MINIT calls STELACQI
MODE-4 MINIT calls EPOiNTI
MODE°7 MINIT calls ORBADJI
If M.ODE=1 or 2 ESACQ is called to call in order WHLCOMP, WHLUNLD, GYROFD, and
ACQFD.
STEIACQ -
If MODE»3 STEI.ACQ is called to call in order WHLCOMP, WHLUNLD, EULERC, STELCOMP,
and ACQFD.
EPOINT
If MODE=4 EPOINT is called to call in order EULERI, EULERC, ATTERR, WHLCOMP,
WHLUNLD, and then NORMFO if j!CAL=3 else EPOINT calls ACQFD.
ORBADJ
Tf MOOE=7 ORBADJI is called to call in order EULERI, EULERC, ATTERR, THRUSTER,
and then NORMFD if ICAL-3 else ORBADJ by passes NORMFD.
ACSTLM
ACSTLM controls the armatting and the tinting of the attitude telemetry report. •
(OBC reports ,71 to 12)
B.3.12.1.2 2nd Level Subroutines
MTRAFD
MTRiVFD sets flag Mi'RAFLAG=l if the Channel A motor current is out of limits.
SKEWFD
For the 4-wheel control case only; SKEWFD will turn off the pover to the skewed
wheel and sen flag SKEW=1 if the wheel momentum HWS is out of limits for 3
consecutive readings.
LSD-WPC-263
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MODEFD
MODEFD controls the activation and Reactivation of CYROFD, NORMFD and ACQFD.
GYROFD is enabled for Che 23 sec period from separation -t-7 sec to separation -t-30
sec. Then if magnetic acquisition is entered GYROFD is enabled until yaw
acquisition is complete^
ACQFD is enabled at separation +30 sec and disab d when the Normal mode 4
operation is begun. (Normal Mode 4 —> Iv '.-O). If, however, magnetic
acquisition is entered ACQFD is disabled until Y •• .cquisition is complete.
NORMFD is enabled when the normal mode 4 operat! .. is begun and remains -enabled
except during slews.
ORBADJI
ORBADJI has 3 bias functions:
.1. Initialize the orbit adjust by initializing the O.A. software
parameters, .-Bending wheel commands and torquer commands equal to 0 and
enabling the REMs.
t
2. Implement the MODE 7 termination tests. |
3. Implement the MODE 7 termination by setting MODE to 4 and disabling
the "EMs.
EPOINTI
EPOINTI has 2 basic functions:
1. Upon Initial entry, EPOINTI initialises the error registers to zero.
2. EPOINTI administers the stage 2 acquisition termination testa,
attitude convergence snd gryo bias convergence.
B.3--18O
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STELACQI
STELACQI has 2 basic functions:
1= On the first entry STELACQI initialize stage 1 acquisition.1
2. STELACQI implements the termination of stage 1 acquisition and passes
control automatically to stage 2 acquisition by setting MODE=4 and
MODE4I=1. The ground must, however, enable the update filters.
ESACQI implements a "one shot" thruster unload in the event large rates are
imported to the Landsat-D flight segment upon separation. At separation +30 sec
this capability is permanently disabled.
EACOMP
EACOMP controls the logic which selects the normal earth acquisition mode or the
backup mode. If the earth sensor data is invalid (ESASTA-O) EACOMP will
implement magnetic tracking until the magnetic reference is reached the EACOMP
will trz.asfer control to Inertial hold until the attitude is favorable for a
reacquisition attempt. Once the first revolution is complete software parameters
must be reinitialized from the ground to reenter magnetic tracking.
EULERC
EULERC uses the spacecraft velocity vector V_ and position vector jl to build the
attitude target quaternion D. The target flrame is oriented such That the S/C +Z
axis is aligned along -R and the S/C +X axis is aligned along +V. R_ and V_ are
calculated from either G.P.S. data processor or the Ephem processor depending on
the ground commanded flag EPHEM. Offset pointing is implemented by ground
setting OFFSET to 1, and the euler offset parameters B in the ca.>e of. a pitch
offset, or the yaw slew parameters in the case of a yaw offset.
EULERI . .
EULERI uses the result of GYROCOMP, T H E T A X , Y , Z , to build a small angle
approximation to the quaternion which represents the spacecraft rotation during
the preceeding cycle, QD. The reference quaternion is then propigated by:
Q ( R e f ) - Q Q ( R e f ) .
LSD-WPC-263
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ATTERR
ATTERR first calculates the error quaternion C by: C = (EPA**-1)*D. Then the
attitude errors are calculated from the error quaternion C by:
EX - -2 Cl - -2 a Sin (9E/2) » -9EX
EY - -2 C2 - -2 0, Sin (9E/2) = -9EY
EZ - -2 C3 « -2 d Sin (9E/2) 5 -9EZ
WHLCOMP
The basic function cf WHLCOMP is to use position error data and rate error data
to calculate wheel commands TWX, TWY, TWZ and TWS.
If MODE-1, 2 or 3 or MODE-4 with ICAL=2 the X and Y control errors ELX and ELY
are calculated from IRU rates WX, WY and WZ and earth sensor data, or IRU
integrated data, or tarn data depending on whether SWITCH1=4, or 3, or 2. The Z
control error ELZ is calculated from IRU driven yaw error, gyrocompassing, or
simple rate stabilization depending on whether SWITCHZ=3, or 2, or 1. The
intermediate wheel commands TWXC, TWYC and TWZC are then calculated from ELX..
ELY and ELZ using a 2-stage filter.
If MODE=4 with ICAL=O the intermediate wheel commands TWXC, TWYC'and TWZC are
derived from the spacecraft rates WX, WY and WZ calculated in GYROCOMP; the
outputs of the ATTERR subroutine EX, EY, EZ; and the integrals EIX, EIY, EIZ and
double integrals EDIX, EOIY, EDIZ of the errors EX, EY, EZ. TWXC, TWYC and TWZC
are then compensated for TDRS antenna movement using NASTEP and NESTEP.
The Failed wheel branch of WHLCOMP is executed independent of MODE. If the A, Y
or Z wheel is failed (FAILWj*4) the failed wheel is replaced by the skewed wheel
and the failed wheel wheel command is set to 0. If. all wheels are OK (FAILW=4)
the final wheel commands depend on 3 or 4 wheel control IW4=0 or 1. In all
cases the final output of WHLCOMP are the wheel commands TWX, TWY, TWZ, TWS.
WHLUNLD
The basic function of WHLUNLD is to calculate and send commands to the magnetic
torquers (.if MAGULD=1) and the thrusters (if IENUNL=l) to create torques
opposite in direction to the wheel momentum vector. The outputs are the
magnetic torquer commands MX, MY, MZ and the 1x6 thruster command array IACCMD.
STELCOMP
STELCOMP controls the timing of stage 1 acquisition by calling ECIUPD once each
120 cycles (~61.4 sec).
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THRUSTER
THRUSTER implements the orbit adjust mode.
If the back-up mode is commanded by ground setting ITKBMD-1 then each .256 Sec 2
orbit adjust 5 lb. thruaters are fired until'termination as defined in ORBADJI.
If any attitude errors exceed their limits (2 degrees in all axes) the orbit
adjust thrusters are disabled and the .2 lb. attitude thrusters are used until
the attitude errors are brought within Imits.
If the normal mode is commanded (ITHBMD°0) all 4 orbit adjust thrusters are
fixed each .256 sec cycle except for certain defined cycles where either
thruster 9k or 01 is off pulsed to compensate for the center of mass to- center
of thrust offset caused toques. Figure B.3.12-7 shows the hysterisis firing for
pitch and yaw attitude thrusting. In the range A-B the open loop firing pattern
is executed. In the range B-C, the O.A. thrvisters are fired not using the open
loop table but rather using the commands to the attitude thrusters to determine
the off-pulsing pattern (attitude thruster override). In range D-E-F, the O.A.
thrusters are all disabled in favor of attitude thrusting.
NORMFD
NORMFD implement^ the top level logic of the normal mode Failure Detection and
Correction logic. If EX >THRlF or EXLC >THRAi or EX2C >THRA2 then NORMFD B is
called. If EY >THPIF or EYIC >THPl or EY2C >THP2 then NORMFDC la called. Lastly
the yuw FDC is implemented by testing WBX. If WBX is greater than TX1 then
either safchold l-l or safchold 1-3 ta called depending on the state of the IRU
Channel A current (MTRAFLAG).
ACQFD implements the top level logic of the acquisition mode Failure Detection
and Correction logic. If both earth sc-nsors have earth presence ACQFDC is
called. If Just ESA1 or ESA2 has earth presence then ACQKDA or ACQFDB is
called. If neither ESA has earth presence ACQFDD is called if ACQRIU-3. If
ACQRIU and 3 then RIUSWTCH is called. In all cases ACQFDP and ACQFDA are
called.
CYROFD^ CYROFD1, CYROFD2
GYftOFD calls GYROFDl to compare the X axis inputs from Channel I and Channel 2
and tho Y ;ixis Inputs from Channels I and 2. Then OYROFD culls V.YKOFD2 to
compare the 7. axis Inputs from Channels I and 2. If any Inputs disagree tho
smaller value is .-issumod to he correct. The logic assumes operation uslnt;
Channel 2 and if the Channel I Input Is lower .-i switch to Channel I is rondo for
tho corresponding failed axis, If the Channel 2 Input Is lowor no action Is
taken except Co i:et the corresponding dllemraa flag.
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B.3.12.1.3 Other Levels
ENAQTHR
ENAQTHR enables thrusters for a "1 shot" momentum unload. (Called only by
ESACQI) .
DISAQTHR
DISAQTHR disables thruster unloading. (Called only by ESACQI)
CROSS
CROSS is a math subroutine used to calculate the cross product of 2 vectors.
EjJLER EULER fs a math subroutine used to calculate the 4 element quaternion
given the rotation matrix.
XFORM
XFORM is a math subroutine used to transfer a vector from one coordinate system
to another when the transformation is specified by a quaternion.
ECIUPD
In the normal mode (SAQBU=>0) ECIUPD calculates the initial value of the
reference quaternion using the Earth and Sun. vectors measured in both Body and
ECI axes. In the back-up mode the reference quaternion is initialized simply by
setting the reference quaternion equal to the target quaternion.
CRATT
CRATT is called by ECIUPD to calculate the transformation matrix from the ECI
coordinate system to the body system using the Earth vector and the Sun vector
each measured with respecr to both systems.
NORMFDB
There are 7 possible cases for X axis failures using the three parameters EX,
EX1C, and EX2C. (Case 8 is all three OK which is not a failure.) NORMFDB calls
one of the Safehold subroutines or RIUSWTCH depending on the failure case and
the status of the Channel A motor current. (MTRAFLAG)
NORMFDC
There are 7 possible cases for Y axis failures using the three parameters EY,
EY1C, EY2C. NORMFDC calls one of the safehold subroutines or RIUSWITCH
LSJ-WPC-263
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depending on the failure case, the state of ACQRIU and the state of EVES1.
ACQFDA calls safehold 1-1, 1-2, 1-3, or 1-4 depending on the status of MTRAFLAG,
EY1C, and EX1C.
ACQFDB calls safehold 2-1, 2-2, 2-3, or 2-4 depending on the status of MTRAFLAG,
EY2C, and EX2C.
ACQFDC
ACQFDC calls safehold 1-2 or ACQFDLL depending on the status of EY1C and EYZC.
ACQFDD
ACQFDD calls safehold 1-5, 1-6, 1-7, or 1-8 depending on the status of MTRAFLAG,
WGYD1, and WGXD1.
ACQFDP calls ACQFDS if yaw FDC is disabled and MODE-1 or 2. Otherwise, if WGX02
is out of limits ACQFDP cfii Is either safehold 1-1 or 1-3 depending on the status
of MTRAFLAG.
If MODr.= l or 2 and SWITCH!"! , 2 or 3 ACQFDU commands the ACEB SHE position Input
to ES/GYC if SWITCH1P-1, 2 or 3 or to Inertial hold if SWITCH1P-4.
ACQFDS checks the Z rate by comparing WBDZ1 and W B D Z 2 . If WBDZ only is out of
limits safehold 1-3 is called. If both are out of limits then ACQFDS will set
ICYZ=0 and ZRATDIL-1 if / W B D Z 2 / < / W G D Z l / ; otherwise ZRATDIL is set to 2.
ACQFDLL
ACQFDLL calls safehold 1, 1 or 1-4 depending on the s t a tus of EX1C, E X 2 C , and
MTRAFLAG.
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SAFZHOLD 1-1 —> 2-4: The following table illustrates the functions of the 12
safehcld subroutines.
Table B.3.12-5. Safehold Routines
Safehold
#
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6
1-7
1-8
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
Earth Pointing
or
Sun Pointing
EP
EP
EP
EP
IH
IH
IH
IH
EP
EP
EP
EP
ACE
SHE
A or B
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
B
B
B
B
IRU
Rate
Select
R1.P1.Y2
Rl ,P1 ,Y1
R1.P1.Y1
R1.P1.Y1
?.l ,P1 ,Y1
R1.P1.Y1
R1.P1.Y1
R1.P1.Y1
R1.P1.Y1
R1.P1.Y1
R1.P1.Y1
Rl.PL.Yl
SHE
Position
Select
ESA1 ,GYC
ESA1,GYC
ESA1 ,GYC
ESA1 ,GYC
IRU
Rl ,P1,Y1
IRU
R1.P1.Y1
IRU
R1.P1.Y1
IR2
R1,P1,Y2
ESA2
GYC
ESA2
GYC
ESA2
GYC
ESA2
GYC
1
SRW
CMDED
OFF
Skew
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Skew
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Skew
_ _- !
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B.3.12.2 Attitude Control (ACS) Processor Operation
B.3.12.2.1 Mode I (Earth Acquisition Nadir Only)
1. Sensors:
Roll and pitch position: ESA 2 coarse inputs EX2C and EY2C. If the
ESA 2 data is out of limits (EVES2 <EVES20K), then the ESA 1 coarse
inputs EX1C and EY1C are used.
If, at any time prior to MODE™3, both ESA data inputs are out of
limits (EVES2 <EVES20K and EVES1 <EVES10K), the software will delay 5
cycles ("2.5 sec) and then default to the back-up acquisition mode
(see Section B.3.12.2.3). If during the 5 cycle delay data from either
earth sensor becomes valid the delay counter is reset and the normal
acquisition mode will resume.
The pitch orbit rate bias Is disabled (SWTCHS=1).
Yaw position: Simple rate stabilization. (ELZ » KRLZ * WZ).
The control system will drive the control error ELZ and hence the rate
WZ to 0.
Roll, pitch and yaw rates: IRU (R2.P2.Y2)
2. Actuators: 4 SRWs with magnetic torquers for unloading momentum.
Thrusters will be disabled except for the first 30 seconds after
separation when they will be enabled to execute a "one shot" thruater
unload, in the event the launch vehicle imparts large rates to the
F.S. The system momentums SYSMOX, SYSPL, SYSMQZ are calculated and
compared to the threshold HTHX1, HTHYL, HTHZ1.' If the first
comparison shows low system momentum, thrusters will not fire and
JTHSW will be set to 1 and remain 1 disabling the thrusters
permanently. (The thrusters can then be reenabled only by ground
command.) If, however, the first comparison shows high system
momentum thrusters will fire until one of the following two conditions
are met:
a. All three components of the system momeiatum are. brought within
limits.
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b. The 30 second time limit is reached. If the 30 second time limit
Is reached JTHSW will remain 0, flagging possible residual
momentum. If the system momentum is all unloaded'JTHSW will be 0
during the time thrusters are firing and than be set to 1 after
all three components of momentum pass the comparison test.
3. Operation: The ACS software is initialized to mode I (MODE-1) at
launch. Nadir acquisition will commence 6 cycles ("*3 sec) after
separation. The launch vehicle is expected to release the FS such
that the spacecraft Z axis is within 3 degrc.es of the nadir vector,
and the acquisitions of local vertical is expected to take roughly 5
minutes. Nadir acquisition (mode 1) is completed when the 2 axis is
earth pointing within 9.7 deg, both roll and pitch rates are Ifiss than
1 dcg/sec and the yaw rate is less than 0.57 deg/scc. The yaw
orientation is arbitrary since it Is not controlled, but if no one-
shot thrusting is required the S/C X axis orientation is expected to
be within 3 degrees of the F.S. velocity direction. Assuming that
either one or the other ESA is always yielding valid data the flight
software will then set MODE»2 and control will then automatically pass
to mode 2. The above mode 1 terminataion conditions define Che
initial conditions for mode 2.
B.3.12.2.2 Mode 2 (Earth Acquisition, Orbit Plane)
1. Sensors:
Roll and pitch position: ESA 2 coarse Inputs EX2C and EY2C. The ESA
switching logic defined in Section B.3.12.2.1 for mode I is also used
in mode 2.
The pitch orbit rate bias is enabled. (SWTCHY-2)
Yaw position: gyrocompassing
The control system uses the LSA outputs to maintain the S/C 2 axis
pointing along the nadir vector. As the spacecraft orbits the earth
it will be forced to rotate about some axis to maintain nadir
pointing. If the S/C >'. axis is in the direction of the orbital
velocity, this rotation will be pure pitch. If, however, the X axis
is not In the direction of the velocity vector, nuiint.lining local
vertical pointing requires a roll and a pitch maneuver. These
maneuvers will be repeated each cycle yielding a roll and a pitch
rate. The sl:e of the K maneuver Is proportional to the yaw error and
opposite In direction. The yaw axis position error Is, therefore,
negatively proportional to the roll rate. (See Table B.3.12--O.)
Roll, pitch, yaw races: 1Kb' (R2.P2.Y2)..
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2. Actuators: 4 SRWs with magnetic torquers for unloading momentum.
3. Operation: Mode 2 will continue local vertical acquisition to within
2.9 degrees with roll and yaw rates less than .02 deg/sec and pitch
rate less than .057 deg/sec. In addition' node 2 will align the
spacecraft X axis along the velocity direction. When these orbit
plane acquisition conditions are met the software will set MODE2O1.
The ground operations team will then manually initiate stage 1 steller
acquisition by uplinking MODE-3 and MODE3l=l. Once this is done stage
1 and stage 2 steller acquisition will automatically be executed and
telemetry will report MODE=4 ~nd ICAL=2. The quaterions derived from
gyro and star data are not used to derive the control error until the
ground uplinks ICAL°3. See Section 3.4.2.2.4.
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VELOCITY
/ \ DIRECTION
/ \
Y Z
VELOCITY DIRECTION
•-/
CASE 1: THE X AXIS IS PROPERLY ALIGNED ALONG THE VELOCITY DIRECTION AND
THE Z AXIS HOLDS LOCAL VERTICAL AS THE SIC ROTATES ABOUT Y AT
THE ORBIT RATES.
LOCAL VERTICAL
. VELOCITY
>DIRECTION VELOCITY
/DIRECTION
CASE 2: THE X AXIS DOES NOT LIE IN THE ORBIT PLANE SO THE ORBIT RATE ABOUT
Y CAUSES THE Z AXIS TO LEAVE THE LOCAL VERTICAL
IMot
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B.3.12.2.3 Back-Up Earth Acquisition Mode
If at separation the earth pointing errors are >30 deg. it is probable that the
earth is not in the field of view of either earth sensor. If this situation
occurs the back-up earth acquisition mode will protect the payload instruments
from the sun. This is accomplished by pointing the -t-Z axis'along the'earth's
magnetic field vector and tracking the magnetic field until the field ... vector
points in the direction of the earth sun line away frnm the sun. At this point
the inertial hold mode is entered.
Stage 1: Magnetic field tracking from separation to the magnetic reference. (0
<TACS <TMTST1). See Figure B.3.12-4.
1. Sensors:
Roll and pitch position: Magnetometers
The control system drives the spacecraft such that the X and Y
components of the field vectors in body coordinates are Eero. Figure
B.3.12-5 shows the field vector B in body coordinates. BX and BY are
used to derive the control errors ELX and ELY. ELX = KRLX*WX +K.PRX
BEY/BMAG. Where + is determined by the value of SWTCH1, the direction
to the magnetic field. From Figure B-3.12-5 one can see that a
rotation about X is required to drive BY to fl.
The pitch orbit rate bias is disabled. (SWTCHY=«1)
Yaw position: Simple rate stabilization
Roll, pitch, yaw rates: IRU (R2.P2.Y2)
2. Actuators: 4 SRWs with both magnetic and thruster unloading disabled.
3. Operation: Stage 1 is entered if at any time prior to TAGS = TKTST1
both earth sensors fail to produce valid data. TAGS is the ACS time
which is initialized to 0 at separation and TMTST1 is a constant
defining the time when the spacecraft reaches the magnetic reference.
Magnetic field tracking is the control mode until TAGS =* TMTST1 at
which time control automatically passes to stage 2.
Stage 2: At the magnetic reference. TAGS = TMTST1
When the spacecraft reaches the magnetic reference the inertial hold
mode Is entered due to the following automatic software changes.
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a. SWTCH1 ~> 3
b. SWTCH2 —> 1
c. SWTCHY —> 1
d. MAGULD —> 1
e. SWTCHZ —> 1
2. BXG = BEY/3MAG
EYG = BEX/B1IAG
Use IRUs for roll and pitch positions
Disable the pitch position bi.au
Disable the pitch orbit rate bias
Enable magnetic unloading
Use simple rane stabilization for yaw position
Initialize the IRU integrated position
registers to the current value of the Y'X
field components (normalized).
Stage 3: Inertial hold from the magnetic reference to the poini: at which
reacquisition is attempted. TtfTSTl <TACS <T>frST2.
1. Sensors:
Roll and pitch position: IRU integrated position registers EXG
and EYG. The pitch orbit rate and position biases are disabled.
Yaw position: Simple rate stabilization.
Roll, pitch, yaw rates: IRU
Actuators: 4 SRWp with magnetic unloading enabled.
Stage 4: Reacquisition attempt. (TAGS ;>TMTST2)
When TAGS >^ TMTST2 the S/C attitude should . favorable for a
reacquisition attempt. At time T/-CS :- M^I'ST? th°spacecraft
intersects the imaginary line which connec' the centers of . the
earth and sun. At this time, if ESASTA >0 (earth sensors OK),
U-fTSTA is reset to 0 (TAMs not in use) and earth acquisition is
reattempted using earth sensors.
If magnetic t.racking is to be reenabled o.fte-.r exit from umbra of
the 1st revolution, the following parameters must be reset.
MODE •»• 1
ESACNT = 0
IRUSTA = 0
TMTSTA = 0
XODE2C = 0
TMTST1 & TMTST2
reset automatically by software
to the appropriate values defining the magnetic
reference pcint
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UMLRA SUNLINE FORJULY 31 LAUNC:
MAGNETIC
REFERENCE
FOR JULY 31
LAUNCH
-46 Dl£
TACS=TP.'TST1
EPARATION .
TACS =
EARTH
7
ORBIT PATH
INSTANTANEOUS
DIRECTION OF
MAGNETIC FIELD*
* LENGTH OF ARROWS
DOES NOT REFLECT
MAGNITUDE OF FIELD!
UMBRA ENTRY FOR
JULY 31 LAUNCH
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Y'
X = X1
Figure 3 shows that ro ta t ing the S/C axes about X is r j qu i r cd to drive BY to 0.
Note that the Y axis is perpendicular to B.
Figure 3.3.12-5. Ea r th Magnet ic Field Vector
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Table B.3.12-6. Switch Status
State
SWTCH1
SWTCHY
SWTCH Z
1
-Yaw to
Earth Mag.
Field
Pitch
Orbit rate
bias
Disable
Yaw = Simple
Rate
Stabilization
2 3 A
+Yaw to IRU data ESA data
Earth Mag. for Roll & Pitch for Roll & Pitch
Field Position Position
Pitch
Orbit rate
bias
Enable
Yaw «
Gyrocompaasing
1. Simple Rate Stabilization for Yaw Pos Error: ELZ « KRLZ * WZ
2. Gyrocompassing for Yaw Pos Error:
ELZ - KRLZ * WZ - KZ * KRLZ •> KPRZ * WX
3. Pitch Pos Sias: In the IRU accumulated error EYG use:
EYG - EYG + (WY - OME) " .512
instead of
EYG - EYG + WY * .512
A. Pitch Orbit Rate Bias:
For ESA use: use ELY - KTLY * (EYE * KPRY + WY - OME)
instead of ELY - KRLY * (EYE * KPRY + WY)
For IRU use: use ELY - KRLY * WY - OME +• KPRY * EYG)
instead of ELY - KRLY * (WY + KPRY * EYG)
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B.3.12.2.4 Mode 3 (Stellar Acquisition Stage 1) ]
1. Sensors: j
Roll and pitch position: ESA 2 as in mode 1 and 2.
Yaw position: Gyrocompassing
Roll, pitch and yaw rate: IRU (R2,P2,Y2)
2. Actuators; 4 SRWs with magnetic unloading enabled and thruster
unloading disabled.
3. Operation: The ground initiates the transfer to mode 3 by commanding
MODE » 3 and MODE3I - 1. -
When MODE is commanded to 3 EULERC begins to be called to calculate
the target quaternion Dl, D2, D3, D4. Since the Landsat-D mission is
earth pointing the target orientation is dependent upon F.S. orbital
position; EULERC is then called each .512 sec to recalculate the
desired pointing quaternir.n. The EPHEM processor provides to che
EULERC module the flight segment position vector P and velocity vector
V. The position and velocity vectors are calculated in the following
manner. The background processor UCUP uses 6 sets of 42 ground
uplinked fourier series coefficients to calculate the position and
velocity vectors at 1.0 minute intervals. To each "grid point"
position vector is added a position residual vector (3 components).
The 2.'i2 fourier coefficients must be updated once per day. The length
of the residual table depends on the time between table uplinks. UCUP
uses the fourier series coefficients and the residuals to calculate a
unique set of 45 intepolator coefficients to be used for each 10
minute intervals between grid points. Eight coefficients are needed
for each component of position and seven coefficients for each
component of velocity. The foreground processor EPHEM then uses the
interpolator coefficients to calculate the.F.S- position and velocity-
vectors at .512 second intervals. EULERC then uses the P and V
vectors to build the target reference frame. The target +Z axis is
aligned along -P and the target +X axis along +V. See Figure
B.3.12-6.
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FLIGHT
SEGMENT
Figure B.3.12-6. Landsat-D Target Orientation
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Stage I steller acquisition is performed by the module ECIUPD which is \
called by STELCOMP during mode 3. The option exists to use either the ]
normal mode or the backup node. The choice is impleaented by the . 5
ground setting of the flag SAQBU (1—> back-up code; 0 —> normal |
mode). " " \
Normal Mode: . j
In the normal mode the reference quaternion EPA 1,2,3,4 is initialized
using the earth and sun vectors. The earth and sun vectors are each
calculated in the ECI system (El and SI) and the body system (ES and
SV). The relationship betwe~en ECI and body coordinates is then.
derived from the components of these four three-component vectors.
The earth vector in body coordinates (ES) is calculated from the earth ;
pointing errors EXE and EYE with the approximation ESZ •
1/(SQRT(1+EXE*EXE+EY£*EYE)) used for the Z-
component. The sun vector in body coordinates is calculated from the
FSS inputs XP + YP with the approximation SZ •
1/(SQRT(1+XP*XP+YP*YP)). These components are then
transformed to body coordinates by the XF matrix to yield the SV
vector since XP and YP are measured with respect to the FSS
coordinates. The ECI sun vector, SI, is input from the solar
ephemeris module. The ECI earth vector", E_I_, is calculated from the
ephem«ris inputs as the unit vector opposite in direction to the FS
positive vector EI«-R/1R1. The ECI earth vector and the ECI sun
vector are then used to determine if the spacecraft geometry is
correct by performing 2 tests.
a. El SI <Cos 45 deg.;
b
-
 EI
Z _>SIN 75 deg.
If these tests pass CRATT is celled to use the components of EI,SI,ES
and SV to calculate the transformation matrix CVI from ECI to body
coordinates. EULER is then called to build the reference quaternion
EPA1 , EPA2, EPA3, EPA4 from the matrix CVI. The flag ECIATT is then
set to 1 flagging the initialization of the reference quaternion.
When ECIATT M, STELACQI will set MODE"4, MODE4I-1, SHODE3"! and
ICAL=1 and control will pass automatically to node 4. Stage 2
acquisition oust then be initiated from the ground by enabling the
update filter.
Back-up Mode:
The back-up mode Is entered when the ground commands S A Q B U ^ l . In this
mode the reference; qua te rn ion is set equal to the ta rget q u a t e r n i o n ,
E P A ( I ) =• D ( I ) . The normalized ea r th vector SSX and ESY are l imi ted to
LSD-WPC-263
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<2 X 10 EXP-5 and used as the update vector components SSI and SS2 for
the first reference update. SS3 is set to EZER, The bias vector
SS4.SS5.SS6 is set to 0,0,0. The flags VEC and UPDATE are set to 1
and ECIATT — > 2. STELCOHP will then transfer control to mode 4 by
setting MODE-4, MODE4I-1, SMODE3-1 and ICAL-1. The first update "then
executed by EULER I will use the SSI ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6 value set by the back-
up mode of ECIUPD.
B. 3. 12. 2. 5 Mode 4 - Earth Pointing Mode
As soon as MODE«I4 EULERI and ATTERR are called to propigate the reference
quaternion from gyro data and calculate the attitude error by computing the
error quaternion Cl, C2 , C3 , C4 as the rotation from the reference position EPA
to th target position D. Updates to the reference quaternion are perfonaad in
EULER I if UPDATE- 1.
B. 3. 12. 2. 5.1 Stage 2 Acquisition (MODE°4, ICAL°1).
1. Sensors:
Roll find pitch position: ES~A'2 data as in modes 1, 2 and 3
Yaw position: gyrocompass ing
Roll, pitch, yaw rates: IRU ( R 2 . P 2 . Y 2 )
2. Actuators: 4 SRWs with magnetic unloading enabled and thruster
unloading disabled.
3. Operation: Stage 2 acquisition (MODE"4, IC*o,Ml) controls the
spacecraft using earth sensors and gyrocoapassing ao in mode 3, while
the update filter Is called to use star tracker data to update the
reference quaternion and the gyro bias vector. Updates are nominally
performed each 32 sec by ttie update filter. Each .512. seconds the
module EPOINTI tests for attitude and gyro bias convergence. When
both tests pass ICAL is set to 2 , as a flag, to tell the ground it is
OK to use the error quaternion to generate the control errors. The
ground then initiates normal mode 4 operation by setting ICAL°3.
B. 3. 12. 2. 5. 2. Normal Mode 4 Operation (MODE-4, ICAL°3).
1 . Sensors :
Roll, pitch, yaw positions: R, P and Y positions are determined by
using gyro data to propigate the reference quaternion, then generating
the error quaternion as the rotation from 'body axis to the target
axis. The position errors arc then derived from the error quaternion
by the module ATTERR. The control errors are then derived from the
position and rate errors.
Roll, pitch and yaw rates: IRU (R2.P2.Y2)
LSD-WPC-263
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2. Actuators: 4 SRWs with magnetic unloading enabled and thruster
unloading disabled. (3 wheels for maneuvers)
3. Operation: Normal mode 4 operation is entered by ground setting
ICAL»3. At that time the normal node 4 control law is used. GYROCOMP
inputs gyro data and calculates the change in spacecraft position
since the last cycle (.512 sec), THETAX, THETAZ, THETAZ, and the
average rate, WX, WY and WZ, during that time.- EULERI then uses
THETAX,Y,Z to propigate the reference quaternion, EPA1,2,3,4. EULERC
uses the F.S. position P and velocity V to calculate Che target
quaternion Dl,2,3,4. ATTERR then calculates the error quaternion
Cl,2,3,4 from 01,2,3,4 and EPAl.2,3,4; and the error EX.SY.EZ from
Cl,2,3,4. WHLCOMP then upes EX.EY.EZ and WX.WY.WZ to derive the.
control errors and subsequent wheel commands, TWX,TWY,TWZ ,TWS. The
update filter continues to update the reference quaternion EPA1,2,3,4
and the gyro bias vector THETBX,Y,Z each 32 seconds using star tracker
data. See Section B.3.12.2.5.3 for update filter operation.
Offset Pointing:
Offset pointing is implemented in EULE?.C by setting OFFSET"! from the
ground.
Yaw offset only: If the desired offset is a yaw maneuver only the
ground need only uplink three parameters; IYSLEW-1 to enable the yaw
slew, NYSLEW=# of cycles which defines the length of the slew, and
IYSLEW-+1 defining the direction of the slew. The system table
parameters EYSLEW3 and EYSLEW4 are then used to generate a yaw bias on
the target quaternion which is incremented each cycle for the number
of cycles uplinked in the parameter NYSLEW. When the slew is complete
the offset will remain constant. To return to the nominal target, one
must uplink N'YSLEW, IYSLEW and JYSLEW with JYSLEW defining the
opposite direction. (Note that IYSLEW is reset to 0 by E'JLERC.) For a
yaw slew only the system table parameters Bl, B2, B3, B4 should be set
to 0,0,0,1.
General Offset:
Any offset can be commanded by using the Bl, B2, B3, B4 parameters
which represent the rotation from the nominal target to the desired
offset. As soon as the offset is commanded (OFFSET=l) the control
system will "see" the entire slew as an error and perform an eigen
axis nianeuve to drive the error to 0.
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B.3.12.2.5.3. The ACS uses the Update Filter to update the reference
quarternlon and gyro bias vector= See Section B.3.17.
B.3.12.2.6 Mode 7 (Orbit Adjust)
1. Sensors:
Roll, pitch, yaw positions: Integrated gyro data as in the mode 4
normal operations case.
Roll, pitch, yaw rates: IRU (R2.P2.Y2) (high rate mode)
2. Actuators: Thrusters with the RWAs disabled (WHLCOMP and WHLUNLD are
not called if MODE=7).
3. Operation:
a. Initialization: Mode 7 is initiated by ground command only by
setting MODE™7 and MODE7l=l. Upon these commands the gyros are
automatically commanded to the high rate, (.8 sec/count); the
torquer commands are zeroed, MX=MY=MZ-0; the appropriate REMs are-
enabled, (depending on the state of the flags ITHBMD (normal or
backup mode) and BKUPREM (Rems A/C or B/D for backup mode)); and
the parameters NOAPLS, OAPCH and OAYAW are set to 0. The latch
valves, however, are not automatically commanded. Prior to
initiating the maneuver by commanding MODE=7 the following must
be done:
(1) Set KODE7I=»1 —> initialize the orbit adjust
(2) Set ITiiSMD «• 0 —> Normal Orbit Adjust mode
1 —> Backup Orbit Adjust mode
(3) Set BKUPREM = 0 --> (For use in backup mode only)
™ 1 —> Rems (B/D) (if in backup mode)
(4) Set EXEBIAS and EYEBIAS if any maneuver has been performed.
The EXE and EYE ESA errors must be biased to maintain the
integrity of the 10 deg. termination test.
(5) Perform any necessary maneuvers using three wheels.
(6) Set up for any return yaw maneuver subsequent to the Orbit
Adjust.
(a) IYSLEWCMD - 1 Enable part Orbit Adjust maneuver
LSD-WPC-263
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(b) NYSLEWCMD - number of cycles for SLEW
(c) JYSLEWCMD >+l direction of SLEW
(7) Set NORBADJ - number of Orbit Adjust Pulses desired. -
o
rnro?arJ°n; ,f ?rbU adJU8t nan«uv« ^y ^ terminated in anyone of the following ways:
(1) NOPALS >NORBAOJ - Orbit Adjust will nominally terminate
because the desired number of Orbit Adjust pulses has been
NORBA^T i TLS C°UntS the nUmber °f °^bit Adjust pu l se?NORBADJ la the uplinked desied number of pulses. -
(2) TAGS >TOAXX - The maximum time of 600 sec has been exceeded,
iSt " mSl JTSAM " ThC 3°lar a"ay -°Sition ia «»t oflimits (>10 de.t  li its (>10 deg. off nominal). For certain Orbit Adjust
maneuvera TSAM may be set higher.
(4) SCFLAGS-3 The solar array potentiometer is bad.
(5) EXE-EXEBIAS- >ESMX (100\ ,
 no ,.vi^ ; io« termination test
or
EYE-EYEBIAS >ESMX (10°)
(6) The orbit adjust may be tenainated by ground command by
sending the following sequence.
(a) Disable REMS A , B , C , D
(b) Set MODE=4
(c) Set MODE4I-1
(d) Set IU4-0
(e) SS2-ISEV
(f ) SS1-SS3=SS4»SS5=SS6-0
(g) IENUNL-1 - Enable thruster unloading
(h) MAo'ULD-1 - Enable magnetic unload
(1) Command gyros to low rate (This must also I, done for
>-ases l , - , 3 and « also.)
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Normal mode: The control errors PX, PY and ?". are generated from
gyro data using position error and rate error and smoothed for
three samples. In the normal mode, all 4 orbit adjust thrusters
are used with the features of off pulsing, 91 and #4 in a given
pattern defined by the open loop firing pattern" table' to
compensate for torque generated because the center of thrust is
not coincident with the center of mass. If the orbit adjust
thruster $1 is off pulsed the -yaw attitude thruster is pulsed
for 280 msec. If the orbit adjust thruster #4 is off pulsed the
+pitch attitude thruster is pulsed for 280 nsec.
If either pitch or yaw errors exceed 1 deg., the open loop firing
pattern table is abandoned. Off pulsing of the O.A. thrusters is
then controlled by the attitude thrusting commands • For example-,
if a yaw attitude pulse is required, then O.A. Si is
automatically off-pulsed.
If the errors continue to grow in spite of the off pulsing the
software will disable the orbit adjust thrusters and begin usiiw
the attitude thrusters only. When the errors become within the
hysterisys limits, Orbit Adjust thrusting will resume. Pitch and.
yaw attitude thrusting with the Orbit Adjust thrusters disabled
is indicated when the errors are >3 deg. and is terminated when
the errors are <1 deg. Orbit Adjust thrusting may be interruptec
for as little as .256 sec. See Figure B.3.12-7. If the roll
errors magnitude reaches D3Y (~1 deg), the orbit adjust thrusters
will be disabled and attitude thrusters used until the roll error
magnitude drops below D3Y at which time Orbit Adjust thrusting is
resumed.
B.3-19O
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D
C=3°
Figure B. 3. 12-7. Mode 7 Thruster Hysteresis
d.
A-->B Normal open loop firing pattern for off pulsing //I and #4.
B->C Allow ACS thruster commands to override individual
thrusters. (For +Z and -Y errors only.)
D-E-G Disable orbit adjust thrusters and use
thrusters. (For +Z and +Y, not +roll)
attitude control
G-A Reenable orbit adjust thrusters and discontinue the use of
attitude thrusters except for the normal open loop off
pulsing cycles.
The parameters IHTY and IHTZ are set to 1 at point C and reset to
0 at point G. The parameter DISPAS flags the first pass with
orbit adjust thrusters OFF. The parameter ENAPAS flags the first
pass with orbit adjust thrusters ON.
Backup Orbit Adjust Mode: In the backup mode only two orbit
adjust thrusters are fired each cycle, either REM, A/C or REMS
B/D depending on the status'of the flag BKUPREM (l-->use B/D, 0—
>use A/C). If the magnitude of any of the control errors +Pitch,
+Yaw, and +roll is greater than D2(D2=2 deg.), then the orbit
adjust th7usters are disabled and attitude thrusting takes place
until all +pitch and +yaw and +roll errors are less than D2 Orbit
Adjust thrusting then resumes.
psg^
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e. Pulse Counting and Termination: The pulse counting and
termination test is the same for both normal and backup modes.
The length of the maneuver is specified by the ground by
uplinking to the parameter NORBADJ the total number of
milliseconds of thruster firing desired. If an OA thruster is
commanded to fire during a particular thruster module cycle its
dedicated counter is incremented by 256, unless an attitude pulse
on that axis had been commanded the previous cycle. In the
latter case the attitude thrusing will spill over into the
current cycle. Since attitude pulses ae 280 .msec and an OA
thruster cannot fire if the corresponding attitude thruster is
firing the OA thruster will come on 24 -asec into the current
cycle and fire for 232 msec. Therefore, in the case wiiere the
corresponding attitude thruster was firing and .burning the
previous cycle the dedicated OA counter is incremented by only
232. At the end of each cycle all 4 dedicated OA counters are
added and stored in NOAPLS.
NOAPLS»NOMS1+NOMS2+NOMS3+NOMS4, and the termination condition,
NOAPLS _>NORBADJ, is raeasured in milliseconds. It should be notes?
that typically the normal mode will increment NOAPLS by 1024 each
cycle (if no off pulsing) while the backup mode will increment
NOAPLS by 512. In addition milliseconds of attitude pulsing are
counted in resistors NACS1, NACS2, NACS3, NACS4, NACS5, and
NACS6.
B.3.12.3 Attitude Control (ACS) Software Constraints
TBD
B.3.12.4 Attitude Control (ACS) System Tables
9B.3-192
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Entry None TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Descrlition
OBC System Table #50 (ACS Mode Control Parameters)
MODE
MODEII
MODE 3.1
A MODE4I * F
5 MODE?I
o ACS mode of operation
o Bit definition
-1—>Earth Acq ("adir oaly)
=2—>Earth Acq (Orbit plane",
-»3—>Steliar Acq
-•4—>Earth Pointing
"7—>0rbit Adjust
ESACQI e Earth acquisition initialize
flag
o Bit definition (0:D1S, 1:ENA)
o Set to 0 in ESACQI after
initialization of aode 1
thus preventing
reinitialization
o Reset to 1 by ground only
STELACql o Stellar acquisition
e Initialize flat;
o Bit definition (0:Dis, 1:ENA)
o Coinmaaded, by ground only,
to 1 in order co pass
control from, osode 2 to Z.
(Gvound must also command
MODE=3)
EPOIMTI o Earth pointing initialize
flag
o Bit definition (O-.DIS, 1:ENA)
o Set in ST&LACQ upon i
completion of 3TAG1 Acq i
o Used in EPOINTI to enable !
the Update Filter and j
implement STAG2 Acq . '•
j
ORBADJI a Orbi.t adjust initialize j
flag
e Bit Definition (O-.DIS, l:c_NA)
 :
/^ggresgaBSiSsSi^ SiisaaEass^ Saisja^ SaiB^^
Entry Name
6
9
10
11
12
15
ICAL
HTHX!
imm
HTiiZl
FIX
FIV
FIX
1 \SLEW
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Using
TLM Type Subroutine Description
C
C
C
C
C
QWHLCOMP
ESACQI
ESACQI
ESACQI
ESACQI
ESACQI
ESACQI
EULERC
9 Set by ground to 1 to enable
entry into the mode
initialization branch of
ORBADJI. To enter mode 7
the ground must also command
HODE-7
o Reset to 0 by ORBADJI. -
• Acquisition/earth pointing
flag
a Set to 0 by STELACQI on
initialization of mode 3
o Set to 1 by STELACQI on
completion of STAGE 1 acq.
« Set to 2 by EPOINTI on
completion of STAGE 2 acq.
e Set to 3 by Ground command
to enable the normal branch
of WHLCOMP
* Used by WHLCOMP
initialize flag
o System momentum threshold
e Used in ESACQI to determine
whether a "one shot"
thruster unload is required
at separation
Roll, pitch and yaw moments
of inertia
Used in ESACQI and in the
thruster unload branch of
WHLUNLD to calculate system
momentum.
e Yaw slew enable (=1)/disable
(=0) flag .
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Entry Name
Using
TLM Typo Subrout ine
14
13 IYSLEW
16 TIMDLY
17 ELVTH
KI.VT1U
WTH
WTHl
EULERC
EULERC
EACOMP
EACOM1
KAOW1
Descr ip t ion
o Used in the offset pointing
branch of EULERC to enable
a yaw slew
o Yaw slew cycle counter
e Used in the offset pointing
branch of EULERC to control
the slew time
o Ystw slew d i rec t ion (*/.-l)
o Used In tho o f f s e t po in t ing
branch o*' K U L E K C to d e f i n e
the s o l a n t y of tlu; yaw rate
biaa
o Time d e l a y be fo re EAQ
enabled
o Us-id In EACONP Co I m p l e m e n t
a 6 cycle Ucl t ty be fore
enttr l - . i j ; the .tcq loij lc of
E.'.COMV
e Acq . pos . t h r e s h o l d \
e Used 1 1\ tho K A C O M 1 mode 1
c o m p l e t i o n tos t
9 Mode 1 coup le t Ion les t :
/FXE/\KLV7' . ; .v.u', / E Y K / < K 1 A ' T H
/ W X / < W H 1 ; /WY,- \WTHl ; iind
e Acij . pos . t h r e sho ld 2
c Used In the KACOMt'l mode 2
cr . inplo 1 1 v.n t e:i t
o Mo Jo - c o m p l i i t l o n tt ' ,-;t:: •
:ind /EYK/xELVTHl
VVH; .ind
e Aoq - r .- i te . r h r e s h o Id I ,2 .
.'Uld .«
e Used In KAOW1 I\M' rao.le I
.•n\>l - c o m p U-f '. or, T t - M t s . See
e n t r t c ' s '. -' .- tuvt 1 :» . ihov iv .
t '*'1^ ?^iI?'^
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Entry Masse TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
21 WTH2
22 WO
C
C
EACOMP1
EULERC
23 SMODE3 * STELACQ
24 SMODE4
25 TMTST1 EACOMP
e Orbital angular rate
a Used in EULERC to set up the
commanded spacecraft rates
WCX, Y, Z Nominally
WCX°WCZ"0; WCY-WO
e Steller acq subraode f lag
9 Set in STELACQI
e Used in STELACQ
e 0—>ECI reference is not yet
ini t ial ized, the mode is
sti l l Stage 1 acquisit ion.
Stage 1 acquis i t ion calls
SCIUPD to ini t ia l ize the
re fe rence quaternion using
der ived earth and sun
vectors
o l-->Thu reference qua t e rn ion
has been in i t i a l i zed by
EC1UPD and Stags 2 has
begun. Stage 2 acquisit ion
is a t t i t u d e convergence
using the UPDATE FILTER
processor
e E a r t h point ing submode
o Set to 1 - ea r th po in t ing
o Not used
e Tiae between separation and
magne t ic r e f e r ence not to
be less than ISO sec
e Used in EACOMP to. Lock out
f u r t h e r use of Che TAMS for
m a g n e t i c f i e l d c r a c k i n g
a f t e r the S/C has passsod
' t h e n / jgne t t c r e f e r e n c e .
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
26 TMTST2
27 POLRTY
28 ESCNTT
29 PA11
30 PA22
(Used for Back-up acq.
mode)
EACOMP o Time bet separation and
earth acq. opportunity if
magnetometer acq. was used
at SIT.
o Used by EACOMP to reenable
earth sensor data
processing for acquisition.
Used when the initial
attempt to use earth
sensors fails and magnetic
tracking mode is entered.
EACOMP2 o Yaw direction to mag. field
(0:+YAW, 1:-YAW)
o Used in EACOMP2 to set the
yaw axis orientation during
back-up earth acquisition.
EACOMP2 e Consecutive earth sensor
errors during earth
acquisition
o Used by EACCMP2 as the
number of cycles to
delay upon invalid
earth sensor data
before switching to
magnitometers.
EPOINTI e Earth pointing position
error/gyro bias convergence
threshold
EPOINTI o Used in EPOINI to implement
the Stage 2 Acq. Completion
Test
LSD-WPC-263
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Entry Name
Using
TLM Type Subroutine Description
31 MAGREF
32 MODEP
EACOMP e Magnetic reference flag
0»NOT Al Magnetic reference
1BAT or past reference
e Used in EACOMP to allow the
the g, .'o registers to be
initialized to values
determined by the magnetic
field components. The
test of MAGREF is only
performed if TACS<TMTST1,
i.e. 1st rev only.
MODEFD e Past value of MODE
e> MODE is transferred to
MODEP!as the last
function preformed by
the ACS processor before
return to the SCP.
I
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Entry
OBC Sy_
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
/8
30
32
34
36
Name TLM
stem Table //'51 (G>
ecu
GC12
GC13
GC21
GC22
GC23
GC31
GC32 -
GC33
GSFHX
GSFHY
GSFHZ
GSFLX
CSFLY
GSFLZ
THETBX
THETBY
THETBZ
IGYX
Type
TO Data
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
V
C
Using
Subroutine Description
Compensation Parameters)
GYROCOMP • Gyro axes to body axes
transformation matrix.
o Used in GYROCOMP to
transform raw filtered gyro
data from gyro to S/C body
coordinates.
GYROCOMP o Gyro X,Y,Z; high, low scale
factor.
«» Used, in GYROCOMP to convert
counts to RADIANS.
0 The use of the high or low
rate scale factor is
determined by bit CHNL of
SENSTA.
GYROCOMP o Roll, pitch, yaw gyro rate
bias.
o Used in GYROCOMP
& Calculated by the update
filter or uplinked from the
ground.
GYROCOMP o X,Y,Z gyro selection flag
37
38
IGYY
IGYZ
0°gyro 1
l=gyro 2
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Entry Name
Using
TLM Type Sul . iut ine Description
OBC System Table 052 (Uplinked Euler Parameters)
OFFSET
10
12
EPHEMFLG *
Bl
B2
B3
B4
EYSLEW3
EYSLEW4
14 YRTBSNOM
EULERC « Offset pointing flag
o 1—>enter the.offset
pointing branch of EULERC.
e Set to 1 by ground command
or by ORBADJI if
IYSLWCMD-1
• Set to 0 by ground only
EULERC a Ephemeris source flag
& Used in EULERC
o Set by ground command only
9 0—>GPS; 1—> ground data
EULERC o Offset pointing euler
parameter set
o Used by EULERC in the offset
pointing branch to build the
offset target
EULERC & Third and fourth Euler
parameters describing the
yaw slew
« Used in the offset pointing
branch of EULERC.
EYSLEWl.2,3,4 are used to
transform the offset
pointing parameters
81,2,3,4 into the temporary
outer paraneters EQ. EQ is
then used Co obtain the
offset pointing enter
parameters 01,2,3,4.
o EYSLEWl and EYSLEW2 are
always j0—>only yaw
.slews
EULERC o Nominal yaw slew rate
o Used by the offset pointing
branch of EULERC to control
the slew ..-ate.
LSD-UTC-263
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Entry
OBC Sjr
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Name
stem Table
S EL MAG
KBXX
KBXY
KBXZ
KBYX
KBYY
K.BYZ
KBZX
KBZY
KBZZ
BXB
Using
TLM Type Subroutine
#53 (Magnetometer Parameters)
* F MAGNET •
o
. C MAGNET o
C
C
C
C 9
C
C
C
C
V MAGNET e
Description
Magnetometer select flag
(1-MAG. 1, 2-MAG. 2)
Used in MAGNET
Coefficients used in the
compensation of the input
for the effects of the
magnetic torquer bars
Used in MAGNET
1
!
•
Components of three-axis
11
12
13
BYB
B Z B
BO
V
V
C
15
MO
KMS
MAGNET
MAGNET
MAGNET
magnetic fid bias vector -
roll component
o Used in MAGNET
a Magnetometer zero o f f s e t
compensation
o Used in MAGNET
o Torquer bar dipole moment
zero o f f s e t compensat ion
o Used in MAGNET
o Magne tomete r scale f a c t o r
o Used in nagnet
OBC System Table #54 (Wheel Tach Pa ramete r s )
WiILTAC0 KWS o Tach counts to noraentua
conv f a c t o r
o Uaed in WliLTAC
LSD-WPC-263
9
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Entry
OBC Sy_
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Name
stem Table
All
A12
A13
A14
A15
A16
A17
A18 -
A19
A21
A22
A23
A24
A25
A26
A27
A28
A29
Using
TLM Type Subroutine Description
#55 (FSS Calibration Coefficients)
C FSSCAL « Fine Sun Sensor calibration
C coefficients X axis.
C e Used in FSSCAL to calibrate
C XP.
C
C
C
C
C
C FSSCAL o Fine Sun Sensor calibration
C coefficients Y axis.
C o Used in FSSCAL to calibrste
C YP.
C
C
C
C
C
!
J
1
T cn_i.m<"'_'>£
QUALITY
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Entry
OBC Sijr
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Name
stem Table
ESASEL
KXC1 •
KYC1
KXF1
KYF1
KXC2
KYC2
KXF2
KYF2
BXC1
BYC1
BXF1
BYF1
BXC2
BYC2
BYF2
BYF2
EVES 1 OK
EVES20K
Using
TLM Type Subroutine
#56 (Earth Sensi-r Parameters)
* V ESPROC e
o
C ESPROC o
C
C «
C
C
C
C
C
C ESPROC e
C
C o
C
C
C
C
C
C ESPROC e
C
o
o
Description
ESA selection flag (ItUNIT 1,
<>1: UNIT2) .
Used in ESPROC to use either
ESA1 or ESA2 as the first
choice for the ESA data-
source.
Coarse/fine ESA 1/2
Roll/Pitch gain constants.
Used in ESPROC
Coarse/fine ESA 1/2
Roll/pitch OFFSETS.
Used in ESPROC
ESA 1 ,2 data validity
threshold
Used in ESPROC
If ESASEL-1 then the ESA I
data (EVES1) Is compared to
EVES10K. If then EVES1
>EVES10K then the ESA1
data is used. IF the
above test fails then
attempt is made to use
data f roa ESA2.
T cn — r.rDf— ")c
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Entry
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
Name
EPES1
EPES1
EPES1
EPES1
EPES2
EPES2
EPES2
EPES2
Using
TLM Type Subroutine
C WHLACQ
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
Description
e Euler parameters which
describe the ESA 1, 2
mounting errors
o Transferred to ECTM1 ,
2,3,4 (either EPES1
(1,2,3,4) EPES2
(1,2,3,4) depending
on the value of
ESASTA) in F.SPROC, Then
ECTMl.2,3,4 is used by
WHLACC if ESA data is .
being used to drive the
acq . control errors.
j^^ *fe*»'!Fi^ l^^ g%i^
"\
Cr
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Entry
OBC Sy_
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
ij
35
1
36
Name
stem Table
IW4
A1X
A1Y
A1Z
A2X '
A2Y
A2Z
AF1X
AF1Y
AF1Z
AF2X
AF2Y
AF2Z
BIX
B1Y
BIZ
BF1X
BFIY
BK1Z
EL
ELM
Using
TLM Type Subroutine
057 (Wheel Command Parameters)
V WHLCOHP a
o
e
C WHLCOMP «
C
C e
C
C
C
C WHLACQ e
C
C
C o
C
C
C WHLCOMP a
C
C e
C WHLACQ o
C
C
e
C WHLACQ o
o
C WHLACQ o
Description
4 wheel control flag
1-4 wheels; 0°3 wheels
Used in WHLCOMP
Roll, pitch, yaw filter-
coefficients
Used in WHLCOMP to filter
the raw wheel drive
commands for mode 4 use
only, (with ICAL-3)
Roll, pitch, yaw filter
coefficients for acq. modes
1 ,2,3 and 4 with 1CAL<3.
Used in WHLACQ
Roll, pitch, yaw filter
coefficients
Used in WHLCOMP to filter
the raw wheel drive commands
for mode 4 , ICAL°3.
Roll, pitch, yaw filter
coefficients for acq. modes
1 ,2,3 and 4 with 1CAL<3.
Used in WHLACQ
Positive earth acq. error
limit.
Used in the 2 stage filter of
WHLACQ
Negative earth acq. error
l i m i t
* Used in the 2 s tage f i l t e r of-
i/HLACQ
SVS-10266
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Entry
37
39
41
43
44
:
I
46
47
Name
EXL
EYL
EZL
FLMT
FLMTM
IDXL
IDYL
IDZL
Using
TLM Type Subroutine
C WHLCOMP
C
C
C WHLACQ
C
C WHLCOMP
C
C
Description
e Attitude error limits roll,
pitch and yaw
o Used in WHLCGKF (normal mode 4
branch
9 Positive & negative earth acq..
filter limit>SV
e Used in the 2 stage filter of
WHLACQ
o Axial attitude error data
double integral limits -
roll, pitch, yaw
s Used in WHLCOMP (normal aode 4,
branch)
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
IXL
IYL
IZL
KDIX
KDIY
KDIZ
KIX
KIY
KIZ
KPRX
KPRY
K?RZ
;<?x
KPY
KPZ .
C
C
C
C
C
o
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
u
WHLCOMP e Att i tude arror integral
limits - roll, pitch, yaw
o Used in the normal mode 4
branch of WHLCOMP
WHLCOh? o Double Integra] gains; roll,
pi tch, yaw
« Used in the noraal niode 4
branch of WHLCOtt?
e Axial integral gains; roll,
pitch and yaw
e Used in the noroal aode 4
branch of WHLCOMP
WHLACQ o Rol l , p i tch and yaw earth
acquis i t ion posit ion error
gains
o Used in WHLACQ
WHLCOMP o Rol l , p i t ch and yaw posi t ion
er ror gains .
Q Used in the noroal T.ode 4
4 b r a n c h of WliLCOM?
B.3-2O6
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Entry
63
64
65
66
67
68
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
Name
KRLX
KRLY
KRLZ
KRY
KRY
KRZ
K2
PLMT
PLMTM
SKP
SV LI-IT
SVLMTM
SWLMT
SWLMTM
TLM Type
C
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
Using
Subroutine Description
i
WHLACQ e Roll and pitch eart'.i acq.
rat,-i error gains
« Used in WHLACQ
WHLACQ e Yau earth acq. rate error
o Used in WHLACQ
« Ra*:e error gains for roll,
pitch and yaw
9 Used in the normal mode 4
branch of WHLCOMP
WHLACQ o Yaw gyro compassing error i
gain
o Used in WHLACQ for the yaw
*rror determination if i
SWITCHZ-2
Wli'LCOMP e Positive and negative
f i l t e r o u t p u t l imits ;
o Used in the nora.il node 4
branch of WHLCOMP ;
WHLCOMT e Skewed wheel rate gain
<» Used in the 4-w'.ieel control '•
bra.ich of WHLCOMP
i
WHLOOMP o Positive -ind negative !
4-wheil controller limit 1
e Used in the 4-wheel control
!
branch of WHLCOKP for the i
determinat ion r-f the skewed
'wheel coaniand _ [
i
VHLCOMP e Pos i t ive . and negat ive.
4-wheul controller lir"'. t 2
* Used in '.he 4-wheel control '
branch of VHLCOMP for the
de te rmina t ion of the skewed
91
92
93
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Entry
I
78
•
79
i
i 80
81
82
83
84
Name
W4CMD
ACEAORB
WilLMT
WHLMTM
WYL
WXL
WZL
TLM Type Subroutine Descr ipt ion
WHLCOMP o Commanded skewed wheel
momentum
9 Used in the 4-wheel control
branch of WHLCOMP
C o ACE enabled for RW/MT cmds
(0:A, 1:B)
C WHLCOMP • Pos i t ive and negat ive f i n a l
C wheel command l imi t
• Used in the normal mode-4
branch of WHLCOMP
C WHLCOMP o P i t ch , roll and yaw rate
C error 1 Iml ts
C • Used In the normal raodo-4
brunch of WHLCOMP
K1P99S8
89 K1P99S2
K61PIL
K.N64P60
KIXH)12
KP458S3
WHLCOMP
C
C
WHLCOMP
WHLCOMP
o Twice th-> no rma l raw who« l
command l i m i t
o Used to l i m i t T W ( X . V , : * . ) C
p r i o r to the f i l t e r t n
the no rma l cede 4 branch
of W H L C O M P
c TPRS a n t e n n a conve r s ion
f a c t o r s
o lh>vl (.n tho no rail mo.le 4
br.-mcti of WHLCOMP to
c o n v e r t D K L T N A . K C o P 1 . 2 . J
o T D K S counts to ac.ce io rat (on
::<.:;! le f a c t or 3
« Used 1 n W H L C O M P (Mode--i
noniia I opo.r.it Ions )
« TOKS antenna compensaf.! on
e leva C ton 1 l:ni t
SVS-10266
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
95
96
SKI
WHLMTD
WHLCOMP
9 Used in the normal mode-4
branch of WHLCOMP
• Skewed wheel controller gain
© Used in the 4-wheel command
branch of WHLCOMP
98
99
WHLMTA
WHLMTAM
C
C
WHLCOMP
WHLCOMP
Final wheel command limit
(Pos and Neg)
Used in WHLCOMP to limit
TW(X,Y,Z)C after the TDRS
compensations have been
added
!.S»-i.TC-:t>3
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
OBC System Table l?58 (Thruster Command Parameters)
IHTBMD
BKUPREM
PMEFLG
BIASX
BIASY
BIASZ
F THRUSTER e Backup orbit adjust mode
& ORBADJI © Controlled by.ground command
only
o Used by THRUSTER and ORBADJI
to choose normal or
backup O.A. mode
F THRUSTER o Back up 0/A REM flag
a Used in THRUSTER to choose
REMs A/C or B/D if the
Bac..-Up O.A. mode is
chosen
C o 0/A PME RIU A/B flag
(O-.RIU A, 1:RIU 5)
o Used In puoc CMDSPM
F THRUSTER o Roll position error bias
* Used in THRUSTER in the
calculation of the O.A.
control error TTX
F THRUSTER e Pitch, yaw position error
F bias
e B I A S Y , 2 are used in the
ca lcu la t ion of TTx'.Z and
are n o m i n a l l y - 0. If
OAPCH > .03 RAD or OAYAW
<-.03 RAD BIASY or Z Is
Incremented by .00873
RAD. Tests on OAPCH,
YAW are prefonas in
mode 7 by T H R U S T E R once
per m i n u t e . I £ OAPCH
or O A Y A W is out of
l i m i t s the open loop
f i r i n g p a t t e r n i s
a l t e r e d as w e l l as
L.SD-WFC-.163
B.3-223
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
10
11
12
13
HTKP
HTKR
OAFL1
OAFL2
IOPEN
MHTLIM
C
C
C
C
OALMT
MOALMT
C
C
KP1JLD
the bias changed.
BIASY and BIASZ can
be reset to 0 by
ground command only.
THRUSTER o Orbit adjust control error
position and rate gains-
THRUS1ER o Used in THRUSTER in the
calculation of TTX.Y.Z
« O.A. attitude error gain 1,2
Used in THRUSTER in the
calculation of OAPCH and
OAYAW
ORBADJI » Large center of thrust-
& THRUSTER center of mass offset flag
9 Used in OR3ADJI and THRUSTER
o Set by ground command only
THRUSTER a Firing pattern change
counter threshold
o Used tn THRUSTER to control
the timing of Che firing
pattern change test
TIIUUSTER o O.A. pitch and yaw error
THRUSTER limit
o Used In the firing pattern
test of TKKU.STER as the
limits to which OAPCH
and OAYAW are compared
to
ORHAD.II » Rebuild thrvstiT firing
pattern (I lENA, 0:DIS)
o Used In ORBAOJl to rebuild
the thrustor firing patto.ru
in The o.vcnt It had been
change by the firing
pattern loop of THRUSTKK
SVS-10266
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Entry
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
Name
BIAS873
BIASM017
BIASM017
NLMTS
MLMTS
D1Y
D1Z
TLM Type
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
Using
Subroutine Description
e Set by ground only
o Pitch/yaw bias adjustment
e BIAS873 is the amount by
which BIASY or/and BIASZ
are changed each loop of
the firing pattern change
logic
e Positive and negative pitch
bias adjustment
THRUSTER a Pitch and yaw firing pattern-
index limit
e Used in the firing pattern
change logic of TKRUSTER
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
D2X
D2Y
D2Z
D3X
D3Y
D3Z
OACX
OACY
OACZ
THRUSTER & Negative pitch/yaw
hysteresis switch threshold
THRUSTER a Used in THRUSTER for the
normal O . A . mode only
C THRUSTER o Low thrust roll, pi tch, yaw
C error limit
C o Used in THRUSTER when
back-up O . A . commanded or
when the high thruster are
disabled
C THRUSTER * Posit ive roll , p i t ch , yaw
C hysteresis switch threshold
C e Used in THRESHOLD for the
normal O . A . mode only
C THRUSTER o Roll , p i t ch , and yaw
C back-up O . A . mode control
C error gains
e Used THRUSTER for backup
O . A . mode onlv
LSD-WPC-263
B.3-:
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Entry Name VLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
31
32
33
34
35
NCOUNT
ORBADJ
ISAM
TOAMX
ESMX
36 IYSLWCMD
37 NYSLWCMD
THRUSTER « Open loop f ir ing pattern
array Index limit
o Used in THRUSTER
ORBADJI 9 Orbit adjust mode commanded
pulse count
e Used in the O.A. termination
test in ORBADJI
ORBADJI 9 Solar array position error
limit
• Used in the O . A . termination
test in ORBADJI
ORBADJI a Orbit adjust time limit
e Used in the O.A. termination
teat in ORBADJI
ORBADJI o Orb i t adjust rol l /pi tch ESA
error limit
« Used in the O.A. termination
test in ORBADJI
a Used as the test limit for
the compensated earth
sensor errors EXE-EXEBIAS
and EYE-EYEBIAS
ORBADJI e Yaw slew enable f l ag
( 0 : D I S , l : E N A )
o Used in ORBADJI to enable
the o f f s e t processing
branch of E U L E R C
ORBADJI e Yaw slew coun te r in i t ia l
value
o Used in ORBADJI to transfer
an initial value of the slew
time to NYSLEW. (NYSLEW =
initial value of the slew
counter in EULERC)
LSD-WPC-263
B.3-226
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
38
39
40
41
42
JYSLWCMD
TSAK
EXEBIAS
EYEBIAS
ISEV
ORBADJI
C
C
ORBADJI
ORBADJI
ORBADJI
» Yaw slew direction
(+1:+YAW, -1.--YAW)
a Used in ORBADJI to t ransfer
the slew di rec t ion to
JYSLEW. (JYSLEW is the
direction of the slew
used in EULERC. . - -
e Solar array noon position
« Roll and pi tch ear th sensor
bias
« Used in the O . A . termination
test in ORBADJI
e State vector SS2 reset value
9 Used in ORBADJI
LSD-UTC-:63
B.3-227
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Using
Subroutine Description
PEG System Table #59 (Monentum Unloading Parameters)
MAGULD
IENUNL * C
INIUNL * C
IMOMUN * C
FAILW
WHLUNLD
.WHLUNLD
WKLUNLD
WHLUNLD
WHLCCMP
o Magnetic unloading enabled
flag
o Set by EACOMP or ORBADJL
(on reentry to MODE /O
e Used by WHLUNLD
o 0=DSBL 1=E"AB
o Nominally MAGULD-1
9 Thruster unloading enable
flag
o Used in WHLUNLD. If-0 the
thruster unload branch
will -be bypassed
a Set=l in ESACQI if a one
time unload is desired
at separation
e Thrus ter unloading
i n i t i a l i z a t i o n f l ag
e Used in WHLUNLD
(1-initialize thrus ter
unloading)
a Momentum unload select f lag
o 1—> unload sys t em momentum
^1—>.unload wheel momentum
a Set in ESrtCQI
o Used in WHLUNLD
Failoti wheel f l ag
Used in WHLCOMP by the. fa i led
wheel logic
Set by ground command only
=1—> Roll wheel failed
"2—> Pitch wheel failed
=3—> Yaw wheel failed
=4—> All wheels are OK
LSD-WPC-263
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
5
6
7
8-13
15
16
17
KMX
KMY
KMZ
TRQLVL
ITPOS
ITNEG
UMLDIM
TIMING
C WHLUNLD o Magnetic unloading gains
C roll, pitch, yaw
C o Used in WHLUNLD
V WHLUNLD o Thruster torque array Rl,
PI, Y.1, R2, P2, Y2
9 Used by WHLUNLD to determine
the available thrust for
each thrusters
C WHLUNLD o Positive and negative torque
C level index
o Used in WHLUNLD
C WHLUNLD e Unloading delay t imer
o Usad in WHLUNLD
C WHLUNLD e Delay timer increment
o Used in WHLUNLD
LSD-WPC-253
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
PEG System Table #60 (Stellar Acquisition .Parameters)
XKZ
YGFA1
YCFA2
YGF31
SAQBU
C STELCOMP e Yaw gryo-compassing gain
9 Used in STELCOHP for steller
acq- gyro compassing
C STELCOMP o Yaw gyrocompassing
C Filter 1,2,3
C 0 Used in STELCOMP for steller-
acq. gyro compassing
C ECIUPD e Stellar acq. backup flag
(0: NORMAL, i.: BACKUP)
e Used in ECIUPD to implement
either the normal or backup
mode of steller acq.
e Normal mode used measured
values, of the earth and
sun vectors to derive an
initial value for the
reference quaternion
o Backup mode uses uplinked
as the initial values for
the reference quaternion
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.12.5 Attitude Control (ACS') Telemetry
The following is a tabulation of telemetry parameters available from the ACS
Processor via OBC Teleaetry Reports 1 through 12. The report tabulation
contains:
Eitry Number - location of TLM point in report (this is offset from
report entry point)
Name - As designated by scrcwaie
Generating Subroutine -Processor subroutine which calculates
or sets software telemetry point.
Description/Comment - Explains telemetry point provides
other details of TLM points use and meaning.
For more detailed information such as scale, units, length and value of TLM
point see SVS-10130 Landsat-D Flight Segment Computer Program Design
Specification. ;
LSD-UTC-263
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Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
OBC TLM Report 1 (ACS 01)
0
2
4
6
9
12
15
13
21
THETAX
THETAY
THETAZ
DNGX
DNCY
DNGZ
NGXF
NGYF
NGZF
GYROCOMP e Angular increments of the
spacecraft X, Y, and Z axes since
the last measurement processed
by the ACS processor. (.256 sec if
MODE =7; .512 sec if MODE «*-4)
« THETAX,Y,Z are calculated from
filtered gyro data with
compensations for misalignment and
bias errors included.
GYROD o Raw gyro difference data from
GYROFLTR of the gyro data
acquisition processor GYROD.
e DNGX.Y.Z is not filtered or
compensated for misalignment or
bias errors.
o Ths GYROD processor is called each
.064 sec and inputs the contents
of the 6 IIP 24 bit gyro data
registers and stores the data in
NGX1, NGX2, NCYl, NGY2 , NGZ2, NGZ2
DNGX.Y.Z are then the difference
between successive readings of the
selected channels; NGXl or NGX2,
NGY1 or NGY2, NGZ1 or NGZ2.
GYROFLTR e Total gyro angular data input each
.064 sec from the IIP. (The 3
selected channels only)
e The data is filtered by the 2
stage filter of GYROFLTR unless:
MODE = 7, or THRUST - 1, or
MODE = 1 and SMODE1 • = 0;-but the
data is not compensated for
misalignment or bias errors.
o_NG(X,Y,Z)F are the product of
CYROFLTR of the GYROD processor.
The spacecraft control processor
LSD-WPC-263
B.3-219
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Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
03C TLM Report 2 (ACS 02)
0
1
I 10
WGX
WGY
WGZ
WX
WY
WZ
EX
EY
GYROCOMP
GYROCOMP
(SCP) then inputs these data to
calculate the. gyro difference
data. (GYDIF(!)»NG(I)F»NG(I)H,
where NG(I)F is the past reading
of NG(I)F and I =• X,Y,Z. The SCP
processor is called each .256
sec and if MODE=4, the ACS -
processor is called each .512
sec. Under these conditions
(GYOIF(I)) is calculated every
other calling of the SCP.
® Angular displacement of the
spacecraft X,Y,Z axes compensated
for misalignment but not bias
errors.
e WGX.Y.Z is the result of an inter-
mittent calculation in GYROCOMP.
e X,Y,Z components of the spacecraft
angular velocity vector.
o WX,Y,Z are the final result of
GYROCOMP calculated from filtered
gyro data and compensated for
misalignment and bias errors.
e X,Y,Z component of the attitude
error vector calculated from
filtered gyro data with misalign-
ment compensation and bias errors
included.
o EX,Y,Z are calculated from the
error quaternion components Cl, C2
C3 using Ln<: small angle
approximation
EX=-2*Cl« *SIN( e/2)'
B.3-22O
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Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
12
15
18
21
24
EPA1
EPA2
EPA3
EPA4
NHT
EULER I
THRUSTER
OBC TLM Report 1 (ACS 03)
0 EPD1 EULERC
2 EPD2
4 EPD3
6 EPD4
»
i H
! 14
i 17
EPC1
EPC4
ATTERR
EX,Y,Z are then the angles froa
the mission frame to the body
axes.
o Euler parameters which represent
th» rotation from ECI to the
spacecraft body axis as determined
by propagating filtered gyro
data. (Reference Quaternion)
e NHT is the open loop command array
index for orbit adjust tnrustar
firing. I
<s> NHT is initialized to 0 in ORBADJI,
incremented and reset in THRUSTER.
o Euler paraneters which represent
the rotation from ECI coordinates
to the desired pointing target.
(Target Quaternion or Mission
Reference Fraae)
o The earth pointing target is
dependent on orbit position.
EULERC uses the flight serpent
position and velocity vectors
calculated by the EPHKM
processor to build the target
D1,D2.D3,D4. EULERC aligns the
target +2 axis along -_R and the
target X axis along the X-
conponent of V whore R and V are
the F.S. position and velocity
vectors.
o Huler parameters which represent
the rotation froa the vehicle axes
to th .arget axes. (ERROR
QUATEK., ICN:)
LSD-UTC-263
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Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/CoEoent
20
22
ELK
E1Y
WHLCOMP
24 -IACCMD THRUSTER
03C TLM Report _4 (ACS 04)
EIZ! 0
I 2
I 6
ED IX
EDIY
EDIZ
WHLCOMP
WHLCOMP
e X and Y components of the
integrated attitude error
calculated froa filtered,
compensated gyro data.
« EIX.Y are developed in WHLCOMP
using data froc the present and
past cycles to snooth the wheel
commands.
« 1 X 6 Thruster comand array
o Bit definition 1 =• ON, 0 =• OFF.
Bit 1 +Roll
Bit 2 -Roll
Bit 3 +Pitch
Bit 4 -Pitch
Bit 5 +Yaw
Bit 6 -Yaw
o If the ACS is in the orbit adjust
mode (MODE =» 7) and no attitude
thrusting is called for, then
Bits 3,4,5,6 of IACCMD imply:
0000 >pulse all 4 Orbit Adjust
thrusters
0010 >off pulse Orbit Adjust
thruster -?1 for +\'
torque
0100 >off pulse Orbit Adjust
thruster i'4 for -P
torque
o Z component of tb-2 attitude error
single integral
e See 05C TLM Report 3'(20-22)
o X,Y,Z components of the double
integrated attitude errors
calculated froa filtered,
compensated gyro data-
LSD-VPC-2S3
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Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Coement
8
10
12
TWX
TWY
TWZ
WHLCOMP
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
22
24
WEX
WHY
WEZ
TTX
TTY
TTZ
BIASY
BIAZ
SKEW
WHLCOMP
THRUSTER
THRUSTER
SKEWFD
» EDIX,Y,Z are developed in WHLCOMP
to smooth the wheel commands by
considering errors from the
past and past-past
cycles.
e TWX,Y,Z are the wheel commands
output by WHLCOMP
s If MODE = 4 the wheel commands are
driven by filtered compensated
" gyro data and smoothed by a double
integral "smoother" which operates
on the error signals EX,Y,Z
o If MODE = 1,2,3 or 4 witn ICAL<3
Che wheel commands are driven by
earth sensor signals for roll and
pitch with gyro compassing for
yaw. !
e Magnitorneters and/or gyros may
drive TWX,Y,Z during backup
acquisition mode.
o Spacecraft angular rate errors.
WEX = WX - WXC where WX is the
measured rate and WXC is thei
commanded race.
e Roll, p i tch and yaw total error
(Pos + R a t e )
e Calculated in Mode 7 by THRUSTER
o Pitch and yaw posit ion error
biases used only for Mode 7
e SKEW wheel out of l imits f lag. j
e If the skew wheel is out of limits j
FDC is then disabled. '.
LSD-WPC-263
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OBC TLM Report 5^ (ACS 05)
0 NOAPLS THRUSTER
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
12
13
14
15
16
18
EX 1C
EY1C
EX2C
EY2C
EXIF
EY1F
EX2F
EY2F
DEL TO A
DELTNE
ESPROC
WHLCOMP
ITHUNLX
ITKUMLY
ITHUNLZ
XP
YP
WHLUNLD
FSSCAL
e Orbit adjust time counter
(counts milliseconds of thruster
firing)
e Initialised to 0 and then tested
each cycle as a node 7 termination
condition by ORBADJI.
a Incremented by THRUSTSR and
records the total number of
thruster milliseconds of
firing.
o Coarse and fine earth sensor error
signals compensated for known
offsets
o EX1C etc are the product of
ESPROC used to calculate EXE and.
EYE
e TDRS antenna az imuth and elevation
acceleration
e DELTHA.E are calculated by WHLCOMP
and used to calculate roll, pi tch,
and yaw torques PI, P2 and P3
which are added to the wheel
commands when MODE=4 and ICAL=3.
a X , Y , and 2 pulse counters for
thruster unloading
o Used in WHLUNLD
o FSS roll and pi tch errors j
compensated for all known sensor |
errors i
» XP and YP are calculated in FSSCAL
LSD-WPC-263
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20
21
23
| OBC
5
7
9
6
8
10
TWS
TAMSTA
WHLCOMP
EACOMP
MTLAFLAG MTRAFD
Report 6^ (ACS 06)
SYSMOX ESACQI
SYSPL
SYSMOZ
ELX1L
FLY1L
ELZ1L
TVXC
TWYC
WHLACQ
WHLCOMP
« Skew wheel command
o Three Axis Magnitoneters in use
Flag.
o Set in EACOMP if Magnetic tracking
(T.cage 1 of Back-up Earth -
Acquisition Mode) is entered and
reset to 0 when Magnetic
tracking is shut off. (Stage 2)
e Channel A motor current out
of limits flag.
e The Channel A motor current is
checked once per Major.frame
if out of limits MTRAFLAG is
set to 1.
e Used in ACQFD and NORMFD to
present the use of gyro a::is
Yl if channel A is suspect.
& Systen momentun X, Y + orbit rate,
Z
a Calculated in ESACQI during modes
1 and 2 to allow a 1 tine thrus.ter
unload of momentum which may be
imparted to the vehicle upon
separation
o Limited roll, pitch, yaw wheel
coomands once filtered
e Calculated in WHLACQ when
MODE - 1.2,3 or 4 with ICALO.
e Roll, pitch, yaw wheel commands
filtered twice
o TW(X,Y,.2)C are equal to TW(X,Y,Z)
if Che commands are unchanged
B.3-238
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11
12
13
14
15
16
17
13
19
FDC1PR
FDC1Y
FDC1PRF
FDC1YF
FDC2PR
FDC2Y
FDC2PRF
FDC2YF
XKATDIL
MODEFD
GYROMSKD
GYROFD
CYROFD
by the failed wheel logic
of WHLCOMI5
e Yaw and Pitch/Roll FDC enable
flag
• Set in MODF.FD and used
in NOR.MFB and ACQFD Co control the
autocade enabling and disabling !
of the FDC logic. j
• Yaw and Pitch/Roll FDC fail
flag
e Set by ground command no disable
FDC
a Set by the RTS which commands safe
hold after an FDC failure
o If either flag Is set to 1 the
corresponding FOC logic can only
be roenabled from the ground.
e Y.iw and Pitch/Roll Gyro FDC
enable flags
9 Set in GYROMSFD and used <n
MODEFD to control the -.:?•-..)?
GYROFD or ACQFD if MOU : • 1.
o Yaw and Pitch/Roll Gyro FDC
f.iil flags
e Used In GYKOFD to bypass
processing after the first
failure
e Set tn CYROFD upon a first
failure
o R o l l I R U r a t e d l l ennw f l a g
a Set co I If the Rl and r\2 >;yros
do not agree and HI Is the
h i g h e r of '.he t w o .
SVS-10266.
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20
22
23
YRATDIL
FSTATE1
FSTATE2
24 SAFExST
GYROFD o Pitch IRU rate dilemma flag
o Set to 1 if: the PI and P2 gyros
do not agree and PI is the
higher of the two,
NORMFD » Pitch and Roll failure State
for Normal FDC
» FSTATE1 and FSTATE2 each define
one nortaal state 000 or 1 of 7
possible failure states. See
Section TED, Normal Mode FDC.
FDC Safehold a SaCehold FDC initialization
Interlock
Module
(Name TBD)
03C TLM Report 7 (ACS 07)
PI
P2
P3
WHLCOMP
! 5
wxc
WYC
WZC
EULERC
flag
« Initialized to (TBD) then reset
to (i'l'D) after r.he 1st
execution of the module
o Spacecraft axes components of the
TDRS antenna pointing commands
DELTNA and DELTNE
9 PI,2,3 are calculated in WHLCOHP
for MODE = 4 only. These torques
are then added to the wheel
commands TW(X,Y,Z)C.
o X,Y,Z components of the commanded
vehicle rate vector. Calculated
in EULERC the nominal values are:
WXC - 0, WYC - WO, WZC • 0
a If offset pointing is commanded
W(X,Y,Z)C take new values
calculated in the offset pointing
branch of EULERC
o Used in WHLCOMP during noraal mode
4 operation only
t.SD-WPC-263
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Number
6
7
8
11
13
15
17
19-
21
23
DBC TLM
0
1
Generating
Name Subroutine
PX TKRUSTER
PY
PZ
TAGS MI NIT
ORBADJI
WGDX1 GYROFD
WCDX2
WGDY1
WCDY2
WGDZ1
wriDZ2
Report 8 (ACS 08)
MODE
XPOSDIL ACQFD
Description/Consent
9 Roll, pitch and yaw orbit adjust
mode attitude error control
signals
» PX,Y,Z are dependent on position
and rate error
o PX,Y,Z undergo 3 sample smoothing
and are compensated by the -
biases B1AS(X,Y,Z)
o ACS/Orbit Adjust time counter
• TAGS is incremented each ACS
cycle in MINIT
e TAGS is reset to 0 on entry to
MODE 7 by ORBADJI.
o Gyro XI ,X2,Y1 ,Y2 ,21 ,Z2 rates
o Used in CYROFD in the tests
which compare gyro outputs
• ACS node of operation
1 - NADIR ACQ
2 - ORBIT PLANE ACQ
3 - STELLAR ACQ
4 «• EARTH POINTING
7 = ORBIT ADJUST
o Roll position dilemma flay
« Set to 1 when the F.SA's do not
noi"t»o anrl P"V9P <« nut" nf l ^ T r ^ ^ ^ a
and EK1C Is in l imits . Safehold
1-1 or 1-0 wi l l be e n t e r e d .
Set to 2 when the ESA's are both
out of l imi t s and don ' t agree . Mo
safcho ld wi l l be e n t e r e d .
LSD-VPC-263
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YPOSDIL ACQFD
SMODE3 STELACQI
SMODE4
ESACNT
EPOINT
LACOMP2
EACOMP
a Pitch position dilemma flag
a Set to 1 if the ESA's do not agree
and ESA2 is out of Imlts but ESA 1
is OK. Safehold 1-2 will be
entered,
e Set to 2 if the ESA's do not agree
and both ESA's are out of -Halts.
9 Stellar acq submpde flag
c Used in STELACQ
0 = ECI reference is not yet
initialized, the mode is still
stage 1 .
1 = The reference
quaternion has been
initialized by ECI.UPD and
Stage 2 has begun. Stage
1 acquisition calls
ECIUPD to initialize the
reference quaternion using
derived earth and sun
vector. Stage 2
acquisition is attitude
convergence using the UPDATE
FILTER processor
o Earth pointing submode flag set
to 1 - Earth Pointing
o ESA acquisition failure counter
e ESACNT counts the 5 cylce delay
before entry to magnetic cracking
if neither earth sensor has earth
presence during the 1st rev.
e Magnetic unloading enabled flag
o Set by EACOMP or ORBADJI. (on
reentry to MODE i)
o Used by WHLIK.'LD
e 0 = DSBL 1 =• EN'AB
' io ra ina l ly MACIJLD = 1
LSD-WPC-263
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Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
FLTROFF GROUND
ESASTA ESPROC
10
11
MODE4I
TIMTJNLX
TIMUNLY
STELACQI
WHLUMLD
12 MODE31
e Prefilter OH/OFF control flag
» Set by ground only
o Used in GYROFLTR of the CYROD
processor to disable the IRU
prefilter
el- bypass IRU prefilter
o ESA signal status
a ESASTA flags which ESA data
(1 flags ESA1 and 2 flags ESA2)
is used to generate the earth
sensor control errors EXE and
EYE
o Earth pointing initialize flag
« Set In STELACQI upon completion of
Stage 1 acquisition
o X,Y,2 unload timer
o When thruster unloading is
enabled, TIMUMLX.Y.Z count
milliseconds between X, Y and Z
thruster pulses. Thrusting is
controlled to occur once each
UNLDTM seconds. (Delay ~120 sec),
e MODE 3 initialization flag
« Upon the successful completion of
orbit plane acquisition (MODE 2)
the ground must command MODE = 3
and MODE31 =• I to allow control
to pass to mode 3. Control will
then pass automatically through
STAGE! acquisition to
MODE 4. Therefore the
attitude sensors must all be
operating properly before the
j;round proceeds Co mode 3.
•LSD-WPC-263
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Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
13 EC1ATT ECIUPD
MODE1I ESACQI
15
16
EPKEMFLC
FAILW
GROUND
GROUND
17 ICAL
o Stage 1 complete flag
a Used by STELACQI
>0 «• control hc.s passed to Stage 2
acquisition .
•1 - normal ECI initialization
(earth and sun vector)
=2 - backup ECI initialization
(used ground commanded values)
o Mode 1 initialization flag
o Set to 0 in ESACQI after the
initialization of MODE 1 thus pre-
venting reinitialization. To re-,
initialize after the 1st rev the
ground must set MODE =• 1 and
MODE1I •» 1 as well as reevaluate
TMTSTl and TMTST2.
e Ephemeris source flag
0 " GPS 1 - Ground Data
« Used in EULERC
» Failed wheel flag
e Used in WHLCOMP by the failed
wheel logic
o Set by ground conuaand only
"I m roll wheel failed
"2 "> pitch wheel failed
•3 » yaw wheel failed
»4 » all wheels are OK
e Acquisition/earth pointing flag
o Set to 0 by STELACQI on iniciali-
izatlon of node 3
« Sot to 1 by STELACQI on corapletion
of Stage 1 acquisition
o Sec to 2 by EPOINTI on corapletion
of Stage 2 acquisition
o Set to. 3 by ground command to
enable the norsal branch of
W11LCOMP
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18
19
20
NGXOVFL
NGYOVFL
TIMUNLZ
21
23
SUNPRS
IRUSTA
JTHSW
FSSCAL
EACOMP1
e Used by WHLCOMP
o Roll/Pitch Gyro overflow
processing counter
e When thruater unloading is *
enabled, TIMUNLX.Y.Z count
milliseconds between X,Y,Z
pulses. Thrusting is
controlled to occur each
UNLDTX seconds. (Delay ~120 sec).
« Sun presence in FSS FOV flag
0 » No Sun 1 •* Sun
* Used by ECIUPD
e IRU Initialization flag
• Reset to 0 in EACOMP 1 to flag
IRUs not in use
9 Set to 1
o Thruster switch tlnser
initialization flag
« Used to enable thrusters for a one
shot firing to kill initial rates
which nay be acquired upon
separation
o Set to 0 by node L initialization.
If there are no thruster firings
JTHSW will renain 0. If firings
do occur at separation JTHSW
will be set to 1 and remain
equal to 1. The thrusters
will fire a number of times
specified by DKUNTD and then
shut off independent of
spacecraft rates.
SVS-1Q266
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OBC TIM Report 9 (ACS 09)
0 IENUNL ESACQI
•INIUNL
MODE2C
IHTBMD
DISPAS
ENAPAS
EA.COMP1/2
GROUND
THRUSTER
THRUSTER
e Thruster unloading enable flag
o Used in WHLUNLD. -If - 0 the
thruster unload branch will be
bypassed
o Sec •«• 1 in ESACQI if a one tiae
unload is desired at separation
o Thruster unloading initialization
flag
1 - Enable <>1 - Disable
e Used in WHLUNLD to
initialize the thruster unload
branch
o Node 2 complete flag
o Set: to 1 in EACOHP1 when mode 2
tests pass
0 Set to 0 in EACOMP1 if mode 2
tests fail
o Set to 0 in EACOMF2 if EACOMP2 is
entered
e Backup orbit adjust mode flag
e Controlled by ground command
e Used by THRUSTER and ORBADJI to
choose normal or backup orbit
adjust node
e First pass f lag for orb i t ad jus t
th rus te r OFF
1 = 1st th rus te r off pass |
0 = Not 1st t h r u s t e r off pass j
e In i t ia l ized in ORBADJI
o Firs t pass f l ag for o^bi t a d j u s t j
t h r u s t e r ON j
1 = 1st t h r u s t e r ON' pass !
0 = :-;ot 1st t h r u s t e r ON pass '
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7
8
1C
11
12
13
14
Name
IHTY
IHTZ
IGYX
IGYY
ICYZ
SENSTA
OFFSET
Generating
Subroutine Description/Coament
THRUSTER e Cotaputed hysteresis flags for
pitch and yaw
o IHTY.Z flag high pitch, yaw errors
when MODE =• 7 -
e X,Y,2 gyro channel selection flags
GYROFDC 9 Used in GYROCOHP
» Set by ground command or gyro
failure detection correction
SCP o Gyro high - low rate flag
e Used by GYROCOMP
9 Set by the status of the gyro
e Offset pointing flag
ORBADJI el" enter the offset pointing
16
17
18
I 19
i 23
ESASEL
ELX
ELY
ELZ
IMOMUN
MAoREF
FDC
WHLACQ
ESACQ1
EACO.-i?
branch of EULERC
e Set to 1 by ground command or by
ORBADJI if IYSLWCMD - 1
e Set to 0 by ground only
e ESA select f l ag
e Select ESA1 or ESA2 as the f i r s t
choice for the EXE and EYE data
source
o Used by ESPROC
o Set by ground command or FDC
o Roll, Pitch, Yaw limited error
signal
e Used in WHLACQ for acquisition
mode control error
e Moaencua unload select flag
1 ••* unload systeta momentum
pi = unload wheel Konentun
» Used by WHLUNT.D
o Magnetic field reference flag
o Initialized to 0 MAGREF Is set to
SVS-10266
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25 ITHSW ESACQI
OBC TLM Report 10 (ACS 10)
0
2
4
THETBX
THETBY
THETBZ
GROUND or
UFLTR
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
LA
15
HWX
. HWY
HWZ
HWS
MX
MY
MZ
BX
BY
8^
16
17
13
19
S ELMAG
DHU^LDl
DHUKLD2
DHL'?;LD3
WHLTAC
WHLUM.D
MAGNET
GROUND
VHLUNLD
ESACQI
1 when the spacecraft 1st
reaches th« niagntjtic
reference and then renair.s
e Thruster controller for earth
acquisition switch
o Thrusters will be disabled for
a one shot unload if ITHSW=1
o X,Y,/' coaponents of the gyro bias
vector |
o Calculated ty the update filter or j
uplir.ked from the ground
o Used in GYROCOMP. THETBX,Y,Z
correspond to spacecraft axes, not
gyro axes
o SRW X , Y , Z skew momentum
Magnet ic t o rque r cotaaands to
unload SRW's
o X , Y , Z coaponents of Ear th 's
magnetic f i e l d ve' .or cotav 'a ter in
body axes
o Magnetooeter selecu f l ag
1 = TAM 1 2 = IV'vM 2
a Used in M.XCN'ET
o Kol l -? i tch-Yaw Dornenr.ua to be
reaoved by t h r u s t e r s
e Sot to e i t h e r C2?o or S Y S M O X ,
SVS-10266
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20
21
22
EXG
EYG
E7.G
EA.COMP
WHLACQ
23
24
EXM
EYM
WHLACQ
QBC TLH P.eport 11 (ACS _!!_)_
See SCP Section B.3.7.5
15 SWTCH1 EACOMP
16 SWTCHY EACOMP
17 SWTCHZ EACOMP
SYSPL, SYSMOZ during the 1 shot
unload enable period. Set to
C2PO after the allowable time
time for the one shot has
elapsed
a Roll-Pitch-Yaw IRU position*
registers
o Initialized by EACOMP when the
spacecraft reaches the magnetic
reference to the magnetic field
errors.
e Used in WHLACQ if IRUs are in
use. If IRUs are not in use
these Registers will not be
updated.
<a Roll-Pitch magnitoraeter
position signal
o Sensor selection for roll-pitch
•position control for acquisition
modes
o Set in E \COMP, EACOMP1 or EACOMP2
and used in WHLACQ
e Pitch orbrate bias enable for
acquisition modes
& 1-DSBL 2=ENA3
e Set in EACOHP, EACOMP1 or
EACOMP2 and used in WHLACQ
o Yaw position selection for
acquisition modes
e l=Single rate stabilization
2=Gyrocompassing
3=IRU
B.3-249
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Number Name
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18
19
20
SYSKOY
ITPFAIL
SIIFAIL
ESACQI
FDCITP Hangup
Protection
Module
(Name TBD)
Safenold
Interlock
Module
(Name TBD)
ITPIST FDC IIP hangup
Protection
Module
(Name TBD)
a Set in EACOMP. EACOMP1 or
EACOMP2 and used in WHLACQ
o Pitch system momentum
• Used in the calculation of thruster
unload commands if a one 9Hot
unload is executed
o ACE 1TP failure flag
o ITPFAIL 1? initialized to 0 then
incremented if an ITP hang up
is detected. When ITPFAIL°5
Send safchold 1-1 and disable
FDC.
o Safehold Mode failure flag
e Initialized to 0 then
incremented when either macs is
in aafehold
» Disables FDC when SHFAIL-3
e IPT FDC initialization
flag
OBC TLM Report 12 (ACS 12)
0,t,l2,18 CNGX GYROCOMP
2,8,14,20 CNGY
4,10,16,22 CNGZ
ACS Report 1_3 (ORC 913)
0 TACSSP GYROMSFD
Gyro data filtered by GYROD but
not compensated for misalignment
or bias errors
Sample tine is fron previous
major frame +36,548,1060 and
1572 msec
'e 2 sopnr.1t ton switch times
e Incremented in GYROMSFD TACSSP
LSD-WVC-263
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SDSEPFLC SDTECT
SDFUNCT SOLARD
ACQIST ACQFD
FIKEP ACQFD
is uaad in MODEFD to time
separation plus 30 sec at
which time the one shot
unload capability is
disabled and Acq FDC
replaces gyro FDC.
• Two separation switches open
flag
e Set in SDTECT when both
separation switches are open
a Used In GYROHSKD to start the
TALS?P counter
e Solar array deploy complete
fiar:
o Used in MODEFtt. Acquisition FDC
cannot be enabled until the
solar array la deployed
e Acquisition FDC Pitch-Roll
initialization flag
o Used in ACQKD to reset the gyro
selection flags to R2-P2-Y2
a Initialized to 0 then set to 1
on the first pass through
ACQKD
o Acquisition mode earth presence
failure state flag
o State definitions
0»FUich ESAs have earth presence
l"ESAl does not have earth
presence
2«ESA2 does not have ea r th
presence
3"Ne i thc r KSAs have e a r t h
presence
t.sn-wrc-:63
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Generating
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10
11
EPCNT
ACQRI'J
PFDCEP
FPITCH
FPCNT
PFPITCII
KROLL
ACQFD
RIUSWTCH
ACQFD
ACQFDC
ACQFDC
ACQFDC
ACQFDLL
e Acquisition mode earth presence
failure atate counter
e EPCNT Implements the 5 cycle
delay which assures a failure
la present for 5 cycles
before action Is taken.
9 RIU switching flag
o Used to flag whether both RIUs
have or have not been used and
therefore disaallow or allow an
RIU switch as a result of FDC.
(Either Acq. FDC or Normal FOG)
9 The previous value of the
Acquisition mode earth presence
failure state flag
» ESAl or 2 pitch failure
state
o Used in Acquisition mode FDC only
o State definitions
0°No Failures
l-ESAl pitch failure
2-ESA2 pitch failure
3-ESAl and ESA2 pitch failures
o 'SA1 and ESA2 pitch failure
state counter
e Used in Acquisition mode only
o Implements a 5 cycle delay
before FDC action la taken
e Past value of FPITCH
o ESAl and 2 roll failure state
flag
o Vised in Acquisition moilo only
e State definition
LSD-WPC-2h3
D. 3-I'32
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12 FRCNT ACQFDLL
13 PFROLL2
ACQFD1
ACQFDLL
ACQFDP
0-No failure
1-ESA1 roil failure
2"ESA2 roll failure
3-ESA1 and 2 roll.failure
o ESA1 and-ESA2 roll failure
state counter
® Used in Acquisition mode only
o Implements a 5 cycle delay
before FDC action is taken
a Past value of FROLL
e Acquisition FDC yaw
initialization flag
e Used to reset the gyro flag
IGYZ»1 to use the Y2 gyro
e Set to 0 by ground initialization
then reset to 1 on the f i rs t
module execution
15
16
17
WGXK1
WGZK1
SWTCH1M
NORMFD
ACQFDS
MODEFD
o Roll rate failure counter
e Used in the Normal mode yaw FDC
to implement a 5 cycle delay
before any FDC action is taken.
o Yaw rate failure counter
o Used in the acquisition mode yaw
FDC to implement a 5 cycle delay
before any FDC action is taken
e Past history of SWTCH1
6 Used in the mode switching logic
for mode"! or 2 to determine if
IRUs or TAM 5 have ever been used
18 MODE2CM MODEFD
t
0 Pasr. history of MODE2C
o Used in the mode switching logic
for mode=l or 2 to determine if
MODE2C has ever been set to 1
B-3-253
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19
20
FDCNT(l)
FDCNT(2)
NORMFD
21
22
23
PFSTATE(l)
PFSTATE(2)
CTR120
NORMFD
SKEWFD
24 SKOUTCNT SKEWFD
0 Normal mode FDC pitch/roll
failure state counter.
(l-Pitch/2-Roll)
o FDCNT(l) or (2) implements a 5
cycle d«lay before any FDC
action is taken
9 Past value of FSTATE(l),
FSTATE(2)
« SKEW wheel FDC 120 second counter
o When IW4 is commanded from 0
(3 wheel controller) to 1 (4
wheel controller) CTR120
counts from 1 -to 8 to
implement a 120 second
delay before the skew
wheel test is preferred.
This is to allow the skew
wheel to reach its
commanded sp>3ed.
i
e Sk.aw wheel FDC failure counter
e SKOUTCNT implements the
requirement that the skew wheel
test fail 3 successive times
before any FDC action is
taken
LSD-WPC-263
B.3-254
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B.3.12.6 Attitude Control (ACS) Flow Charts
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• TELEMETRY POINT
.co«oe. SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT 6
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
-SKEVV^ 1
SKOUTCTR = SKOUTCTR
SKEWFO ) FDC TEST OF SKEW WHEEL
SPEED -
« 1 (PREVIOUS TEST FAILED)
(4 WHEELS)
NO
YES
CALL CMOS (DC51) TURN OFF PWRTO SKW WHEEL
0 (PREVIOUS TEST PASSED)
0(3 WHEELS)
C R 2 0 = CJR120
NO (120 SEC HAS ELAPSED
[SINCE iw4 WAS SET TO l]
RESET COUNTER
Figure 3. 3. 12- 10. SKZV;?D Flow
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SELCC
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[ •SWTCMIM.SWITC
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<^I JWUCJ1-MCC6
*^FOCIP
f
1 _FOCIY - Ml
t
^FOCI?
TOC1Y
MODE -4
-^"MOOF,
<^ — 5S
MODE
I
< £ & £
— "'
[jFOCIPf
S > V S L
^«. "'
(FOCJIY
t.
JSJOSB"'
DOT IP TANS OR IRUS HAVE
EVER BEEN SELECTED.
-ayrcHi  • sv<n:Hi.OR.y.viTCHi» I
TELEM£TRY POINT
SYSTliM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT t
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOY COMPLETED
USEOFSCCURIUI
HflU OR TA.WS NEVER USED)
& 30 SEC SINCE SEPARATION!
YES
FOCIfR-J I ENA8 ROLt-WCH f OC
ENABLE YAW FOC IF MODE2C • 1
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C EPOINTI
JJMODE4I
1
= 0
SMODE4 - 1
INITIALIZE ERROR REGISTERS
EWPX =0
EWPY °0
EWPZ "0
EJX »0
EJY -0
E!Z -0
ElPY -0
EIPY -0
E!PZ »0
EDJX -0
ED]Y -0
0
EARTH POINTING INITIALIZATION
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ATT CONVERGENCE
TEST
GYRO BIAS
CONVERGENCE
TEST
TELEMETRY POINT
.<,.«.oo SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT £
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
EPGIIITI Plow Chart
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MODE3I = 0
SMODE3-0
ICAL-0
ECIATT • 0
FILTFU - 0
TACSI-0
TACSV » 3
EZERP - 0.0
RESET ECI INITIALIZATION FLAG
RESET URLTER INITIALIZATION FLAG
RESET STELLER AGO TIME CNTR
SAVE ACS RELATIVE TEST TIME
CLEAR PREVIOUS YAW GYRO COMPASS DATA
MCYCLE " 120 SET £YCLE
0 (STELLER AGO. BACKUP)
NO
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IYES (TIME IN MODE 3 IS > 1 SEC)
Jv
- 0 -.XFTIATT"^ > ° (YES Ecl ATT REF IS INITIALIZED)
^^
?/^
MODE "4
MODE4I-1 ALLOW STEPPING TO MODE 4 INITIALIZATION
SMODE3 " 1 FLAG STELLER ACQ STAGE 2
ICAL - 1 START ACQ CONVERGENCE TEST
0.13 *i _. — TELEMETRY POINTC ^^ O O « « « * Q ^VQTPIVf T A R ' C CMTDVRETUflN 1 TELEMETRY POINT £J SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
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EARTH ACQUISITION MODE-DEPENDENT
ESA INIT.
ISACNT « 0 RESET EAHTH SENSER FAILED CNTR
FRUSTA." 0 IRU^S NOT IN USE
- « USE ESA DATA FOR ROLL & PITCH
SWTCHY - 2 PTCH ORBRATE BIAS ENAB
SWTCHZ - 2 YAW GYROCOMPASSING ENAB
SWTCHY « 1 PITCH ORBRATE 3IAS DSBL
SWTCHZ." 1 YAW-SIMPLE RATE STABILIZATION
yORB PLANE ACQ COMPLETE TEST
lEX£i< ELVTm (.05 RAD •=. 2.V>°)
lEVEK ELVTHV (.05RAD= 2.9')
iWXK WTHj^  (.00035 R/S a .Qf/S)
ivv7- wo i<" yr (.001 R/S = -osr/si
'WZJ < WTH2. J003S R/S= .Or/S)
YES (AT LEAST 30 SEC SINCE SEP)
NADIR ACQ
A COMPLETE TEST
IEXEK ELVTM S.17 RAD =9.r>
IEYEK E'CyjH (.17RAD=9.r)
JWXl< yyTHV"(b.17RAD/S= T/S)
VVY|< VVTH1 (.017RAD/S= 1VS)
iA-zi< WTH"I.OOI RAD/S =. .osr/si
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT I
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
C RETURN J
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ESAC_NT
< ESCNTT
••«••••••
. ? S
FAILED ESA ACQUiSITION MODE
INIT. COMPUTATION
ESACNT = ESACNT + 1
SWTCHY =• 1
SVVTCHZ= 1
TAMSTA = 1
SWTCH1= 1
MODE = 1
MAGULD=0
MODE2C » 0
MX = 0
MY = 0
MZ = 0
PITCH OPERATE DSBL
SIMPLE RATE STABILIZATION FOR YAW
FLAG TAMS IN USE
YAW AXIS ORIENTATION
NADIR ACQ
DISABLE MAG UNLOAD
0
I SEND 0 TORQUER CMOS
» *\
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT &
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figure 3.3.12-1?. £A3C i-i?2 Flow Chart
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D A I . '
DA2 • 1/21THETA2«EPA1_ -«_TH.EJ[AXf|pA3_-(-_THETAY.'Ef A4)
DA3 • 1/2[THFTAY^EPA1 -_TH?TAX*JEPA2_+J[HETA?:EPA4]
DA4- 1/2(THETAX*EPA7-THETAY-EPA2-THETAZ*EPA3)
COMPUTE NEW EULER PARAMETER INCREMENTS
FOR EACH AXIS
EP.A1-E_P.A1
.
EP_A3 " EPA3 + DA3
EPA4 - EPA4 + DA4
VEHICLE AT! ITUOE MATRIX UPDATE
E - 1/2[1-(EPA12 + EPA22 + Ef-A32 + EPAi': '-OR EXP/*N£ION OF
NORMALIZATION
OA1U • 1/2(SS3«EPA_2 - SS2*EPA3 +• SSTEPA4)
DA2U " 1/2(-SS3'EPAJ * SSCEPA3 + SG2*"EPA4)
DA3U • 1/2(SS2*EM1 - SSI*EPA2~SS3*EPA4r
OA4U • 1/2(-SSI*"E>A1 - SS2TETA2 - SS3-EPA3)
COMPUTE NEW
EULER PARAMETER
DELTAS
EPA1 "EPM'DAIU
EPA|-JPA2*DA2LI
EPA3 - EPA3*CA3U
IPA4- EPA4*DA4U
UPDATA EULER PARAMETER SET
THEJBX - THETBX + SS4'.512
THEJBY - THEJBY + SSS'.C12
THETBZ » THETBZ + SS6'.512
UPDATA GY.10 DATA BIAS COMPENSATION
TELEMETRY POINT
4 SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
—— TELEMETFiY POINT (.
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
3. "• .*• .?-"9. ZULIR I ?lcv;
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f ATTERR J ATTITUDE ERROR COMPUTATION
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i"ci~
C2
C3"
l_£.4J
a
"+EPA4 +EPA3
-EPA3 +EPA4
+EPA2 -EPA1"
+EPA1 +EPA2
-EPA2 -EPA1"
+EPA1 -EPA2
+EPA4 -EPA3
+EPA3 +EPA4_j
~D1~
D2
D3
D4
— TELEMETRY POINT
. 0 0 0 0 0 0 SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT £
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
SC4 = SIGN(1,C4)
EX = -2*C1*SC4
EY =-2*C2*SC4
EZ = -2*C3*SC4
( RETURN J
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( GYROMSFD ) GYRO DETECTION & SWITCHING
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT &
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TACSSP = TACSSP + 1
FpC?P_R = 0
FDC2Y=0
Figure 5 .3 .12-29. GYRCI-'iSFD 71 cv; Chart
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ECIUPD ) MEASURED EARTH POINTING UNIT VECTORCOMPUTATION
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10
ESZ - /I * EXE2 » EYE2
ESY - EX6-ESZ
ESX • -EYE'ESZ
CALCULATION OF EARTH VECTOR
IN BODY COORDINATES (ES>
(BACK-UP MODE) 1
EVX
EVY
SSI •
SS2-
SS3-
SS4-
SS5-
SS8-
EPA1 -O1
EPA2 • 02
6PA5 - 03
EfA4-Q4
• LIMITIEVLMT.ESXI
• LIMITIEVLMT.ESYI
EVY
EVX
EZER
0
0
0
•/' * Xff » Yff
- XP'SZ~~
SY - Y"P'SZ
CALCULATE SUN VECTOR IN
FSS COORDINATE S
fsvxl
SVY[svzj
fxFX YFX ZF/1 fsxl
- X'FYP YFY ?fV SY
ijiW Yf? zF.zJ LSZ]
TRANSFORM SUN VECTOR TO BODY
COORDINATES (S~V)
DERIVE EARTH VECTOR IN ECI COORDINATES
| ECIA'
r 1
FsEDP
'
-51 £1
^S\StOf^\
<^y
JYES
^ X E I Z X
<T > SIN 7S°^5
JYES
CALLCRATT
SI.EI.SV.ES.CVI
CALL EULER
CVI. EPA
!
ECI4TT- 1
[ i-ROM TARGET C
TAKE DOT PRODUCT OF SUN ft EAR TH ECI VECTORS
SI IS INPUT FROM SOLAR EMPHEMEHIS MODULE
r N0 »
NO
USE THE 4 VECTOR SI.EI.SV.ES TO BUILD
THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX CVI
(ECI TO BODY COORDINATES)
BUILli THE REFERENCE OUAT EPA1
FROM THE TRANSFORMATION MAT
CVI.
.2.3.4
RIX
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT t
SY 'TcM TABLE ENTRY
RETURN J
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("NORMFDC"\ ACS NORMAL/ORBIT ADJUST(piTCtii j MI-IQES FDC
KSELECTCASE FSTATEIPITCHI • (XXX;
CASE 7 MiiHg.Y2C_>THf A:>:|VTC.>THPAJI:EY >THPJFI-J.Y BAD
CASE3(01I)!EY.2C-OK;EY1C>THPA1:EY>THPAIF!-EY2CBAD
CASE * (100HEY2C >THPA2:EY1C • OK;EY - OKI -C.Y2C BAD
CALL SAFEHOLD 1-2
C RETURN
C^SE 2 (010IIEY2C • OK:EY1C >THPA1^Y - OK1-EY1C BAD
CALL SAFEHOLD 2-Z
C RETURN )
'CASE 1 <001IUY2y-OK;EY1C
-
-OK:EV>THP1Fl-
-
EY. BAD
CASE6(110)[£Y2C->THPA2;EY1C>THPA1:EY-OK1-;YBAD
CASE 5 (101IIEY3C>THPA2:|Y1C - OK;E\-''"C1F1 -EY1C; DILEMMA
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT i
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
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Vf. POOR QUALITY
ACS ACQUISITION FDC
SUBROUTINE A
1 (CH AMTR I FAILED)
CALLSAFEHOLD
1-0
CALLSAFEHOLD
1-2
CALLSAFEHOLD
1-1
CALL SAFEHOLD
1-3
TELEMETRY POINT
o SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT 5
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
RETURN
^ ""I * 0 ** ™ * r^t'"* -*1" '• "711 /~1 t,T .'^
„ • ^ • * ^ L ™ ^ , * .** O .>,A _> ,-\ . _ U • ' '^
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ORIGINAL F/-GE IS
OF POOH QUALITY
( ACS ACQUISITION FDCSUBROUTINE 8
1 (CH AMTR I FAILED)
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
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ACS ACQUISITION MOOES FDC SUBROUTINE C
>~THPA2 ^  "j FPITCH • FPITCH.OR.2l
^•)--.S' li T ~ -T 1
FPITCH\ * 0 INO FAILURES CALL ROLL FD)
FPCNT- FPCNT» 1
TELEMETRY POINT C
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
B.3-234
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CALL
SAFEHOLD
1-6
ACS ACQUISITION MODE FDC
SUBROUTINE D
1 (CHAjRU I FAILED)
CALL SAFEHOLD
1-4
CALL SAFEHOLD
1-5
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT £
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
C RETURN J
B.3-285
fiftjr ps
0? POOR QUALITY
C ACQFDP } ACS ACQUISITION MODES SUBROUTINE P
[WGXIO -OJ
JL 1 (CHA I FAILED)
TELEAiETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT t
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
RETURN
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ORIGINAL PAGH iS
OF POOR QUALITY
CCS ACQUISITION MODES FDC
SUBROUTINE U
SENDTOACEB
SM 7-3 ES/GYC
SM 7-3 005633567
SEND TO ACEB
SM 7-3 INERTIAL HOLD
SM 7-3 005635673
TELEMETRY POINT
» 0 «««o« SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT £
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
SWTCH1P=SWTCH1
I
C RETURN J
B.3-2S7
31
SV-10265
~Vei id'.x B
_i- 1981
C ACQFOS J ACS ACQUISITION MODES FDC SUBROUTINE S
0 (1ST TIME THROUGH)
CSiGilVAL PAGS IS
OF POOR QUALITY
RETURN TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT t
SYSTEM TAB'-E ENTRY
3-288
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S£ ]5
Oiv POOR QUALITY
FLAG ESA1 OUT Of
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
1
 • TELEMETRY POINT £
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
RETURN)
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C RIUSWTCH jI  ) SWITCH RIU ROUTINE
(RIU4BISOFF) *2 2 (RIU4BISON)
CALL FDCMDS
SENDCMD 100?
CMD163?
CALL FDCMDS
SENDRIU04CHOO
RIU 04 CH 63
ACQRIU = ACQRIU.OR.2
SET BIT TO SET BIT TO :
FLAG RIU 4B FLAG RIU 4A
(SON IS ON
ACQRIU = ACQRIU.OR.1
C RETURN J
TELEMETRY POINT
« SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
• TELEMETRY POINT S
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
B.3-290
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C-'.'.^sixAi: PAGiT ?•>
OF POOR QUALITY
NHT = NHT + 1
JLACCMD.= ISHFTU, IHTR(NHT) - 1
C RETURN J TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT t
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figure B.3.12-42. OPNLFD Flow Chart
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(AVOID FIRING ACS THRUSTERS ON
IFLIP "\ N CONSECT: VE o.255 SEC CYCLES)
> 9
""* TELEMETRY POINT
• • •SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
SYSTEM TA8I.E ENTRY
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B.3.13 GMT UPDATE CORRECTION (GMTCOR)
B.3.13.1 GMT Update Correction (GNTCOR) Processor Description
The GMT Update Correction (GMTCOR) processor performs the function of providing
a .means by which the Flight Segment Clock (FSC) can be updated. This is
accomplished using the current DPU time and update information uplinked from the
Ground Segment. Vhe Ground Segment, by either uplinked real time command or
stored command, muct "enable" GMTCOR in.order for it to be executed, since this
processor inhibits itself from further execution after it completes its
function. Real time command and stored command formats are defined in SVS-1012.4 ,
"Landsat-D Data Format Control Book, Volume III - Coumand"'. .
The CMT Update Correction (GMTCOR) processor is ^ n on-dernand processor with a
priority of 6 in the Flight Executive Scheduler Table. This processor consists
of two subrout'"s as delineated in Taole B.3.13-1 and a control function
GMTCOR. This 1.0 diagrammed in Figure B.3.13-1. When execution of GMTCOR is
requested, th2 GMTCOR control function verifies that the current telemetry minor
frame number is greater than or equal to MNFUAME (3), and also less than or
equal tc MXFRAME (123). If both these conditions are satisfied, indicating that
the Spacecraft Control Processor has had adequate time to decode the current DPU
time, and that there is sufficient time to complete update cf the DPU tine prior
to initiaLicn of the next major frane, GMTCOR verifier the validity of the
decoded DPU time. Thi<j is accomplished by checking TSDCDSTS, set in SCP
processor. If all these conditions are satifisfied, the control function calls
GMTDUP subroutine to update ihe DPU time. This update utilizes the uplinked
paraoeter DELTU, which appears in System Table #66. After the time is updated,
GMTCOR formats the DPU time code comands and sends these commands to the DPU via
the Flight Executive's high priority eocmand stack to update the time. This is
accomplished in the subroutine GMTSEND. The currant DPU time ?nd the updated
DPU time are sent to the telemetry aj.ong with the status >f GMTCOR, again
 aet in
the GMTCOR control function. GMTCOR status is defined by the word GMTSTAT.
GMTSTAT can assume values equal to 1, 2, or 3. This appears in OBC Telenetry
Report i"37 , Section 3.3.1.5.5, with explanation of the meaning of assumed values.
Further execution of GMTCOR is inhibits.; and control ib returned to the Flight
Executive.
If the indicated conditions for updating DPU time are not satisfy ad; that is,
current telemetry frame number is <MNFRAME (nominally 8), ot >MXFRAME (nominally
123), the upoafi will not be executed, the pro-esscr exited and rescheduled
1.024 seconds later. If the decoded DPU time is invalid, however, the processor
will be aborted, a status flag sef. to appes" in telemetry to indicate sane
(GMT.STAT=3), and the processor inhibited. Tn the" former situal'.on, no new
command is required to enable CMTCOR processing, whi.le the .'.p.cter situation
requires a new real time or stored
LbD-WPC-263
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The GMT Update Correction (GMTCOR) processor utilizes System Table #66, GMTCOR -
GMT Update Correction Data. This table, consisting of 5 words sets minimum .and
maximum frame numbers relative to the telemetry frame boundaries in which GMTCOR
shall be executed, and also contains the DPU offset. The table is discussed in
greater detail in Section B.3.13.&.
GMTCOR pro-.'ides inputs to OBC Telemetry Pveport #37. Those inputs are discussed
in Section fl.3.13.5.
0- 3-29-1 LSD-WPC-263
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GMT Update/Correction (GMTCOR)
Number:
Type:
Priority:
Period:
Function:
Subroutines:
GMTDPU
GMTSEND
System Tables:
# Mneumonic
66 GHTCOR
Type
Variable
Telemetry Reports:
On Demand Processor
6
On demand by either uplinked real time command
or stored command
Update and correction of Flight Segrsent Clock
(FSC)
Update DPU time
Send DPU time code commands
i? Words
5
OBC Report 37
Description
GMT Update/Correction Data
LSD-WPC-263
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CMTCOR
CMTDPU 1 GMTSEND.
Figure B.3.13-1. GMTCOR Top Level Diagram
B.3-296
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B.3.13.2 GMT Update Correction (GMTCOR) Processor Operation
As shown in Figure B.3.13-1, GMTCOR processor consists of the GMTCOR control
function and two subroutines, GMTDPM and GMTSEND. The control function is
described in Section B.3.13.1, Processor Description and the subroutines
described here in Sections B.3.13.2.1 and B.3.13.2.2.
B.3.13.2.1 Subroutine GMTDP'J
This subroutine, GMTDPU, updates the DPU time. The DPU time,. TDPU, a triple
precision word in the Spacecraft Control processor expressed in milliseconds, is
brought to the working area (expressed as TDPUCUR). The new DPU time, TUPDATE,
Is computed by first generating TUPDATE as a, function of DELTU, where DELTU
represents the required correction for leap second tine change and/or time drift
in excess of the 20 Billisecond, specification, and then computing TUPDATE as
the sum of TUPDATE and ths current DPU time, TDPUCUR. TUPDATE is then converted
from milliseconds to days, hours, minutes, seconds, and milliseconds. The
subroutine is exited and control is returned to GMTCOR control function.
B.3.13.2,2 Subroutine GMTSEND
The subroutine GMTSEND, send time code commands, takes the outputs of GMTDPU,
and formats these data into four commands which are then sent to the DFU via the
Flight Executive high priority command stack. These commands are sent using the
proc CMOS. TDPUCUR and TUPDATE are then moved into telenetry buffer GMTS01 and
the subroutine is exited; control is returned to the GMTCOR control function.
B .3 .13 . 3 CMT Update Correction (CMTCOR) Software Constraints
GMTCOR will be executed on demand when DPU time is in error >20 millisec, or
when a leap second update is desired. Under no circumstances will either
correction be made'trhen the Landsat-D Flight Segment is imaging. Additionally,
the leap second update will be made in conjunction with associated leap second
procedures as outline is SVS-10147, Vol.1, "Landsat-D FS Flight and Operations
Plan for the OCC." The constraint here is that the correction will be made
concurrent with the first OBC ephemeris parameter update which occurs subsequent
to the announcement of UTC leap second correction.
B.3.13.4 GMT Update Correction (GMTCOR) System Table
The CMTCOR processor utilizes System Table #66, GMT Update/Correction Data.
LSD-WPC-263
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
astern Table 066 - GMTSYSTB (GMT System Table)
0000 DELTU GMTDPU
0003
0004
M N F R A M E
MXFRAME
GMTCOR
GMTCOR
This is the o f f se t for
DPU counter correction
estimated update
frequency is "once/day
or when spacecraft
clock is >20 ms out of
sync.
Minimum minor frame
number on which GMTCDR
will be executed
initialized to 8.
Maximum minor frame
nu-nber on which GMTCOR
will be executed.
Initialized to 123,
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.13.5 GMT Update/Correction (GMTCOR) Telemetry
The GMTCOR processor contributes to Telemetry Report 037.
Entry
Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment:
r
OBC TLM Report 037
0000
0001
0007
GMTSTAT
TDPUCUR
TDUPDATE
GMTCOR
GMTSEND
GMTSEND
GMTCOR status flag 1 -> Awaiting
minor frame ??8 2"> DPU time update
(Decoded DPU time in error)
Cuvrent DPU time (equal TDPU)
Updated DPU time
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.13.6 GMT Update Correction (GMTCQR) Flow Charts
Figures B.3.13-2 through B.3.13-4 present the flow charts for the GMTCOR
processor.
LSD-WPC-263.
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MNFRAME-ti
MXFRAME-123
IS THERE
ENOUGH TIME
TOUPDATE
CPU TIME?
IS DECODED
DPU TIME
GOOD?
HAS SCP DECODED
DPU TiME? . UPDATE
DPU TIME
CALL
GMTDPU
NO
CALL
GMTSEND
DPU
TIME UPPATE
COMPLETE
GMTSTAT-2
ABORT TIME
UPDATE
ABORT TIME
UPDATE
AWAITING
MINOR FRAME
7MNFRAME
GMTSTAT-
RETURN
TELEMETRY nOINT
....... SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
——— TELEMETRY POINT i.
SYSTEM TAdLE ENTRY
Figure B.3.13-2. GMTCOR Flow Char t
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COMPUTATION OF
THE UPDATED
OPUTIME
GMTDPU
TDPUCUR = TDPU
OBTAIN TRIPLE PRECISION
DPU TIME FROM SCP
(DPU TIME IN MSEC)
TUPDATE - DELTU
V 16384(2)(3-™STAT1 < 6:8 > '
TUPDATE - TUPDATE+TDPUCUR
MSEC REMAINDER
MSEC REMAINDER
COMPUTE NEW DPU TIME
TEMP = W1 < 1:I8>,W2<7:17>
BDAYS = TEMP/84375
RMS ECS = TEMP/784375
FORM 4 OF 1024 MSEC INTO
DAYS USING ZMSWS OF TUPDATE
TEMP » RMSECS(S) + W2 < 4:6 >
BHOURS- TEMP/28125
RMSECS " TEMP//28125
FORM iOF 128 MSECS.
INTO HOURS
TcMP = (RMSECS*123) + <W2 < 1:3 »(16)
+ W3< 14:17 >
BMINUTES - TEMP/60000
RMSECS = TEMP//60000
BSECONDS = RMSECS/1000
BMSECS = RMSECS//1000
FOrtM ^OF MINUTES
AND if OF SECONDS
R E T U R N ^
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT I
SYSTEM TADLE ENTRY
Figure B.3.13-3. GMTDPO Flow Char t
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CONVERT BDAYS TO 3 BCD DIGITS
CONVERT BHOURS TO 2 BCD DIGITS
CONVERT BMINUTES TO 2 BCD DIGITS
CONVERT BSECONDS TO 2 BCD DIGITS
CONVERT BMSECS TO 3 BCD DIGITS
TCCMDMSH(0) = 12
TCCMDMSHC!) = 12
TCCMDMSH(2) <* 12
TCCMDMSHOI = 12
TCCMDLSH(0| ••
TCCMDLSH(I)^
TCCMDLSHI2)'
TCCMDLSH12)'
SYNC, BDAYS
3 BCD DIGITS
FILLER, BHOURS
2 BCD DIGITS, BMINUTES
MS BCD DIGIT
FILLER, BMINUTES IS
BCD DIGIT, BSECONDS
2 BCD DIGITS
FILLER, BMSECS 3 BCD
DIGITS
FORMAT MSH OF
DPU TIME CODE
COMMANDS •
(MOST SIGNIFICANT
HALF)
FORMAT LSHOF DPU
TIME CODE COMMANDS
(LEAST SIGNIFICANT
HALF)
MSHTCCMD = ADDRESS OF TCCMDMSH
LSHTCCMD = ADDRESS OF TCCMDLSH
TCCMDBUF = ADDRESS OF MSHTCCMD,
LSHTCCMD
NUMTCMDS = 4
CMOS (TCCMDBUF, NUMTCMDS, 1)
MOVE TDPUCUR INTO T/M BUFFER GMT%01
MOVE TUPDATE INOT T/M BUFFER GMT%01
C RETURN J
Figure 3.3.13-4. GJ-ITSE.N'D Flow Char t
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B.3.14 FAIL CHECK (FAILCK)
B.3.14.1 Fail Check. (FAILCK) Processor Description
The FAJLCK processor, sends out pulse commands once a second to the Attitude
Control System, Modular Power Subsystem, and Command and Data Handling Subsystem
to provide indicarion to these subsystems that the OBC is operating normally.
If this computer status monitor is not received by the named subsystems for a
period of approximately 3 seconds, the spacecraft will be placed into Safehold
taking control of the spacecraft away from the OBC. The processor uses System
Table 16 for the commands to be transmitted. When this processor is initialized
it jumps back to tha top of the command table, otherwise it continues to cycle
thru the command list. The FAILCK processor is summarized in Table B.3.14-1.
B. 3-304 LSD-WPC-263
Table B.3.14-1. Fail Check (FAILCK)
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Number:
Type:
Priority:
Period:
Function:
Subroutines: None
10 '
7
3 tines each 1.024 sec
Provide Computer Status Monitor (CSM) ("I'M OK"
signal) to the ACE, MPS and C&DH subsystems
-
System Tables:
ff Mneunonic Type
16 FAILCMDS P
17 FLCMDEND P
Telemetry Reports:
# Words Description
Failure detection signal commands
End of table for fail det signals
None
B.3-305
B.3.14.2 Fail Check (FAILCK) Processor Operation
See the flowchart in Section B.3.14.6.
B.3.14.3 Fail Check (FAILCK) Software Constraints
B.3.14.4 Fail Check (FAILCK) System Tables
SVS-10266
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Entry Name TLM
Using
Subroutine Description/Remarks
System Table #16 (FAILCMD)
0 FAILCMDS
2
4
6
FAILCK Commands to be sent out
by FAILCK
Entry Name
Using
TLM Subroutine Descript ion/Remarks
Systea Table //17 (FLCMEN'D)
0 FLCMEN'D FAILCK End of commands for FAILCK
B.3.14.5 Fail Check ( F A I L C K )
None
B.3 .14 .6 Fail Check ( F A I L C K ) Flow Charts
B.3-3O6
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C FAILCK J SEND FAILURE DETECTION SIGNALS
>y
9
\ I
Nx%
1 \ °
STOP SENDING
COMPUTER STATUS
MONITOR ~j
("I'M OK" SIGNAL) j
i trowSv
C RETURN "^ JSTOPCOMP
V. J i—t CDERATIK/vw\
" y i
j POINTER = 0
[RESET
TEST FOR FAILURE
v QOKSVV=0 SEND C
SWXQOKSW=1 DON'T
/ Y \
CMD
R
SM SIGNAL
SEND CSM SIGNAL
' GET ADDRESS
OF COMMAND
TO BE SENT
j CMOS ("iMOK'SIGNALi
SENT OUT TO
\j^ . 4 MACS- MpS. C&DH
UTER? STACK CIViD
ON pA I
j OSENDCMD
POINTER LOOPS
THRU
3AnnRpssps
OF CMPS
Figure B . 3 . U - L . FAILCK Flow Chart
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B.3.15 ABSOLUTE TIME COMMAND (ATCP)
B.3.15.1 Absolute Time Corn-Hand (ATCP) Processor Description
Tha Absolute Time Command Processor (ATCP) sends commands from" the stored
command buffer. Each stored command has a time tag associated with it. The ATCP
takes the 18 low-order bits of time tags as 18-bit positive numbers and compares
them with an 18 bit "Clock Word" derived from Flight Software Time. When the two
numbers are equal, the command is sent.
Commands are processed sequentially and a time tag is not examined until the
preceding command has been sent. If commands are out of order so that a command
is not reached until after its time has passed, all stored command processing
will stop. J.t..will not resume until the "Clock Word" has will not resume until
CLOCK/IS has cycled past zero and the time given in the time tag has again been
reached. A complete cycle takes a little over 37 hours.
Commands with identical times are packed into batches and sent as close to
maximum hardware speed as possible (one command each millisecond). Batches will
have 16 commands if possible. Shorter batches may be necessary because pulse
commands must start a new batch and all commands in a batch must occupy
sequential locations in the stored command buffer. The ATCP can send several
batches of commands during one execution.
The Executive Command Stack stores ATCP-sent commands for distribution or
execution. If the stack is full when ATCP sends a command, then up to 7
commands can t?. temporarily saved for and re-sent on the next ATCP execution.
The remaining ATCP capabilities include both pseudo-op command processing and
inhibiting comnand sending if certain unpredictable conditions are discovered by
TMQN Processor.
ATCP is executed every 1.024 seconds as an Executive Scheduler Table entry. ATCP
is comprised of the following subroutines and processors.
ATCP - ATCP Main Routine
STAT - (Processor) Stores a report in the status buffer.
cSR - (Processor) Sets a bit in the Executive Status Report
CMDS - (Processor) Asks the Executive to stack a request for sending a
burst of commands
PSUEDO - (Subroutine) Executes psuedo-op functions
L^D-WPC-263
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JUMP - (Subroutine) Changes the stored command buffer pointer to a new location.
PGONEXT - (Subroutine) Skips the current command and goes to the next
HALT - (Subroutine) Inhibits ATCP from execution
PREDEF - (Subroutine) Sends a pre-defined block of commands
ACTIVRTS - (Subroutine) Activates a Relative Time Sequence
SWCPCTL - (Subroutine) Controls processors
SWSYSTAB - (Subroutine) Loads a system table
SENDCMDS - (Subroutine) Asks the executive to stack a batch of
commands for sending
NEXT - (Processor) Increments the stored command buffer pointer
RETURN - (Subroutine) Returns to the Executive or STCDRIVE
EXITX - (Processor) Interrupts the Executive
SEND - (Processor) Adds a block of commands to the Executive Command
Stac!; for sending
RTRN - (Processor) Return to the Executive or STCDRIVE
B.3.15.2 Absolute Time Command (ATCP) Processor Operation
B.3.15.2.1 ATCP Operation Description
Section 8.3.15.6 contains a detailed flowchart of ATCP operation. The following
document gives an in depth description of ATCP programming details and
operation:
Multimission Modular Spacecraft
Absolute Time Command Processor
Program Documentation
October, 1973
Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
408-2110-0007
The flowcharts in the above report do not reflect changes made to ATCP by
General Electric. Therefore, flowcharts in Section 3.3.15.6 should ?lso be
referenced.
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.15.3 Absolute Time Command (ATCP) Software Constraints
ATCP has no software contrainto.
B.3.15.4 Absolute Time Command (ATCP) System Tables
ATCP has no system tables.
B.3.15.5 Absolute Tine Command (ATCP) Telemetry
ATCP contributes to telemetry in three ways. The first is by setting bits in
the Executive Status Report. The second way is by storing reports in the Status
Buffer. The third and final method is through a single telemetry report. Each
of these contributions is described below.
B.3.15.5.1 Executive Status Report Bits
The Executive Status Report is in OBC telemetry report #39. This occurs four
times in the telemetry matrix - in minor frames 7, 39, 71 and 103. In each
minor frame, the report is found in words 91 to 95 and words 108-127.
Table B.3.15.5-1 shows two classes of bits, those set by ATCP and those set by
the Flight Executive (Bits 83 and 84). The table gives the meaning of each bit
and whether it is latched* or not. .
*Latching raeans that once a hit is set to 1, It remains set until the entire
buffer is zeroed by ground conraand.
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Table B.3.15.5-1. Executive Status Report Bits for ATCP
Bit Latched Bit Meaning
21
22
23
84
85
129
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Invalid Psuedo-op in
Absolute Time command
Absolute Time command
lost due to command stack
overflow
Invalid starting point
for Absolute Time command
processing
Processor inhibited f rom
sending commands
Processor inhibited f rom
executing
Too nany commands for the
processor command storage
area
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B.3.15.5.2 Status Buffer Report
ATCP will store error information in certain status buffer reports. The buffer
is presently not part of telemetry and can only be examined through a buffer
dump.
Status report codes are defined in SVS-10123 Data Format Control Book, Vol II
(Telemetry) and S-700-56 MMS OBC Flight Executive Technical Description,
Appendix B.
B.3.15.5.3 ATCP Contribution to OBC TLM Reports
There is one item contributed to OBC TLM other than those found in Telemetry
Report #39 and that is Absolute Time Command Pointer (ATCPTR). This resides in
words 1 and 2 of OBC Telemetry Report #45.
The balance of report #45 is devoted to RTCP telemetry.
Generating
Entry # Name Subroutine . Description/Comment
ATCP OBC TLM P.eoort f/45
SCPRPRT ATCP Current Absolute Time
Cncuaand Pointer
L'SD-WPC-263
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B.3.15.6 Absolute Time Command (ATCP) Flow Charts
To help the reader understand the flowcharts, the following explanations are
made.
e Program segments called more than once were arbitrarily made
subroutines. When these subroutines are called in the flowchart, a
circled letter i^ attached to the box. This identifies the sheet that
the subroutine is flowcharted on.
e In the main flowchart there are places where a subroutine is called,
but nothing follows that box. This means! that the program flow
continues in the subroutines, and that it will eventually RETURN from
there.
o A description of an operation is used whenever possible.
o The following flowchart variables always represent certain registers:
ACC m Accumulator register
EACC " Extended accumulator register
X •» Index register
LSD-WPC-263
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PROC. STAT REQUESTS THE -
EXECUTIVE TO STORE(
A REPORT IN THE V
STATUS BUFFER
0
STAT(NUMBER.PARAMETER)
! LOAD INDEX REGISTER WITH
REQUEST CODE
! LOAD EXTENDED ACCUMU-
LATOR REGISTER
STAT = STORE A REPORT IN THE STATUS
BUFFER
! NUMBER = ADDRESS OF A WORD THAT
CONTAINS THE REPORT ID NUMBER
! PARAMETER - ADDRESS OF A WORD THAT CONTAINS
THE REPORT PARAMETER.
EACC=NUM6ER
'. LOAD THE ACCUMULATOR
RECISTtR ACC=PARA\ b'TERS
! TRIGGER AM INTERRUPT
TO THE EX£C.
CALL
EXITX
E N D
TELEMETRY TOINT
....SYSTEM. TABLE ENTRY
-TELEMETRY POINT I
SYSTEM TABLE E N T R Y
Figure B.3.15-3. STAT Flow Chart
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! PROC. ESR SETS A
BIT IN THE
EXECUTIVE^-
STATUS (
REPORT I ESR(BITNO)
BITNO =THE NUMBER OF THE BIT TO BE TURNED
ON IN THE EXECUTIVE STATUS REPORT.
ESR = SFT BIT iN EXECUTIVE STATUS REPORT
ESRBIT=REMAlNDER(BITNO/8)
LOAD THE
ACCUMULATOR
REGISTER
! LOAD THE
EXTENDED
ACCUMULATOR
REGISTER
! LOAD THE IN-
DEX REGISTER
! TRIGGER AN
INTERRUPT
ESRBIT^T-ESRBIT
ACC,2(ESRBIT)
EACC = BiTNO8
X=5
CALL
EXITX
END
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
—TELEMETRY POINT c
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figure B.3.15-4. ESR Flow Chart
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PROC. CMOS ASKS THE
EXECUTIVE TO /"
STACK A REQUEST I
TO SEND A BURST
OF COMMANDS
LOAD INDEX REGISTER
CMOS (BUFFER. NUMBER. ACC)
! BUFFER - ADDRESS OF A PAIR OF WORDS THAT GIVE
BUFFER ADDRESSES FOR HIGH I LOW PARTS
OF COMMANDS TO BE SENT.
! NUMBER * ADDRiSS OF A WORD CONTAINING THE
NUMBER OF COMMANDS TO BE SENT.
CMOS "REQUEST THE EXEC. TO STACK A REQUEST
TO SEND A BURST OF COMMANDS
! LOAD ACCUMULATOR
REOISTCR
ACC=BUFFER
*(0200000)
LOAD EXTENDED
ACCUMULATOR
REGISTER
EACC^NUMBER
TRIGGER AN
INTEF:;UPT CALL EXITX
TELEMETRY POINT
....... S V S T t M TAiiLt f N T R Y
- rE l . fMtTKY I'OINT (.
S Y S T f M T A D L C t N T R Y
Figure B.3.15-5. CMDS Flow Chart
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O
SUBROUTINE JUMP RESETS
THE POINTER TO A NEW
LOCATION IN THE COMMAND
BUFFER. JUMP IS CALLED BY PSUEDO
WHEN OP. CODE =1
f J U M P " N JUMP = JUMP TO A NEW COMMAND BUFFER LOCATION
! EXTRACT THE RELATIVE
LOCATION BITS FROM
THE COMMAND
ACC=SCUDBUF2( POINTER LAND. 0177777
? DOES THE JUMP KEEP
YOU IN THE COMMAND
BUFFER?
STORE NEW
POINTER
START A
NEW BATCH
PROCESS THE
COMMAND
THAT YOU
JUMPED TO
XACC > \ CES . YOU ARE BEYOND
N. ? /
JNO f YOU AP
POINTER-ACC
{
STARTrACC
\
CO TO LABEL
CETTIME IN MAIN
PROGRAM FLOWCHART
E STILL IN
( • V
I ( - ) H
( ' V
END OF BUFFER
WORK-POINTER
BUFFER I
CALL STAT(3», WORK)
CALL ESR(2I )
,
CALL HALT
STORE
LOCATION OF
ERROR
REPOUT £RROR
SEV BIT 21 IN
EXECUTIVE
STATUS
REPORT
INHIBIT ATCP
FROM EXECU-
TION-
— — — TELEMETRY POINT
....... SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
—""— TELEMETRY POINT t
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figure B.3.15-7. JUMP Flow Chart
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SUBROUTINE PCONEXT SK!PS THE ^- -
CURRENT PSUEDO-OP COMMAND t GOES (PCONEXT) PCONEXT=SKIP THE PSUEDO-OP. CO TO THE NEXT COMMAND
TO THE NEXT COMMAND IN THE COMMAND N-
BUFFER. IT IS CALLED BY ATCP, OR BY
PSUEDO (FOR OP-COOE=2)
! SKIP. PSUEDO-OP COMMAND
START NEW BATCH
PROCESS NEXT COMMAND
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT t
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figure B.3.15-8. PGONEXT Flow Chart
B.3-321
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SUBROUTINE HALT INHIBITS
ATCP FROM EXECUTION. IT IS
CALLED EITHER BY THE ATCP,
OR BY PSEUDO (FOR OP-CODE =3)
LOAD REQUEST CODE INTO
INDEX REGISTER
HALT
X=3
HALT = HALT ATCP PROCESSING
LOAD THE PROCESSOR CON-
TROL TABLE LABEL FOR
ATCP
! LOAD THE SUM OF THE FUN-
CTION CODES FOR ACTIONS
TO BE PERFORMED ON ATCP
QUO = TELL ATCP TO RE-
INITIALIZE ITSELFWHEr
IT IS NEXT EXECUTED
002 = INHIBIT EXECUTION OF
ATCP
! TRIGGER AN INTERRUPT TO
THE EXEC.
! RETURN TO EXEC. OR
STCDRIVE
ACC=LIATCP
EACC=012
1 r
CALL EXITX
CALL RETURN
Figure B.3.15-9. HALT Flow Chart
B.3-322
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POiNT 5
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
f1 ! SUBROUTINE
I
OR;C5:-!A!. PA'-i: F3
OF POOR QUALITY
PREOEFSENDS A
PRE-DEFINED BLOCK
OF COMMANDS. iT
IS CALLED BY PSUEDO
FOR PSUEOO-OP CODE
-4. ALL BLOCKS CON-
SIST OF 16 COMMANDS
AND ARE ARRANGED
IN NUMERICAL ORDER
(NUMBERS START FROM(pREOEF '
o
PREDEF - SEND A PREDEFINED BLOCK OF COMMANDS
,
ACC-SCMDBUFi (POINTER). AND. 0177777! EXTRACT THE
16-BIT PRE-
DEFINED BLOCK
SERIAL NUMBER FROM
THE COMMAND
? IS THIS BLOCK NUMBER IN THE/ ACC
.YES ! OUT OF RANGE - BLOCK » IS INVALID
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! ACCM6 =
RELATIVE
LOCATION
WITHIN BUFFER
! CALCULATE
THE BUFFER
ADDRESSES
FOR DMA OUT-
PUT
: '. STACK A
' REQUEST TO __«_
; SEND THE BLOCK
: OF COMMANDS
! ! CO TO NE
COMMAND
V. (SPKtHUfL-IJ f
N. ? /
N/ ! IN RANGE -
J NO BLOCK i IS VALID
BUFADD(0)=SPREBUF1 * ACC « H
,.
BUFADD(1)=SPREBUF2 * ACC • 16
1
WORK=POINTER
/* — N
( A j—
( B \
, /• — ^  /
CALL SENO(BUFAODCO). 16)
, ,
XT CALL
PCONEXT
-(•)
/ Y> — '
— ( P )
CALL
STATU9.WORM
1 i
CALL ESR(2 I )
CALL PCQNEXT
(^
'. STORE LOCATION
OF ERROR
REPORT THE ERROR
SET ERROR E!T 2) IN
THE EXECUTIVE
STATUS REPORT
SKIP THIS COMMAND
AND PROCESS THE
NEXT
— TELEMETRY POINT
'••' SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
— TELEMETRY POINT I
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figure B.3.?'-10. PREDEF" Flow Chart
B.3-323
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! SUBROUTINE ACTIVRTS ACTIVATES A
RELATIVE TIME COMMAND SEQUENCE.
IT IS CALLED BY PSUEDO FOR PSUEDO-OP
CODE = 5
o
I ACTIVRTS) A C T I V R T S - A C T I V A T E RELATIVE TIME SEQUENCE
! EXTRACT SEQUENCE
NUMBER FROM THE
COMMAND
WORK=SCMDBUF2( POINTER LAND. 01 7 7 7 7 7
! STORE SEQUENCE NUMBER IN
ACCUMULATOR REGISTER
! STORE FUNCTION CODE ( I - . A C T I -
VATE THE SEQUENCE) IN THE
EXTENDED ACCUMULATOR
REGISTER.
'. LOAD THE INDEX REGISTER WITH
A REQUEST CODS FOR THE EXEC.
! TRICCcR AN INTERRUPT TO THE
EXEC.
GO TO NEXT COMMAND
ACC^VORK
EACC-001
CALL
E X I T X
CALL
PGONEXT
} .' ACTIVATE THE RELATIVE-TIME-SEQUENCE
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TE l .CMETRY POINT t
SYSTEM T A B L E ENTRY
Figure B.3.15-11. ACTIVRTS Flow Chart
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! SUBROUTINE SWCPCTL CONTROLS PRO-
CESSORS. IT IS CALLED BY
PSUEDO WHENEVER A PSUEDO-
OP CODE = 6.
( S W C P C T L JSW CTL > SWCPCTL = SOFTWARE CONTROLLED
! EXTRACT PROCESSOR
NUMBER FROM COM-
MAND, & USE THAT
TO GET THE LO-
CATION OF THAT
PROCESSOR'S CONTROL
TABLE IN THE UPCT
PROCESSOR CONTROL
PROCOFS= [SCMDBUFI (POINTER).AND. 077] * 16
UPROC=(UPCT ADDRESS) +• PROCOFS
! EXTRACT THE f
FUNCTION CODE BITS j
FROM THE COMMAND SWCWORK=SCMDBUF2(POINTER) .AND. 077
! LOAD THE INDEX REGISTER
WITH REQUEST CODE FOR
EXEC.
! LOAD THE ACCUMULATOR
REGISTER WITH THE PRO-
CESSOR CONTROL TABLE
ADDRESS
! LOAD THE EXTENDED
ACCUMULATOR REGISTER
WITH THE FUNCTION CODE
! GENERATE AN INTERRUPT
TO THE EXEC.
'. CO TO NEXT COMMAND
X = 3
ACC=UPROC
EACC=SWCWORK
CALL EXITX
! REQUEST EXECUTIVE
TO PERFORM PRO-
CESSOR CONTROL
FUNCTIONS
CALL PGONEXT
Figure B.3.15-12. SWCPCTL Flow Chart
0-3-325
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
I IF A TAB'.E LOAD IS IN PROGRESS.
I SUBROUTINE SW5YSTA8 LOATC A
SYSTEM TA8LF WITH SOFTWARE
STORED COM MAN US
IT IS CALLED BY PSUEDO FOR
Of CODE " 7
FOR THAT TABLE LOAD
TABU KUM8ER (A ACC - SCV.DOUFIIPOINTERI.AND. 0
HAVE A SYSTEM TABLE 1
KifSBSR.i Jk.
7 IS THIS A STORED _x/^cr ^ t^X. YES
DATA ENTRY ^Sv >^
1 DATA ENTRY JNO
1 SET THE STORAGE LIMIT
REGISTER SO THAT YOU CALL
CAN WHITE INTO THE IINSWCTUH)
1 WRITE THE DATA ENTRY STA0FWAINEXTLOC) •
INTO THE SYSTEM TABLE SCMOBUF3tPOINTERI
|
1 RESET THE STORAGE
LIMIT REGISTER WITH Sw«wrTni»l
ATCP STORAGE LIMITS TIWSWCTIN2I
I
1 GO TO NEXT SYSTEM NEXTLOC - NEXTLOC * 1
TABLE ENTRY
7 WAS THIS THE ^^^ [^
LAST ENTRY? ^xNEXTLoCX.
\ -LASTLOC s'
jTNO ( IT WA
SYSTAB--1 FLAG
V
CALL i
PGONEXT
177 L ITABr
1 STORED COMMAND - ERROR
Tl 1 SET ERROR BIT 1
CALL STATUS REPORT /~*\
tSH MM ~ ' I B J
^ [REPORT ERROR
CALL /~*\
StAT<510.POINTERI ' V * J
I 1 CO TO NEXT
CALL /T\
PGONEXT \^J
EHEARE 1 GO TO NEXT
HE ENTRILS COMMAND
F CA! ! /T^
PGONEXT Vly^
STHC LAST ENTRY
SYSTEM TABLE LOAD
TO "NO LOAD IN
HEiS"
o
I GO TO NEXT COMMAND
7 SYSTEM TABLE LOAD
IN PROGRESS
LE LOAD IS IN PROGRESS VES ^/
1 EXTRACT THE SYSTEM
TABLE NUMBER
1 TABLE S 0-23 ARE F.XEC.
^
ACC - SCMD
SVS.EM.ABLtS 7ISTHISAN
EXECUTABLE?
IANEXEC.TABLE-ERRCH VESX
R
7 IS YOUR TABLE NUMBER (TIMES [__
TWO) GREATER THA.'i THE MAXIMUM
TASLE NUMBER (TIMES TWO!?
! ERROR YES ^
1 GET FIRST-WORD
ADDRESS ^ f THE
SYSTEM TABLE
1 EXTRACT THE NUMBER
OF WORDS TO BE LOADED -
A ZERO IS NOT ALLOWED
7ISTI-
ZERO
1 ERROR
StMFYIi
USING STX
STORAGE
THESYSTI
IN SWCTIN
SY/CWORK-
OF TABLE
ACC - SCMC
ERE A
COUNT?
YES .,
I TEMPORARILY SAVE THE NUMBER
OF WORDS TO BE LOADED
I MOVE START ADDRESS
BITS INTO POSITION FOR
EVENTUAL EXTRACTION
I EXTRACT START
ADDRESS FROM THE I
fOFT.VARE STORED Ni
COMMAND I—
I CALCULATE WHE.1E THE
LAST ENTRY WOULD BE
STORED
? ARE YOU PAST THE END
OF THE SYSTEM TABLE?
I PAST ESC OF SYSTEM TADLE-ERROR
ORIGINAL PAG£ 13
OE POOR QUALITY
1 . SUBROUTINE SWSYSTA3 LOADS A
[ SVSTEM TABLE WITH SOFTWARE
STORED COMMANDS
' ITISCALLEDBYPSUEDOFOR
! OP CODE -7
<O
G v SWSYSTAB •WSYSTAB ) SOFTWAi.EJ SYSTEM
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[ 1 TABLE
! ' SYSTEM TABLE LOAD J LOAD
I IN PROGRESS ^*-^ \.
! 1 TABLE LOAD IS IN PROGRESS YES ^ X \^
1
1
E
1. i
V
1)
1)
1
\
I
\
f
i
i
j
f
j
i
1 EXTRACT THE SYSTEM |^NO 11 ABLE LOAD NOT IN PROGRESS0
TABLtNUMULH T
.TABLES 0.23 ARE EXEC. | «C- SCMOBUFITONTERUNMITI
SYS.tM.ABLbS
 ? ,STmSAN i
tXEC.TABLt> ^^^
lANEXEtTABLE-ERROR VES XMT •- T^S.
? IS YOUR TABLE NUMBER (TIMES
JNO
SYETAB« - ACC
ACC-SYSTABS*2
ORIGINAL PASS V3
OF POOR QUALITY
TWO) GREATER THAN .HEM AXi.-.-JM i
TABLE NUMBER (TIMES TYiOrt .S^
1 ERROR YES ^ /"^
 > ^^
\ GET FIRST -WORD
ADDRESS OF THE
SYSTEM TABLE
1 EXTRACT THE NUMBER 1
OF WOHC.J TO BE LOADED -
^ .^X^^ ' YOUR TABLE NUMBER IS
J[ NO IN BOUNDS
V
STA8FWA - UTLISTISYSTAW2I
i
USING STABFY<A. CALCULATE THE
SK RAGE LIMITS FOR WRITING TO
THE SYSTEM TABLE. STORE THFM
INSWCT:N!(2I.
|
SWCWORK - ADDRESS Of LAST WORD
OF TABLE
|
A'.C - SCMDBUF2IPOIHTERI.AND. 077
VIS THE RE A *
ZERO COUNT? .^ N.
„ IERROR YES . /ACC-aX .
1 TEMPORARILY SAVE 1 'IE NUMBER
OF WORDS TO BE LOADED
! MOVE START ADDRESS
BITS INTO POSITION FOR
EVENTUAL EXTRACTION
1 EXTRACT START
7^0 1 COUNT IS (
LASTLOC- ACC
^SHIFT SCMDBUF2IPOINTER
CONTENTS 6 BITS TO THE SIGHT
1
ADDRESS FROM THE
SOFTWARE STORED NEXTLOC • SCMDBUFZIPOINTCR). AND. 0007777
! CALCULATE WHERE THE
LAST ENTRY WOULD dE
i
LASTLOC - NcXTLOC < LASTLOC - 1
5
-
lu
 TELEMETRY POINT
• SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT t
SYSTEM TA3LE ENTRY
? ARE YOU PAST THE END ¥ ^
OF THE SYSTEM TABLE?^X^V 'W"HIN THE SYSTEM TABLE _^ .-.,.. ^  ^ .'^ ....
! PAST END OF SYSTEM TABLE-ERROR "Ls^ \MO I
"\- SWCV(ORK .S \
^\/^ ^
^^ COM
CALL I r l
r-GO.JEXT \._S
NEXT STORED
^AKD
UJTY
Figure B.3.15-13 SWSYSTAB Flow Chart
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! SUBROUTINE SENDCMDS
CALCULATES BUFFER
ADDRESSES FOR DMA &
REQUESTS THE EXECU-
TIVE TO STACK THE BATC
OF COMMANDS FOR
SENDING
(SENDCMDS) SENDCMDS - COMMANDS
? WHAT IS THE LENGTH OF
THE BATCH OF
COMMANDS?
CALCULATE THE BUFFER
ADDRESSES BUFADD
(0) £ BUFADU(I) FOR
DIRECT MEMORY
ACCESS
! THERFARENOCCMMANrSTO
" BE SENT-RETURN TO THE
CALLING PROGRAM OR SUBROUTINE
YES
NO
BUFADO(0)=START
+
SCMDBUFIfO)
BUFADD(1)=START
+
SCMDBUFrUO)
! REQUEST THE
EXECUTIVE TO
STACK THE
BATCH OF
COMMANDS FOP.
SENDING
! ZERO THE BATCH
LENGTH
CALL
SEND(BUFADD,BATCHLEN)
BATCHLEN=0
! RETURN TO CALLING
PROGRAM OR SUBROUTIN, cRETURN V«j
SCMDBUF?HAS THE
9 HIGH ORDER ^!TS OF
STORED COMMANDS &
SCMD8UF2HASTKE
18 LOW-ORDER 3!TS.
Figure R.3.15-14. SENDCMDS Flow Chart
•TELEMETRY POINT
•SYSTEM TADLE ENTRY
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! PROC. NEXT INCRFMENTS
THE POINTER AND CHECKS
FOR THE SND OF THE
COMMAND BUFFER
! INCREMENT POINTER
0
NEXT
 ) NEXT * CO TO NEXT COMMAND IN THE STORED COMMAND BUFFER
""^
POINTER^POINTER*
I HAVE WE REACHED THE
END OF THE BUFFER?
SEND THE LAST
BATCH OF
COMMANDS
WRA? AROUND THE
BUFFER AND
START OVER
AGAIN
DO NOT SEND THE
IAST E.ATCH OF
COMMANDS AGAIN
KETURN TO CALLING
PROGHAY.
>
 Es . WE HAVE NOT REACHED END OF BUFFER
AE HAVE
REACHED ENC
OF BUFFER
CALL 1
SENDCMDS
POINVER=0
STARTED 1
(
END
TELEMETRY POINT
• SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT t
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figure B.3.15-15. NEXT Flow Chart
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SUBROUTINE RETURN STORES
REPORTS IN THE 08C TELE-
METRY BUFFER 6 RETURNS TO
THE EXECUTIVE OR STCDRIVE
STORE UOWER S BITS
OF NEW POINTER IN
OBC REPORT
C
0
RETURN RETURN = STORE TELEMETRY REPORTS AND
RETURN TO STCDKIVE OR EXEC.
_SCPRPRT(JL =
~~°OI'N?ER
Sr.ifT POINTER a
SiTS RICHf E STORE
RESULT IN ACC
STORE HIGH-ORDER
BITS OF NEW POINTER
IN OBC REPORT
SET COOE FOR
LANDSAT-O
IN ATCP'S OBC
! RETURN TO THE
EXEC. OR STCDRIVE
SCPRPRT(0)=ACC
SCPRPRT(2) '= 015
CALL
RTRN
— TELEMETRY POINT
........SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
. i — TELEMETRY POINT C,
SYSTEM TAOLE ENTRY
Figure 3.3.15-16. RETURN Flow Chart
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I PROC. EXIT REPLACES THE
OP CODE 'EXIT'. & CAN CALL
EITHER THE ROUTINE'EXIT' /•
OR THE OP-CODE 'EXIT' (
IT IS USED TO FACILITATE ' V
UNIT TESTING IN SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT.
? INTEGRATED
TEST
UTEST.' MUST BE SET=1 FOR UNiT
TESTING ON MODIFIED ATCP
LOGIC
? UNIT TESTING?
! UTEST? MUST BE SET=0 FOR INTEGRATED
TESTING OF MODIFIED ATCP LOGIC
! RETURN TOCALLING PROGRAM'
0
EXITX = EXIT EXTENDED TO SAVING REGISTERS
WHETJ EXECUTED
CALL THE ROUTINE 'EXIT'
! DEFINED BY USER, BUT IS
INCLUDED ONLY WHEN UTEST?=t
! USE THE OP-CODE 't£XIT'
— — — TELEMETRY POINT
....... SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
--• TELEMETRY POINT t.
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figuto B.3.15-17. EXITX Flow Chart
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PROC. SEND ADDS A BLOCK OF,
COMMANDS TO THE
EXECUTIVE STACK
FOR SENDING
WAS THERE A PREVIOUS
STACKING OVERFLOW
HAVE EXEC. STACK
YOUR REQUEST TO
SEND A BLOCK OF
COMMANDS
SENDIBUFFER. COUNT)7>
\VES_
SEND « ADD A COMMAND BLOCK TO
THE EXECUTIVE STACK FOR
SENDING
THERE WAS A PREVIOUS STACK OVERFLOW-TRY TO SAVE
THIS BATCH
CALL CMOS (BUFFER.
COUNT,ACC)
NO PREVIOUS STACK
OVERFLOW
? WAS THE REQUEST
STACKED?
REQUEST STACKED.
RETURN TO CALLING
—\PROCRAM
? IS THESE n.OOM TO
SAVE A HATCH OF
COMMANDS?
! REPORT ERROR
SET DIT 21 IN
EXECUTIVE STATUS
REPORT
INHIBIT ATCP FROM
EXECUTION
NO ! REQUEST WASN'T STACKED
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT I
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
STORE NUMBER
OF COMMANDS
IN BATCH
STORE ADDRESS OF HIGH-
ORDER
PARTSSAVBATCH(1)=BUFADD(0) *SAVBLOC
STORE ADDRESS OF LOW-
ORDER
PARTSSAVBATCH(2) = BUFADD(t)*SAVBLOC
CALL HALT
INCREMENT POINTER
SAV8LOC=SAVBLOC-3
C.ENPJ! RETURN TO CALLINGPROGRAM
Figure B.3.15-18. SEND Flow Chart
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! PROC. RTRN RETURNS CON- /"
DITIONALLY TO THE EXEC. I
(UTEST?=0) OR STCDRIVE ^
(UTEST?=1)
1 RETURN TO STCDRIVE?
RTRN
? RETURN TO EXEC?
RTRN = RETURN TO EXEC. OR STCDRIVE
! RETURN TO STCDRIVE
CO TO
PTERMTIN
! RETURN TO EXEC.
YES CALL
TIN(PTERMTIN)
CEND )
PTERMTIN IS
DEFINED IN THE
EXEC.
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT t
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figure B.3.15-19. RTRN Flow Chart
B.3.16 RELATIVE TIME COMMAND PROCESSOR (RTCP(
•i
•:'•)
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B.3.16 RELATIVE TIME COMMAND (RTCP)
B.3.16.1.1 Relative Time Command (RTCP) Processor Description
The Relative Time Command Processor (RTCP) processes the relative time command
sequences stored in onboard computer (OBC) memory. An RTS is a set of commands
sent at prespecified intervals measured in RTCP executions. The RTCP can thus
execute a relatively lengthy command procedure with prescheduled delays. This
allows one command or group of commands to achieve its full effect (such as
warming up an instrument) before the next command or set of commands is issued.
Commands within an RTS are processed sequentially, and a series of commands with
intervals of zero will be sent (within hardware limitations) as a block at 1
millisecond intervals. Longer intervals between coatnands are expressed in
numbers of RTCP executions. A count of 1 means that the command is sent on the
first RTCP execution after the one on which the previous command was sent, a
count of 2 means that it is sent on the second execution, and so forth. The
maximum count is 131,071 (2**17-1). An RTS can be executed many times.
RTSs can be activated by pseudo-op commands stored in the absolute tims command
buffer. RTSs can also be activated, halted, inhibited, and reenabled by
commands from ground control or from another processor. Several KTSs can be
active at one time. Each active RTS is examined during an RTCP execution. The
commands from one RTS are sent before RTCP processes the next RTS. Multiple
commands from an RTS are sent in a block. Commands from separate sequences go
out in separate 16 millisecond slots.
Commands are always transmitted directly from their storage buffer. They are
never moved or modified. Two buffers must be used, because commands are 27 bits
long and OBC words have only 18 bits. The 9 high order bits of successive
commands go out over input/output (I/O) device 6, and the 18 low order bits of
the same commands go out simultaneously over device 7.
RTCP is executed every 1.024 seconds as an Executive Scheduler Table entry.
RTCP is comprised of the following subroutines and processors.
RTCP - RTCP Main Routine
RSENDCMDS - Asks the Flight Executive to add a batch of commands to the
Executive Command Stack.
B.3.16.2 Relative Time Command (RTCP) Processor Operation
B.3.16.2.1 RTCP Operation Description
A detailed flowchart of RTCP operation is given in Section b.3.16.6. An in
depth description of RTCP programming details and operation is given by the
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c
I following document:
••/
,| Multimission Modular Spacecraft (HMS)
\ Relative Time Command Processor (RTCP)
f Program Documentation
.-. October 1978
j Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
:| 408-2110-0006
B.3.16.2.2 Modes of Operation
There are no modes of operation associated with RTCP.
B.3.16.2.3 RTCP Subroutine Description
RSENPCMDS
Asks the Flight Executive to stack a batch of commands in the Executive Conssand
Stack. If the batch is successfully stacked, then it RETURNS normally. If the
batch was not stacked, then it returns to the main program location labeled
NEXTSEQ. This causes the program to skip to the next sequence.
B.3.16.3 Relative Time Command (RTCP) Software Constraints
RTCP has no software constraints.
B.3.16.4 Relative Time Command (RTCP) System Tables
RTCP has no system tables.
B.3.16.5 Relative Time Command (RTCP) Telemetry
RTCP contributes to telemetry in two ways. The first is by setting bits in the
Executive Status Report. (This is not done by RTCP itself, however.) The
second way is through a single telemetry report. Each of these contributions is
described below.
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B.3.16.5.1 Executive Status Report Bits
The Executive Status Report is in OBC telemetry report #39. This occurs four
times in the telemetry matrix - in minor frames 7, 39, 71 and 103. In each
minor frame, the report is found in words 91, 95, and 108-127.
The bits for RTCP are listed in Table B.3.16-1. these bits are set by the
Flight Executive. The table also includes the meaning of each bit and whether it
is latched or not. (Latching means that once a bit is set to 1, :.t will remain
set until the entire buffer is zeroed hy command from the ground).
Table B.3.16-1. Executive Status Report Bits for RTCP
Bit I? Latched Bit Meaning
86
87
No
No
Processor inhibited from
sending commands
Processor inhibited from
executing
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B.3.16.5.2 RTCP Telemetry Report
RTCP will provide telemetry in the OBC TLM reports via words 3 thru 23 of OBC
TLM Report #45. This telemetry shows the status of all of the RTS groups,
whether they are active or inhibited.
Entry
OBC TLM
0
2
3
7
11
15
19
23
Name TLM
Report #45
ATCPTR
. SWVERNO
RTS1
RTS 2
RTS3
RTS4
RTS 5
RTS6
Using
Subroutine
ATCP
—
RTCP
RTCP
RTCP
RTCP
RTCP
RTCP
Description/Remarks*
Current absolute time
command pointer
Software version number
Inhibit/active status of
RTS 00-15
Inhibit/active status of
RTS $ 16-31
Inhibit/Active status of
RTS )?32-47
Inhibit/active status of
RTS #48-63
Inhibit/active status of
RTS #64-79
Inhibit/active status of
RTS #80-87
*Each RTS status report Ls two bits long. An Inhibited sequence has the first
bit » 1. An active sequence has the second bit » 1.
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B.3.16.6 Relative Time_ Command (RTCP). Flow Charts
To help the reader understand the flowcharts, the following explanations are
made.
a Certain subroutine calls have a circled letter attached to the*. This
identifies the sheet that the subroutine is flowcharted on.
o The following flowchart variables always represent certain registers:
ACC - Accumulator Register
EACC » Extended Accumulator Register
X - Index Register
o The CALL RTRN statement is equivalent to RETURN in FORTRAN.
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! SUBROUTINE RSENDCMD ASKS THE
FLIGHT EXEC TO ADD A BATCH OF
COMMANDS TO THE EXEC. COMMAND
STACK FOR SENDING
! SAVE X REGISTER
ASK THE FLIGHT
EXEC TO ADD A
BATCH OF COM-
MANDS TO THE
STACK FOR SENDING
! RLiTORE THE RTS INDEX
LOCATION TO THE INDEX
REGISTER
? WAS THE BATCH
STACKED?
CALL CMDS(RBUFADD,CMDCOUNT,ACC)
RSENDCMDS=RTS SEND COMMANDS
YES - SUCCESSFULLY STACKED
! RETURN TO CALLING PROGRAM
SET THE SEQUENCE
POINTER TO THE
START OF THE
BATCH
RTSPNTR(X) = RBUFADD-RTSMAX(X)
SET THE COUNTER
TO 1
CO TO THE NEXT
SEQUENCE
RTSCNTR(X) = 1
GO TO LABEL
RNEXTSEQ IN
MAIN PROGRAM
Figure B.3.16-3. RSENDCMD Flow Chart
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B.3.17 UPDATE FILTER (UFLTR)
B.3.17.1 Update Filter (UFLTR) Processor Description
The function of the .Update Filter is to use data from stellar referenced sensors
to update the spacecraft inertial attitude determination and gyro bias
compensation. Normally the Update Filter will employ data from the two Fixed
Head Star Trackers (FHST), but by ground command data from the Fine Sun Sensor
(FSS) can be processed.
The Update Filter module is a background processor which is called every 32.768
seconds or every 32 cycles of the Flight Executive Scheduler table. This
processor will be interrupted by foreground processors, but has a- higher
priority than other background processors.
The Update Filter Processor is comprised of 17 subroutines. These subroutines
are listed in Table B.3.17-1, and diagrammed in Figure B.3.17-1. During
operation of the software, these subroutines use Systems Tables 35 thrtr 49 for
parameters, and updates. Table 38 is the Star Catalog which provides up to 55
stars to be used in update filter operations. This table is updated
periodically w.th new stars occuring in the field of view of the FHST's.
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UPDATE
FILTER
UFLTR
INITIALIZATION
UFINIT
1
STATE I PROPAGATION
COMPUTATION
UFSAPC ,
MEASUREMENT
PROCESSING
UFMESP
STATE TRANSITION
C NOISE COVARIANCE
MATRIX COMPUTATION
UFSTNC ,
COVARIANCE MATRIX
PROPAGATION
COMPUTATION
UFCMPC
 2
STAR TRACKERS
ONLY
STAR TRACKER
6 FSS
TELEMETRY
PROCESSING
GAIN MATRIX
COMPUTATION
EULER PARAMETER
S. GYRO BIAS
CORRECT t. COMP.
UFEPCC
C77ARIANCE
MATRIX
UPDATE
IIFCMUO
STAR TRACKER
DATA
CALIBRATION
UFSTDC
STAR T R A C K E R
DATA CORRECTION
STAR
IDENTIFICATION
UFSTID 3
FSS DATA
CALIBRATION
UFFSSC
FSS DATA
PROCESSING
UFFSDP
SUBROUTINE
SUBROUTINE
MNEUMONIC
X
ORDER CALLED
Figure B.3.17-1. Update Filter (UFLTR) Overview
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Number:
Type:
Priority:
Period:
Function:
Subroutines:
UFINIT
UFSAPC
UFSTN'C
UFCMPC
UFDYSC
UFMESP
UFSTDC
UFSTPF
UFSTDC
UFSDCR
UFSTID
UFFSDP
UFGAIN
UFEPGC
UFCMUD
@ABERB
UFTELM
Table B.3.17-1. Update Filter (UFLTR)
13
Background
10
32.768
Provide Attitude determination and gyro bias
compensation to ACS software processor.
Initialization
State propagation computation
State transition and noise matrix computation
Covariance matrix propagation
•Dynamic scaling
Measurement processing
Star trackers only
Star trackers plus FSS
Star tracker data calibration
Star tracker data correction
Star identification
FSS data processing
Gain matrix computation
Euler parameter and gyro bias correction computation
Covariance matrix update
Total aberatinn velocity
Telemetry processing
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System Tables
Mnemonic Type
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
UFGNPARM
UFHNPARM
UFPARMS
STARCAT
UFSSUVEC
UFMFCOC1
UFMFCOC2
UFISTUV1
UFISTUV2
UFFTCOF1
UFFTCOF2
UFICCOF1
UFICCOF2
UFCCEMF1
UFCCEMF2
P
P
P
Vi
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
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Table B.3.17--1 (Continued)
Description
Gyro Noise Model Parameters
FHST Noise Model Parameters
Parameters for Update Filter
Star Catalog
FSS Unit Vector
Torquer Bar Mag. Fid. Sens. Coeff. FHST 0
Torquer Bar Mag. Fid. Sens. Coeff. FHST 9
Unit Vector Components FHST #1
Unit Vector Components FHST #2
Flat Field and Temp Coeff. FHST #1
Flat Field and Temp Coeff. FHST #2
Star Intensity Calibration Coeff. FHST 01
Star Intensity Calibration Coeff. FHST //2
Magnetic Field Calib. Coeff. FHST Ifl
Magnetic Field Calib. Coeff. FHST If2
P « Parametric - nominally will not change
V = Variable - Change necessary periodically
(1) Star Catalog - updated every 3 days
Telemetry Reports
OBC Reports 24 thru 34
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B.3.17.2 late Filter (UFLTR) Processor Operation
The update filter uses data from 2 FHST's or tron 1 FHST and the FSS to provide
independent corrections to the attitude reference quaternion, EPAl,2,3,4, and
the gyro bias vector, THETBX,Y,Z. The update filter implements a Kalman filter
which is a sequential estimating algorithm that processes one measurement at a
time to continually reduce the error magnitude. The ground controls the update
filter mode of operation with the parameter ST. If ST=»1 the mode will be to
alternately use data frota both FHST's. If ST-0 the mode will be to alternately
use data from the FSS and 1 predefined FHST. The ST=0 mode is.a backup mode for
the case of a failed FHST. Upon entry the update filter saves a tica consistent
set of the following data:
EPAl.2,3,4
BEX.Y.Z
MX.V.Z
WX.Y.Z
TF
ZLX-XLZ
AST1HORZ
ASTIVERT
AST2HORZ
AST2VERT
ASTiMAG
AST2MAG
AST1TEMP
AST2TEMP
AFSSOUT
On-Board Star Catalog:
reference quaternion
magnetometer data
torquer commands
spacecraft rates
flight software time
orbit position data
FHST £1 horizontal poa
FH?T SI vertical pos
FHST 02 horizontal pos
FHST $2 vertical pcs
FHST ffl..star intensity
FHST <?2 star intensity
FHST 01 temperature
FHST 02 temperature
Fine Sun Sensor data word
8 words
3 words
3 words
3 words
2 words
4 wo res
2 words
2 words
2 words
2 words
1 word
1 word
1 word
I word
4 words
OBC system table #38 is reserved for the star catalog. The catalog o.an hold as
many as 55 stars (500 words).
Star Identification:
Star identification is performed by the subroutine UFSTID. A single star
measurement is compared to each star in the catalog (55 catalog stars is the
largest catalog) and the number of catalog stars identified with the measurement
is saved. If. and only if 1 identification is made and it is the second (or
greater) time that the measurement is identified with that particular star an
update La executed. Three tests are performed (in order) for each catalog star
given a star measurement. If any test fails for a particular catalog entry the
next tost or 2 tests are not performed but rather testing for the next catalog
star is begun•
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Test 91 Orbit Angle Test:
A star orbit angle defines the spacecraft position in orbit at which the
spacecraft can view the star. Orbit angles for stars are constants and part of
the star catalog load while the spacecraft orbi.t angle is a function of the
ephemeris and which FHST is the preferred sensor.
RS - Spacecraft orbit angle
DR(FHST) = Correction to RS for either FHST #1 or FHST 02
RT - RS+DR (FHST) - effective spacecraft orbit angle
RF • allowable tolerance
CATRS - star orbit angle uplinked as part of the star catalog
The orbit angle test is then accepted if:
(RT-RF) <CATRS <(RT+RF)
Test^ 82 Threshold Teat
The measured ;itar intensity, IS, is compared to the threshold tolerance limits,.
CATSU and CATS2, uplinked for each star as part of the star catalog. The
threshold test is accepted if:
CATSL <IS <CATSU
Test #3 Measurecent Res idual Test:
The measurement residual test is accepted if:
SX <VS1 and SY <VS2
where: SX and SY are the absolute values of the differences between FHST
measured X and Y positions and expected positions. The expected
positions are calculated from the star vector uplinked as part of the
star catalog.
and: VS1 - KS*SQRT(R+V1)
and: VS2 - KS*SQRT(R+V2)
where: KS is a gain constant
and: R is either RL or KU depending on whether the star measured position is
within RLM (RLM-?) of the tracker origin.
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and: VI and V2 are uncertainties associated with the best estimated value of
the attitude.
Normal 2_ FHST Operation (ST°1):
The following physical considerations were the driving force for the update
filter logic involving star data use.
1. To avoid using bad star data, a star must be identified twice before
the data is to be used to generate an update..
2. The preferred tracker is always the one which has gone the longest
without providing data for an update. This is to avoid errors
accumulating about the boresight of one tracker.
3. There is not enough time to process 2 star identifications and 2
updates in one 32 second cycle. There is, however, enough time to
process 2 star identifications and one update in a single 32 second
cycle. Theiefore, if the preferred tracker has no valid star, the
opportunity is then taken to check the other tracker and update from
it if it has a valid star.
Consider the following scenario to explain the update filters logic for star
data use.
1. ST»1 —> 2 star tracker not 1 FHST + FSS.
2. A single star will pass through the FHST field of view in roughly 3
minutes.
3. Consider the case when a valid star enters the field of view of each
tracker at roughly the same time. Each tracker has a unique star
since the tracker fields of view do not overlap.
A. ASSU-TC that this tine the preferred tracker is tracker 01 or FHST°1.
5. Scenario
a. 1st 32 Sec Update Filter Cycle
UFSTOC will call UFSTID which will Identify the star in tracker
IH but set ISC--1 since this is the 1st Identification for this
star. UFSTID will return control to UFSTOC and since ICS=1 a
second try using cracker 92 will be executed. This second try
will call UFSTID a second time to Identify the star in tracker
92. The star will be identified bur. ISC will be set to -1 again
since this is the 1st identification for this star also. UFSTID
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will then return control to UFSTOC and the preferred sensor will
be set back to tracker #1-. VSD will remain 0 since it can only
be set to 1 if ISC is 1. UFSTOC will then return control to
UFMESP which then returns control to UFMESP which will bypass the
update since VSD=0.
b
' 2nd 32 Sec Update Filter Cycle
UFSTOC will call UFSTID which will again identify the star in
tracker #1 and set TSC»1 since new this is the second
identification for this star. UFSTOC will then set VSD=1 and
"Flip" the preferred sensor word to tracker #2 and then exit. (Wo
second try will be executed since ISC=-1). Then UFMESP will
execute the update, then exit.
3. -3rd 32 Sec Update Filter Cycle
Repeat the logic in the second cycle except that the update will
use tracker #2 and the preferred sensor will then flip back to
tracker 81.
FSS/I FHST Backup Operation;
The subroutine UFSTPF controls the logic for this back-up mode of operation.
The parameter FHST is the preferred tracker flag which, unlike the normal mods,
is not changed. The sensor, either FSS or the preferred tracker, which has gone
the longest without providing data for an update is the preferred sensor. The
parameter FSS controls the cycling between sensors. If FSS=»1 then Fine Sun
Sensor is the preferred sensor. If SUNPRS=1 an update is performed using the
sun data. If SUNPRS=0 a. second try will be attempted this time, however, with
FSS-0 indicating the prefered FHST as the preferred sensor. When FSS-0 the
logic is identical to the normal mode with the exception; if the preferred FHST
fails to yield an update the second try is executed using the Fine Sun Sensors.
Interesting Telemetry:
NCAMAX The number of stars in the on-board star catalog. (<55) Also the
number of cycles of the star/ identification loop for each star
measurement.
NFAIL1 The number of star identification failures for FHST L and FHST 2.
NFAIL2 NFAIL 1 and NFAIL 2 are reset to 0 only when 1 and only 1 star is
identified for a single star measurement.
LSTID1 LSTID1 ard 2 gives the catalog sequence number (NCA) for the last
LSTID2 unique identification.
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RS gives the spacecraft orbit angle.
VS1,2 give the position tolerances for the measurement residual test.
KCOUNT is incremented each tima an update is performed.
PCOUNT is incremented each time the covariance matrix is propigated.
(The covariance matrix is propagated every 32 sec cycle to allow for
errors being transferred from one axis to another due to spacecraft
rotation.)
B.3.17.2.1 Update Filter Subroutines Operation
UFLTR
/
UFLTR is the control routine for the update filter processor. Since this
processor requires a long period for its computation it saves a data set with
the setting of Update Filter Data Required (UFDTREQD) Flag to 1. This signals
the SCP to use its subroutines COMPDSAVE and MVUFDATA to acquire and save the
following data set:
Raw Star Tracker Data
Euler Parameters
Magnetometer Data
Magnetic Torquer Cmds
Angular Rates
Flight Software lime
Orbit Position Data
Fine Sun Sensor Data
(12 words)
( 8 words)
3 words)
3 words)
3 words)
3 words)
4 words)
( 4 words)
When SCP has completed the data acquisition and save it resets UFDTREQD to zero
signaling UFLTR that data save has been cotnpleced. The setting of "'the Filter
Initialization (FLTRI flag to other than zero will initialize the processor via
UFINIT. UFSAPC, UFMESP and UFTELM are called to complete the Update Filter
processing.
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UFIHIT
Update Filter Initialization is called by UFLTR if FLTRI Is not equal to "ro-
The Attitude Error Covariance Matrix PMll(I), Cross Covariance Matrix PM12(I)
and Gyro Drift Error PM22(I) are reset to zero then Attitude Error and -yro
drift are initialized to PAO and PGO respectively which are resident in System
Table 37. The propagation interval TPS and Initialization Flag (FLTRI) are
reset to zero and the Past Time (TUS) is reset. The P and K matrix counter are
also reset to zero. DYNSCLE is utilized to initialize scale values SCP 11, 12,
22.
UFSAPC
Update Filter State Transition and Propagation Computation is called by UFLTR to
compute propogation interval and compare it to the past value. If it has not.
changed UFSTNC'is not called before UFCMPC processing.
UFSTNC
Update Filter State Transition and Noise Covariance Matrix is called in UFSAPC.
only when the propagation interval has changed. The stat transition and noise
covariance matrices are used in the Update Filter error covariance matrix
propagation. These matrices are a function of the propagation time interval.
Upon entry vhe propagation interval is saved in TPS and computation of necessary
intermediate variables, used in the matrices computation, tak,2s place. This is
followed with computation of the stane transition oatrix and -omputation of the
state noise covariance matrix.
UFCMPC
The Covariance Matrix Propagation is subroutine called to compute the Update
Filter error covariance matrix propagation algorithm. .- .'.ermediate matrices A!,
X2 X3 and X4 are used throughout the rc-<t.-.- in the covariance matrix
propagation. The covarianoe matrix propagation routi is entered every time
the Update Filter processor is called. The coutner PCOUNT which is incremei ?d
each time UFCHDC is executed is an indication, along with KCOUNT of UFEPCC, in
telemetry of a successful update.
UFMESP
Update Filter Measurement processing is called by UFLTR. It resets the Valid
Data Flag (VSD), the TRY flag, ana the PASS flag l:o zero, fhen tests the star
tracker data XS1B2/XS232 for ni/T 1 and 2 respectively, for a 1 in Bit i2 which
indicates data present in the FHST. It sets STARU 1/2 to 1 if data_ is
available, which will be used in Uf.>rOC. The subroutine then calls uFSiPr 11
ST Che flag for FSS i FHST or FHST only selection, is set to zeio or UFSTOC ik.'.
ST'equals 1. If UFSTPF or UFSTOC returns a Valid Data indicrticn VSD=1 then the
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PASS flag Is Incremented and the three processors as shown In Figure B.3.17 are
called and a second produces 2 measurements for processing. If VSD=0 then a
return to UFLTR is made.
UFSTOC
The star trackers only subroutine is called by UF\£SP in tne normal node where
the update sensors are the two FHST's. The pr»:fsrred star tracker is tested for
data (STARU(FHST) i~ set on entry of UFMESP), if data is not available
(STARb(FHST)-O) then the ol.ier tracker is selected and tested for data. When
the star tracker has data available UFSTDC, UFSDCR and UFSTIu are called
respectively. Upon return from UF3TID if the index star counter (ISC) is set to
I the valid data flag is set and the other star trucker is made the preferred
sensor. If VSD i? not 1 the other tracker ''.a selected and if it is only the
first try will test the second trucker. Each time this routine is entered it
returns dau from oaly one star tracker.
UFSTDC
The Star Tracker Dpta Calibration subroutine is called to convert the raw star
tracker data, XS1:U, XS1B2, YSlbl, YS1B2 , XS2B1, XS2B2, YS2B1, YS2B2, to a form
suitable for further processing. Which of the duplicate star trackers is used
depends en the value of t;ie star tracker flag, r'HST. The data is compensated
for the effects of geometric distortion, magnetic fields, temperature variations
and star Intensity variations. Output consists of the star magnitude, MS, and
the vector components, XS, YS and 7.S'.
UFSDCR
The Star Tracker Data Correction subroutine is called to compensate the star
tracker measurements for the effects of velocity abberation and time delay in
measurement.
UFSTPF
The UFSTPF subroutine is railed In UFMESP if the FHST only/FHST L FSS mode f lag
(ST) is set to otlv.ir than 1, when Input is from both FSS and FHST is desired.
This subrout ine works similar to UFSTOC w i t h the use of the FSS and one of the
FHTS's instead of ">. FHST's. The FHST to be used Is selected by En t ry 1 ir.
System Table 037 (FHST) . If the FSS is the p re fe r r ed sensor (FSS-l) then FSS is
set to zero to make the s tar tracker the p re fe r r ed sensor for the next pass. A
test for sun present ( S U N P R S ^ O ) Is pe r fo rmed and UFFSDP cont inues processing FSS
data if the sun Is present r e t u r n i n g a Va l id Data Flag ( V S D ) if success fu l ; if
not , processing as In UFSTOC occurs w i t h the selected FHST. Each pass through
ti l ls r o u t i n e produces no more than one data I n p u t to the u p d a t e f i l t e r .
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UFFSDP
This subroutine la called in UFSTPF wh-»n Fine Sun Sensor processing is required.
It compensates the Fine Sun Sensor data for velocity abbera t lon , and parallax
me. asuro inane errors, ami computes the update f l l t o r . FSS 3«rtsuroment iresiduals ,
error vallances and elements of updato f l l t o r m a t r i x .
JJFSTID
UFSTID is to de te rmine if tho star cu r ren t ly being tracked is in the act ive aiar
catalog (System.* Table #38) and exactly which star it is. The f i r s t test UKST1D
povforas Is a chock for A new star catalog. If STARCAT«l and Software Tloe (TU)
is greater than or equal to t ime to use new catalog (TUSE) then the now star
catalog Is moved In to the upda te f i l t e r for use. If not the old catalog
eontlmios to be used. Computa t ion of orbi t angle la performed and & search of
the catalog d made looking at orb i t angle ( R S U / K S L ) . In tens i ty (IS) and
raeasuretsont res iduals . The Indexing th ru the cata log Is NCA to a ax i raum in the
catalog of NOAMAX. If a ca ta log star matches, ISC Is Incremented and 1STR is
sot to tho index NC.A ot" the s tar , the search continues thru the ent i re catalog.
If at the end of the search ISC remains I, the f a i l u r e counter for FUST 1/2
( N F A I L 1/2) Is set to 0 and If the current star Index (ISTR) equals tho last
star Index ( L S T I D ) then the upda te Is completed. If tlws Index doesn't match
I.STll) Is set to ISTR and I :"C is set to -I to prevent the upda te . If At tho end
of .1 ca ta log search. ISC Is not equal to I N K A I L ( 1 / 2 ) Is lncr«.no:icod , La fit Index
( L S T I D ) Is sec to -I and corimands are sent to th«) star t racker to break t rack .
ISC must equ l a I for a V a l i d Data Flag (VSD) to be set In UV'STOC or V V S T P F .
No te th t i t the tos t of Last Star Index (LSTID) to cu r r en t Star Index ISTR) ra«koM
It necessary to I d e n t i f y a st.ir twice before It Is used for .t« u
U F H A I N Is c a l l e d In UFMKSP If the V a l i d Ota F lag (VSD) is set to I . This
subrout ine computes and compares the e lements of the U p d a t e F i l t e r i*a tn n a a t r l x .
The G a i n M a t r i x c o m p u t a t i o n w i l l he executed t w i c e dur ing an U p d a t e K i l t e r cycle
to process data f r o m both sonsors.
Tht . - j s u b r o u t i n e w i l l c o m b i n e t h e U p d a t e K i l t e r e s t i m a t e s o f K u l o r P a r a m e t e r s a n d
Oyro t t las c o m p e n s a t i o n e r ro r s I n t o a vec to r that, can he used to u p d a t e those
q u a n t i t i e s . Two senso measure w n r s must bo processed be fo re the tot . . -»l v ec to r Is
a v a i l a b l e . ' The coun t e r of number of t i m e s th ru l iVKVCC (Ki'OrXT) Is an I n d i c a t i o n
In t e l e m e t r y o f s u c c e s s f u l u p d a t e .
UFCHUD
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The Covariance Matrix Update subroutine is called to adjust the elements of the
Update Filter error covariance matrix to account for the error reduction
achieved by the processing the update sensor data* When covariance matrix is
coapleted a call to Dynamic Scaling is made to improve the accuracy of the
covariance matrix. There will be two passes through the Covariance Matrix Update
during each execution of the Update Filter.
B.3.17.3 Update Filter (UFLTR) Software Constraints
TBD .
B.3.17.4 Update Filter (UFLTR) Svstem Tables
. i.sn-wrc-:63
B. .3-353
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
System Table #35 (UFGNPARM)
0 VGX C
1 VGY
2 VGZ
3 VRX
4 VRY
5 VRZ
System Table #36 (UFHNPARM)
0 RLM C
1 RL
2 RU
System Table #37 (UFFARMS)
0 ST * F
UFSTNC o Gyro white noise drift
variances X, Y, Z axis
e Used to compute state noise
covariance matrix Wll, 12, 13
UFSTNC a Gyro random walk drift
variance X, Y, Z axis
e Used to compute state noise
covariance matrix
UFSTID o Measured threshold for star
radius squared from tracker
boresight
Q Used to select near or far
star in UFSTID
UFSTID a FUST measurement error
variance for stars near
tracker origin
o Used in UFSTID to set FHST
measurement variance
UFSTID a FHST measurement error
variance for stars far from
tracker origin
e Used as RL (above)
UFMESP o Star tracker conf igurat ion
flag
LSD-WPC-263
B.3-354
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
4
6
7
8
FHST
PAO
PCO
KST
CI
TMD
KS
10 RF
C
C
C
C
0 - FHST + FSS
1-2 FHST
• Used In UFHMESP to branch to
UFSTOC or UFSTPF
« Set by ground to configure to
1 FUST and FSS or 2 FHST
o Scar tracker selection flag
1 - FHST £1
2 = FHST #2
o Used to select which FHST
if ST (above) » 0
UFINIT « Initial attitude error
variance
UFINIT s Initial gyro bias variance
UFSTC o Scaling constant for star
tracker raw data
UFSDCR e Inverse of speed of light
UFSDCR e Mean star Cracker measure
manual time delay
o Used In UFSDCR to correct
measurement rates XSD, YSD
UFSTID e Residual STD dev. mult, for
star ID criteria
UFSTID o Star rotation angle tolerance
a Used In UFSTID to compute
allowable orbit angle
LSD-WTC-263
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.Entry Name
Using
TLH Type Subroutine Description
j
11
12
DRI-1
DR1-2
13 RFSS C
Systems Table #38 (STARCAT)
0 STRCAT
UFSTID 9 FUST 01 rotational angle
(Dolta-RHO)
UFSTID a FHST 82 rotational angle
(Delta-RUO)
UFFSDP o FSS error variance
UFSTID a Star catalog available flag
0 •» not available
1 • available
Used to load new star catalog
set by ground
reset by UFSTID when new
catalog transferred to
UFLTR data base
TUSK UFSTIO e Tirae to beg1" vising the star
catalog relative to software
time
CATMAX
LSIX(NOA)
V UFSTID
UFSTID
o Used In UFSTID to execute new
star catalog use
9 Number of stars In catalog
o Used In UFSTID to test for enJ
of catalog (NCAMAX)
o X component of the (NCA)tli
tttar LOS unit vector •
LStY(NCA) V UFSTID e V component •'•f the (NCA)th
star LOS unit vector
UKST1D . - » " component of the (NCA)th
:4t;»r LOS nutt vector
Et
SVS-10266
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Entry
11
12
13
Name
ISU(NCA)
ISL(NCA)
RS(NCA)
TLM Type
V
V
V
Entries 5 thru 13 repeated from
System
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
System
0-8
System
0-8
System
0-8
Table 039
XFX(l)
XFX(2)
XFX(3)
YFX(l)
YFX(2)
YFX(3)
ZRX( 1 )
ZFX(2)
ZFX(3)
Table 040
KFXXl(N)
N=0->8
Table 1/41
KFXXZ(N)
N'-0->8
Table i>42
XTXl(N')
(UFSSUVEC)
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
(UFMFCOC1)
C
(UFMFCOCZ)
C
(liFISTUVl)
C
Using
Subroutine
UFSTID
UFSTID
UFSTID
1 to CATMAX
UFFSDP
UFFSDP
UFFSDP
UFSTDC
UFSTDC
UKSTDC
Description
i
o Star intensity upper limit for
NCA i? star
e Star intensity lower limit for
NCA f star
o NCA star orbit angle
o Unit vectors along FSS axes in
terms of vehicle X axis
o Unit vector along FSS axes in
ter'Tis of vehicle Y axis
«> Unit vector along FSS axes in
terms of vehicle Z axis
e 9 coefficients that relate
magnetic field at FUST 01 to
magnetic torquer bar current
« 9 coefficeints that relate ]
magnetic field at FUST 02 to j
magnetic torquer bar current
i
o Components of KHST 01 unit
N-0->3 vector
LSD-WPC-263
B.3-357
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Entry Name
Using
TLM Type Subroutine Description
System Table 043 (UFISTUV2)
0-8 XTX2(N) C
N=0->8
System Table 044 (UFFTCOF1)
0-18 C
19-37 C
System Table ££5 (UFFTCOF2)
0-19 C
19-37 C
System Table 046 (UFICCOF1)
0-18 C
19-37 C
UFSTDC o Component of FHST 02 unit
vector
UFSTDC o "A" coefficient set for
FHST 01
UFSTDC e "A" coefficient set for
FHST 02
o Coefficients for flat field andi
temperature effects correction j
I
UFSTDC s> "B" coefficient set for
FHST 01
UFSTDC c "B" coefficient set for
FHST 02
o Coefficients for flat field and
temperature effects correction
UFSTDC » "C" coefficient set for
FHST 01
UFSTDC o "C" coefficient set for
FHST 02
» Star intensity calibration
coefficients
LSD-WPC-263
B.3-3^
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Entry Name
Using
TLM Type Subroutine Description
System Table £47 (UFICCOFl)
0-18 C
19-37 C
System Table 048 (UFCCSMF1)
0-13 C
19-37 C
38-57 C
58-75 C
76-94 C
95-113 C
System Table #49 (UTCCEMF2)
0-18 C
19-37 C
UFSTDC e "D" coefficient set for
FHST 01
UFSTDC e "D" coefficient set for
FHST 02
e Star intensity calibration
coefficients
UFSTDC a "EB" coefficient set for
FHST i?l
UFSTDC e "EB" coefficient set for
FHST 02
UFSTDC u "EH" coefficient set for
FHST 01
UFSTDC o "EH" coefficient set for
FHST 07.
UFSTDC o "EV" coefficient set for
FHST 01
UFSTDC e "EV" coefficient set for
FHST 02
o Magnetic field corrections
coefficients
UFSTDC & "FB" coefficient set for
FHST Itl
UFSTDC e "FB" coefficient set for
FHST 02
LSD-WPC-263
-3-359
95-113
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Entry Nasae
•
32-56
57-75
76-94
Using
TLM Type Subroutine
C UFSTDC
C UFSTDC
C USTDC
Description
e "FH" coefficient set for
FHST #1
» "FH" coefficient set for
FHST #2
« "FH" coefficient set for 1
FHST #1
UFSTDC « "FH" coef f ic ien t set for
FHST #2
e Magnetic f ield c-erect ions
coef f i c ien t s
SVS-10266
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B.3.17.5 Update Filter (UFLTR) Telemetry
LSD-WPC-JbJ
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Entry
Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Cotument
OBC TLM Report 2^ (UFLTR01)
0-5 Sl-3 UFEPGC
6-10 S4-6 UFEPGC
12-20 PM11(1,2,3) UFCMPC
24 FHST UFSTOC/GND
OBC TLM Report 2j> (UFLTR 02)
0-8 PM11(5,5,9) UFEPGC
12-20 PM22(1,2,3) UFCMPC
Estimated roll/pitch/yaw attitude
determination error-
Estimated roll/pitch/yaw gyro bias
compensation error
Updated every 32 seconds
Used in EULER I (ACS) to compute
EPA 1-4 (Quaternion) and THEATBX,Y,Z ]
gyro bias factors
Attitude error covariance matrix
elements
Initialized in UFINIT (if FLTRI
is on)
cleared to zero
element 1,5,9 > PAO (Table 37)
Propagated in UFCMPC
Updated in UFCMUD
Scaled by SCP11 (TLM Report 29)
Used as VP1,2,3 in gain matrix
computation (UFGAIN)
TLK Report 25 contains PMH (5,6,9)
Star Tracker Selection 1 - FHST 01
2 - FHST #2
Set by ground in FSS + FHST node
Selected by UFSTOC in FHST only mode
Used by UFSTOC, UFSTPF, UFSTDC
See TLM Report 25 entry 12-20
Gyro bias error covariance matrix
elements
In i t ia l ized by U F I N I T (If FLTRI =• 1)
Cleared to zero
eLesent 1 , 5 , 9 set to PGO (Table 37)'
Propagated In UFCMPC
LSD-WTC-263
B.3-34V
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Entry
Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
24 NFAIL1 UFSTID
OBC TLM Report 26 (L'FLTR 03)
0-8 PM22(5,6,9) UFCMPC
12-20 PM12(1,2,3) UFCMPC
24 NFAIL2 UFSTID
OBC TLM Report 2_7 (UFLTR 04)
0-20 PM12(4-9) UFCMPC
OBC TLM Report 2_8 (UFLTR 05)
0-10 K(1)-K(6) UFGAIN
12-24
Updated by UFCMUD
Scaled by SCP22 (TLM Report 29)
TLM Report 26 contains PM22 (5,6,9)
Star ID failure counter FHST 91
Incremented in UFSTID if ISC rl
ISC - if of stars accepted -
If ISC " 1 NFAIL 1 cleared to 0
See TLM Report 25 entry 12-20
Att i tude error and gyro bias error
cross covariance matrix elements
Propagated in UFCMPC
Scaled by SCP12 (TLM Report)
Usod as VP4 ,5 ,6 in UFGAIN
PMi2(4-9) in TLM Report 27
See TLM Report 25 FHST 92
See TLM Repcr t 26 entry 12-20
Update f i l ter gain natrix elements
K(I ) 1st pass
KI( I ) 2nd pass
Scaled by SCKIT, ( low) and SCKIH
(high)
of TLM Report 29
Used in EULER Parameter and gyro
bias correction (UFEPCC)
! OBC TLM Repor t 29 (UFLTR 06)
LSD-WPC-26:
B.3-350
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Entry
Number Name
Generating
Subroutine
0-2 XS.YS UFSDCR
4-10 SCP11,12,22
SCKL/H
SCKIL/H
OBC TLM Report _3°_ (UFLTR
0 TP UFSAPC
1-3 Z1.Z2
5-9
11-15
17-19
H2(l/2/3)
VS1 ,VS2
UFSTID
for FHST
UFFSDP
for FSS
UFSTID
or
UFFSDP
UFSTID
21 RS
Descri ption/Comment
Star tracker LOS vector components
along tracked X/Y axis
Used in liFSTID
ZS - (1 - (XS-) - ;YS2))
ZS is computed in UFSDCR
Scaling Factors
SCP11 -—> PM11 (R?T 7.4/25)
SCP12 > PM12 (RPT 2?)
SCP22 > PM22 (RPT 25/26)
SCKL/H > K (RPT 28)
SCKIL/H > KI (RPT 28)
Propagation interval
TP » Flight software time - past
SW time
Compared to TPD (delta prop int.)
to call UFSTNC or not TPD is in data
base
Sensor (FhST or FSS) measurement
residuals
Scale -3 for FHST only
-2 for FHST and FSS
Used in UFEPGC
Elements of measurement
matrix for X/Y measurement
Used in UFGAIN and UFSPGC
FHST X/Y axis measurement residual
accuracy criteria
Used in UFSTID
Used for star acceptance te*t
(SX<VS1.AND.SY<VS2)
Spacecraft otbit rotation angle
used in UFSTID
LSD-WPC-263
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Er.try
Numbe.r Name''
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
OBC TIM Report 31 (UFITR 08)
0 THETAM UFSTDC
4
8
10
12
14,16
18
PHIM
XP
YP
XPE.YPE
PCOUNT
UFSTDC
UFSTDC
UFFSDP
UFFSDP
UFCMPC
Used to compute FHST orbit angle
RT - RS + OR (FHST)
Star tracker compensated measurement
Used in UFSTDC
THETAM = VVM3*KST
KST «• constant
VVM3 - Result of calibration
polynominal calculation
Fully compensated FHST measurement
Used in UFSTDC
PHIM = HHM3*KST
KST » constant
KHM3 = result of cal. poly. calc.
Tracker star LOS unit vector along
tracker X/Z axis
Used in UFSDCR
YSC in TU-i Report 34 (1)
Compensated FSS roll/pitch axis
measurement
Compensated for abberation
Used in UFFSDP to compute
measurement residuals
Expected FSS measurement for X/Y
axis
Used in UFFSDP to compute
measurenent residual and measurement
error variance
Count of number of times through
covariance matrix propagation
Initialized to zero when .UFIN.1T
executed
LSD-WPC-263
A tMM? \\vlix
31
i Kwt ry
Number Name?
Ceiu» ra t ing
Subrout ine
l .SX. I .SY UKS1VK
0 « > >
pd \\\ UFi'.MVO
TI.M tn«M»-« t .o i - l lmt ACS t .«
up l r t tPv l by I 'Vl.Vtt
v'.o\\nt of \\\»v\\b»iv of t lv iws t
a s J n m a l r t s oorojMit si lort
P X P v ' l l t P v t '
liuTPmtMU f\\ tn UKKri-'i*
l i i i U o r t t t o n C « l « M \ j ; w i t h ri'.
AuS Is ;>«»'. o U | v l a t r i > <
>xf racrtxnrcvl s t a r l.OS ;»l \M\j i -
X.'V n \ \ a i
il t \l I ' K S n P to oonvpul«> itwa
vtx »'omp«>»o\it s
V. Vl.M K.'i'ovt U V'*\- .
St . i f t r,-u'k<M' nw.Asi t ror .Hsnt row i >U\.-t I s
\'|lO-.\ \ \\ S t .*l V \ 1^ t i^ V f * » 4 t t * O V
. A O v ' o p t .An\-«' VPM Uht.t In |
S i ^ r i rsu 'Vi . ; ',-•.( r>no 11 v i
l l n o < t for s f ; i v '. nt r>v\ .< ( t v i 'O>Tt>» ' ( ton I.
P:Jo>i (n I ' V S V I O In s I A >' \ % r t t ; i K » j j
S t rt f t !'.•<>• V(' V t OKlpOV.-U VU'C
i'.-u>.l to >-.\«prn»:\t o t 'ov V ' H S V t «-v,\
o 1 i o v' t s
I .ton! t ( l<' . i st .-» r i n . tov
I M t ' n i ' n t KU-'.H I f I iul j « t . - « r o l « ( . A i n o . l
t ' l 'Or.i N i ' A I 'ounl
V « ' « t C i l ,Av; .At!>! ' t 5 ;\ :' t .•» t a r \ ^ l . S V l ' i
t or ; « > • > • i ' |>t . tn.-o
Entvy
Nurabt-c
9,10
U
12
U
Noraa
TRY
ISC
N O A M A X
t'ASS
Genera t ing
Subroutine
UFSTOC
UFSTTK
UrSTl l )
( C N U )
U F M K S P
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Deacrlptlou/CoouMnt
LSTID-1/2 U K S T I D a tar I d e n t i f i e d by HIST 1/2
I SIR becuiaea LST1D upon ex i t f rom
a tar test
Upda te sensor sequence countor
1 • da ta f r o m lat «*naor has been
proc.
React li\ UKMKSt '
Number of ' s t t n r j i In oa fA log that ^
ID o.r l torU
I n l t l r t l l e u d to 0 ulnsn sc.-ir oaia.Uig
entered
lucreintMUed wlion A o c e p t d b l e
mediiuroNteat rea lJuals I'our.d
If ISTR f4 l .STIO — > ISC - -I
p r e v e n t i n g upd.-ite
Index \i( .Hv'i'fp ted .tt.-ir
1 M o v e m e n t .ed tnna 1 to NCAMAX In u t a r
i/rtt dl'oj; ao:ifi:h
I S V R " NCA wliei) H t ^ r ,-ti'oepted
Nuwhr t r of st. 'ira In »:.•» t .•• loj;
^st by j;rowi\d wl\«m new a tar cnt -tloi:
lo.-uled
NCA liu-vciiBont s f r o m 1 to SCAMAX
l i \ > l o x f o r v j . - i i n n w t r t x ooiap.
Inl t l.->H:.i.l t v< 0 tn I ' K H K S t 1
I nor tiats nt I 'd In I 'VMKSl'
I ' r tHS - 1, 1st ::en.-ior p f v ' » % i > ! i . - »
I'.-i.-is - .'. , _nd .ion.Hor p ro i ' ^ns
I 'and in l ' K i : A l N to a e l e k - t p roper
S t .-i r ^- a t .•« 1 1 < >; r *• .-« d v f I ,-i j;
S«*t to \ ">v » ;vov \« \d w h v n
i'. .;
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Entry
Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
17 VSD UFSTOC
UFSTPF
18
19
UFDTREQAD UFLTR
ST
OBC TLM Report 32 (UFLTR 10)
0 U UFCAIN
OBC TLM Report 3^ (UFLTR U)
i 0 YSC
is ready for use
Set to 0 by program when STARCAT
BUFFER moved into STAR CATALOG
Valid star data flag
Reset to 0 in UFMESP
Set to one in UFSTOC if FHST has
good data
Set to one in UFSTPF if FSS has good
data
Checked in UFMESP
Update filter data request flag
Set to 1 to request SCP to save data
set
Reset to 0 when save is complete
FHST configuration flag
0 " FHST -V FSS
1 - 2 FHST's
Set by ground to switch into KSS •*•
FHST node
Checked in UFMESP to select FSS +
FHST or 2 FUST SW path
UF residual variance
Used in U F G A I N
5
10
13
UI
SCU
SCUI
UFGAIN
UFGAIN
UFGAIN
Inverse of U
Scale of U
Scale of UI
See OBC TLM Repor t 31 ( 4 , 8 )
LSD-WPC-263
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Entry
Nusber Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
2
4
. 5
! 7
8,9
TST1
UFSTDC
UFSTDC
TST2
ST1T.ST2T UFSTDC
FHST horizontal measurement
Used to compute HHT, VVT in UFSTDC
FHST 01 star intensity data
Obtained when SCP called to save
data
FHST vef-.ciil measurement
Used to compute HHT, VVT in UFSTDC
FHST #2 star intensity data
Obtained when SCP saves data for UF
Temperature data from FHST #1/2
Obtained when SCP saves data for UF
LSD-WPC-263
D.3-769
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B.3.17.6 Update Filter (UFLTR) Flow Charts
B. 3-370 - . "D-WPC-Z63
EXECUTED BY SCP
EVERY 32 SEC
IN ACS MODE U
SINCE UFLTR IS A
BACKGROUND PROCESS
AND REQUIRES 200MSEC
TO DO-IT IS 1NTERUPTED
OFTEN. DATA IS
SAMPLED AND SAVED
AT THE START SO A
CONSISTENT DATA
SET IS AVAILABLE
f UFLTR J
UPDATE
FILTER
SVS-10266
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FLTRI <1:2>
A REG<1:2>
REQUEST SCP
SAVE DATA
UFDTREQD = 1
SCP
COMPDSAVE
SCP
MVUFDATA
DATA SAVE
COMPLETE
CALL UFSAPC
(STATE PROPAGATION
COM PJ
CALL UFMESP
(MEASUREMENT
PROCESS)
CALL UFTEU1
(TELEMETRY
PROCESS)
RETURN
OF. POOR QUALITY
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT &
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
FIGURE B.3.17-2 UFLTR Flaw Chart
lit Ji^ tei^ ^
I
ORIGINAL PAC5JT ?3
OF POOR QUALITY
CALLED BY UFLTR
(IF FLTRI=1)
ZERO
VALUES
f UFINIT J
1=1,9
PMJKIJ = 0
pKnim = o
FM22~(f} = 0
A:,, - . id) . B
31 December 1981
UPDATE FILTER
INITIALIZATION
INITIAL
ATTITUDE ERROR
VARIANCE
INITIAL
GYRO BIAS
VARIANCE
PM11_£11 =
Pill 1(5} =
PJM 1 1 (
«•» » «.
9) =
"—
,
PM22(
PKl22(
— — —
1) =
5) =
<*\ -
- PAO
= PAO
• O • ft
: PGO
= PGO0 e e •
= PGO
* 0 0 o
RESET:
PROPAGATION INT
INITIALIZE FLAG
PAST TIME
P-MATRIX COUNTER
K-MATRIX COUNTER
TPS = 0
FILTR1 = 0
TUS=TU-TPSNOM
P COUNT = 0
K COUNT = o
INITIALIZE
SCALES
FOR
UFDYNSCLE
— ~ — TELEMETRY POINT
e e o o o « > « SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT C
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
( RETURN J
GrcGfNAL P^G: rs
OF POOR QUALITY
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FIGURE B,3.17-4 UFSAPC Flow Chart
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( UFMESP 1JMEASUREMENT PROCESSING
TRY FLC
FLC
1
CALL
UFSTPF
FHST £ FSS
STARU 1 = XS1B2 2
TEST BIT 2 OF
FHST #1 DATA
1=l'ATA 0=NO DATA
STARU 1 = XS2B2 2
TEST BIT 2 OF
FHST n DATA
1=DATA 0=NO DATA
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— TELEMETRY POINT
••o SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT 6
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
CALL
UFSTOC
FHST ONLY
VSD SET IN
UFSTPF OR UFSTOC
EACH SENSOR PRODUCES
2 MEASUREMENTS FOR
PROCESSING
PASS=PAS5 *• 1
CALL
UFCAIN
CAIN COUP.
CALL
UFCMUD
CALL
UFEPCC
FIGURE B.3.17-5 UFMESP Flow Chart
OF
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CALLED BY UFMESP STAR TRACKERS ONLY
FHST (TABLE #37) (INITIAL)
SELECTED BY SOFTWARE
TO SENSOR THAT HAS
CONE LONGEST WITHOUT
PROVIDING DATA
TRY=TRY + 1
2 PASSES
STARU(FHST) = 1?
DATA PRESENT IN
REFERRED SENSO
FHST=3-FHST
SET PREFERRED
TRACKER TO
OTHER TRACKER
CALL
UFSTDC
FHST CALIB
CALL
UFSDCR
FHST CORRECT.
CALL
UFSTID
STAR ID
FHST = 3-FHST
SET PREFERED
TRACTER TO
OTHER TRACKER
ISC SET IN UFSTID
J5.C=1?
STAR COUNT
yso=i
VALTD D A T A ?
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT I
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
FIGURE B.3.17-6 UFSTOC Flow Chart
STAR TRACKER DATA CALIBRATION
CALLED BY UFSTOC OR UFSTPF
SVS-1026
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LOAD DATA SET 2
INTO
STDCDATO
COMPUTE:
HORIZ MEAS.
VERT. MEAS.
STAR INTENSITY
TEMPERATURE
COMPONENTS
OF FHST
UNIT VECTOR
LOAD DATA SET
INTO
STDCDATO
Of POOR
COMPUTE
MAGNETIC FIELD
AT FHST
COMPENSATE FOR
FLAT FIELD
6 TEMP EFFECTS
1
ST
COMPUTE
AR INTENSITY
i
CONVERT
ANCLE TO
POSITION COORD.
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
— TELEMETRY POINT 6
SYSTEM TABLE 1NTRY
T
f RETURN J
1 • ' "
%^_,
. .
f POOR QUAUTfc
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CALLED BY UFSTOC OR UFSTPF f UFSDCR J STAR TRACKER DATA CORRECTION
CALL
ABERB
COMPUTE
ABBER VEL
COMPUTE ABERRATION CORRECTIONS
COMPENSATE FOR ABERRATION ERROR
COMPUTE:! COMPONENT OF STAR
STAR LOS
MEASUREMENT RATES
TIME DELAY CORRECTIONS
TRANSFORM TO VEH. COORD.
COMPENSATE FOR TIME DELAY
\ RETURN
FIGURE B.3.17-H
STAR IDENTIFICATION
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CALLED BY UFSTPF OR UFSTOC
S1RCAT
NEW 5TARCATALOC
READY?
TU.CE.fJJSE
TIME TO USE
EW CATALO
COMPUTE
MEASUREMENT MATRIX
MEASUREMENT NOISE
VARIANCE
(RTP)
MOVE ST.ARCAT
BUFFER TO
ST^R CATALOGRTP.CT.RLM
THRF.SHOLU FOR 'STAR RAD2
TRACKER BO.TcSICH
R=RL"
! ERROR VARIANCEERROR VARIANCE
FOP. NEAR STAR FOK FAR STARS
N ^- RT >TWOPI
ORBIT ANC. > 2irCOMPUTE:
MEASUREMENT RESIDUAL
STD DEV.
ACCEPTANCE ACC.
TRANSFORM TO ECI
S/C ORBIT ANCLE RT=RT-TWOPI
SUBTRACT 2r
RT=R£*DR(FHSJJ
RT< 0
ORBIT ANCLE<
SET TRACKER
ORBIT ANCLE
RbL=RT-P.
I ALLOW ABLE ORBIT
' ANCLE LI.M'TS
RT--RT+TWO.-':
ADCTELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE olT
TELEMETRY POINT 6
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
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ISC=0
NCA=0
INITIALIZE
STAR CATALOG
N
 ^ NCA. > NCMAX
ND OF CATALOG?
CHECK INERTIAL
HOLO
CAJRSJNCA)
> RSU
CATRS(NCA)=CATRS(NCA)
-TWOPI
SUBTRACT 2
CATRS(NCA)
> RSL
ORBIT ANGLE
CHECKS
CATRS(NCA)
> RS
N'CA = N_CA + 1
~~CET NEXT
STAR
AND
S^CATiSLJNCA)
STAR INTENSITY LIMIT CHECK
TELEMETRY POINT
.•««<«. SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT £
SYSTEM TAGLE ENTRY
FIGURE B.3.17-9 UFSTID Flow Chart (continued)
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COMPUTE
MEASUREMENT
RESIDUALS
DOT(LSIX,XTI,SX)
SSX = XS-SX
SX = ABS(SSX)
DOT(LSIX,YTI,SY)
SSY = YS-SY
SY_ = ABS(SSY)
NEXT STAR
RESIDUALS ACCEPTABLE
INCREMENT
# OF STARS ACCEPTED ISC i 1
VALID STAR?
ISTR = NCA
SAVE STAR
INDEX NFAIL = NFAIL
Z1 = SSX
l = SSY
ISTR i LSTIDSTORE RESIDUALS
CMOS FOR
FHST * 1/2
LSTJD = ISTR
ISC =
TELEMETRY POINT
• SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT £
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
FIGURE-B.3.17-9 UFSTID Flow Chart (continued)
B.3-380
ORjGINAL PACH JS
OF POOR QUALITY
CALLED BY UFMESP
f UFSTPF }
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STAR TRACKER PLUS FINE SUN SENSOR
TRY = TRY » 1
FSS =
MAKE FSS
PREFERRED SENSOR
CALL
UFSTDC
FHST DATA CALIB.
2-^
FSS=0
MAKE FHST
PREFERRED SENSOR
•~1
I
I
j CALL
I UFFSSC
I FSS CALIB. '
I . 1
CALL
UFSDCR
FHST DATA CORRECT.
TR
2ND
Y = 2?
PASS?
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT t
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
( RETURN J ( RETURN J
FIGURE 8.3.17-iO UFSTPF Flow Chart
B.3-3S1
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c ' - " ? • •
POOR QU~~ ^
CALLED BY UFSTPF
( UFFSDP )
FSS DATA
PROCESSING
CALL
ABER 8
COMPUTE AB3ER
VELOCITY
TRANSFORM TO VEH. COORD.
COMPUTE ABBERATION CORRECTIONS
COMPENSATE FSS^MEASURE FOR ABBER.
COMPUTE SUN LINE VECTOR
COMPUTE EXPECTED FSS MEASURE
COMPUTE RESIDUALS
COMPUTE MEASUREMENT MATRIX
COMPUTE MEASUREMENT ERROR
VARIANCE
T
( RETURN )
FIGURE B.3.17-11 UFFSDP Flow Ch&rt
B.3-382
r.L s; „;. ; j
OF POOR QUALITY
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PASS !• a 1st SENSOR
PASS 2 e-2st SENSOR f UFCAIN J
CAIN MATRIX COMPUTATION
CALLED BY UFMESP
N
^<CZ "^"
R=R2
DO i = l 3
HI(D=H2(J2
J 1
LOAD PASS 2
DATA
R=R1
1=1.3
HI(I)=H1(I_)
t
COMPUTE [PM if] H'
H"[PM iT] H1
COMPUTE
DO I = 1 3
K( l ) = X1 (I) *Ui
COMPUTE
COMPUTE
I = 1to3
= X 2 ( | ) * U 1
( RETURN )
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT &
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
FIRST 3 ELEMENTS
Of GAIN MATRIX
LAST 3 ELEMENTS
OF CAIN MATRIX
LOAD PASS 1
DATA
-IGURE B.3.J7-12 UFGAIN Flo* Chart
B.3-383
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OF POOft QUALITY
( UFEPCC )^/EULER PARAMETER AND GYRO BIAS
CORRECTION
CALLED BY UFMESP
V
1 r
DOT(H2,S1,X)
ZZ=ZZ-X
i
I=1to3 j
*Z**DYNSCL 10
|-ifto6
$
*2**DYNSCL 11
I
UPDATE = 1
KCOUNT=KCOUNT + 1
I
( RETURN J
, /
1 /COMPUTE R.P.Y
ATTITUDE
DETERMINATION
ERROR
1 /
COMPUTE R.P .Y /
GYRO BIAS
COMPENSATION F.RRO
TWO SENSOR MEASUR
MUST BE PROCESSED
CORRECTION VECTOR
UPDATE
"
TELEMETRY POINT
o o o o e . o SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
'" TELEMETRY POINT £
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
J
I=H03
S(IJ = ( K ( I ) * Z 1 ) * 2
4 **DYNSCL10.
' I=i»to6
^ l ' / 1 ^  1 * / *• • 1 £-
**DYNSCL 11
r-1-^( RETURN J
EMENTS (PASS = 2)
FOR TOTAL
, AVAILABLE FOR
FIGURE B.3.17-13 UFEPGC Flow Chert
B.3-384
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OF POOR QUALITY
CALLED BY UFMESP
( UFCMUD J
TELEMETRY POINT
e o o « « o o SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT 5
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
COVARIANCE MATRIX
UPDATE
UPDATE ELEMENTS
OF
PM 11
UPDATE ELEMENTS
OF
PM 22
UPDATE ELEMENTS
OF
PM 12
CALL
UFDYNSCL
( RETURN )
FIGURE B.3,17-14. UFCMUD Flow Chart
B.3-38*
R.3-372
B.3.18 TELEMETRY SVlOfMSTOR/RESPOiMSE PROCESSOR (TMRP}
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B.3.18 TELEMETRY MONITOR/RESPONSE PROCESSOR (TMRP)
B.3.18.1 Telemetry Monitor/Response (TMRP) Processor Description
Telemetry Monitor/Response Processor (TMRP) is a generalized limit checking and
group response program that is initialized by Flight Executive every 16.384
seconds. The software is table driven. The TMON processor is summarized in
Table B.3.18-1. TMRP can be used to perform three safety actions; (1) report
when a specified set of conditions are met, (2) turn subsystems off when their
critical limits are exceeded, (3) implement thermostatic functions (turn heater
ON/OFF). These actions will be reported to the ground by a status buffer array.
The following steps will be taken to determine proper action. The output tables
will be initialized with zero's and the input tables will be verified and
initialzed. Every 16.384 seconds selected groups of telemetry items will be
compared to their preset bits or limits on a group by group basis, starting with
the first group and ending at the seventy-fifth group. Within each group the
telemetry items will be compared to their preset bits or limits in a sequential,
fashion. There is no restriction in the number o^" times an iten can be sampled.
The number of items which can be specified for a given group is only limited by
the table size. An item can be any main frame telemetry point or any NSSC
memory location. When a group has checked out of limits three consecutive timed
(approximately 48 seconds at the 8 kbps rate and 1! minutes at the 1 kbps rate)
the ground segment will be notified (at the end of checking all groups) anu TMRP
will inhibit itself from further executions. If this occurs the ground segment
must uplink a new table and reenale the TMRP. The ground segment, however, can
reenable the group for limit ^necking or inhibit a group from limit checking,
inhibit groups from sending commands or reenable groups for sending commands.
Information about the check/response of tables will be reported via both the OBC
contribution to telemetry and the Flight Executive status buffer, regardless of
whether any commands are issued or not.
LSD-WPC-263
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Table B.3.18-1. Telemetry Monitor (TMON)
Telemetry Monitor
Number: 16
Type:.
Priority: 3
Period: 16.384
Function:
Subroutines:
[ TINIT TMON Initialization Processing
\ 1VERIFY TMON Table Verification
:• TCNTRL TMON Control Processing
; TCHECK TMON Compare Processing
TREACT TMON Reaction Processing
Systems Tables:
// Mnemonic Description
28 TMREQCMD Real Time Cmds for TMON
29 TMCRUPS Group Definitions for TMON
30 TMITEMS Item Definitions for TMON
Telemetry:
OBC Reports 44, 45, 46
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.18.2 Telemetry Monitor/Response (TMRP) Processor Operation
B.3.18.2.1 TMON (Telemetry Monitor)
TMON is the main controlling routine for check/response of groups " and items
tables. The Flight Executive invokes TMON every 16.384 seconds. When TMON is
entered the Executive passes it a code in the accumulator. If either bit 1 or 2
of the accumulator is on (=1) the status buffers are set to zero and the group
and item table are verified if flag TINITFLAG is greater than zero. After
checking the tables if an error is detected Hy checking flag TINITFLAG NOT equal
to a negative one, control will be returned TO the Flight Executive. If no
errors are detected (TINI7FLAG=1) the current telemetry rate is set and frame
counter is set for use.
Next TMON checks for a ground command for control of a given group. Then the
frame counter- is set to 8 kbps or 1 kbps by the telemetry rate and group and
| items table limits are checked. After checking all 75 groups and setting the
J status array control is given back to the Flight Executive.
E.3.18.2.2 TINIT (Telemetry Monitor Initialization)
The initialization component, TINIT is called by TMON and performs the following
functions:
1. sets the status buffer to zero,
2. controls the call to the verification routine to verify group and
items tables,
3. sets the initialization and error flag.
B.3.18.2.3 TVERIFY (Table Verification and Initialization)
TVERIFY is called by TINIT to verify and initialize the entries of the group and
item tables, TMGRUPS and TMITEMS. The entries will be validated and initialized
sequentially, starting with the entries for the first gro.up. If an invalid
entry is encountered in either table, TMERROR will be set to a non-zero value.
B.3.18.2.4 TCNTRL (Telemetry Control)
The component TCNTRL is called when control of a group is requested by the
ground segment. The subroutine first checks to see if the number of the group
to be controlled is valid. If it is not, the control error bit for each of the
groups will be set to one (bit 6 of TMRSTAT3 (I) 1=1, 75). If it is valid, the
control bits will be sel as specified by bits 10 and 11 of TMREQCMD. Bit 18 of
TMHEQCMD will be set and program control will be returned to the caller.
LSD-VPC-263
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B.3.18.2.5 TCHECK (Telemetry Check)
The component TCHECK is called whenever a group is enabled for limit checking.
Its function is to compare the items to their associated limits or bits and take
the appropriate action. The items will be retrieved and compared to the
specified limits or bits in a sequential fashion, starting with the first item,
until the group is determined to be in-limit or out-of-limit-
B.3.18.2.6 TREA.CT (Teleraetry Reaction)
The component TREACT is called whenever a group checks out-of-limits. TREACT
tests the out-of-li-nits counter to see if the group checked out-of-limits three
consecutive times. If the test fails, program control is returned to TCHECK
immediately. If the test is successful the time and group ID are stored in the
status buffer.
The next thing TREACT does is check if the group is enabled for sending
commands. If the group is not enabled from sending commands the routine will
inhibit the group from being limit checked. If the group is enabled for sending
commands, the specified RTS will be activated, or the Flight Executive will be
called to issue the specified block of predefined commands. In either case, the
stored commands inhibitors (if any) will be set and program control will bi>.
returned to the caller. The ground segment can instruct TMON to reenahle the.
group for limit checking.
B.3.18.2.7 Telemetry Monitor Examples
This section will give the user three examples of how telemetry groups are
checked in TCHECK. To show these examples we use Table #30 which defines how
bits of TMITEMS are used, and Table B.3.10-2A which defines the Telemetry
Monitor Decision Table. These examples are stated below. Table B.3.18-2 shows
the examples as logic statements and defines the bits in TMITEMS along with the
branching of TCHECK.
Example I:
Example 2:
Example 3:
Check four telemetry limits,
group is out of limits.
If all four are out of limits then the
Check four telemetry limits. If the first three check out of limits
the group is out of limits. If the 4th checks out of limits the
group is out of limits.
Check four telemetry limits. If either one of the first two check
out of limit set the error flag, and if both of the last two check
out of limits the group is out of limits.
I.SD-WPC-263
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Table B.3.18-2. (THITEMS) Bit Definition
TCHECK, AND, TMITEMS Bit Definition by Examples
Example 1: TLM 1 > Limit 1
.AND.
TLM 2 - Limit 2
.AND.
TLM 3 " Limit 3
.AND.
TLM 4 = Limit 4
.AND. and .OR. represent circuit logical operators
TMGRUPS(I) TMITEMS
Number of Levels 9-7 6-4
Bits
3-1
(See Note 1)
1 1
4
4
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
TCHECK BRANCHIv:
Condition Condition
Met
Check next
Check next
Check next
Call TRACT
item
item
item
Not
Reset
Reset
Reset
Reset
Met
counter
counter
counter
counter
LSD-WPC-263
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Table S.3.18-2. (TMITEMS) Bit Definition (Continued)
TCHECK, AND, TMITEMS Bit Definition by Examples
Example 2: TLM 1 < Limit 1
.AND.
TLM 2 > Limit 2
.AND.
TLM 3 - Limit 3
.OR.
TLM 4 = Limit 4
.AND. and .OR. represent circuit logical operators
TMGRUPS(I)
Number of Levels
TMITEMS Bits
9-7 6-4 3-1
(See Note 1)
TCHECK BRANCHING
Condition Condition
Met Not Met
2 0 2 Check next itea
1 0 2 Check next item
4 0 1 Call TRACT
4 1 4 Call TRACT
Go to next level
Go to next level
Go to next level
Reset counter
*See Note 1
LSD-VPG-263
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Table B.3.18-2. (TMITEMS) Bit Definition (Continued)
TCHECK, AND, TMITEMS Bit Definition by Examples
Example 3: TLM 1 = Limit 1
.OR.
TLM 2 > Limit 2
.OR.
TLM 3 < Limit 3
.AND.
TLM 4 > Limit 4
.AMD. and .OR. represent circuit logical operators
TMGRUPS(I) TMITEMS Bits
Number of Levels 9-7 6-4 3-1
(See Note 1)
3 4
1
2
i 1
0
1
2
2
1
1
0
4 .
TCHECK BRANCHING
Condition Condition
Met Not Met
Call
Call
Check
Call
TREACT
T RE ACT
next item
TREACT
Go to
Go to
Reset
Reset
next level
next level
counter
counter
*See Note 1
These exaaples are written to show how TCHECK branches based on infonaation
otorad ir bits 9-1 of TMITEMS. THis section is not written to show hew TMITEMS
tables are set up or to explain group levels, only to show how TCHECK reacts to
information it receives.
Note 1
Bits 9-7 of TMITEMS tells TCHECK what coraparison to make wi th the test points
and its out-of-Haits value. (1 = greater than , 2 = less than, 4 = equal to)
Bit:; 6-4 of TMITEMS tells TCHECK how aany levels or subgrou-.-s are to be coapared
together (0-7)
Bits 3-1 of TMITEMS tells TCHZCK how to branch and when to go to a new group
(Bit 3-i. = 4 aeans .Tew group)
. LSD-iv?C-263
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Table B.3.18-2A
Telemetry Monitor Decision Table
Logical Operator Action
Condition Test
Test is True
Test is False
Bits
=0
A
D
1-3 of TMITEMS Word
°1 =2 °3
C A B
A B A
Number
1
•4
C
D
Action Take
A = Check the next item
B = Jump to the next jroup level
C » Perform out of limits processing
D " Perform in limits processing
NOTE: Bits 1-3 of TMITEMS will be set to "4" to indicate the last level of a
group.
LSD-WPC-263
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TabLi B.3.18-3. (TMREQCMD) Bit Definition
TMREQCMD is a 18 bit word numbered 18-7
Bit 18 shows CMD processed =1
Bit 17-12 unassigned
Bit 11-10 Enable/inhibits TMOH from limit checking or sending commands
00= ENA CHECKING AND CMOS
01» ENA CHECKING AND INK CMOS
1 0 = INH CHECKING AND ENA CMOS
11= INK CHECKING AND CMOS
Bit 9-8 Unassigned
Bit 7-1 Indicates group number (1-75)
Bits 11-10 of TMREQCMD are passed to word 1 of TMGRUPS bits 18 and 17
LSD-WPC-263
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Table B.3.18-4. (TMCRUPS) Bit Definition
TMCRUPS contains 3 words each having 18 bits numbered 18-1
Word 1 contains information about test done/to be taken by TMON
Word 2 contains inhibitor STORED CMOS number
Word 3 contains telemetry item to be checked
WORD _!
Bit 13 enables/inhibits group fron> limit checking (0 ° enable) -
Bit 17 enaoles/inhibits froa sending commands (0 •> enable)
Bit 16 indicates telemetry point check in/out-of-licits (0 = in)
Bit 15-14 nunber of successive tines the specified conditions were met
Bit 13-10 unassigned
Bit 9 tells whether to send predefined block of CMOS/ACTIVATE on RTS (0
™ predefined block)
Bit 8-1 gii'e RTS/predefined block CMD nunber
Bit 18-14 OF TMGRUPS WORD 1 passed to TMRSTATS bits 5-1
LSD-'.vPC-263
WORD 2
Bit 18-13
Bit 12-9
Bit 8-5
Bit 4-1
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Table B.3.18-4. Bit Definition (TMGRUPS) (Continued)
unassigned ' '
3rd stored CMD inhibitor, if any, to be set when the group checks
out-of-limi ts
2nd stored CMD inhibitor, if any, to be set when the group checks
out-of-limits
1st stored CMD inhibitor, if any, to be set when the group checks
out-of-limits
WORD
Bit 18-1 First Word Address (FWA) of the entry for the first telemetry
item to be checked
LSU-WPC-263
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Table B.3.18-5. (TMITEMS) 3ic Definition
TM1TEMS contains 4 words each having 18 bits numbered 18-1
WORD 1
WORD 2
WORD 3
WORD 4
WORD j.
Bit 18-10
Bit 9-7
Bit 6-4
Bit 3-1
WORD 2
Bit 18-1
WORD ^
Bit 18-1
WORD £
Bit 18
Bit 17
Bit 16-1
Used while limit checking telemetry items in the tables
DATA MASK
give limiting value
Telemetry address
unassigned
Type of comparison to be made 1 = greater than, 2 = less than, 4
« equal to
end of group.
level number or subgroup number from 0-7
The action to be taken after limit checking 4
DATA MASK
limiting value/expected bits
Retrieve item from specified absolute address or main telenetry
(0 » specified address)
unassigned
Absolute address, or main telemetry column number for the Item to
be checked.
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.18.3 Telemetry Monitor/Response (TMRP) Software Constraints
TBD
B.3.18.4 Telemetry Monitor/Response (TMRP) Systea Tables
The Telemetry Monitor uses Flight. Software System Tables nuraber 28, 29 and 30.
Table #23 contains the controls that the ground wants TMON to monitor while
-limit checking groups. Table #29 contains information about the groups that
TMON is monitoring Table #30 give TMON the parameter to use for limit checking
each group. . . . .
LSD-WPC-263
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Entry Nome
Using
TLM Type Subroutine Description
OBC System Table 028 (TMREQCMD)
0 TMREQCMD P TMON
TCNTRL
TCNTRL
TCNTRL
Command to control the limit
checking for a. group
Bit 18 a l^conmand processed
0=NO COMMAND from ground "
Bits 7-1 gives the number of
the group to be controlled
Bits 11-10 give the func t ion
to be controlled
Bits 8, 9 unassigned
i
B..3-399 LSD-WPC-2^3
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
I
OBC System Table #29 (TMGRUPS)
0 TNUMGRPS P
1 TMGRUPS P
TMCilUPS
TMON
TCNTRL
TMON
TCNTRL
TREACT
TMON
TCNTRL
TREACT
TMON
TCNTRL
TCHECK
TREACT
TMON
TCNTRL
TCHECK
TREACT
T V E R I F Y
TREACT
T V E R I F Y
TREACT
TREACT
Number of groups to be
processed
Group Word entries
Bit 18 a 0«=enabled for limit
checking. ^inhibited f rom
limit checking (this word
sequence can be repeated 75
t imes) .
Bit 17 a 0»enabled for sending
commands. l=inhibi ted f rom
sending coouiiands
Bir 16 a 0=»in limits,
of l imits
Bit 15 and 14 - number of
successive times the speci f ied
condit ions were net
Bit 13, 12, 11, 10 -
unasaigned
Bit 9 a 0°issue block of
p r e d e f i n e d commands I n a c t i v a t e
on RTS
B i t s 8 t o . 1 - RTS p rede f ined
command block, number
Bi ts 12 to 9 - gives the
number of the th i rd s tored
CMD i n h i b i t o r , i f a n y , to be
se t when the g roup checks
o u t - o f r l i o i t s
LSD-WPC-263
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Entrv Name TLM Type
Using •
Subroutine Description
2 TMGR'JPS
3 TMGRUPS
TREACT Bits 8 to 5 - give the number
of the second stored cmd.
Inhibitor, if any, to be set
when the group checks out-
of-limits
TREACT Bits 4 to 1 give the number
of the first stored CMD
inhibitor, if any, to be set
when the group checks out-
of-linits
TVERIFY Bits 18 to 1 - FWA of the
TCHECK entry for the first TLM item
to be checked
LSD-WPC-263
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
OBC System Table //30 (TMITEMS)
0 TNUMITMS P
TMITEMS
TMITEMS
TMITEMS
TMITEMS
Number of TLM items to be
processed
Items word entries
Bits 18-10 unassigned
TVERIFY Bits 9 to 7 - Type of compare
to be made. l=greater than,
2=less than , 3=equal to
TVERIFY Bits 6 to A - Level number
TCHECK for up to 8 levels pregroup
from 0-7.
TVERIFY Bits 3 to 1 specifies the
TCHECK action to be taken if a
group checks IN/OUT of l imi ts
(up to 967 repeats of this
word group) a 4 in bits 3-1
indicates the end of the
group.
TCHECK Bits 18 to 1 Data mark
TCHECK bits 18 to 1 l imi t ing
value/expected bits
Bit 18 a 0=retr ieve i tem
f r o m spec i f ied absolute
address . l=re t r ieve i tem
from main t e lemet ry
Bit 17 - unassigned
TCHECK B i t s 16 to"1 - absolute
address , or main, t e l e m e t r y
co lumn n u m b e r , f o r t h e i t e m
to be checked .
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.18.5 Telemetry Monitor/Response (THRP) Telemetry
TMON monitors information from OBC System Table #29 and 30. These tables are
checked by group number and errors or .out of limits conditions information is
passed to the ground segment thru OBC Telemetry Report fM7, 48 and 49. Data
Format Control Book Volume II (Telemetry) gives detail of format.
I ^  D ~ w ^ " ~ "* 6 3
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Entry
Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
OBC Telemetry Report 047
I TMSTATS TRACT
1=1-25
(Group if)
TVERIFY
TVERIFY
Bits 18-10 used by OBC
to record time of three
consecutive errors
Bit 8 - errors in
the number of maximum
groups
Bit 7 - error in RTS
number
TCNTR L
TVERIFY
Bit 6 - Invalid group
number
TCNTRL
TMON
TCNTRL
TMON
Bit 5 OFF=enabled for
limit .-.becking
ON'="inhibited f r o m l imit
checking
Bit 4 OFF=enabled for
ending CMOS ON=inhib i ted .
f rom sending CMOS
TCNTRL
TMON
TCNTRL
TMON
Bit 3 OFF=in Units
ON'^out-of-iimi :s
Bit 2-1 - number of
times the group checked
out-of-litni ts
*OiiC TLM Repor t ;/48, and ->'49 give in format ion on group 26 thru 75 wi th
the same b i t I d e n t i f i c a t i o n
B.3—4O4 LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.18.6 Telemetry Monitor/Response (TMRP) Flow Charts
8.3-405
T o rv _ * rrt -- " s •
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1
INITIALIZATION
PROCESSING
"TINIT"
TABLE
VERIFICATION
"TVERIFY"
TELEMETRY
MONITOR
"TMON" 1
CONTROL
PROCESSING
"TCNTRL"
1
-'
COMPARE
PROCESSING
"TCHECK"
REACT
PROCESSING
"TREACT"
F I G U R E B.3.18-1 TMRP top level Flow Chart
B.3-406
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OE POOR Qt
TTCFIOJ -ACC
TGLCMCTRY MONITOR ftOUTINB
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B.3.19 SOLAR EPHEMERIS COMPUTATION (SEPHEM)
B.3.19.1 Solar Ephemeris Computation (SEPHEM) Processor Description
The Solar Epheaieris Computation module is comprised of one routine SEPHEM. It
is called by the executive every 614.4 seconds. This module computes the
direction cosine of the Sun Pointing Unit Vector (SIX, SIV, SIZ) used by the EC!
Attitude Update (ECIUPD) of the ACS processor and FSS Data Processing (OFFSDP)
of the Update Filter Module. It also computes Mean Earth Orbital Velocity (VEX,
VEY, VEZ) which is used in UFFSDP of the Update Filter.. Table B.3.19-1.
summarizes the SEPHEM processor.
LSD-WYC-263
B.3-413
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Table B.3.19-1. Solar Ephemeris Processor (SEPHEM)
Number:
Priority:
Execution:
19
17
614.4 sec
System Table: 62
Telemetry: OBC TLM Report i?43 SEPHEM01
Function: Compute:
SIX,Y,Z - Sun Pointing Vector
VEX.Y.Z - Mean Earth Orbital Velocity
LSD-WPC-263
B.3-414
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B.3.19.2 Solar Ephemeris Computation (SEPHEM) Processor Operation
The flowchart in Section B.3.19.6 shows in detail the operation of the SEPHEM
routine.
B.3.19.3 Solar Ephemeria Computation (SEPHEM) Software Constraints
TBD
B.3.19.4 Solar Ephemeris Computation (SEPHEM) System Tables .
LSD-WPC-263
B.3-415
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Entry
System
0
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
Name
Table 062
CEOB .
SEOB
EC
MO
Ml
STO
VEM
VEMNEG
TLM Type
(SEPHEM)
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
Using
Subroutine
SEPHEM
SEPHEM
SEPHEM
SEPHEM
SEPHEM
SEPKEM
SEPHEM
SEPHEM
Description
Cosine of mean obliquity of
earths orbit
Sine of mean obliquity of earths
orbit
Mean eccentricity of earths orbit
Initial solar mean anomaly
Solar mean anomaly rate
Conversion constant flight S/W
time to solar ephemeris time
Mean earth orbital velocity
Negative of mean earth orbital :
velocity
16
13
WO
Wl
SEPHEi-t Initial solar longitude of
perigee
SEPHEM Solar longitude of perigee
rate
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.19.5 Solar Ephemeris Computation (SEPHEM) Telemetry
Entry Generating
Number Name Subroutine
OBC TLM Report 043 SErHEMOl
0 TSOL SEPEHM
4 L SEPHEM
7 SIX SEPHEM
11 SIY SEPHEM
15 SIZ SEPHEM
19 VEX SEPHEM
21 VEY SEPHEM
23 VEZ SEPHEM
I;escription/ComiReit ii
Solar ephemeris l.ime
Solar true, longitude
X component of direction
cosine of sun pointing
vector
Y component of direction
cosine of sun pointing
vector
'L component of direction
cosine of sun pointing
vaciior
X component of mean earth
-jrbt::al velocity
Y component of mean eartii
orbit velocity
'
Z component of mean earth
orbital velocity
B.3-417
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B.3.19.6 Solar Ephemeris Computation (SEPHEM) Flow Charts
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B.3.20 COMMAND TEST (CMDTST)
B . 3 .20.1 Command Test (CMDTST) Processor Description
The Command Tost (CMDTST) processor will semi commands to tho OBC and tost
whether they ore received correctly. It will also check for spurious commands
received and not ser.t by CMDTST as well as for commands loat or garbled. Errors
discovered are reported via the OBC Status Buffer and Execuclva Telemetry
Report. If commands sent do not equal commands received a report with ID 42 is
placed in tho OBC status buffer along with the number of commands lost (Neg. #)
or number of spurious commands (Pos 6) received. If a command sent, is not
received as sent bit 54 in the executive's contribution to telemetry is set to
I. Both errors stop the computer status monitor (I'm OK signal) causing an OBC
shutdown and aafehold mode. CMDTST is sumranrlzed in Table B.3.20-1.
Number: 20
Typo :
V r l o v t t y : l t <
oil:' 131.07J!
t t v * n : OIK* comma lul *«K t u n t
iit lues : None
S y n t e n
Te lemet ry : OHO Report #;'<» Hit S A St*t»a
(obt ..-itnekl via OHO »iuia\»)
SVS-10266
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B.3.20.2 Command Test (.CMDTST) Processor Operation
The flowchart in Section B.3.20.6 provides a detailed description of processor
operation.
B.3.20.3 Command Test (CMDTST) Software Constraints
TBD
B.I. 20. 4 Command Test (CMDT3T) System Tables
None
B.3.20.5 Command Test (CMDTST) Telemetry
An error in CMDTST is reported via OBC TL.M Report 039, Flight Executive
Contribution to TLM, bit 54. If this bit is set to 1 this means a command test
has failed.
B.3.20.& Command Test (CMDTST) Flow Charts
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.21 MEMORY CHECK (MEMCK)
B.3.21.1 Check (MEMCK) Processor Description
MEMCK executes every 65.536 seconds to perform a checksum test on a designated
area of OBC menory. It calculates a checksum by exclusive OR'ing all the -words
in an area of memory, designated by entries in System Table 14 (QLIMITS). This
checksum is compared to a ground loaded- value in System Table 13 (QMEMCK). If
this comparison fails and QMEMIGNR of System Table 13 is less than or equal to
zero, then this error is reported via bit 53 of the Executive Status Report and
the computer status monitor signal will be stopped thus halting OBC operation.
If QMEMIGNR is greater than zero then the error is not reported.and OBC
operation continues. By using QMEMIGNR greater than zero MEMCK can be allowed
to calculate its own checksum, because the calculated checksum (MEMSUM) replaces
QMEMCKSM when an error is found.
B.3.21.2 Check (MEMCK) Operation
See the flowchart
operation.
in Ssction B.3.21.6 for detailed description of MEMCK
B.3.21.3
TBD
Check (MEMCK) Constraints
8.3.21.4 Memory Check (MEMCK) System Tables
MEMCK uses two System Tables 13 and 14.
LSD-WPC-263
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Using
j' Name TLM Typ** Subroutine Description
I
Syacem Table £_13 (QHEMCK)
0 QMEMIONR F MEMCK
I QMEMCKSM V MEMCK
• Flag to ignore erros found in
checksum calculation
• If > 0 ignore errors
o If < = 0 report error
• Used to avoid false error when
memory is being loaded
o When inhibiting the MEMCK
processor the EXEC will set
QMEM1GNR >0
« Calculated checksum
o Uplinked by ground or
o If QMEMICNR is set > 0 the
processor is allowed to calculate
its own checksum and store it in
QMEMCKSM
o Exclusive OR of all words in area i
being checked j
P.3-425
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;Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
System Table g!4 (QLLMITS)
0 QLIMIT V MEMCK
1 QLIMIT-1 MEMCK
o BSTCODE
o Location to start memory check
o QENDCODE - 1
Last location to Include in memory
check
.SD-KPC-263
B.3-426
>-.,.- —
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B.3.21.5 Memory Check (MEMCK) Telemetry
MEMCK makes no contribution to telemetry. Its error reporting is via the
Executive Status buffer which may be dumped via ground command.
B.3.21.6 Memory Check (MEMCK) Flow Charts
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.22 MEMORY MONITOR (MONTOR)
B.3.22.1 Memory Monitor (MOUTOR) Processor Description
The Memory Monitor (MONTOR) processor will monitor eighteen words of OBC memory
and report these words via OBC telemetry. An overview of this processor is
given in Table S.3.22-1. The addresses to be asonitored by this routine are
listed as QMONADDS(l) to QMONADDS(18) in Systems Table 15 (QMONITOR). If less
than 18 location are desired then the entr}' after the last addressed required
should be set to zero. The contents of these memory locations are inserted into
OBC TLM Reports 40, 41, 42 - 6 bits per word right justified. Thus 3 telemetry
words are required for the contents of 1 memory location.
LSD-WPC-263
B.3-429
Table B.3.22-1. Memory Monitor (MONTOR)
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Number: 13
Type: Background
Priority: 20
Period: 8.192
Function: Report 18 memory locations via 0' "• Telemetry
Reports 40, 41 and 42
Subroutines: None
System Tables
9 Mnemonic Type Description
15 QMONITOR V Memory locations to be monitored
Telemetry Reports: ODC Reports 40 thru 42
LSD-WPC-263
B.3-43O
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B.3.22.T Memory Monitor (MONTOR) Processor Operation
The operation of MONTOR is described by the flowchart in Section B.3.22.6.
B.3.22.3 Memory Monitor (MONTOR) Software Constraints
TBD
B.3.22.4 Memory Monitor (MONTOR) System Tables
LSD-WPC-263
B.3-431
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Using
Entry Name TLM Type Subroutine Description
System Table 015 (QMONITOR)
N QMONADDli V MONTOR
(W-l)
o Address of nth memory
location to be monitored by
MONTOR
o End of list of addresses is
designated by zero
o Number of addresses limited
to 18 by telemetry output
size
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.22 .5 Monitor (MQNTOR) Telemetry
The monitored memory location are output via OBC TLM Report 40, 41 and 42. Each
word contains 6 bits of Information r ight J u s t i f i e d . SVS-10123 Data Format
Control Book Volume II (Telemetry) gives details of format.
i,sn-wrc-:'.t>3
fl.3-433
r
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Entry
Number Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
OBC Telemetry Report 040 (MON 01)
1-0,4,8,12,
16,20
I+l
1+2
1+3
KONTOR
MONTOR
MONTOR
MONTOR
Bits 13 through 18 of memory location
QMDNADDS(N) N - 1—>6
Bits 7 through 12 of memory location
QMONADDS(N)
Bits 1 through 6 of memory location
QMONADDS(N)
Zero byte
Report 41 and 42 similar format but contain QMONADDS(7-12) and
QMONADDSC13-18) respectively.
LSD-WI'C-263
B.3-434
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B.3.22.6 Memory Monitor (MQNTOR) Flow Charts
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B.3.23 SOLAR ARRAY FAILURE DETECTION AMD CORRECTION (SADFDC)
B. 3. 23.1 Solar Array Failure Detection and Correction (SADFDC) Processor
Description , .'
SADFDC processor is enabled from ground control via an Executive Request when
the solar array is in the IX orbit rate mode. It will then be called every
16.384 seconds until it disables itself as a result of a failure detection.
SADFDC'a function is to detect lack of rotation of SAD during this mode. If the
SAD has stopped, commands will be sent to switch the PDU and RIU 6 and then
SADFDC will be disabled. Telemetry output of SADFDC is done by processor
POTDAT. SADFDC's processor number and priority number are 23 and 14,
respectively.
The subroutines that comprise SADFDC are the following:
SADFDC - Control Routine
SADINIT - SAD Fail Detect Initialization Processing
SADPROC - SAD Detection Processing
DELAY - Delay Processing
B.3.23. 2 Solar Array Failure Detection and Correction (SADFDC) Processor
Operation
B.3.23. 2. 1 SADFDC
The flowchart shown in Section B.3.23. 6 describes the detailed software
operations of SADFDC. Its function is to test if initialization is requested,
if so it calls subroutine SADINIT to initialize data. It will check it' SADFDC
is in safehold, call subroutine SADPROC and SADTELM. If SADPROC finds an error
3 consecutive times, SADFDC will call subroutine DELAY.
B.3.23. 2. 2 SADINIT
S\DINIT, floweharted in Section B.3.23. 6, is called by SADFDC and DELAY. Its
function is to clear data variables and counters.
B.3.23. 2. 3 SADPROC
Subroutine SADPROC, flowcharted ir. Section B.3.23. 6, determines which
potentiometer to use by testing the system table word, ISAPI, and saves this pot
position. . This data is then used in computing the pot difference, POTDIF. The
solar array drive rate, SADRATE, is then computed and checked if in limits- If
It is out of limits three consecutive times, CLOCK 18 is saved. The RIU and PDU
are switched by testing the system table words, RR'FLG and PDUFLG. The fail
flag, SADFAIL, is set to 3 and SAD Fail Detect is disabled.
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.23.2.4 Delay
Subroutine DELAY, flowcharted In Section B.3.23.6, Is called by processor SADFDC
If subroutine SADPROC detects 3 consecutive errors. DELAY'S function Vis to
delay the sending of IX Orbit Rate Command to new on .line PDU (A or B) one cycle
time or 16.384 seconds. It also sets the flag Dl'UUSE - 0. Subroutine FSTIME,
which Is in the SCP processor, reads this flag and, therefore, does not reset
the flight time, TF, to the DPU titce. Delay sets flag FDCSADF - 1 to disable
SADFDC processor. It then calls SADINIT to reset POT data saving and processing
counters.
B.3.23.3 Solar Array Failure Detection and Correction (SADFDC) Software,
Constrainta
Turn OFF when SA is in closed loop to correct SA position.
B.3.23.4 Solar Array Failure Detection and Correction (SADFDC) System Table
SADFDC uses data words found in System Table 68. These words are described
below.
LSD-WPC-263
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Using
Entry Name TLM Type Subroutine Description
I SAD Failure Detection System Table #68
! 0 ISAPI
i
1 . RIUFLG
F SADPROC
F SADPROC
PDUFLG F SADPROC
DPUUSE * F DELAY
If™l, use potentiometer 1.
Else, use potentiometer 2. Change
pots if data becomes noisy etc.
RIU select flag
0 « RIU A
1 - RIU 3
SADPROC switches to the RIU
designated by RIUFLG if
the subroutine detects
an error 3 consecutive
times.
PDU select flag
0 =» PDU A on
1 » PDU B on
SADPROC switches to the PDU
designated by PDUFLG if
the subroutine detects
an error 3 consecutive
times.
Flag for ignoring large DPU time
delay. If the SAD rate is out of
limits 3 consecutive times,
subroutine DELAY will set DPUUSE
to 0. This value is read by
subroutine FSTIME in the SCP
processor which will then not
update the f l ight software time
TF.
LSD-WPC-263
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B.3.23.5 Solar Array.Failure Detection and Correction (SADFDC) Telemetry
The status of SADFDC can . be monitored .by the telemetry report output from
processor POTDAT, Telemetry Report 35. This report is described in Section
B.3.24.5.
B.3.23.6 Solar Array Failure Detection and Correction (SADFDC) Flow Charts
LSD-WPC-26.
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Figure 3.3.23-2. SADINIT Flow Chart
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B.3.24 POTENTIOMETER DATA (POTDAT)
B.3 .24.1 Potentiometer Data (POTDAT) Processor Description
The Potentiometer Data Processor is scheduled for execution every 8.192 seconds.
It consists of 2 subroutines:
1. POTDAT - Potentiometer Data Processing "_:
2. PTELEM - POTDAT Telemetry -.
Its primary function is to convert the SA position data from counts to"degrees
and then format and store it into a telemetry buffer, along with data items from
SADFDC. .
B.3.24.2 Potentiometer Data (POTDAT) Processor Operation
B.3.24.2.1 POTDAT
The POTDAT processor is flowcharted in Section B.3.24.6. It checki the SA
position data, SAIP1 or SAIP2, to determine if it lies within the uplinked lower
and upper limits, SAPMN and SAPMX, respectively. The status flag, SCFLAGS, will
be sec to indicate the status (valid or invalid) of the data received. It then
converts the SA position data from counts to degrees.
B.3.24.2.2 PTELEM
PTELEM formats and stores into telemetry buffer POTZ01 the data froa
potentiometers 1 and 2, the status flag indicating good data and data items frota
SADFDC.
B.3.24.3 Potentiometer Data (POTDAT) Software Constraints
TBD
I
B.3.24.4 Potentiometer Data (POTDAT) System Tables
The POTDAT uses the uplinked data words in system table f?61. This table
consists of 2 words which define the upper and lower limits for acceptable SA
data position.
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Entry Name TLM Type
Using
Subroutine Description
System Table -961 (POTDAT)
0 SAPMN P
SAPMX
POTDAT Lower boundary threshold for
potentiometer data.
Fotentiometer data only valid
above this designated number
of counts. Appears as SCSAPMN
in POL.
POTDAT Upper boundary threshold for
potentiometer data.
Potentiometer data only valid
below this designated number
of counts. Appears as. SCSAPMX
in PDL.
B.3-445
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B.3.24.5 Potentiometer Data (POTDAT) Telemetry
The status of the POTDAT processor Is contained in OBC TLM Report #35, minor
frame 0. This report also contains data from the SADFC processor.
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Entry 9 Name
Generating
Subroutine Description/Comment
OBC TLM Report #35
0 TSAI1 POTDAT
3 TSAI2 POTDAT
6 TBD
7 FDCSADF DELAY
*8 SADFAIL SADPROC
9 FSTIME SADPROC
10 SADRATE SADPROC
12 POTDIF SADPROC
14 TIME18 SADPROC
Solar array orientation in degrees from
Pot #1. "
Solar array orientation in degrees from
Pot n
If a failure is detected 3 consecutive
times, this flag is set to 1 to disable
SADFDC.
SAD failure counter
.jt time 'buffer filled flag
SAD rate
Potentiometer output difference
Time when 3 consecutive errors are
detected.
* TLM alarm: SADFAIL = 3
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B.3.24.6 Potentiometer Data (POTDAT) Flow Charts
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(DETERMINE IF SA POSITION
FROM POTENTIOMETER «\
IS WITHIN THE SPECIFIED RANGE.
ISET FLAG ASSOCIATED
WITH POTENTIOMETER *1
TO VALID DATA RECEIVED.
IO°«AIPK18iJ°. THEREFORE.
CONVERT THE SA POSITION TO
DEGREES USING THIS EQUATION.
(DETERMINE IF SA POSITION
FROM POTENTIOMETER =2
IS WITHIN THE SPECIFIED RANGE
!SET FLAG ASSOCIATED WITH
POTENTIOMETER ."=2 TO VALIO
DATA RECEIVED.
ORIGINAL PACS IB
OF. POOR QUAUTY
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ISET THE STATUS FLAG AND THE LONG TERM STATUS
—1 FLAG ASSOCIATED WITH POTENTIOMETER *l TO
INVALID DATA RECEIVED.
1180°<SAIP1<380°. THEREFORE.
CONVERT THE SA POSITION TO DEGREES
USING THIS EQUATION.
!SET STATUS FLAG AND LONG TERM STATUS
FLAG ASSOCIATED WITH FOTENT'.OMETES *2TO
INVALID DATA RECEIVED.
TELEMETRY POINT
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
TELEMETRY POINT i
SYSTEM TABLE ENTRY
Figure B.3.24-1. POTDAT Flow Chart
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CALL.
MOVIKHT
(POT%01)
CALL
MOVSPREC
(TSAI1)
CALL
MOVSPREC
(TSAI2)
CALL
MOVBYTE
(DPUUSE)
CALL
MOVBYTE
(FDCSADF)
CALL
MOVBYTE
(SADFAIL)
CALL
MOVBYTE
(FSTIME)
CALL
MOV 16
(SADRATE)
CALL
MOV 16
(POTDIF)
CALL
MOV16
(TIME 18)
UNITIALIZE THE PROC POINTER TO THE START OF THE
TELEMETRY BUFFER ASSIGNED TO SOLAR ARRAY TELEMETRY
REPORT -1.
IWOVE THE 18 MCB'S OF POT POSITION DATA OBTAINED
FROM POTENTIOMETER =1 INTO WORDS 1-3 OF
BUFFER POT %OV
IMOVE THE18 MSB'S OF POT POSITION DATA OBTAINED FPOM
POTENTIOMETER *2 INTO WORDS 4-6 OF BUFFER POT % 01.
IMOVE THE 8 LSB'S OF THE LARGE DPU TIME FLAG INTO
WORD 8. (THE 2 BIT FLAG OF SCFLAG ARE ALREADY
IN WORD 7 OF POT % 01.!
IMOVE THE 8 LSB'S OF THE FAILURE DETECTION FLAG
INTO WORD 9.
IMOVE THE 8 LSB'S OF SAD FAILURE COUNTER INTO WORD 10.
IMOVE THE 8 LSB'S OF THE 1ST TIME BUFFER FILLED FLAG
INTO WORD 11.
IMOVE THE SAD RATE INTO WORDS 12" AND 13.
IMOVE POTENTIOMETER OUTPUT DIFFERENCE INTO
WORDS 14 & 15.
IMOVE CLOCK 18 INTO WORDS 16 AND 17
/ R E T U R N ^\
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